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CORNWALL

CHAPTER I.

THE CORNISH SAINTS

A saint or squab pie—The saints belong to five classes—I. The
members of the royal Dumnonian family — II. Irish - Welsh
colonists—The invasion of Brecknock—Brychan—The invasion

of Cornwall and Devon—Murtogh Mac Earca— III. Irish in West
Cornwall— IV. Welsh-Breton saints— V. Pure Breton impor-

tations — Ecclesiastical colonies — Llans and cells — Tribal

organisation—Ecclesiastical also tribal—The sanctuary—How a
tribe was recruited—^Jurisdiction—What a Celtic monastery was

—

Rights exercised by the saints—That of ill-wishing—Missionary

methods of the Celtic saints— Illand and S. Bridget— The
power of the keys as the saints understood it—Reciprocal rights

—The saint expected to curse the enemies of the secular tribe

—

Asceticism— A legal process carried into religion— Story of

the three clerks—A higher idea of asceticism gained ground—
S. Columba and the nettles— The saints and animals— And
children— How they used their powers— What they did for

womankind—The biographies, how far trustworthy—The interest

in knowing something of the founders of the Churches.

THE story goes that the devil one day came to

the Tamar from the Devon side and stood

rubbing his chin and considering.

" No," said he, " I won't risk it. Yonder every

person is made into a saint, and everything into

squab pie. I do not feel qualified for either

position."
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And it is a fact that nowhere else in England

are there so many villages bearing the names of

saints, and these names strange, and such as may
be sought out in vain in the calendars that are easily

accessible. One is impressed with the idea that the

vast majority of these saints are unknown and

negligible quantities.

This, however, is an entirely false assumption, and

it is based on the fact that their history has not been

studied.

On close examination it will be found that the

saintly names in Cornwall belong to certain well-

defined groups, and when we have determined the

localities occupied by these groups we have taken

the first step towards the elucidation of some

important problems in the early history of Cornwall.

Now let us look at these groups.

I. The first belongs to members of the royal

Dumnonian family that ruled Devon and Cornwall.

The first - known prince was Constantine the

Blessed (about 460), whose brother Aldor migrated

to Brittany, and married the sister of Germanus of

Auxerre, who came to Britain in 429 and 447 to

oppose the spread of the Pelagian heresy.

Constantine's son Erbin, prince of the Dumnonii,

died about 480. We know nothing of him save that

he was the father of Geraint, the heroic king who

fell at Langport, in Somersetshire, in 522, fighting

against the Saxons,

His name is familiar to us as the husband of Enid,

daughter of the lord of Caerleon, whose virtues and

pathetic story have been revived with fresh interest
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in Tennyson's idyl. Geraint has left his name at

Dingerrein, where was his palace, near the church

he founded—S. Gerrans, in Roseland—and a tomb,

supposed to be his, is still pointed out. Although
his story is preserved in the Mabinogion, this story

has no pretence to be regarded as history.

His first cousin was Gwen of the Three Breasts,

married to Fragan, also a cousin, who migrated to

Brittany. There is a curious monument of Gwen in

Brittany, on which she is actually represented as

having three breasts. But the expression three- or

four-breasted was used of a woman who was married

thrice or four times, and had a family by each

husband. The mother of S. Domangard was called

the four-breasted for no other reason than this.

Fragan and Gwen had three sons — Winwaloe,

Wethenoc or Winock, and James—and although the

great field of their labours was in Brittany, yet they

certainly visited their cousins in Cornwall and

obtained grants of land there, for they founded

churches in two districts, where their names remain

to this day somewhat disguised in Gunwalloe,

Lewanick, and Jacobstow. Geraint and Enid had

several children ; the eldest was Solomon or Selyf,

who died about 550.

He married Gwen, sister of Non, the mother of

S. David, and it was due to this connection that Non
and her son came to Cornwall and founded Altarnon,

Pelynt, and Davidstowe.

Gwen herself we recognise as S. Wenn ; she was
the mother of S. Cuby, founder of Duloe and

Tregony. Docwin or Cyngar, brother of Solomon,
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was an abbot in Somersetshire, In his old age his

nephew Cuby took his uncle with him to Ireland,

where he kept a cow for providing the old man with

her milk. A chief carried off the cow, and Cuby left

Ireland and brought the aged uncle back with him.

Docwin or Cyngar was the founder of S. Kew.

Again, another uncle of S. Cuby was Cado, Duke
of Cornwall, who makes a great figure in Geoffrey

of Monmouth's fabulous history, and in the Arthurian

romances. He was father of Constantine, whom
Gildas attacked so venomously in his spiteful letter

about 547, and who was converted by S. Petrock in

his old age. We have in Cornwall two of his

foundations and one in Devon.

After his conversion Constantine went to Ireland

and entered a monastery without disclosing who he

was. He was discovered by accident ; for, having

been set to grind corn with a hand-quern, he was

overheard laughing and saying, " What would my
Cornish subjects think were they to see me thus

engaged ?

"

II. The second group of saints is of Irish-Welsh

origin. The Welsh have a droll legend to account

for the Irish conquest of Brecknock.

Meurig, king of Garth -Madrin (a part of Breck-

nockshire), had a daughter, Marchell, who said to

her father in coaxing terms, " I do want a fur cloak

;

the winters here are abominably cold."

" You shall have one," answered the father.

On cool reflection IMeurig considered that fur

cloaks werc expensive luxuries, far be}'ond the

means of a petty Welsh prince.
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So he said to Marchell, "My dear, I am going

to marry you to a very agreeable young man, Aulac "

(Amalgaidh), "an Irish prince, and he has ample

means at his disposal to provide you with the

desired fur cloak."

So Aulac was invited over, found Marchell charm-

ing, and carried her back with him to Ireland.

Now whilst he was in Wales he had allowed his

eyes to wander, and he had seen that there was a

good deal of rich and covetable land there. So he

speedily returned at the head of a host of Irish

kernes, and overran, not Brecknock alone, but all

Cardigan, Carmarthen, and Pembroke, and established

himself as prince there.

Whether Marchell ever got her fur cloak history

does not say.

Aulac and Marchell had a son, Brychan (the

Speckled or Tartan-clad), who has given his name to

the county of Brecknockshire.

Brychan was a much - wived man, unless he be

greatly misrepresented, and had a numerous family.

Not only do the Welsh genealogists give him

forty-nine children, but the Irish, the Cornish, and

the Bretons attribute to him several more.

The fact is that all Brychan's family, grandchildren

as well as children, have been run together, for all

such as exercised tribal rights formed the family

clan.

In one of the S. Neot's windows may be seen good

old Brychan seated on a throne, holding a lapful of

progeny before him, dense as young rabbits.

In Ireland the tribes are called after the founder,
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as the Hy Conaill, Hy Fiachra, or sons of Conal,

sons of Fiech, though grand, great-grand, and great-

great-grandchildren.

Now the Irish who had invaded South Wales were

not allowed a peaceful time in which to consolidate

their power, for in the time of the grandchildren

of Brychan, if not in that of his son Cledwyn, king

of Carmarthen, there came down a Northern Briton,

named Dyfnwal, into South Wales and drove them

out, and pretty well exterminated the family of

Cledwyn. This must have been about the year 500,

and it was probably due to this that so many of

Brychan's sons and daughters and grandchildren

took to their heels and crossed the Severn Sea,

and established themselves in North Devon and

Cornwall.

It was not till about fifty years later that Caradoc

Strong-i'-th'-Arm, the son of a granddaughter of

Brychan and prince of Gallewig, the region about

Callington, marched westward from the Severn, and

expelled the invaders, and recovered Brecknock-

shire.

When the great migration took place it com-

prised not only the family of King Brychan, but

also the Gwentian royal family, that was allied to

it by blood.

Of course there has accumulated a certain amount

of legend about Brychan, and we cannot really be

sure that such a person ever existed ; that, in fact,

the name is not really that of a clan, for Breogan,

which is the same as the Welsh Brychan, was the

reputed ancestor of one of the branches of the
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Scots or Irish who migrated, according to legend,

from Spain to the Emerald Isle.*

What is true is that a certain Irish clan did invade

and occupy Brecknock and Carmarthen, as well as

Pembrokeshire, and that about 530 they were driven

out of the two first counties, and that they thereupon

invaded and occupied North -East Cornwall from

Padstow harbour, and the north of Devon as far

as Exmoor. This was not by any means a first

descent. The whole coast had been a prey to

invasions from Ireland for two centuries. On this

occasion among the Irish -Welsh from Gwent and

Brecknock came a great number of saints, that is

to say, princes and princesses devoted to the

ecclesiastical profession. The significance of this

I shall explain presently.

I will here only point out that almost all the

foundations of churches in North-east Cornwall were

made by members of the same Gwent-Brecknock

family. Is there, it may be asked, any Irish record

of this invasion ? We have a good many records

of earlier forays and occupations of Britain by the

Irish, but of this particular one only a somewhat

confused legend. There was a certain Princess

Earca, married to a king named Saran, in Ireland,

who was much engaged in raids in Britain, She

was the daughter of Loarn, king of Alba or

Scotland, from whom Lorn takes its name, the date

of whose birth is given by the Irish annalists as

taking place in 434. He was, in fact, one of the

Irish Ulster adventurers who invaded Scotland.

* Irish Nennius, ed. Todd and Herbert (Dublin, 1848), p. 237.
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Earca ran away from her husband to be with

Murtogh, a distant cousin of Saran, and she bore

him four sons. The most noted of all was Murtogh

MacEarca, who in time became king of Ireland.

Saran then married Earca's sister, and by her

became the father of S. Cairnech and Lurig, king

of the Scots (Irish) in Britain. Murtogh having

committed several murders in Ireland, fled for

protection to his grandfather, Loarn, in Alba, and

murdered him. Thereupon he was banished from

what we now call Scotland. He went to his cousin

S. Cairnech to bless his arms, as it was his intention

to offer his services to one of the kings of Britain,

and do as much fighting as came in his way. Before

leaving Cairnech he murdered in cold blood his cousin

Luirig, and carried off his wife.

In Britain this ruffian, we are told, became the

father of Constantine and Goidel Ficht, who became

the reigning princes in Cornwall.

Murtogh was back in Ireland in 488, for we find

him there fighting; and he remained there stirring

up strife, and a cause of bloodshed till he was elected

king of Ireland in 508.

Now, Murtogh most certainly when he went to

Britain led a body of adventurers like himself He
is said to have been the father of Goidel Ficht,. who

remained there as sovereign. Now, Goidel Fichti

signifies the Irish Picts, neither more nor less, a

generic name, and his fatherhood of the Irish Picts

means no more than that his clan or horde, which

swooped down on Cornwall and Wales, regarded

themselves as Hy Murtogh.
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It is rather remarkable that his cousin, the whole

brother of S. Cairnech, was named Broechan or

Brychan.

Now, in this story, attached to a perfectly historical

character, I cannot but suspect that we have a refer-

ence to a descent on Wales and Cornwall in or about

470-480.

Perhaps it may interest the reader to hear what

was the end of this ruffian.

On his return to Ireland he brawled and fought till

he became king in 508.

He was married to a good wife named Duiseach,

and had by her a family, but he fell under the fasci-

nations of a beautiful woman called Shin, whereupon

he turned away his wife ; and—by the witchcraft, so

it was supposed, of the witch—one after another of

his children was carried off by disease, possibly by

poison. Duiseach fled for refuge to S. Cairnech, who

blessed her and all who would take up her cause, and

gathered together a body of men resolved on fighting

to replace her. Cairnech gave a book and his staff

to be carried to battle before the host.

Now it happened that in a battle fought in 524

Murtogh had killed Shin's father and brother, and

though the beautiful woman continued to exercise

her blandishments on the king, she had vowed

revenge in her heart against him. She awaited

her opportunity. It came on the eve of Samhain,

All Hallows, when high revelry was kept in the

hall at Cletty, where Murtogh was residing. She

had the hall secretly surrounded by her men, and

herself set fire to it. Murtogh was very drunk, the
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fire caught his clothes, and, unable to escape by the

doors, which were guarded, he threw himself into a

vat of wine to quench the flames, and so perished,

partly by fire, partly by wine, in 527.

It is possible—I cannot say more—that as this

incursion, mentioned by the Irish writers, took place

precisely at the period of the Brychan descent,

it may refer to it, and that Brychan may actually

have been Murtogh's half-brother, who accom-

panied him to Britain to carve out for himself a

kingdom.

III. The third group is likewise Irish, but un-

mixed with Welsh elements. This consists of a

swarm, or succession of swarms, that descended

about the year 500 upon the Land's End and Lizard

district.

Concerning them we know something more than

we do about the second group.

Happily Leland, who visited Cornwall in the

reign of Henry VIII., made extracts from their

legends then in existence, very scanty extracts, but

nevertheless precious. Moreover, we have one com-

plete legend, that of S. Fingar or Gwinear, written

by a Saxon monk of the name of Anselm. And
we have the lives of many of those who made a

temporary stay in the Land's End and Lizard

districts, preserved in Irish MSS.

IV. A fourth group is that of saints, half Welsh

and half Breton, who made a short stay in Cornwall

on their way to and fro.

According to Celtic law, all sons equally divided

the inheritance and principalities of their father.
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The consequence was that on the death of a king

the most masterful of his sons cut the throats of

such of his brothers as he could lay hold of. And
as these little games were enacted periodically in

Brittany, the breath was no sooner out of the body

of a prince than such sons as felt that they had no

chance of maintaining their rights made a bolt of it,

crossed into Cornwall, and either halted there or

passed through it on their way to Wales, where they

very generally got married.

Then either they or their sons returned to Corn-

wall and lingered there, watching events in Brittany

for the safe moment to go back and reassert their

rights, and as they rarely could recover princely

rights, they became ecclesiastics ; a compromise was

effected, and they were allowed to return and set up

as founders of saintly tribes.

Whilst they tarried in Cornwall they occupied

their leisure in founding churches.

Such was S. Samson, with his disciples S. Mewan,

S. Austell, and S. Erme.

Such again was S. Padarn, who established a large

settlement where are the Petherwins.

When Samson crossed from Wales to Cornwall on

his way to Brittany, he sent word to Padarn that he

was going to visit him. They were first cousins.

Padarn heard the news just as he had left his bed,

and had pulled on one shoe and stocking. So

delighted was he to hear that Samson was approach-

ing that he ran to meet him with one leg and foot

shod and the other bare.

Samson founded churches at Southill and Golant.
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V. A fifth group consists of importations. In the

year 919 or 920, on account of the devastations of

the Normans, Brittany was almost depopulated.

The Count of Foher fled with a number of his

Bretons to Athelstan, and he took with him Alan

his son, afterwards called Barbe-torte, who was Athel-

stan's godson. At this date Athelstan could do little

for them ; he did not ascend the throne till 924, and

it was not till 926 that he defeated Howel, king

of the West Welsh, as the Cornish and Devon

Britons were called, and forced him to submission.

In 935 Athelstan passed through Cornwall to Land's

End and Scilly, and possibly enough he may have

then allowed some of these fugitive Bretons to settle

in Cornwall ; and this explains the existence there

of churches bearing the names of merely local and

uninteresting saints, as S. Meriadoc at Camborne,

S. Moran, and S. Corentin of Cury. These found-

ations mean no more than that some of the Breton

settlers had brought with them the relics of their

patrons in Rennes, Nantes, and Ouimper. But an

early Celtic foundation had quite another meaning.

Among the Celts churches were not generally called

after dead saints, but after their founders. The
process of consecration was this :

—
A saint went to a spot where a bit of territory had

been granted him, and fasted there for forty days and

nights, and continued instant in prayer, partaking

of a single meal in the day, that plain, and indulging

in an g.%^ only on Sundays. At the conclusion

of this period the llan or cell was his for ever inalien-

ably, and ever after it bore his name. Moreover,
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among Celtic saints there existed quite a rage after

multiplication of foundations, daltJia churches, as

they were called. Unless a saint could point to his

baker's dozen of churches founded by himself, he

was nought. But not all churches bearing a saint's

name, say that of Petrock, were founded by him

in person. A saint was supposed never to die, never

to let go his hold over his territory. And when in

after-years a chief surrendered land to a monastery,

he gave it, not to the community, but to the saint

;

and the church built on that land would bear the

name of the saint whose property it was.

The reader may like to hear something about the

organisation of the Church in Celtic lands. But to

understand this I must first very shortly explain the

political organisation.

This among all Celtic people was tribal. The
tribe, cinnel, clan, was under a chief, who had his dun

or fort. Every subdivision of the tribe had also its

camp of refuge and its headman.

When the British became Christian, Christianity in

no way altered their political organisation. This

we may see from the conduct of S. Patrick, who
converted the Irish. He left their organisation

untouched, and accommodated his arrangements for

the religious supervision of the people to that, as

almost certainly it existed in Britain, except perhaps

in the Roman colonial cities.

Now this was very peculiar, quite unlike anything

that existed in the civilised Roman world.

This organisation consisted in the creation of an

ecclesiastical tribe side by side with the tribe of the
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land. The saint was given by the king or chief

a certain territory, and at once he set to work

thereon to constitute an ecclesiastical tribe subject

to his rule, precisely similar to the secular tribe

subject to the rule of the chieftain. A rill of water

usually divided the two settlements. The idea of

the church and the priest in the midst of the tribe

of the land, acting as chapel and chaplain did to the

Saxon thane or the Norman baron, did not occur

to the Celt. The two tribes coexisted as separate

units, but tied together by reciprocal rights.

The saint having been given a bit of land, at once

constituted his sanctuary. He put up stones or

crosses marking his bounds, a thousand paces from

his cell, in a circle.

Every noble, arglwyd, or fiath exercised rights

of sanctuary, and the extent of his sanctuary con-

stituted his llmi, or lawn. The lowest grade of noble

had the limits of his lawn marked at the distance

of three throws of a spear or a ploughshare from his

door ; the rig or king had his as far as sixty-four

pitches.

Now all those who took refuge within the lawn

had sanctuary for a limited period, and the noble

or the saint employed this time of respite to come

to terms with the prosecutor, and furnish the fine

(eric) appointed by law for the offence committed

by the refugee. If he could not pay the fine he

surrendered the man who had come for sanctuary,

but if he paid it, thenceforth that man became his

client, and he provided him with a bod or both, a

habitation, and land to cultivate ; he became one
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of his men. This was an important means whereby

the saint recruited his tribe.

Throughout Cornwall a number of sanctuaries

remain, under the name of " sentry fields." If we
could find out how many and where they are, we
should know what were the mother Hans of the

early saints.

But a saintly tribe was recruited in another way.

Every firstling of the secular tribe was made over

to the saint : the fir^t son of a family, the first lamb

and calf The son did not necessarily become an

ecclesiastic, but he passed into the ecclesiastical

tribe, and became subject to the jurisdiction of the

saint.

But it may be asked. What happened when the

saint died ?

Every chief had his tamiist, or successor, appointed

during his life, and enjoying certain privileges. So
every saint had his coarb chosen to rule in his

name, his steward, his representative on earth.

Here came in an usage very strange to Latin

minds. The coarb must be of the royal or chief-

tain's race, and the right to rule in the ecclesiastical

tribe belonged to the founder's family, and was

hereditary, whether he were in ecclesiastical orders or

not, to a female as well as to a male. Thus, although

in an ecclesiastical establishment there was always

a bishop to confer orders, he did not exercise juris-

diction. The rule was in the hands of the head

of the sacred tribe. Thus S. Bridget kept her tame

bishop, Conlaeth, who was wholly under petticoat

government. He did kick once, and was devoured
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of wolves as a judgment, having strayed, against

Bridget's orders, among the mountains. S. Ninnocha

had as many as four bishops under her command.

Bishop Etchen was subject to the jurisdiction of

S. Columba, who was in priest's orders.

The Celtic Church as we know it, till gradually

brought under Roman discipline, was purely

monastic. The monasteries were the centres whence

the ministry of souls was exercised. Within the

sanctuary a rampart was thrown up, generally of

earth, and within this was the church, and about

it the separate circular cells occupied by the monks.

Outside the sanctuary and throughout the lands

belonging to the saint lived those subject to the

rule of the saint or his coarb.

There was a right exercised by the saint which

had previously been accorded to the bard. It was

that of ill-wishing. The right was a legal one, but

hedged about with restrictions. A bard, and after

him a saint, might not ill-wish unless he had been

refused a just request. If he ill-wished unjustly,

then it was held that the ill-wish returned on the

head of him who had launched it.

And there can be no doubt that this legal power

conferred on the saints inspired terror. If a chief's

horse fell under him, or his cows refused their milk,

if he got a bad cold or rheumatic pains, he immedi-

ately supposed that he had been ill-wished, and sent

for the saint, and endeavoured to satisfy him.

That this supposed power may have been em-

ployed occasionally for ambitious purposes is likely

enough, but in general it was exercised only for
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good, to release captives, to mitigate barbarities, to

stay bloodshed, to protect the weak against the strong.

A cheap and easy way of explaining the exercise

of this power by the saints is that of saying that

they traded on the credulity of the people. But it is,

I am sure, a false appreciation. They were of the

people, steeped in their ideas, and did not rise above

them. To trade on credulity implies a superiority

they did not possess. Besides, it was the exercise of

a formal legal right.

There is one rather significant feature in all the

missionary work of the Celtic saints which contrasts

sharply with that of our modern emissaries into

" foreign parts."

What we do is to collect moneys and start a

missioner, who, wherever he goes, draws for his

supplies on the mother-country, and depends, and

his entire mission depends, on the charity of those

at home. The Celtic method was absolutely the

reverse. The missioner went among strange people,

and threw himself on their hospitality. That is just

one of the great virtues of a savage race, and these

Celtic saints caught at the one noble trait in the

characters of the half-barbarians among whom they

went, and worked upon that and from that point.

The chiefs and kings felt themselves bound in

hospitality to maintain them, to protect them, and

to give them settlements. How strongly this feeling

operated may be judged by an instance in the life

of S. Patrick, who went to Laogaire, the Irish king,

without any backing up from behind and without

presents. When Laogaire refused Patrick something

c
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he wanted, the apostle and his little band refused to

eat. The king was so alarmed lest they should be

starved to death, and it be imputed to him as due to

his niggardliness, that he gave way, and let Patrick

have what he desired.

But this system worked on the material interests of

the chiefs. They argued in their calculating way,

" Here are all these missionaries. We have been

feeding them, giving them land and cattle ; it is a

drain on our resources. We must really get some-

thing out of them in return."

And so, out of that frugal mind which was not the

exclusive prerogative of Mrs. Gilpin, they accepted

the gospel—at least, the ministrations of the saints

—

as a return for what they had themselves granted

them : acres and cows.

There is a story in the life of S. Bridget that

illustrates this somewhat sordid view taken of their

dealings with the saints.

Bridget's father had been lent a sword by King

I Hand, son of Dunlaing of Leinster. He asked his

daughter to negotiate with the king that this sword

should become his personal property. She agreed.

At the same time one of Illand's men threw him-

self upon her, and begged her to put him into her

tribe. So she asked the king for two things : the

man and the sword.

" Humph !

" said he. " What am I to have in

return ?

"

" I will obtain for you eternal life, for one thing,

and for the other the assurance that the crown shall

remain to your sons."
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"As to eternal life," replied the practical and

sceptical king, " 1 have never seen it, and so do not

know what it is worth ; as to the boys, if they are

worth their salt, they will maintain their own rights.

Give me victory over those Ulster rascals, and you
shall have my man and the sword."

So Bridget agreed to this.

These Celtic saints certainly appropriated to them-

selves the right of the keys, to give heaven to whom
they would, and to exclude from it whoever offended

them. Of course they could appeal to the Bible for

their authority, and who were these half-wild men to

dispute it with them and quibble the text away?
That they were sincere in their belief that the power

of the keys was given to them is certain.

I have mentioned reciprocal rights.

Now one of those demanded of the saint by the

chief of the land was to march with him to battle

and to curse his enemies.

This had been what was expected and exacted

of the chief Druid ; and in this, as in many another

particular, the saint stepped into the shoes of the

Druid. This is frankly enough admitted in one life,

in which we are told that the king sent for S.

Finnchu to curse his enemies, because the Druid was

too old and feeble to do the job effectively.

When a saint passed out of this world he left

a bell, a book, or a crosier, to be the cathair of the

tribe, and his coarb marched with it in his name
before the tribesmen.

When the tribe was successful in battle, then

certain dues were paid to the saint for his assistance.
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In the lives of some of the early Celtic saints we are

told strange stories of their self-mortification, their

rigorous fasts. This was due to a very curious cause.

According to the Celtic law of distress, the

appellant took the matter into his own hands. There

was no executive administration of law. Everyone

who was aggrieved had to exact the penalty as best

he might. If he were too weak to recover the

penalty by force, then the legal proceeding for him

was to fast against the debtor or aggressor. He sat

down at his door and starved himself. The person

fasted against almost always gave way, as the fact

of the institution of the fast doubled the fine, and as

he did not venture to allow the creditor to proceed

to the last extremities lest he should entail on him-

self a blood feud.

When S. Patrick wanted to carry a point with

King Lear (Laogaire) he adopted this method and

succeeded, and the king gave way.

There is a very odd story—of course mere legend

—of S. Germanus when he came to Britain to oppose

the Pelagian heresy. He found one particular city

mightily opposed to the orthodox doctrine, and as

he could not convince the citizens by reasoning with

them, he and his attendant clerks sat down at the

gates and starved themselves to force the citizens

into adopting the true faith.

The same law of distress is found in the code of

Menu, and the British Government has had to

forbid the dJiarma—i.e. the legal fasting against a

creditor—from being put in practice in India.

Now, very naturally, and by an easy transition,
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the early Celtic saints carried their legal ideas into

their religion, and just as when S. Patrick, wanting

something from King Lear, fasted against him till he

obtained it, so did the followers of Patrick, when
they desired something of God for themselves or for

others, proceed against Him by the legal method of

levying a distress.

This is frankly admitted in an odd story in the

Book of Lismore. Three clerks agreed together that

they would each recite a certain number of psalms

daily, and that should one die the other two would

share his psalms between them. All went smoothly

enough for a while. Then one died, whereupon the

survivors divided his portion of the Psalter between

them. But soon after a second died, whereat the

third found himself saddled with the sets of psalms

that appertained to both the others. He was very

angry. He thought the Almighty had dealt un-

fairly by him in letting the other two off so lightly

and overburdening him, and in a fit of spleen and

resentment he fasted against Hwi.

But this view of asceticism was held only at the

outset, and rapidly sounder ideas gained the mastery,

and we find self-denial in the saints assume quite

another complexion.

An instance in point is in the life of S. Columba.

One day he saw a poor widow gathering stinging-

nettles, and he asked her why she did it. " For

the pot," said she ;
" I have no other food."

The good old man was troubled. He went back

to the monastery and said to the cook, " I will eat

nettles only now."
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When this had gone on for some time, his disciple

who cooked the nettles for him saw that he was

falling away in flesh, so he took a hollow elder-

stick, put butter into the tube, and by this means

enriched the dish.

S. Columba said, "The nettles do not taste as

before. They have a richer flavour. What have

you done to them?"
" Master dear," answered his disciple, " I have put

nothing into the pot but this stick, wherewith I

stirred its contents."

Nor were they pedantic in observance of rule.

Travellers came to S. Cronan, and he had meat

and ale set on the board, and he himself and his

monks sat down to make merry with them.

"Humph!" said a formalist among them, "at this

rate I do not see much prospect of matins being

said."

" My friend," answered Cronan, " in receiving

strangers we receive Christ ; as to the matins, the

angels will sing them in our room."

Finding that some travellers had wandered all

night unable to find shelter, " This will never do,"

said he ; "I shall move my quarters to the road-

side."

Though rough in their treatment of themselves,

they were tender-hearted and kind to bird and beast

and man. It was through a frightened fawn flying

for refuge to S. Petrock that Constantine was

brought to repentance. S. Columba prayed with

his arms extended till the birds perched on his

hands. Another Columba, the founder, as I suspect.
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of Columb Major and Minor, was almost incom-

moded with their affection, fluttering about his

face.

" How is it," asked one of his disciples, " that the

birds avoid us and gather round you ?

"

" Is it not natural," answered the saint, " that

birds should come to a bird?"

A play on his name, for Columba signifies a

dove.

S. Cainnech saw a rich lady with a starved dog.

" Who feeds that poor brute ? " he asked,

" I do," answered the lady.

"Feed it? Maltreat it. Go and eat what you

cast to the poor hound, and in a week return and

tell me how you relish such treatment."

One day an abbot saw a little bird with drooping

wings.

" Why is the poor thing so wretched ? " he asked.

" Do you not know," said a bystander, " that

Molua is dead ? He was full of pity to all animals.

Never did he injure one. Do you marvel then that

the little birds lament his decease ?

"

It was the same with regard to children.

One day King Eochaid sent his little son with a

message to S. Maccarthen. The child's mother gave

him an apple to eat on the way. The boy played

with it, and it rolled from him and was lost. He
hunted for his apple till the sun set, and then, tired,

laid himself down in the middle of the road

and fell asleep. Maccarthen was going along the

road and found the sleeping child there. He at

once wrapped his mantle round him, and sat by
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him all night. Many horsemen and cars passed

before the child woke, but the old man made them

get by as best they might, and he would neither

suffer the child to be disturbed, nor let an accident

befall him in the dark.

Great as were the powers conferred on the Celtic

saints or arrogated to themselves, there can be no

doubt but that they employed them mainly as a

means of delivering the innocent, and in putting

down barbarous customs.

S. Ere— in Cornwall Erth—made use of his

influence to prevent the king of Connaught from

baptising his new lance, after pagan custom, in the

blood of an infant ; S. Euny his in rescuing a boy

from being tossed on the spears of some soldiers.

Again, finding after a battle that it was the custom

to cut off the heads of all who had fallen, and stack

them at the king's door to be counted, he with

difficulty induced the victors to take turves instead

of the heads.

I do not think we at all adequately appreciate

the service the saints rendered to the Celtic nations

in raising the tone of appreciation of woman.

Next to founding their own monastic establish-

ments, they were careful to induce their mothers

or sisters to establish communities for the education

of the daughters of the chiefs and of all such maidens

as would be entrusted to them.

The estimation in which woman had been held

was very low. In the gloss to the law of

Adamnan is a description of her position in the

house. A trench three feet deep was dug between
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the door and the hearth, and in this, in a condition

almost of nudity, the women spent the day cooking,

and making candles out of mutton suet. In the

evening they were required to hold these candles

whilst the men caroused and feasted, and then were

sent to sleep in kennels, like dogs, outside the house

as guardians, lest a hostile attack should be made
during the darkness.

The current coin seems to have been, in Ireland,

a serving - maid, for all fines were calculated by

annals—that is, maidservants—and the value of one

woman was the same as that of three cows.

A brother of one of the saints came to him to

say that he was bankrupt ; he owed a debt of seven

maidservants to his creditor, and could not rake so

many together. The saint paid the fine in cows.

Bridget's mother was sold as a slave by the father

of Bridget to a Druid, and the father afterwards

tried to sell his daughter ; but as the idea had got

about that she was wasteful in the kitchen, he could

not find a purchaser.

But this condition of affairs was rapidly altered,

and it was so through the influence of the saints

and the foundation of the great schools for girls

by Bridget, Itha, Brig, and Buriana.

Till the times of Adamnan women were called out

to fight as well as the men, and dared not refuse the

summons. Their exemption was due to this abbot.

He came on a field of battle and saw one woman
who had driven a reaping-hook into the bosom of

another, and was dragging her away thereby.

Horror-struck, he went about among the kings of
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Ireland and insisted on the convocation of an

assembly in which he carried a law that women were

thenceforth exempted from this odious obligation.

I have but touched the fringe of a great subject,

which is one that has been unduly neglected. The

early history of Cornwall is inextricably mixed up

with that of the saints who settled there, or who
sprang from the native royal family. We have

unhappily no annals, hardly a Cornish record, of

those early times. Irish, Welsh, Bretons, have been

wiser, and have preserved theirs ; and it is to them we
are forced to appeal to know anything of the early

history of our peninsula. As to the saintly lives, it

is true that they contain much fable ; but we know
that they were originally written by contemporaries,

or by writers very near the time. S. Columba of

Tir-da-GIas, whom I take to have been the founder

of the two Columbs in Cornwall and Culbone in

Somersetshire, caught one of his disciples acting as

his Boswell, noting down what he said and did, and

he was so angry that he took the MS. and threw it in

the fire, and insisted on none of his pupils attempting

to write his life.

S. Ere was wont to retire in Lent to jot down his

reminiscences of S. Patrick. The writer of the Life

of S. Abban says, " I who have composed this am the

grandson of him whom S. Abban baptised." But

about the eleventh century a fashion set in for re-

writing these histories and elaborating the simple

narratives into marvellous tales of miracle, just as

in James I.'s reign the grand simple old balladi* of the

English natioD were recomposed in stilted style that
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robbed them of all their poetry and most of their

value.

Now it is almost always possible to disengage the

plain threads of history from the flourish and frippery

that was woven in at this late period. The eye of

the superficial reader is at once caught by all the

foolery of grotesque miracle, and turns in disgust

from the narrative ; but if these histories be critically

examined, it will almost always be found that the

substratum is historical.

Surely it affords an interest, and gives a zest to

an excursion into Cornwall, when we know some-

thing of the founders of the churches, and they stand

out before us as living, energetic characters, with

some faults, but many virtues, and are to us no

longer nuda nomina.



CHAPTER 11.

THE HOLY WELLS

S. Patrick in Ireland—A pagan holy well—S. Samson

—

Celtic saints

very particular about the water they drank—S. Piran and S,

Germoe—S. Ertb and the goose-eggs—S. Sithney and the polluted

well—Dropping of pins into wells—Hanging rags about—Well-

chapel of S. Clether—Venton la—^Jordan wells—Gwennap cere-

mony—Fice's well—Modern stupidity about contaminated water.

THE system adopted by S. Patrick in Ireland

was that of making as little alteration as he

could in the customs of the people, except only

when such customs were flatly opposed to the

precepts of the gospel. He did not overthrow their

lechs or pillar-stones ; he simply cut crosses on them.

When he found that the pagans had a holy well, he

contented himself with converting the well into a

baptistery. It is a question of judgment whether

to wean people gently and by slow degrees from

their old customs, or whether wholly to forbid these

usages. S. Patrick must have known perfectly what

the episcopal system was in Gaul, yet when he came

into a land where the Roman territorial organisation

had never prevailed, he accommodated Christian

Church government to the conditions of Celtic tribal

organisation.

He found that the Irish, like all other Celtic

28
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peoples, held wells in great veneration. He did not

preach against this, denounce it as idolatrous, or pass

canons condemning it. He quietly appropriated

these wells to the service of the Church, and made

of them baptisteries.

What Patrick did in Ireland was what had been

done elsewhere.

When S. Samson was travelling in Cornwall

between Padstow and Southill, and visited his

cousin Padarn on the way ; at a place called Tregear

he found the people dancing round an upright stone,

and offering it idolatrous worship. He did not

smash it in pieces. He contented himself with

cutting a cross on it.

Now the Celtic saints were mighty choice in their

tipple. They insisted on having the purest of water

for their drink ; and not only did they require it for

imbibing, but they did a great deal of tubbing.

One day S. Germoe paid S. Piran a visit; after

they had prayed together, "It is my tubbing time,"

said Piran. "Will you have a bath too?" "With

the greatest of pleasure," responded Germoe. So the

two saints got into the tub together. But the water

was so cold that Germoe's teeth began to chatter,

and he put one leg over the edge, intending to

scramble out. " Nonsense !
" said Piran ;

" bide in a

bit, and you will feel the cold less sharply."

Germoe did this. Presently Piran yelled out,

" Heigh ! a fish ! a fish !
" and, between them, the two

nude saints succeeded in capturing a trout that was

in the vat.

" I rejoice that we have the trout," said Piran,
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" for I am expecting home my old pupil Carthagh,

and I was short of victuals. We will cook it for his

supper."

Some of the saints had the fancy for saying their

prayers standing up to their necks in water.

There is a story of S. Ere, the S. Erth of Land's

End district, to the purpose, but I admit it is on late

authority.

Domnhal, king of Ireland, sent his servants to

collect goose-eggs. They found a woman carrying

a black basket on her head piled up with the eggs

of geese. The king's servants demanded them, but

she answered that they were intended as a present

to Ere, who spent the day immersed to the armpits

in running water, with his Psalter on the bank,

from which he recited the psalms. In the evening

he emerged from his bath, shook himself, and ate an

egg and a half together with three bunches of water-

cress.

However, regardless of the saint's necessities, the

servants carried the eggs away.

When S. Ere came out of the river, dripping from

every limb, and found there were no eggs for his

supper, he waxed warm, and roundly cursed the

rascals who had despoiled him, and those who had

set them on, and all such as should eat them.

The story goes on to tell how these eggs became
veritable apples of discord, breeding internecine

strife.

But to return to the wells.

Whether taught by experience, or illumined by

the light of nature, I cannot say, but most assuredly
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the saints of Ireland, Wales, and Cornwall were

vastly particular as to their wells being of the

purest and coldest water obtainable.

S. Senan had settled for a while by a well in

Inis Caorach, and one day his disciple Setna—our

Cornish Sithney—found a woman washing her

child's dirty clothes in the fountain. He flew into

a fury, and his companion Liberius was equally

abusive in the language employed. Shortly after

the boy tumbled over the rocks into the sea. The

distracted mother ran to S. Senan, and when he

heard the circumstances, assuming that this was due

to the imprecations called down on the woman and

her child by his two pupils, he bade both of them

depart and not see his face again, unless the child

should be produced uninjured. Setna and Liberius

sneaked away very disconsolate, but as they happily

found the lad on the beach uninjured, they were

once more received into favour.

It is unnecessary here to repeat all the hackneyed

references to the cult of fountains among the Celts
;

they may be taken for granted. We know that such

was the case, and that the same cult continues very

little altered among the Irish and Breton peasantry to

the present day. In Cornwall there is now little or

none of it. " When I was a man I put away childish

things," says S. Paul, and the same applies to

peoples. When they are in their cultural childhood

they have their superstitious beliefs and practices ; but

they grow out of them, and we pity those who stick

in the observance of usages that are unreasonable.

In pagan times money was dropped into wells
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and springs, and divination was taken from the rising

of bubbles. Now the only relic of such a proceeding

is the dropping in of pins or rush crosses.

Wells were also sought for curative purposes, and

unquestionably some springs have medicinal qualities,

but these are entirely unconnected with the saints,

and depend altogether on their chemical constituents.

It is said that rags may still be seen on the bushes

about Madron well as they are about holy wells

in Ireland and about the tombs of fakirs and

Mussulman saints. I doubt if any Cornish people

are so foolish as to do such a thing as suspend rags

about a well with the idea of these rags serving as

an oblation to the patron of the spring for the sake

of obtaining benefits from him.

In Pembrokeshire till quite recently persons, even

Dissenters, were wont to drink water from S. Teilo's

well out of a portion of the reputed skull of S.

Teilo, of which the Melchior family are the hereditary

custodians.

The immersing of the bone of a saint in water,

and the drinking of the water thus rendered salutary,

is still practised in Brittany. This was done when

Ireland was pagan ; but the bones soaked were those

of Druids.

There is a curious illustration, as I take it, of this

practice in S. Clether's well chapel, recently restored.

Here the stone altar remains in situ ; it has never

been disturbed.

S. Clether was the son of Clydwyn, prince of

Carmarthen and grandson of Brychan. He came

to Cornwall in consequence of the invasion of his
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territories by D}'fnwal, and here he spent a great

part of his hfe, and died at an advanced age. He
settled in the Inney valley in a most picturesque

spot between great ruins of rock, where a

perennial spring of the coolest, clearest water

gushes forth. There can be very little doubt that

S. Clether employed this spring as his baptistery,

for the traditional usage of fetching water from it

for baptisms in the parish church has lingered on

there.

The holy well lies north-east of the chapel or

oratory. When the chapel was reconstructed in

the fifteenth century the water from the holy well

was conveyed in a cut granite channel under the

wall, and came sparkling forth in a sort of locker

on the right side of the altar in the thickness of the

wall.

To reach this there was a descent of a step in

the floor. Thence the water flowed away under-

ground, and gushed forth in a second holy well,

constructed in the depth of the chapel wall outside

on the south near the east end. Consequently there

are two holy wells. The first, I take it, was the

baptismal well ; the second was used to drink

from. A relic of the saint was placed in the channel

where exposed ; the water flowed over it, acquired

miraculous virtues, and was drunk at the second

well outside the chapel by those who desired

healing.

That there was a further significance in the

management of the course of the water I do not

doubt.

D
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An attempt was made to carry out the imagery

of the vision of the holy waters in Ezekiel :

—

" Afterward he brought me again unto the door of the

house; and, behold, waters issued out from under the

threshold of the house eastward : for the forefront of the

house stood toward the east, and the waters came down
from under from the right side of the house, at the south

side of the altar." (xlvii. i.)

Cornwall possesses a vast number of holy wells,

many of them in very bad repair. That at S. Cleer

has been restored admirably ; Dupath is in perfect

condition ; that of S. Guron at l^odmin has been

restored ; S. Melor's well at Linkinhorn is very

beautiful and in perfect condition ; S. John's well,

Morwenstow, S. Julian's, Mount Edgcumbe, S.

Indract's in the parish of S. Dominic, the well of

S. Sidwell and S. Wulvella at Laneast, S. Samson's,

Southill, Menacuddle, S. Anne's, Whitstone, S.

Neot's, S. Nin's, Pelynt, Roche, S. Ruan's, are in

good condition, but many are ruinous, or have

been so altered as to have lost their interest. That

of S. Mawes has been built up, and two great cast-

iron pipes carried up from it for the circulation

of air over the water, which is drawn away to a

tap which supplies the town or village.*

Here is a melancholy account of the condition to

which a holy well has sunk :

—

"Venton Eia (S. la's well), on the cliff overlooking

Porthmeor.—This ancient well, associated with the memory

* Misses Couch were misled whien they visited S. Mawes, and they

give a photograph of a well which is not the holy well. The latter

is among the houses opposite the post office, and had an arched

entrance, now walled up.
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of the patron saint of the town (S. Ives), was formerly held

in the highest reverence. Entries occur in the borough

records of sums paid for cleansing and repairing it, under

i668-g and 1692-3. On the last of these occasions the

well was covered, faced, and floored with hewn granite

blocks in two compartments. It is still known as 'the

Wishing Well,' from the old custom of divination by crooked

pins dropped into the water. For some years past, how-

ever, this ancient source of purity has been shamefully

outraged by contact with all that is foul. Close to it is

a cluster of sties, known as ' Pig's Town,' and the well

has become the receptacle for stinking fish and all kinds

of offal. Just above it are the walls of the new cemetery.

All veneration for this spot, so dear to countless generations

of our forefathers, seems to have departed." *

The well of S. Bridget at Landue remains, but

the saint's chapel is gone. Stables near the well

are thought to have polluted the water, and the

well is closed lest the incautious should drink of

the reputedly contaminated waters.

There are a good many holy wells in Devon also,

but none of mark. At Sticklepath above the

well rises a very early inscribed stone. There is a

holy well, ruinous, at Halwell, one, probably of S. Lo,

at Broadwood, one at Ermington, from which water

is still drawn for baptisms, one at Lifton, one at

Ashburton, probably dedicated to S. Wulvela. S.

Sidwell and S. Anne each has her well at Exeter,

and the water of the latter has of late become of

repute, and is in request under the form of beer.

It supplies a brewery.

* Matthews, History of the Parishes of S. Ives, Lelant, Towed-

nack, and Zennor (London, 1892), p. 40.
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When S. Cadoc returned from the Holy Land
he brought with him a bottle of water from the

Jordan, and poured it into a well in Cornwall.

None that I know of bears his name, but that at

Laneast is called Jordan well.

There is a very singular custom still observed in

connection with a stream in place of a holy well at

Gwennap. There, on Good Friday, children seek

two spots by a stream to baptise their dolls. This

can be due only to a dim reminiscence of baptising

in the open.

In addition to the holy wells, there are the pixy

wells, where the ancient spirits have not been

dispossessed by the saints.

Poughill parish takes its name from a puck or

pisgie well.

Fice's well, near Prince Town, has on it "J. F.

1 568." John Fitz, the astrologer, and his lady were

once pixy-led whilst riding on Dartmoor. After long

wanderings in the vain effort to find their way, they

lighted on a pure spring, drank of it ; and their eyes

were opened to know where they were and which

was their right direction. In gratitude for this

deliverance, old John Fitz caused the stone memorial

to be set over the spring for the advantage of all

pixy-led wanderers. Alas ! the convict establish-

ment has enclosed the moor all round, and now this

well, though intact, no longer stands, as I remember

it, in wild moorland, but enclosed by a protecting

wall in a field.

In a certain large village ot which I know some-

thing water was introduced by means of earthenware
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pipes for a considerable distance, and then conveyed

to taps at convenient spots by iron and lead.

Now there was one of these taps placed outside

the Board school. The master said within himself,

" If I go to the tap, I shall have to pay the water

rate, which will be very heavy ; if I never turn the

tap, I surely cannot be required to pay. So I know

what I will do. Go to ! I will draw all my water

from the well in the yard of the farm at the back of

my premises."

He did so, and lost his wife and child by diphtheria.

Verily even modern Board school masters might

learn something from these wild old pure water-

loving Celtic saints.

Note.—Book on Cornish Holy Wells:

—

QUILLER-COUCH (M. and L, ), Aiicicnl and Holy IVcIh of Cornwall.

London: Clark, 1S94.



CHAPTER ITI.

CORNISH CROSSES

Abundance of crosses—The menhir—Crosses marked the limits of a

Llan—Crosses marked places for public prayer—Instance of a

Cornish Dissenter—Churches anciently few and far between—The
cross erected where was no church—Which therefore precedes the

village church—Crosses as waymarks—The Abbot's Way—Inter-

laced work—The plat a subject for study.

THERE is no county in England where crosses

abound as they do in Cornwall. Second to it

comes Devonshire. Indeed, on Dartmoor and in the

west of the latter county they are as numerous as

in Cornwall.

Their origin is various.

In the first place, where the pagans worshipped a

menhir or standing stone, there it was Christianised

by being turned into a cross. In the second place,

crosses marked the bounds of a viinihi or llatt, the

sanctuary of the saint.

Then, again, the Celtic churches were very small,

mere oratories, that could not possibly contain a

moderate congregation. The saints took their

station at a cross, and preached thence. With the

Saxons there was a rooted dread of entering an

enclosed place for anything like worship, fearing, as

they did, the exercise of magical rites ; and they

38
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were accustomed to hold all their meetings in the

open air. S. Walpurga, the sister of S. Willibald,

who wrote in 750, and was a Wessex woman, says :

—

" It is the custom of the Saxon race that on many estates

of nobles and of good men they are wont to have not a

church, but the standard of the holy cross dedicated to our

Lord and reverenced with great honour, lifted up on high

so as to be convenient for the frequency of daily prayer."

In connection with this, I may mention a fact. In

the parish of Altarnon was an old pious Wesleyan,

and when the weather was too bad for him to go to

chapel he was wont to go to one of the crosses of

granite that stood near his cottage, kneel there, and

say his prayers. He died not long ago.

Bede, some twenty years before Walpurga, says

that—

"The religious habit was then held in great veneration,

so that wheresoever a clerk or a monk happened to come
he was joyfully received, . . . and if they chanced to meet

him upon the way, they ran to him, and bowing, were glad

to be signed with his hand and blessed with his mouth.

On Sundays they flocked largely to the" (bishop's) "church

or the monasteries to hear the word of God. And if any

presbyter chanced to come into a village, the inhabitants

flocked together to hear the word of life ; for the presbyters

and clerks went into the villages on no other account than

to preach, baptise, visit the sick, and in short to take care

of souls" {H.E., iii. 16).

This shows that, in the first place, among the

Anglo - Saxons there were no churches except the

cathedral and the monastic church, and no parochial

clergy. Bede does not actually say that there was
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a cross set up from which the itinerant clerc^y

preached, and to which the faithful resorted for

prayer, but this additional fact we have learned from

Walpurga.

So we come to this very interesting conclusion,

that the village cross preceded the parish churcJi. The

crosses were, in fact, the religious centres of church life,

and we ought accordingly to value and preserve

them with the tenderest care. A great many of

those that we have now on our village greens are

comparatively modern, and date from the fourteenth

or fifteenth century, but there still remain a vast

number, not in the midst of a village, but on moors

and by highways of an extremely early description,

and which most assuredly have been the scene of

many a primitive " camp meeting " in the fifth and

sixth centuries.

On Sourton Down beside the road stands a cross

of very coarse granite. On it is inscribed PRINCIPI
FIL AVDEI, and above it an early and rude cross

of Constantine. Some time in the Middle Ages the

rudeness of the stone gave dissatisfaction, and its

head was trimmed into a cross.

A third occasion for the erection of crosses was

as waymarks. Across Dartmoor such a succession

of rude crosses exists where was what is called the

Abbot's Way from Buckfast to Tavistock and to

riympton. But there are others not on these lines,

and such may have served both as guiding marks

and also as stations for prayer. That the monks

of Buckland—and Buckland goes back to pre-Saxon

times—did go out to the moor and there minister
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to the tin-streamers or squatters and shepherds, I

cannot doubt, and accordingly look with much

emotion at these grey monuments of early Christi-

anity.

The interlaced work which is found on some of the

crosses is of the same character as the ornamentation

in the early Irish MSS., and it was adopted from the

Celtic clergy by their Anglian and Saxon converts.

But whence came it ?

We know that the Britons delighted in plaited

work with osiers, and it was with wattle that they

built their houses, their kings' palaces, and defended

their camps. By constant use of wattle through long

ages they became extraordinarily skilful in devising

plaits ; and when they began to work on stone they

copied thereon the delicate interlaced work they loved

to exhibit in their domestic buildings.

The various plaits have been worked out by Mr.

A. G. Langdon in his admirable study of the Cornish

crosses. At a meeting of the British Association he

exhibited a hundred drawings of different crosses, etc.,

illustrative of a paper read by Mr. J. Romilly Allen

on " The Early Christian Monuments of Cornwall."

When some incredulity was expressed as to there

being so many examples in that county, Mr.

Langdon explained that not only did all these

come from Cornwall, but that the examples brought

before the Association represented only about one-

third of the whole number known to exist. And
since that date a good many more have been noticed.

The variety in design of the crosses is very great

indeed. Some affect the Greek cross, some the
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Latin ; some are with a figure on them, some plain,

others richly ornamented. But what is remarkable

about them is, in the first place, they are nearly

all in granite, a material in which nothing was done

from the seventh century down to the fifteenth, as

though the capability of working such a hard

intractable stone had been lost. And, in the second

place, the ornamentation is in the lost art of plaiting,

of the beauty and difficulty of which we can hardly

conceive till we attempt it. There is first the four-

string plait, then that with six, and lastly that with

eight. Then three strings are combined together

in each plait, then split, forming the so-called Stafford

knot ; the knot and the plait are worked together

;

now a loop is dropped, forming a bold and pleasing

interruption in the pattern. Then a ring is in-

troduced and plaited into the pattern ; then chain-

work is introduced ; in fact, an endless variety is

formed, exercising the ingenuity of the artist to the

uttermost. It would be an excellent amusement

and occupation for a rainy day in an hotel for the

tourist to set to work upon and unravel the mysteries

of these Celtic knots.

The old interlaced work, or the tradition of it,

seems to have lingered on in the glazing of windows,

and some very beautiful examples remain in England

and in France. Mr. Romilly Allen points out :

—

" In Egyptian, Greek, and Roman decorative art the

only kind of intedaced work is the plait, without any

modification whatever ; and the man who discovered how

to devise new patterns from a simple plait, by making what

1 term breaks, laid the foundation of all the wonderfully
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complicated and truly bewildering forms of interlaced

ornament found on such a masterpiece of the art of

illumination as the Book of Kells. Although we do not

know tvho made the discovery of how to make breaks in

a plait, we know pretty nearly 7oJien it was made."*

He goes on to show that the transition from

plaitwork to knotwork took place in Italy between

563 and 774. But is that not a proof of introduction

into Italy, and not of its discovery there? I am

rather disposed to think that partly through the

adoption of the osier wattle in domestic architecture,

partly through the employment of the tartan, the

plait in all its intricacy was a much earlier pro-

duct of the genius of the Celtic race.

There is a pretty story in the life of an early

Irish saint. He had been put at school, but could

not learn. At last, sick of books, he ran away.

He found a man at work with willow rods, weaving

them to form the walls of a house he was building.

He dipped them in water, and laced them in and

out with wonderful neatness, patience, and dexterity.

And the boy, looking on, marvelled at it all, took it to

heart, and said to himself, " These osiers flip out ; but

when there are patience and skill combined, they can

be made into the most exquisite patterns, and plaited

together into a most solid screen. Why may not

I be thus shaped, if I allow myself to be bent, and

am docile in my master's hands?" So he went

back to school.

* ArchcBologia Cambrcnsis, January, 1S99. See also A. J. Langdon,

"The Ornament of the Early Crosses of Cornwall," /(5//;««/ of the

Royal Institution of Cornwall, vol. x. (1890-1).



CHAPTER IV.

CORNISH CASTLES

The ancient camps—Their kinds— i. Rectangular, Roman—2. The
Saxon burh—3. The Celtic circular or oval camp—The lis and

the dun—4. Stone fortresses— Heroic legends in Ireland—The
Firbolgs—5, The stone castle with mortar, Norman—No good

examples.

ANYONE with a very little experience can at once

.L\. "spot" a camp or castle by the appearance from

a distance of a hill or headland ; and the traveller

in Devon and Cornwall will pass scores of them,

as he will see by his Ordnance Survey Map, without

giving much attention to them, without supposing

that they can be of great interest, unless his attention

has been previously directed to the subject. It is

a pity that anyone should go through a country

which may really be said to make ancient camps

and castles its speciality and not know something

about them.

Of hill castles or camps there are several kinds :

—

I. Those that are rectangular or approximately so,

and which have been attributed to the Romans. Of
these in Cornwall there are but few. Tregear, near

Bodmin, and Bossens, in S. Erth, have yielded Roman
coins and relics of pottery ; but whether actually

Roman or Romano-British remains undecided.

44
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2. There are those which consist of a tump or

mound, sometimes wholly artificial, usually natural,

and adapted by art, and in connection with this is

a bass -court, usually, but not universally, quadri-

lateral. This was the Saxon type of burh ; it

was also that of the Merovingian. The classic

passage descriptive of these is in the Life of S. fohn

of Terouanne, written in the eleventh century :

—

" It was customary for the rich men and nobles of these

parts, because their main occupation is the carrying on

of feuds, to heap up a mound of earth as high as they

are able to raise it, and to dig round it a broad, open,

and deep ditch, and to girdle the whole upper edge of

the bank with a barrier of wooden planks, stoutly fastened

together, and set round with numerous turrets, and this

in place of a wall.

"Within was constructed a house, or rather a citadel,

commanding the whole area, so that the gate of it could

alone be reached by means of a bridge that sprang from

the counterside of the ditch, and was gradually raised

as it advanced, supported by sets of piers, two, or even

three, trussed on each side, over convenient spans, crossing

the moat with a managed ascent, so as to attain the upper

level of the mound, landing on its edge level with the

threshold of the door."

A very good idea of such a camp may be derived

from the representation of the fortifications of Dinan

on the Bayeux tapestry.

In France the mottes on which the wooden

dongeons of the Merovingian chiefs were planted

certainly abound ; but in many cases the bank

enclosing the bass - court has disappeared. Good

examples may be seen at Plympton, at Lydford,
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and at Launceston. At the former and latter

Norman walls took the place of the palisading

;

but at Lydford a keep was erected on the tump, but

the line of earthworks was never walled.

In Ireland and in Scotland such camps abound
;

they are there due to Saxon and Danish invaders.

In Ireland they are called motes, in England burhs.

They afforded the type on which the Normans

constructed their castles.

3. A much more common form of camp in Devon

and Cornwall is one that is circular or oval, and

consists of concentric rings of earth, or earth and

stone mixed, with ditches between.

There is, however, a variant where a headland is

fortified, either one standing above the sea into which

it juts, or at the junction of two streams. There it

sufficed to run defensive banks and ditches across

the neck of the promontory.

This description of camp or castle is usually

supposed to be Celtic.

In Ireland such a camp is a rath. The same

word is employed for similar camps in a portion of

Pembrokeshire.

Every noble had a right to have a rath, and every

chief had his lis or dun.

A lis was an enclosed space, with an earth-mound

surrounding it, and was the place in which justice

was administered. ZzV enters into many place-names

in Cornwall, as Liskeard, Lesnewth, Listewdrig, the

court of that king who killed S. Gwynear and bullied

S. Ewny and the other Irish settlers ; Lescaddock,

Lescawn, Lestormel, now corrupted into Restormel,
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In Ireland les had a wider meaning. S. Carthagh

was throwing up a mound around a plot of land

where he was going to plant a monastery.

" What are you about there ? " asked an inquisitive

woman.
" Only engaged in the construction of a little /w,"

was the reply.

" Lis beg !
" (small lis), exclaimed the woman. " I

call it a lis mor" (a big lis). And Lismore is its

name to this day.

In Ireland every king had his dim. This was an

enlarged rath with an outer court in which he held

his hostages, for the law required this: "He is no king

who has not hostages in lock-up."

Dun in Welsh is ditt, and dinas is but another

form of the same word, and signifies a royal

residence.

A gloss to an old Irish law tract says that a royal

dun must have two walls and a moat for water.

Dun in Scotland is applied to any fort. According

to the Gaelic dictionaries, it is "a heap or mound,"

and even a dung-hill is a dun.

In fact, the French dune and the Cornish towan

derive from the same root. Dun so much resembles

the Anglo-Saxon tun that we cannot always be sure

of the derivation of a place-name that ends in tun.

Every tribe had its dun, to which the cattle were

driven, and where the women and children were

placed in security in times of danger. This would

be in addition to the royal residence, that is the dun

of the rig.

Within the dun were numerous structures of
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timber, roofed with oak shingles, some of a large

description, such as a banqueting hall ; but the

habitations of the garrison were circular, of wicker-

work, and thatched with rushes.

In Cornwall there is Dingerrein, the dinas of S.

Geraint ; Castel-an-Dinas ; Damelioc (Din-Maeloc)

;

Dunheved, the old name for Launceston ; Dundagel.

4. I come now to the stone fortresses that are found

in parts of Cornwall and Wales. They are also to

be seen in Scotland and Ireland. These are called

caerau in Wales. A cathair is the term applied to

them in Ireland, and cathair signifies as well a city.

They are found in England only in Somersetshire,

Devon, and Cornwall ; and in Wales only in such

parts as were invaded and occupied from Ireland.

In Kerry and the isles of Arran are those in best

preservation, and from these we can see that the

walls were regularly built up with double faces,

rubble being between them. Very usually in Arran

stones are placed with the end outwards, so that they

serve as ties to hold the walls together.

The Welsh examples are very perfect, and precisely

similar to those in Ireland.

We know that the Gauls built stone camps

—

Csesar calls them their oppida—but they employed

beams of timber along with the stone to tie the walls

together. The wood has everywhere rotted away, and

the enclosing walls of the Gaulish camps now present

the same appearance precisely as do the similar

stone camps in Devon, Somerset, and Cornwall.

When the timber decayed the stones fell into heaps.

In Arran and Anglesey there was no timber ; conse-
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quently stones were employed as ties, and there the

walls remain comparatively intact.

Within the cacr were circular stone beehive huts

;

also chambers that were circular were contrived in

the thickness of the walls. These " sentry boxes

"

have been noticed in Wales, and also in Cornwall

and Devon.

The account of Castel-an-Dinas, before it was

robbed for the erection of a tower, is precisely such

as might be given of one of those in Ireland or

Wales :

—

"It consisted of two stone walls, one within the other,

in a circular form, surrounding the area of the hill. The
ruins are now fallen on each side of the walls, and show

the work to have been of great height and thickness.

There was also a third or outer wall built more than half-

way round. Within these walls are many little enclosures

of a circular form, about seven yards in diameter, with little

walls round them of two or three feet high ; they appear to

have been so many huts for the shelter of the garrison."

In fact, this was a royal dinas. Not only had it

the requisite double wall, but also the drecJit gialnai,

or dyke of the hostages. Every king retained about

him pledges from the under-chiefs that they would

be faithful.

There are several of these stone camps in Devon
and Cornwall. In Somersetshire Whorlebury is very

interesting ; in Devon are Whit Tor and Cranbrook
;

in Cornwall the Cheesewring camp, Carn Brea,

Chun Castle, the camp of Caer Conan on Tre-

gonning Hill, Helborough, beside Castel-an-Dinas

in Ludgvan.

£
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The heroic legends of Ireland attribute these stone

camps to the Firbolgs, the non-Aryan dusky race

that was in possession previous to the arrival of

the Celts, But that the Milesians learned from them

the art of constructing such castles is very certain,

for in Christian times the monks imitated them in

some of their settlements.

Lord Dunraven, who has photographed these stone

duns, says :

—

" The legends of the early builders are preserved in the

compilations of Irish scribes and bardic writers dating from

the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries. The story, which is

said by these writers to have been handed down orally

during the earliest centuries of the Christian era, and

committed to writing when that art first became known in

Ireland, is the history of the wanderings and final destruc-

tion of a hunted and persecuted race, whose fate would

seem to have been mournful and strange as the ruined

fortresses of the lost tribe which now stand before us.

Coming to Ireland through Britain, they seem to have

been long beaten hither and thither, till, flying still west-

ward, they were protected by Ailill and Maeve, who are said

to have reigned in Connaught about the first century of

the Christian era. From these monarchs they obtained

a grant of lands along the western coast of Galway, as well

as the islands of Arran, where they remained till their final

expulsion. Thus their forms seem to pass across the deep

abyss of time, like the white flakes of foam that are seen

drifted by the hurrying wind over the wild and wasted

ruins of their fortresses."

Excavations show that these stone caers are more

ancient than the Christian era ; they belong to the

period of flint weapons and the introduction of
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bronze. But, as already stated, the conquerors of

the rude stone monument builders adopted some of

their arts, and some of their camps are much later.

5. The stone castle, the walls set in mortar, is not

earlier in Devon and Cornwall than the Norman
Conquest. There are no really stately castles in

either county, with the exception of Launceston.

Rougemont, Exeter, is eminently unpicturesque

;

Tiverton, Totnes, Plympton, are almost complete

ruins ; Lydford—well, as Browne the poet wrote of

it in the reign of James I. :

—

" They have a castle on a hill

;

I took it for an old windmill,

The vanes blown ofif by weather
;

To lie therein one night, 't is guessed

'T were better to be stoned or pressed

Or hanged ere you come hither."

And ruin that has fallen on it has not improved

its appearance.

Okehampton is but a mean relic ; Restormel is

circular ; Trematon is like a pork-pie ; Pendennis,

S. Mawes, late and insignificant. Tintagel owes every-

thing to its superb situation and to the legend that it

was the place where King Arthur was born. The
most picturesque of all is Pengersick, near Breage,

but that is late. Its story shall be told in the

chapter on Penzance.



CHAPTER V.

TIN MINING

The gianiic eruptions in Devon and Cornwall

—

Elians—Lodes—Tin

passing into copper—Stream -tin—Story of S. Piran and S. Chig-

widden — Dartmoor stream - tin — Joseph of Arimathea— The

Cassiterides—Jutes—Danish incursions—Tin in King John's time

—Richard, Earl of Cornwall—Elizabeth introduces German

engineers—Stannary towns—Carew on mining—Blowing -houses

—Miners' terras—Stannary Courts—Dr. Borlase on tin mining

—

Present state.

I
REMEMBER being at a ball many years ago at

that epoch in the development of woman when

her "body" was hooked along her dorsal ridge. Now
I learn from competent authorities that it is held

together in other fashion.

There was at the ball a very lusty stout lady in

slate-grey satin.

By nature and age, assisted by victuals, she was

unadapted to take violent exercise. Nevertheless

dance she would. Dance she did, till there ensued

an explosion. Hooks, eyes, buttons, yielded, and

there ensued an eruption of subjacent material. In

places the fastenings held so that the tumescent

under - garments foamed out at intervals in large

bulging masses.

This is precisely what took place with Mother

52
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Earth in one of her gambols. Her slate panoply

gave way, parted from N.E, to S.W., and out burst

the granite, which had been kept under and was not

intended for show.

Her hooks and eyes gave way first of all in South

Devon, and out swelled the great mass of Dartmoor.

They held for a little space, and then out broke

another mass that constitutes the Bodmin moors. It

heaved to the surface again north of S. Austell, then

was held back as far as Redruth and Camborne. A
few more hooks remained firm, and then the garment

gave way for the Land's End district, and, finally,

out of the sea it shows again in Scilly.

Or take it in another way. Cornwall is something

like a leg. Let it be a leg vested in a grey stocking.

That stocking has so many " potatoes " in it, and

each " potato " is eruptive granite.

Granite, however, likewise cracked, formed "faults,"

as they are called, in parallel lines with the great

parent crack to which it owed its appearance, and

cracks also formed across these ; and through the

earlier cracks up gushed later granite in a molten

condition, and these are dykes.

Moreover, the satin body not only gave way down
its great line of cleavage, but the satin itself in places

yielded, revealing, not now the under-linen which

boiled out at the great faults, but some material

which, I believe, was the lining. So when the

granite broke forth there were subsidiary rifts in

the slate, and through these rifts a material was ex-

truded, not exactly granite, but like it, called elvan.

These elvan dykes vary from a few feet to as many
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as four hundred in breadth, and many can be traced

for several miles. The younger granite intruded into

the older granite is also called elvan.

But when the secondary fissures occurred, the in-

trusive matter was not only a bastard granite, but

with it came also tin and copper. And these

metallic lines, which run on Dartmoor from E. to W.,

and in Cornwall from E.N.E. to W.S.W., are called

lodes.

The cross-cracks do not contain metal. They are

called cross-courses.

In addition there are some capricious veins that do

not run in the normal direction, and these are called

counter-lodes. Their usual direction is N.E.

The cross-courses, although without metal, are of

considerable value to the miner, because, as he

knows well, the best lodes are those which are thus

traversed.

There is, however, one description of cross-course

that is called floocan, and which is packed with clay,

and holds back water. These are accordingly not cut

through if it can possibly be avoided.

A very curious feature in the lodes is, that after

going down to a variable depth the tin is replaced by

copper.

Percy was the first to establish this, towards the

close of last century. He pointed out that many

an old tin mine was in his time worked for copper.

And it came to be supposed that this would be

found to be an unchanging law : Go deep enough

after tin, and you come to copper. But this

opinion was shaken when it was found that
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Dolcoath, the profoundest mine in Cornwall, which

had for some time been worked for copper, became

next rich in tin. What seems to have been the

case was this : when a vent offered, there was a

scramble between the two minerals which should

get through first and out of the confinement under

earth's crust, and now a little tin got ahead ; then

came copper trampling on its heels, but was itself

tripped up by more tin.

Now, when the granite came to the surface, it did

not have everything its own way, and hold its nose

on high, and lord it over every other rock as being

the most ancient of all, though not the earliest to

put in an appearance. There was a considerable

amount of water about. There is plenty and to

spare in the west of England now, but we may

feel grateful that we do not exist in such detestable

weather, nor exposed to such sousing rains, nor

have to stand against such deluges, as those which

granite had to encounter. Hot, over -hot, it may
have been below, but it was cold and horribly wet

above.

The rains descended ; the floods came, and beat

on the granite, which, being perhaps at the time

warm and soft, and being always very absorbent,

began to dissolve.

As it dissolved, the water swept away all its

component parts, and deposited the heaviest near

at hand, and took the lightest far away. Now the

heaviest of all were the ore from the veins or lodes,

and the water swept this down into the valleys

and left it there, but it carried off the dissolved
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feldspar and deposited it where it conveniently

could and when it was tired of carrying it. The

former is stream -tin; the latter is china clay.

Now to get at stream -tin very little trouble is

needed. The rubble brought down and lodged in

the valleys has to be turned over ; and the ore is

distinguishable by its weight and by a pink tinge,

like the rouge ladies were wont (a hundred years

ago) to put on their cheeks and lips. There is

no tunnelling, no nasty shafts and adits to be

made ; and shafts and adits were beyond the

capacity of primitive man, furnished with bone and

oak picks only. Besides, why take the trouble to

mine when the tin lay ready to be picked up?

The story told in Cornwall of the discovery of

tin is this :

—

S. Piran came over from Ireland in a coracle, and,

like a prudent man, brought with him a bottle of

whisky. On landing on the north coast he found that

there was a hermit there named Chigwidden. The
latter was quite agreeable to be friends with the

new-comer, who was full of Irish tales, Irish blarney,

and had, to boot, a bottle of Irish whisky. Who
would not love a stranger under the circumstances ?

Brothers Chigwidden and Piran drank up the bottle.

" By dad," said Piran, " bothered if there be

another dhrop to be squeezed out! Never mind,

my spiritual brother ; I '11 show you how to distil

the crayture. Pile me up some stones, and we'll

get up the divil of a fire, and we shall manage to

make enough to expel the deuce out of ould

Cornwall."
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So Chigwidden collected a number of black stones,

and the two saints made a fine fire—when, lo ! out

of the black stones thus exposed to the heat ran a

stream like liquid silver. Thus was tin discovered.

The story won't wash.

Tin was invented a thousand years at least before

either Piran or Chigwidden were thought of But

that was most certainly the way in which it was

revealed.

On Dartmoor the stream tin can thus be run

out of the ore with a peat fire. And the Dartmoor

stream tin has this merit : it is absolutely pure,

whereas tin elsewhere is mingled with wolfram,

that makes it brittle as glass ; and to separate

wolfram from tin requires a second roasting and

is a delicate process.

Another Cornish story is to the effect that Joseph

of Arimathea came in a boat to Cornwall, and

brought the Child Jesus with him, and the latter

taught him how to extract the tin and purge it

of its wolfram. This story possibly grew out of the

fact that the Jews under the Angevin kings farmed

the tin of Cornwall. When tin is flashed, then the

tinner shouts, "Joseph was in the tin trade," which

is probably a corruption of " S. Joseph to the tinner's

aid
!

"

We will now shortly take the history of tin

mining in Devon and Cornwall.

Whether the west of Cornwall and Scilly were

the Cassiterides of the ancients is doubtful. But

one thing is sure : that they had their tin, or some

of it, from Britain,
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Diodorus Siculus, who flourished in the time of

Augustus, says so :

—

" The inhabitants of that extremity of Britain which

is called Belerion both excel in hospitality"—they do so

still
—" and also, by reason of their intercourse with foreign

merchants, are civilised in their mode of life
"—very much

so. "These prepare the tin, working very skilfully the

earth which produces it. The ground is rocky, but it has

in it earthy veins, the produce of which is brought down
and melted and purified. Then, when they have cast it into

the form of cubes, they carry it to a certain island adjoining

Britain, called Ictis. During the recess of the tide the

intervening space is left dry, and they carry over abundance

of tin in carts. . . . From thence the traders who purchase

the tin of the natives transport it to Gaul, and finally,

travelling through Gaul on foot, in about thirty days bring

their burdens on horses to the mouth of the Rhine."

Ictis has been variously supposed to be S.

Michael's Mount, the Isle of Wight, and Romney in

Kent.

Whether the Romans worked the tin in Devon

and Cornwall is very questionable. No evidence has

been produced that they did so. The Saxon invasion

must have destroyed what little mining activity

existed in the two counties, at least in Devon. It

is noticeable that, although Athelstan penetrated to

Land's End and crossed to Scilly, he is not said to

have paid any attention to the tin workings, which

he assuredly would have done had they then been

valuable. To the incursions of the Saxons succeeded

those of the Danish freebooters, who ran up the

rivers and burnt Tavistock and Lydford in 997, and
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carried fire and sword through the stannary districts

of Devon.

Under the Norman rule mining revived. The

general use of bells in churches caused a consider-

able demand for tin, more particularly as those

for cathedrals were of large calibre. The chief

emporium of the tin trade was Bruges, whence the

merchants of Italy obtained the west of England

tin and distributed it through the Levant. There

exists an interesting record of Florentine commercial

industry by one Balducci, composed between 1332

and 1345, in which is described the trade in Cornish

tin, and how it was remelted into bars at Venice and

stamped with the lion of S. Mark.

In King John's time the tin mines were farmed by

the Jews. The right to it was claimed by the king

as Earl of Cornwall.

Old smelting - houses in the peninsula are still

called "Jews' houses," and, judging by certain noses

and lips that one comes across occasionally in the

Duchy, they left their half-breeds behind them.

During the time of Richard, Earl of Cornwall and

King of the Romans, the produce of the tin mines

was considerable, and it was in fact largely due to

his reputed wealth from this source that he was

elected (1257).

The tin workings went on with varying prosperity

till the reign of Elizabeth, when she introduced

German engineers and workmen, with improved

appliances. In her time the tinners of Cornwall

were divided into four portions, named from the

principal works of that period. Each of these
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divisions had its steward under the Lord Warden,
who kept his court once in every three weeks. The
four stannary towns of Cornwall were Helston, Truro,

Lostwithiel, and Liskeard ; and at Lostwithiel may
be seen the remains of the ducal palace ; and at

Luxulyan the church, in the tower of which the stan-

nary records and charters were formerly preserved.

In Devon the stannary towns were Tavistock,

Ashburton, and Chagford, to which Plympton was
added in the reign of Edward III,, and Lydford was
appointed as the stannary prison.

Ordinary justices of the peace had no jurisdiction

over the miners in their disputes.

Carew, who was about the court of Queen Elizabeth,

has furnished us with a valuable record of the state

of the mines before the introduction of new German
machinery and methods.

He notices both the stream-works and the lodes,

and his opinion was that the deposits in the former

were the result of the Deluge.

He then describes the process of shoding, that is

of tracing the direction of a vein by fragments found

near the surface. The shode pits, which are also

called costeening pits, were holes sunk into the

ground to no great depth till indications of the

lode were reached. The miners next sank pits

seven or eight feet deep till they reached the lode

itself.

" If they misse the lend in one place, they sincke a like

shaft " (pit) " in another beyond that, commonly further up
the hill, and so a third and a fourth, until they light at last

upon it."
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Over Dartmoor and the Bodmin moors " the old

men's workings " may be seen ; hardly a gully has

not been streamed, every river-bed has been turned

over. The face of the moor is in places welted to

such an extent that it alters the character of the

scene. These workings are now grass-grown ; they are

very ancient, and clearly were conducted open to the

sky. As the miners worked up a river-bed they built

a colander behind them of rude blocks of granite,

through which the stream might flow away, and

many a rivulet now runs underground through these

artificial passages.

In dressing the ore the miners broke it with

hammers, and then " vanned " it on their broad oak

shovels. The wind bore away the valueless dust,

leaving the metal behind. By the side of the

" goyles," or deep workings, may be found " vanning-

steads " where this process was conducted. But

with the introduction of machinery the crazing-niill

was employed, worked by a waterwheel, in which

the ore was passed between two grinding-stones.

The washing of the dust which took the place of the

dry process was this :

—

" The streame, after it hath forsaken the mill, is made to

fall by certayne degrees" (steps) "one somewhat distant from

another, upon each of which at every descent lyeth a

green turfe, three or four foote square and one foote thick.

On this the tinner layeth a certayne portion of the sandie

tinne, and with his shovell softly tosseth the same to and
fro, that through this stirring the water, which runneth

over it, may wash away the light earth from the tinne,

which, of a heavier substance, lyeth fast to the turfe."
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After the black tin, or ore, had been thus treated

it was conveyed to the blowing-house. The usage

on Dartmoor was, when a miner was far from one of

these, to tie the ore in a bag marked with his name
or sign, and hang it about a dog's neck ; the beast

then conveyed it to the mill.

Of the " blowing-houses " a great many remain on

I^artmoor, There are two on the Yealm, one, very

perfect, on the Erme, one very early, before the

introduction of the waterwheel, at Deep Swincombe,

several on the Dart.

The blowing - house was a small structure of one

chamber and a cache, or storeplace, underground.

The doorway was rarely high enough to admit a

man without stooping double. The walls were of

stone without mortar, and, as far as can be judged

from their remains, had no window. The furnace

was heated with charcoal, and the fire blown by

means of a great pair of bellows worked by a tiny

waterwheel. The process was so roughly conducted

that " divers light sparkles " of tin are said to have

lodged in the thatched roof in sufficient quantities

to render the burning of the roof once in seven years

worth the undertaking. The melted metal ran out

into a spoon-shaped hollow in a block of granite,

or elvan, and was run into moulds also cut in slabs,

many of which remain near the old blowing-houses.

The white tin was then conveyed to a royal smelt-

ing-house, where it received a stamp ; and no miner

was suffered to dispose of his metal till it had thus

been marked, and he had paid his due to the Crown

for it.
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Some of the terms used by tin miners may not

prove uninteresting.

Stream -tin when found scattered beneath the

surface on a small declivity is called s/ioc/c, and runs

to a depth that varies from one to ten feet. A right

to work a certain portion is called a seU. The

rubbish thrown out of a mine is called sUn^ ; sand

or gravel, including tin, is termed gard ; the walling

on each side of a tye or adit is called stilling ; the

channels by which superfluous water is let run off

are cundards, a corruption of "conduits." Oblong

pits for a washing -floor are gounces ; the frame of

iron bars above is a ruddle.

Buckets are kibbals ; breaking up ore is bucking.

A whim is said to have derived its name from this:

A man named Coster, observing the labour that was

expended on bringing up the refuse from the mines

in buckets, fell a-thinking.

" Well, old man," said a mate, " what be up wi'

you ?"

" I have a whim in my head," he answered, " and

I 'm tryin' to reduce he to practice."

Coster's whim was much joked about, but when

set up outside his head at the pit mouth, it proved to

be no joke at all, but a real boon.

Superincumbent earth is burden.

A miner worked at Headland Warren mines, on

the W^ebburn, and lived at Challacombe. Every day

when leaving work he brought away with him a

lump of ore in his pocket, and on reaching his

lodging threw it away among the furze bushes.

Years after the farmer at Challacombe removed
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three cartloads of these lumps ; that was when tin

was at £60 a ton.

From a speech of Sir Walter Raleigh in Parliament

in 1 60 1, when Lord Warden of the Stannaries, it

would appear that the pay of a working tinner was

then four shillings per week, finding himself. Of

this he boasts as a great change for the better,

inasmuch as previously the tinner had received but

half that amount. By all accounts the tinners were

in a worse condition than the agricultural labourers.

The Stannary Parliament for the tinners on Dart-

moor sat on Crockern Tor till the court was removed

to Truro.

The first Parliament held there of which records

remain was on September nth, 1494; the last I

have heard of was held at the close of last century.

The Cornish tinners had their Stannary Court on

Caradon.

Already in Carew's time mines had been driven

into the bowels of the earth. It would appear that

levels were at about five fathoms under each other,

and the water was raised to the surface by means of

"a winder and keeble, or leathern bags, pumps, or

buckets."

Dr. Borlase describes the engines that were em-

ployed just after the middle of last century. He
took a mine in Illogan as typical.

There were seven shafts upon the lode, upon one

of which there was a fire-engine working the pumps,

and raising the water of the mine to the adit level,

twenty fathoms from the surface. Another shaft had

a whim upon it, and the remaining six had common
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winzes at their heads. The walls of the lode were

supported by timber, and planks were laid on them

for the deads, or unprofitable rock. Captains super-

intended the work. The machines employed were

the watcr-whwi, the rag and chain pump, the bobs,

and the fire-engine. The whim was much the same

as the common horse - whim of the present day,

employed to draw up the water in kibbles or buckets.

The rag and chain pump consisted of an iron chain,

furnished at intervals with knobs of cloth, stiffened

with leather, which on being turned round a wheel

was made to pass through a wooden pump cylinder,

twelve or fifteen feet long, and to heave up the water

that rose in this cylinder between the knobs of rag.

These pumps were worked by hand. The water-

wheels with bobs worked other pumps.

The machinery seems to us clumsy and imperfect

in the extreme.

The atmospheric or steam-engine of Newcomen
was costly, as it consumed an enormous amount of

coal ; but in 1778 it began to give place to Watt's

engine.

Since then the machinery employed advanced

with strides till reaching perfection, when the need

for any ceased in Cornwall and Devon, where nearly

all mines have been abandoned. Barca tin can be

raised so much more cheaply, being surface tin, that

lode tin cannot compete with it in the market.

Now the mining districts of Cornwall are desolate.

Heaps of refuse, gaunt engine-houses, with their

chimneys, stand against the sky, hideous objects,

and as useless as they are ugly. The Cornish miner

F
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has gone abroad. There he remains till he has

made his little pile, when he returns home, builds a

house for his wife and children, remains idle till

money gets low, when away he goes again.

A good deal of discussion has taken place relative

to the causes of the decline and extinction of the

mining industry in Cornwall. The primary cause is

that already referred to, but there is another. Into

that industry too much dishonesty was allowed to

intrude. Speculators became shy of embarking

capital in companies to work bogus mines. The

promotion of such schemes was too frequent not in

the end to discredit Cornish mining altogether.

The surface tin in the " Straits " mines must come

to an end shortly, and then let us trust captains in

Cornwall will have learned by experience that in

the end honesty is the best policy.

Formerly the metals were taken out of Cornwall

for distribution over Europe. Now the coined metal

is being brought into Cornwall by trainloads of

tourists, by coveys of bicyclists, come to visit one

of the most interesting of English counties and

inhale the most invigorating air, and everywhere

they drop their coin. So life is full of compensations.
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CHAPTER VI.

LAUNCESTON

Launceston a borrowed name—Celtic system of separation between

town of the castle and town of the church—A saint's curse—Old
name Dunheved— Castle— Church—Sir Henry Trecarrel—The
river Tamar—Old houses—S. Clether's Chapel—Altarnon—The
corn man—Cutting a neck—The Petherwins—Story of S. Padarn

—Is visited by his cousin, Samson—Trewortha Marsh—Kilmar

—

An ancient village— Redmire— Cornish bogs—Dozmare Pool—
Lewanick—Cresset-stone—Trecarrel— Old mansions—The Bota-

then ghost.

THE most singular thing about the former capital

of Cornwall is that it does not bear its true

name. Launceston is Llan Stephan, the church of

S. Stephen. Now the church of S. Stephen is on

the summit of a hill on the further side of the river,

divided from the town by the ancient borough of

Newport.

The true name of the town is Dunheved. It grew up

about the Norman castle, instead of about the church,

and as it grew, and the colony at S. Stephen's dwindled,

it drew to itself the name of the church town.

Launceston is, in fact, one of those very interesting

instances of the caer and the llan, separated the one

from the other by a stream. According to the Celtic

system, a church must stand in its own lawn,

surrounded by its own tribesmen, and the chief in

67
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his caer or dtm must also be without competing

authority surrounded by his own vassals. Conse-

quently, in Cornwall, churches are, as a rule, away

from the towns, which latter have grown up about the

chieftain's residence, except in such instances as

Padstow and Bodmin, where a religious, monastic

settlement formed the nucleus, Camelford, an old

borough town, is over two miles from its parish

church, Lanteglos, without even a chapel-of-ease in it,

an ecclesiastical scandal in the diocese. Callington,

the old capital of the principality of Galewig, is

three miles from its church of Southill.

The church of Launceston has grown up out of

a small chapel erected for the convenience of those

who lived about the castle walls, hangers-on upon the

garrison.

The Norman baron, and perhaps the Saxon

eorlderman, liked to have his chaplain forming part

of his household, and much at his disposal to

say mass and sing matins in a chapel to which he

could go without inconvenience, forming part of

his residence. But such an arrangement was alien

to Celtic ideas. Among the Celts the saint stood

on an entirely independent footing over against

the secular chief, and was in no way subordinate

to him. The chaplain of the Norman might hesitate

about reprimanding too sharply the noble who
supplied him with his bread-and-butter. But the

Celtic saint had no scruples of that sort. If a chief

had carried off a widow's cow, or had snatched a

pretty wench from her parents, the saint seized his

staff and went to the dim and demanded admittance.
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A saint's curse was esteemed a most formidable

thing. If unjustly pronounced, it recoiled like a

boomerang against him who had hurled it. Once
pronounced, it must produce its effect, and the only

means of averting its fall was to turn it aside against

a tree or a rock, which it shivered to atoms. In

this the Celtic saint merely stepped into the

prerogatives of the Druid.

In Cormac's Glossary of Old Irishisms— and
Cormac, king -bishop of Cashel, died in 903—is a

curious instance of the force of a curse in pagan
times.

The wife of Caier fell in love with Neidhe the

bard, her husband's nephew. Now a bard had the

privilege of hurling a curse if a request made by
him should be refused, but not else. So the woman,
desiring to be rid of her husband, bade the bard

ask of the king a knife which had been given to

him in Alba, on condition that he never parted

with it. Neidhe demanded the knife.

" Woe and alas
!

" said Caier, " it is prohibited

to me to give it away,"

Neidhe was now able to pronounce a glam dichinn^

or curse. Here it is :

—

"Evil, death, and short life to Caier !

May spears of battle slay Caier
;

The rejected of the land be Caier
;

Buried under mounds and stones be Caier !

"

Caier went out next morning to wash at the

well, when he found that boils and blains had broken
out over his face, disqualifying him for reigning,

as a king must be unblemished. He accordingly
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fled the country, and concealed his disgrace in the

dun on the Old Head of Kinsale, and Neidhe took

to him the wife and throne of his uncle. Caier

remained at Kinsale till he died, blasted by the

curse pronounced by the bard.

The saints did just the same, only not for such

scandalous reasons ; they did it in the cause of

humanity, and for the protection of the weak against

the strong.

But it will be seen, from what has been said, that

the Celtic saint was a very independent personage,

and that he and the chief had their separate

residences. It will be found that usually a stream

divided the territory of the saint from that of the

chieftain.

All this in illustration of Llan Stephan and

Dunheved, the castle and the church facing and

glowering at each other from opposite heights.

Launceston Castle is Norman. That there stood

here a castle in Celtic times is certain ; the name
Dunheved indicates as much. The heved in com-

position is a difficulty. Some suppose it a Saxon

addition : Jiaefod, a head ; but it is more probable

that the whole name is Celtic, and signifies the

summer dun. Hafod is a summer residence in

contradistinction to a Jicndre, which is that for the

winter—the old house, in principal use. The keep

consists of concentric rings on a mound natural

originally, but much adapted by art. That the

castle was employed to dominate the West Welsh,

first by the Saxons and then by the Normans, is

indisputable. It formed one in a chain of fortresses
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employed by the Saxon kings, of which Warbstow

and Helborough and Killibury were others. That

the garrison of Warbstow was composed of Mercians

is probablej as they dedicated their chapel to S.

Werburga, a Mercian princess - saint. Another

contingent was planted at Wembury, commanding

Plymouth harbour, where also they introduced the

same saint, who really had no " call " to come into

these parts.

The parish church of Launceston, dedicated to

S. Mary Magdalen, is a very interesting structure

externally, of carved granite of extraordinary but

somewhat barbaric richness.

The church was begun in 15 11. Henry Trecarell,

of Trecarell, in Lezant, was rebuilding his mansion

there in great splendour. He had already con-

structed a chapel and a noble banqueting hall,

and had got masses of carved granite ready for

a gateway, when his only son, a child, was drowned

in a basin of water whilst the nurse was bathing

him, she having left him for a few moments. The

mother survived the shock only a few hours. Henry

Trecarell, the father, dropped for ever the intended

mansion for himself, and devoted his wealth to a

higher ambition— the glory of God. He rebuilt

not only the church of Linkinhorne, but also that

of Launceston. On the south porch of the latter

on a shield appear the Trecarell arms, arg. two

chevrons sable^ which are those of Ashe of Devon,

Trecarell being really an Ashe, but he bore the

tiame of his Cornish residence. On a scroll is the

date 151 1. The niche over the door has lost its
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image, but on the left are S. George and the dragon,

and on the right S. Marthi dividing his cloak with

a beggar. Above S. George is the Good Samaritan,

and above S. Martin is Balaam striking his ass.

At the east end of the chancel, externally in the

central gable, are the royal arms, the supporters

of which are the lion and red dragon (the unicorn

was substituted for the dragon by James I. in 1603).

Under the sill of this window, in an arched recess,

is a recumbent figure of the Magdalen. Four

surpliced minstrels are on each side of the niche,

and above the line of the niche similar figures

ascend in pairs, but those in the two topmost

storeys seem never to have been completed. The

instruments which these musicians hold are the

rebec, the lute, the bagpipe, shawm, and harps,

and one plays the viol, turning a handle like a

hurdy-gurdy. The leader of each set of minstrels

carries a baton, and wears a chain about his neck.

The devices carved round the church are repetitions

of the plumes of the Prince of Wales, pomegranates,

balm-plants dropping precious gums, the Tudor

rose, and the arms of Trecarell, Kellaway (three

pears), and the castle of Dunheved. Above the

plinth encircling the building is a line of panelled

tracery. In every alternate panel is a shield,

bearing a letter, that make up the words :
" Ave

Maria, gracia plena ! Dominus tecum ! Sponsus

amat sponsum. Maria optimam partem elegit. O
quam terribilis ac metuendus est locus iste ! Vere

aliud non est hie nisi domus Dei et porta celi"

(" Hail, Mary, full of grace ! The Lord be with thee

!
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The bridegroom loves the bride. Mary hath chosen

the best part. Oh, how terrible and fearful is this

place ! Truly this is no other than the house of God
and the gate of heaven ").

The church was consecrated on June i8th, 1524.

It was never completed, as may be seen by the

condition of the west end. The tower belongs to

the earlier church, and is twenty- six feet west of

the church. Trecarell doubtless intended to rebuild

that in a stately style according with the church,

but the religious disturbances of the Reformation

took all heart out of him, and he abandoned his

task. The interior is very disappointing, but it

must be remembered it was intended to have a screen

of surpassing richness, which would have brought the

whole into proportion. The pulpit alone was com-
pleted, and that is of singular richness. The modern
carving in the church is thin and fanciful.

The neighbourhood of Launceston is rich in

objects of interest and scenes of great beauty.

The Inney valley will well repay a visit. There is

an Inney also in South Wales. It is an excellent

stream for fishing, and flows into the Tamar at

Cartamartha {Caer Tamar), in a glen of wooded
loveliness. The unfinished mansion of Trecarell

deserves a visit. There are also old houses at

Treguddic and Basil, both much spoiled by bad
"restoration." On the heights commanding the

river are Laneast, with old bench -ends, old glass,

and a holy well, and S. Clether, with its well chapel,

recently reconstructed. It was in a condition of

complete ruin ; almost every stone was prostrate,
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and the rebuilding was like the putting together of

a child's puzzle. At the north-east of the chapel is

a rather fine holy well, about three feet six inches

from the north wall. A description has already

been given in the chapter on holy wells, and the

explanation of some very curious features in it.

But there is one further feature of interest in this

structure that deserves to be noted. The old granite

altar, rude, like a cromlech, had never been cast

down. It remained intact, and has been left intact

in the reconstructed chapel.

S. Clether was the son of Clydwyn, king of Car-

marthen. Clydwyn's sister was married to an Irish

priest, Brynach, who, on account of the ill-favour in

which the Irish were regarded in South Wales,

moved into Cornwall and Devon. After a long while

he returned, but was again badly received. How-
ever, Clether welcomed him, and Brynach spoke to

his nephew of the God-forsaken condition of North

Cornwall, and an overpowering impulse came over

the king to surrender his principality to his sons,

and to depart for Cornwall, there to labour for the

evangelisation of his Welsh brethren in the peninsula.

He had relatives there. His uncle Gwynys was at

S. Genes, on the coast, and his aunt Morwenna at

Morwenstow. How long he remained at S. Clether

we do not know, but he probably moved on to S.

Cleer, near Liskeard, where also he has a fine holy

well, and there died. We do not know the precise

date, but it was about A.D. 550.*

* Not to be confounded with S. Clether of Clodock, in Hereford-

shire, son of Gvvynnar, and from whom the poet Taliesin was descended.

The invasion of Carmarthen by Uyfnwal from the north had umch to

do with Clether's departure.
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A very fine and interesting church, deserving a visit,

is that of Altarnon {Alt-ar-Non, the cHff of S. Non).

The village is called Penpont (the head of the

bridge). The church is rich in carved oak, benches,

and screen. On several of the benches may be seen

carved the corn man, that is to sa)^ the little figure

that was plaited out of the heads of wheat in the last

sheaf at a harvest.

About this and the custom of " crying, ' A neck !'
"

at harvest I will say a few words.

Towards the end of last century the member for

North Devon was extremely unpopular, especially

with the lower classes, and there had been a dis-

turbance on the occasion of his election, in which

he had run some personal risk. The time was when
Lord North was Prime Minister.

Not long after the election he went to Dunsland,

the seat of George Bickford.

Whilst strolling near the house he came near a

harvest field, whereon he saw a rush of men, and he

heard a cry of " Us have'n ! us have'n ! A neck !

a neck I

"

Panic-stricken, he ran, nimble as a hare, to the

house, and shouted to Mr. Bickford, " For God's sake,

hide me, anywhere, in the cellar or the attics ! There

is a mob after me who want to string me up !

"

What the M.P. for North Devon saw and heard

was the "crying, 'A neck!'" a custom universal in

Devon and Cornwall till reaping machines came in

and abolished it. It is now most rarely practised,

but I can remember it in full swing some forty or

fifty years ago.
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Mrs. Bray, in her Borders of tlie Taiiiar and Tavy,

thus describes it in 1832 :

—

" One evening, about the end of harvest, I was riding

out on my pony, attended by a servant who was born and

bred a Devonian. We were passing near a field on the

borders of Dartmoor, where the reapers were assembled.

In a moment the pony started nearly from one side of the way

to the other, so sudden came a shout from the field which

gave him this alarm. On my stopping to ask my servant

what all that noise was about, he seemed surprised by the

question, and said, 'it was only the people making their

games, as they always did, to the spirit of the harvest.''

Such a reply was quite sufficient to induce me to stop

immediately, as I felt certain here was to be observed

some curious vestige of a most ancient superstition ; and

I soon gained all the information I could wish to obtain

upon the subject. The offering to the 'spirit of the

harvest ' is thus made :

—

" When the reaping is finished, towards evening the

labourers select some of the best ears of corn from the

sheaves ; these they tie together, and it is called the nack.

Sometimes, as it was when I witnessed the custom, the

nack is decorated with flowers, twisted in with the seed,

which gives it a gay and fantastic appearance. The reapers

then proceed to a high place (such, in fact, was the field, on

the side of a steep hill, where I saw them), and there they

go, to use their own words, to ' holla the nack.' The man
who bears the offering stands in the midst and elevates it,

whilst all the other labourers form themselves into a circle

about him ; each holds aloft his hook, and in a moment
they all shout as loud as they can these words, which I

spell as I heard them pronounced, and I presume they are

not to be found in any written record :
' Arnack, arnack,

arnack, wehaven, wehaven, wehaven.' This is repeated
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several times ; and the firkin is handed round between

each shout, by way, I conclude, of libation. When the

weather is fine, different parties of reapers, each stationed

on some height, may be heard for miles round, shouting, as

it were, in answer to each other.

"The evening I witnessed this ceremony many women

and children, some carrying boughs, and others having

flowers in their caps, or in their hands, or m their bonnets,

were seen, some dancing, others singing, whilst the men
(whose exclamations so startled my pony) practised the

above rites in a ring."

Mrs. Bray goes on to add a good deal of antiquated

archaeological nonsense about Druids, Phoenicians,

and fantastic derivations. She makes " wehaven " to

be " a corruption of wee ane" " a little one," u^hich

is rubbish. " Wehaven " is " we have 'n," or " us

have 'n," " we have got him." As I remember the

crying of the neck at Lew Trenchard, there was a

slight difference in the procedure from that described

by Mrs. Bray. The field was reaped till a portion

was left where was the best wheat, and then the

circle was formed, the men shouted, " A neck ! A
neck ! We have 'n ! " and proceeded to reap it.

Then it was hastily bound in a bundle, the ears

were plaited together with flowers at the top of the

sheaf, and this was heaved up, with the sickles raised,

and a great shout of " A neck ! A neck ! " etc., again,

and the drink, of course.

The wheat of the last sheaf was preserved apart

through the winter, and was either mixed with the

seed-corn next year or given to the best bullock.

My old coachman, William Pengelly, who had been
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with my grandfather, father, and then with myself,

and who died at an advanced age in 1894, was wont

annually, till he became childish with age, to make

the little corn man or neck, and bring it to be set up

in the church for the harvest decorations. I kept a

couple of these for some years, till the mice got at

them and destroyed them.

In Essex a stranger passing a harvest field stands

the chance of being run up to by the harvesters, caught

in a loop of straw twisted, and held till he has paid a

forfeit. To the present day in Devon, at haysel, the

haymakers will make a twist of dry grass, and with

this band catch a girl—or a girl will catch a boy

—

and hold her or him till the forfeit of a kiss has been

paid, and this is called " making sweet hay,"

Hereby hangs a tale.

The Quakers in Cornwall have, as elsewhere, their

Monthly Advices read to them in the meeting-house,

wherein are admonitions against various sorts of evil.

Among these is one against "vain sports." Now,

just about haymaking -time a newly-joined member

heard this injunction, and he timidly inquired

whether " making sweet hay with the mldens " came

under the category. " Naw, sure ! " was the answer
;

" that 's a' i' the way o' Natur'."

Our Guy Fawkes is actually the straw man trans-

ferred from harvest to November.

These straw men take the place of human victims,

and the redemption with silver or a kiss is also a last

reminiscence of the capture of a victim to be

sacrificed for the sake of a future harvest to the

Earth Spirit. In Poland the man who gives the last
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stroke at thrashing is wrapped in corn and wheeled

through the village. In Bavaria he is tied up in

straw and cast on a dunghill.

Among the Pawnees, as late as 1838, the sacrifice

was carried out in grim reality. A girl was burnt

over a slow fire, and whilst her flesh was still warm it

was cut to pieces, and bits were carried away to be

buried in the cornfields. At Lagos, in Guinea, it was

till quite recently the custom to impale a young girl

alive to ensure good crops. A similar sacrifice was

offered at Benin. The Marimos, a Bechuana tribe,

sacrifice a human being for the crops. He is

captured, then intoxicated, carried into the fields,

and there slaughtered. His blood and ashes, after

the body has been burned, are distributed over the

tilled land to ensure a good harvest next year. The

Gonds of India kidnapped Brahman boys for the

same purpose. The British Government had to act

with great resolution in putting down the similar

sacrifices of the Khonds some half-century ago.

The mode of performing these sacrifices was as

follows. Ten or twelve days before the sacrifice

the victim's hair was cut. Crowds assembled to

witness the sacrifice. On the day before, the victim

was tied to a post and anointed with oil. Great

struggles ensued to scrape off some of this oil or

to obtain a drop of spittle from the victim. The

crowd danced round the post, saying, "O god, we

offer this sacrifice for good crops, seasons, and

health." On the day of the sacrifice the legs and

arms were first broken, and he was either squeezed

to death or strancrled. Then the crowd rushed on
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him with knives and hacked the flesh from the

bones. Sometimes he was cut up aHve. Another

very common mode was to fasten the victim to the

proboscis of a wooden elephant, which revolved

on a stout post, and as it whirled round the crowd

cut the flesh off while life remained. In some
villages as many as fourteen of these wooden
elephants were found, all of which had been used for

this purpose. In one district the victim was put

to death slowly by fire. A low stage was erected,

sloping on each side like a roof; upon this the

victim was placed, his limbs wound about with cords

to prevent his escape. Fires were then lighted and

hot brands applied to make him roll up and down
the slopes of the stage as much as possible, for

the more tears he shed the more abundant would be

the supply of rain. The next day the body was

cut to pieces. The flesh was at once taken home
by delegates of the villages. To secure its rapid

arrival it was sometimes forwarded by relays of men,

and conveyed with postal fleetness fifty or sixty

miles. In each village all who had remained at

home fasted until the flesh arrived. When it came
it was divided into two portions, one of which was

oflered to the Earth Goddess by burying it in a hole

in the ground. The other portion was divided into

as many shares as there were heads of houses

present. Each head of a house rolled his share in

leaves and buried it in his favourite field. In some

places each man carried his portion of flesh to the

stream that watered his fields.

Since the British Government has suppressed the
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human sacrifices inferior victims have been sub-

stituted, such as goats.

Here, then, we have almost before our eyes a

change of the victim. A still further change takes

place when an image is used as a substitute ; and

there is again modification when the person captured

and destined for sacrifice is allowed to redeem

himself with a handsel or a kiss. But the fact that

in Europe, aye, and in England, we have these

modified customs only now dying out, is an almost

sure proof that at a remote period our ancestors

practised the awful rites at harvest and in spring, of

which a description has been given as still in use in

Africa, and as only just put an end to in America

and in India.

North and west of Launceston is the Petherwin

district ; the former of these is in Devon, although

lying west of the Tamar, as is also Werrington.

These three churches, all dedicated to S. Padarn,

form a large territory once under his government.

It was his Gwynedd, but whether so called from

its being open moorland or from its being exposed

to the winds—windblown (Gwyjit)— I cannot say.

Padarn was son of Pedredin and Gwen Julitta, and

was first cousin of S. Samson. He was born in

Brittany, but owing to a family revolution his father

and uncles fled to Wales, but Padarn remained as

a babe with his mother. Finding her often in tears,

he asked her the reason, and she told him that she

mourned the loss of his father. So when Padarn

had come to man's estate he went in quest of him,

and finally found him in Ireland, where, old rascal,

G
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he had embraced the monastic Hfe, entirely regardless

of what was due to the wife of his bosom. As
Pedredin absolutely refused to leave his newly-

chosen mode of life, Padarn returned to his mother,

and they went together to Wales, passing through

Cornwall. In Wales he founded Llanbadarn Fawr

in Cardiganshire, which became an episcopal see

;

but he got across with Maelgwn, king of North

Wales, as also with King Arthur, who in the lives

of the Welsh saints is always represented as a bully,

showing that they were written before that king

had been elevated into the position of a hero of

romance by Geoffrey of Monmouth in the twelfth

century. His position now became untenable, and

he left Wales. It was then, I presume, that he made

his great settlement in East Cornwall.

According to one account he crossed into Brittany

with Caradoc Strong-i'-th'-Arm, but the expedition

ended in no results, and he returned. Now after

a while Cousin Samson arrived in Padstow harbour,

and resolved on making a Cornish tour before he

crossed into Brittany, whither he much desired to

go and see what could be done towards the recovery

of his paternal acres. At Padstow he visited S.

Petrock. Then he went along the north-east,

and as he approached Gwynedd, or Padarn's

Venedotia, he sent word that he was coming. Now
Padarn was getting out of bed when the tidings

reached him, and he had pulled on one stocking and

shoe ; but so delighted was he to hear that his

cousin was at hand, that he ran to meet him with

one le^ shod and the other bare.
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The dates of his life are approximately these. He
came to Wales in 525, remained there till 547, when

he migrated to Devon and Cornwall, where he

remained to his death in 560.* When the Saxons

obtained the mastery, North Petherwin and Werring-

ton were given to the abbey of Tavistock, and the

old Celtic foundation of Padarn ceased—monastically.

A pleasant excursion may be made from Launceston

to Trewartha Marsh. This occupies the site of a

lake, but it has been filled by detritus from the

granite tors around, and this rubble has been turned

over and over by tin-streamers, who not only

extracted the baser metal, but also gold.

On the way Trebartha is passed, one of the

loveliest sites in England, second in my mind only

to Bolton Abbey. It is the seat of F. R. Rodd, Esq.

The parish church of Northill is a foundation of

S. Tighernach or Torney, godchild of S. Bridget.

There are two ways up to Trewortha : one is by

Higher and Lower Castick, where a picturesque old

farm is passed, by Trewartha Tor, on which is shown

King Arthur's bed ; the other is by the bridge at the

back of Trebartha. The stream flowing from the

marsh forms a really beautiful fall in the grounds.

The marsh itself and its surroundings are desolate,

but Killmar {Cel-mazvr, the great place of shelter)

rising above it is a noble tor, and the view from the

north-west, by Grey Mare Rock looking over the

* Tremendous confusion has been made of his life, as he has been

confounded with a S. Paternus, who was Bishop of Vannes in 462

or 465 ; and the Cornish Venedotia has been construed as Venettia,

Vannes. Nearly a century intervened between the two saints.
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flat marsh to Killmar, is as fine as anything on the

Bodmin moors. On the west side of the marsh is an

ancient British settlement, apparently unconnected

with the stream-works for tin. The houses were

long and quadrangular ; one was apparently a council

chamber, having a judge's seat in granite and

benches of granite down the sides. Unfortunately

these have been wantonly destroyed recently by a

man who was building pigsties. The houses had

separate bakeries, and two or three of these with

their ovens remain in a tolerably perfect condition.

The same long building was occupied by two or

three families, divided ofif from each other by an

upright slab of granite, making so many horseboxes,

but each family had its own hearth. The pottery

found there was all wheel-turned ; and as many hones

were found, no doubt could exist that the occupants

belonged to the iron age. No other village of the

kind has as yet been noticed on the moors except

another somewhat higher up the stream that feeds

Trewartha Marsh, and this has been much mutilated

of late years. Independent of these singular quad-

rangular buildings are hut circles belonging to a far

earlier age, before steel and iron were known.

The whole of the hillside is cut up into paddocks,

and a conduit of water was brought from the little

stream at Rushleford Gate to supply the settlers with

pure drinking water. No traces of burnt slag were

found, and consequently the ovens cannot be pro-

nounced to have been made to smelt the ore, but

it is strange that there should be several of these

ovens. The whole settlement is so curious that I
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give a plan and a sketch of some of the hovels.

The doorwa}'s are in several instances perfect.

Against the wind and rain the hovels were pro-

tected by a high bank to the west. From the

Cheesewring, about two and a half miles distant, a

line of rails was carried to just above this singular

village, and there abandoned. The visitor may well

wonder why a railway was carried into the heart of

this desolate region ; it was apparently an excuse for

wasting the money of investors. The bulk of their

deposits have disappeared, and no profits have been

realised. Trewartha Marsh occupies the bed of a lake

that decants over a granite lip into the valley of

the Lynher. At some remote period the miners cut

down the lip and let off the water, and then turned

over the lake bed. A former owner of Trebartha

Hall gave to his daughters on their marriage heavy

gold rings from the precious ore washed out of the

gravel of Trewartha. A stroll among the refuse-

heaps that occupy the lake-bed among lanes of water

and stretches of morass will show the visitor how great

was the industry of the ancient streamers. There are

several cairns and barrows on the heights, but none

that have been explored have given other results

than small stone cists containing bone and wood ash.

On the north side of the marsh were some old

cottages, that have been destroyed, and their

materials employed for building purposes, in which

coins of Elizabeth and Queen Mary were found.

A vague tradition exists that a town existed at

Tresillern, one of the reaches of the lake, which was
submerged for the iniquity of the inhabitants.
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A basin of bog—also once a lake—exists at Red-

mire, and near it is a small circle of upright stones.

I was as near lost as might be in this bog in 1891.

The Ordnance Survey Office had sent down an

official to go over and correct the map of this

district, and I was with him. When dusk set in we
started for Five Lanes, and lost our way. We both

got into Redmire, and had to trip along warily from

one apparently firm spot to another. The winter

and summer had been unusually wet, and the marsh

was brimming with water. Six bullocks had already

been lost in it that year.

All at once I sank above my waist, and was being

sucked further down. I cried to my companion, but

in the darkness he could not see me, and had he seen

me he could have done nothing for me. The water

finally reached my armpits. Happily I had a stout

bamboo, some six feet long, and I placed this

athwart the surface and held it with my arms as

far expanded as possible. By jerks I gradually

succeeded in lifting myself and throwing my body

forward, till finally I was able to cast myself full

length on the surface. The suction had been so

great as to tear the leather gaiters I wore off" my
legs. I lay full length gasping for nearly a quarter

of an hour before I had breath and strength to

advance, and then wormed myself along on my
breast till I reached dry land.

Some of the Cornish bogs are far worse than those

on Dartmoor. Crowdy is particularly ugly and

dangerous. In a dry summer they may, however,

be traversed, as the surface becomes caked.
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Dozmare Pool is, next to Loe Pool, the largest

sheet of sweet water in Cornwall. It abounds in

fish, and was formerly a great resort of the worker

in flint, as innumerable traces of the industry testify.

Arrow- and spear-heads, scrapers, and an almost

unlimited amount of chips and flakes may be found

near it. In the lake is a cranogue, or subaqueous

cairn, on which was formerly a palafite dwelling.

The bottom of the pool is certain to richly repay

exploration.

For those who desire to enjoy moor air at a high

elevation, there is a pleasant little inn at Bolventor,

called the "Jamaca Inn"; but the visitor must take

with him his own supply of liquor, as it is a

"temperance house."

The moors about well reward exploration ; they

abound in prehistoric antiquities, and in scenes of

great but desolate beauty.

Lewanick (Llan-Winoc) was an interesting church

with good bench - ends, but an unfortunate fire

destroyed the interior, and almost everything of

interest has disappeared. There is, however, in the

church a cresset-stone. This is a structure like a

font, but with the surface scooped out into five

little bowls for containing oil and floating wicks.

Formerly, in the days when there existed a difficulty

in kindling a fire, it was important that a light should

be kept perpetually burning in the church, to which

the parishioners might have resort in the event of

their fires going out. But such cresset-stones are

now extremely rare. There is one at Calder Abbey
with sixteen bowls, one at Furness with five. At
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Ballagavvne, in the Isle of Man, is one with one

large bowl and nine small ones. A cresset-stone

exists in the court before San Ambrogio, Milan,

and I saw one set up before a very early church

at Civeaux, in Vienne, upon which the schoolboys

amused themselves with jumping and dancing.

There are inscribed stones and oghams in the

churchyard. The village carpenter, an unusually

intelligent man, has been zealous in search after, and

the discovery of, these stones. In the porch, under

the stone bench, a hare-hunt is carved on polyphant

stone. The quarry of this beautiful stone is near by.

There are several crosses and holy wells in the

parish, one of S. Blaunder, which is a corruption of

Branwalader, who is identical with S. Brendan, the

great navigator and explorer in the sixth century.

He is even supposed to have reached America, but

actually, it may be suspected, visited only the Canary

Isles and Madeira.

In Northill Church is a curious monument to a

chrisom child.

Trecarrcl is the old house of Sir Henry, who
erected Launceston Church. The hall is specially

fine. He never completed the mansion. The chapel

remains, and when I saw it a goose was sitting

on her eggs on the site of the altar. But it was

never consecrated. About the yard lie the richly-

carved stones intended for the gateway to the court,

but the gatehouse was not set up. There are several

old houses which may be visited from Launceston.

Bradstone, on the Devon side of the Tamar, has a

most picturesque gatehouse. The venerable mansion
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formerly belonged to the Cloberry family, whose

cognisance was bats ; it is quite intact. Bradstone

takes its name from a broad stone, in fact, a

cromlech that has been thrown down, but the cap

remains, and is used as a stile.

Kelly Church has some fine old glass. Sydenham
is an untouched seventeenth -century mansion ; so

is Wortham, in Lifton parish. A magnificent relic

is Penheale, with its granite entrance and panelled

rooms. It is in Egloskerry parish, and formerly

belonged to the Earl of Huntingdon. It passed

by sale from one hand to another, and is now the

property of Mr. Simcoe.

In Egloskerry Church is a remarkably good helmet.

The church contains an alabaster figure of an Italian

flower-girl. Treguddick, once a seat of a family

of that name, has been so mutilated in alteration

that it presents little of interest. The same may
be said of Basil.

Botathen, once the seat of the Bligh family, has

not in it anything of interest, but is associated

with one of the best ghost stories on record, written

by the Rev. John Ruddle, vicar of Launceston, who
laid a ghost in a field that appeared to and tormented

a boy of the name of Bligh.

Ruddle was parson of Launceston between 1663

and 1698. Defoe got hold of Ruddle's MS. account

of the transaction, and published it in 1720. It

has been often surmised that Defoe had touched

up the original, or had invented the whole story

;

but Mr. A. Robins has carefully entered into an

examination of the circumstances, and has proved
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that the account was by Ruddle, and all those per-

sons mentioned in it actually lived at the period.

In 1665 John Ruddle was schoolmaster in

Launceston as well as vicar, and one of his pupils

died. He preached a sermon at the funeral on

June 20th, and after leaving church he was addressed

by an old gentleman, who informed him that his own
son was sadly troubled by having several times met

a ghost, or, at all events, the boy pretended that he

had. The gentleman, Mr. Bligh, of Botathen, in-

vited Ruddle to his house to see the lad.

After conferences with the boy Ruddle gained his

confidence, and, says he, " he told me with all naked

freedom and a flood of tears that his friends were

unjust and unkind to him, neither to believe nor

pity him, and that if any man would go with him

to the place he might be convinced that the thing

was real." The rest of the story shall be told from

a MS. now in the possession of a lady in Launceston,

copied by William Ruddle, the son, from his father's

original MS. :

—

" By ys time he found me able to comisrate his condition

and to be attentive to his relation of it, therefore he went

on in ys manner. This woman wch appears to me (saith

he) Lived a nighbour here to my father, and dyed about

8 years since. Her name Dorothy Dingle, of such a

stature, such an age and complexion. She never speaks

to me, but passeth by hastyly and always Leaves ye foot-

path to me, and she comonly meets me twice or thrice in

ye breadth of ye field. It was abt 2 months before I took

any notice of it, and tho' ye shape of ye face was in my
memory yet I could not rccal ye name of ye person, but
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wthout more thoughtfuUnes I did suppose it was some
woman who Lived thereabout and had frequent occasion

that way, nor did I imagine anything to ye contrary before

she began to meet me constantly morning and evening,

and ahvays in ye same field, and sometimes twice or thrice

in ye breadth of it. The first time I took notice of her was

abt a year smce and when I first began to suspect and
beleive it to be a Ghost I had courage enough not to be
affraid, but kept it to myself a good while and only pondered
very much at it. I did often speak to it, but never had
a word in answer. Then I changed my way and went to

school ye Under Horse Road, and then she always met
me in ye narrow Lane between ye Quarry Park and ye

Nursery, which was worse. At Length I began to be
terrifyd at it, and prayed continually that God would either

free me from it, or Let me know ye meaning of it. Night
and day, sleeping and wakeing ye shape was ever runing

in my mind.

" Thus (said he) by degrees I grew very pensive, in so

much that it was taken notice of by all our family, where-

upon, being urg'd to it, I told my brother William of it,

and he privately acquainted my father and mother wth
it, and they kept it to themselves for sometime. Ye
successe of this discovery was only that they sometimes
Laugh at me, sometimes elude me, but still comanded
me to keep my school and put such fageries out of my
head. I did accordingly go often to school, but always

met ye woman in ye way.

" This and much more to ye same purpose (yea as much
as held a Dialogue of near 2 hours) was our conference
in ye orchard, which ended wth my profer to him that

(without makeing any privy to our intent) I would next
day walk wth him to ye place abt 6 o'clock. He was
even transported wth joy at ye mention of it, and replyed,
' but will ye sure Sr, will ye sure Sr ? Thank God ! now
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' Upon this conclusion we
retired to ye hous. The gent, his wife, and Mr. S. were

impatient to know ye event, insomuch that they came out

of ye parlour into ye hall to meet us, and seeing ye Lad
Look chearfully ye first complement from ye old man was
* Come, Mr. Ruddle ! ye have talked with S. I hope now
he will have more wit, an idle boy, an idle boy.' At these

words ye Lad ran up ye stairs to his chamber without

replying, and I soon stopt ye curiosity of ye 3 expectants

by telhng them that I had promised silence, and was

resolved to be as good as my word ; but when things were

riper they might know all, at prsent I desired them to

rest in my faithfull pmise that I would do my utmost in

their service and for ye good of their son. With this they

were silenced, I cannot say satisfyed.

" The next morning before 5 o'clock ye Lad was in my
chamber and very brisk. I arose and went with him. Ye
field he Led me to I guested to be abt 20 acres in an open

country and abt 3 furlongs from any hous. We went into

ye field, and had not gone above a third parte before the

Spectrum in ye shape of a woman wth all ye circumstances

he had described her to me in ye orchard ye day before

(as much as ye suddennesse of itts appearance and

evanition would prmit me to discover) met us and passed

by. I was a Little surprised at it, yet I had not ye power,

nor indeed durst I Look back, yet took care not to show

any fear to my pupil and guide, and therefore, only telhng

him that I was satysfyed in ye truth of his complaint we
walked to ye end of ye field and returned, nor did ye

Ghost meet us at yt time above once. I perceved in ye

young man a kind of boldnes mixt wth astonismt, ye first

caused by my prsence, and ye proof he had given of his

own relation, ye other by ye sight of his prsecutor.

" In short he went home ; I somewhat puzled, he much
animated. At our return ye gentlewoman (whose in-
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quisitiveness had mist us) watched to speak with me, I

gave her a convenience, and told her that my opinion was

her son's complaint was not to be slighted, nor altogether

discredited, yet that my judgment in his case was not

setled. I gave her caution moreover that ye thing might
not take wind Lest ye whole country should ring wth what
we yet had no assurance of. In this juncture of time I

had busines wch would admit no delay, wherefore I went
for Launceston that evening, but prmised to see him again

next week,—yet I was prevented by an occasion which
pleaded a sufficient excuse, for my wife was that week
brought home from a nighbours house very ill. How-
ever my mind was upon ye adventure. I studyed ye

case, and abt 3 weeks after went again resolving by ye

help of God to see ye utmost.

"The next Monday, being ye 27th day of July 1665,

I went to ye haunted field by myself and walked ye baedth

of it without any encounter. I returned and took ye other

walk, and then ye Spectrum appeared to me, much about

ye same place I saw it before when ye young gent was wth
me. In my thoughts it moved swifter than ye time before,

and abt 30 feet distant from me on my right hand in so

much that I had not time to speak, as I determined with

myself beforehand.

" The evening of that day ye parents, ye son, and myself

being in ye chamber where I Lay, I propounded to them
our going altogether to ye place next morning, and after

some asseverration that there was no danger in it we all

resolved upon it.

" The morning being come Lest we shd alarm ye family

of servts, they went under pretence of seeing a field of

wheat, and I took my horse and fetched a compas another

way, and so met at ye stile we had appointed ; thence we
al four walked Leisurely into ye Quartils, and had not

passed above half ye field before ye Ghost made appear-
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with such swiftness that by ye time we had gone 6 or 7

steps it passed by ; I 'mediately turned head and ran after

it wth ye young man by my side. We saw it passe over

ye stile at wch we entred, but no further. I stept upon

ye hedg at one place, he at another, but could discern

nothing, whereas I dare averr that ye swiftest horse in

England could not have conveyed himself out of sight in

yt short space of time.

" Two things I observed in this day's appearance, viz.

:

I. that a spaniel dog which followed ye company un-

regarded, did bark and run away as ye Spectrum passed

by, whence 'tis easy to conclude yt it was not our fear

or fancy wch made ye apparition. 2. that ye motion of

ye Spectrum was not gradatim, or by steps and moveing

ye feet, but a kind of glideing as children upon ye ice,

or a boat down a swift river, which punctually answers

ye descriptions ye antients gave of ye motion of their

Lemures.
" But to prceed : this ocular evidence clearly convinced,

but withall sharply affrighted ye old gent and his wife who

knew ys D. D. in her Lifetime,—were at her buryal, and

now plainly saw her features in this prsent apparition.

I encouraged them as wel as I could, but after this they

went no more. However I was resolved to prceed and

use such Lawful! means as God hath discovered and

Learned men have successfully practiced in these un-

vulgar cases.

"The next morning being Thursday I went out very

early by myself and walked for abt an hour's space in

meditation and prayer in ye field next adjoyning to ye

Quartils. Soon after five I stept over ye stile into ye

disturbed field, and had not gone above 30 or 40 paces

before ye Ghost appeared at ye further stile. I spake

to it with a Loud voice in some such sentences as ye
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way of these dealings directed me, wliereupon it ap-

proached, but slowly. When I came near it, it mov'd
not. I spake again and it answered in a voice neither

very audible nor intelligable. I was not in ye Least

terrifyed, and therefore persisted untill it spake again,

and gave me satisfaction.

" But ye work could not be finished at this time; where-
fore ye same evening, an hour after sun-set, it met me
again near ye same place, and after a few words of each
side it quietly vanished, and neither doth appear since,

nor ever will more to any man's disturbance.

" N.B. The discourse in ye morning Lasted abt a quarter

of an hour.

"These things are true. I know them to be so with

as much certainty as eyes and ears can give me ; and until

I can be perswaded that my senses do deceve me abt their

proper objects (and by that perswasion deprive myself of

ye strongest inducement to beleive ye Christian Religion)

I must and will assert that these things in this paper are

true."

I omit the reflections made on this by the writer,

who signs: "September 4th, 1665, John Ruddle."

Every person and every place can be and has been
identified by Mr. Robins, to whose article I refer

the reader, should he care to go over the ground. *

Note.—Books on Launceston :—
Robins (A. F.), Launceston, Past and Present. Launceston, 18S4.

Peter (R.), The Histories of Launceston a7td Dunheved. Plymouth,
18S5.

• The Cornish Magazine, 1899.



CHAPTER VII.

CALLINGTON

A town with a past—The principality of Callcwick—A royal residence

—The Boy and the Mantle— Caradock and Tegau— Arthur

and Guenever— Southill— S. Samson— Callington Church—The
Borough—Dupath Well—Hingesdon Hill—S. Ive—Linkinhorne

—

Story of S. IVIclor—The Chcescwring—Camp—The Ilurlers

—

Trethevy stone—S. Cleer—The Taniar—Arsenic manufacture

—

Poisoning—Production—Pentillie.

CALLINGTON is a town with a past; whether

it has a future is problematical. Its past is

remote ; and if it has a future, that will be equally

distant. Issachar was a strong ass couching between

two burdens ; and Callington lies low between the

great bunches of Caradon and Hingesdon, two huge

masses of moor said to be rich in minerals. In

the times of Callington's prosperity it throve on these

lodes of tin and copper. But now the mines are

abandoned and the population has leaked away.

Should the two mountains be again worked, then

the profits will go to Liskeard, seated on a railway,

on one side, and to Gunnislake, planted on the

Tamar, on the other.

Callington occupies the site of the royal residence

of the kings of Cornwall as princes of Gallewick.

Here Selyf and his wife S. Wenn had their residence,

and here S. Cuby was born. Here it is asserted
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that Arthur once had his court. And here also at

one time was Caradoc Freichfras with his wife Tegau,
the most honest woman in Arthur's court.

Who can say that it was not here that the boy
appeared with the mantle, the ballad concerning

which is in Percy's Reliqites, though indeed in that

it is said to have occurred in Carlisle?

"
' Now have thou here, King- Arthur,

Have this here of mee.

And give unto thy comely queen

All-shapen as you see.

"
' No wife it shall become

That once hath been to blame.'

Then every knight in Arthur's court

Slye glaunced at his dame.

" And first came Lady Guenever,

The mantle she must trye.

This dame, she was new-fangled,

And of a roving eye.

" When she had tane the mantle,

And all was with it cladde,

From top to toe it shiver'd down,
As tho' with sheers beshradde.

"Down she threw the mantle,

She longer would not stay
;

But, storming like a fury,

To her chamber flung away."

So one lady after another attempted to wear the

mantle, and it curled and became contracted on each,

and all were shamed in the sight of Arthur and
the whole court.

" Sir Cradock call'd his lady,

And bade her to come neare :

' Come win this mantle, lady,

And do me credit here.'

II
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" The lady gently blushing

With modest grace came on,

And now to trye the wondrous cliarm

Courageously is gone.

" When she had tanc the mantle,

And put it on her backc.

About the hem it seemed
To wrinkle and to cracke.

" ' Lye still,' she cryed, ' O mantle !

And shame me not for naught,

I '11 freely own whate'er amiss

Or blameful I have wrought.

" ' Once I kist Sir Cradocke

Beneathe the greenwood tree :

Once I kist Sir Cradocke's mouth
Before he married me.'

" When thus she had her shriven.

And her worst fault had told.

The mantle soon became her

Right comely as it shold.

" Most rich and fair of colour

Like gold it glittering shone
;

And much the knights in Arthur's court

Adniir'd her every one."

I do not hold that this story belongs to Carlisle,

but to Caerleon or to Callington.

This last place was one of the three royal cities

of Britain, of which Caerleon was the second, says a

Welsh triad, and the third I cannot identify. At one

of these three Arthur was wont to celebrate the high

festivals of Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide.

Caradoc Freichfras, the Sir Cradock of the ballad,

was chieftain in Gelliwig, or the region of which

Callington was capital, and Bcdwin was the bishop
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there. But this Bedwin is only known through the

mediaeval romances. It was here that Gwenever

held court when insulted by Modred, Arthur's

nephew, during the king's absence in Brittany,

when he dragged her with contumely from her

throne and drove her from the palace. The fatal

battle of Camalon was fought to avenge this

insult. The region of Gelli, which gives its name
to or derives its name from Brown Willy and

Brown Gelli, two tors in the upland metalliferous

district, was valuable because of the abundance of

stream-tin and of gold that was found there.

Callington is a corruption of Gellewick-ton.

Caradoc Freichfras, that is to say Strong-i'-th'-Arm
was son of Llyr Merini, a Cornish prince, and his

wife Gwen, who was a granddaughter of Brychan

of Brecknock. According to a saying attributed to

Arthur himself, he was styled " the pillar of the

Cymry."

His prowess in the great battle of Cattraeth against

the Saxons is commemorated by the contemporary

poet Aneurin, who is the same as the sour Gildas,

historian of the Britons :

—

" When Caradoc rushed into the battle

It was hke the tearing onset of the woodland boar,

The bull of combat in the field of slaughter,

He attracted the wild dogs by the motion of his hand.

My witnesses are Owen ap Eulat

And Gwrien, and Gwynn and Gwriat.

From Cattraeth and its carnage,

From the battle encounter,

After the clear bright mead was served,

He saw no more the dwelling of his father."
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Aneurin represents Caradoc as having fallen in

this battle.

It is possible that Caradon may take its name

from him, and that it may have been Dun Caradock.

Caradoc and his true wife Tegau were laid hold

of by the Anglo-Norman romancers. They could

not understand his nickname, and rendered it

" Brise-Bras," and supposed that his arm was wasted

away, whereas the Celtic title implies that it was

brawny. To explain the wasted arm they invented

a story. They told of an enchanter who made a

serpent attach itself to the arm of Caradoc, from

whose wasting tooth he could never be relieved until

she whom he loved best should consent to undergo

the torture in his stead. The faithful Tegau, on

hearing this, was not to be deterred from giving him

this proof of her devotion. As, however, the serpent

was in the act of springing from the wasted arm

of the knight to the lily-white neck of the lady, her

brother Cado, Earl of Cornwall, struck off its head

with his sword, and thus dispelled the enchantment*

If Tegau was actually the sister of Cado, then we

may flatter ourselves that Cornwall presented the

two noblest and purest types of womanhood at the

Arthurian period—Tegau and Enid, the wife of

Geraint.

Three miles out of Callington is the parish church

—

Southill—one of the many instances of an ecclesi-

astical settlement at a respectable distance from the

secular cacr or tribal centre, that each might live its

own life and have its own independent organisation.

* Guest, Mabinogion, p. 227.
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Southill was founded by S. Samson. As we have

already seen, he had landed on the north Cornish

coast and made his way to Petherwin, where he had
visited his first cousin Padarn. On his way, he

passed through the district of Trecor, now Trigg,

deriving its name from three notable caers or camps,

—Helborough, Warbstow, and Launceston. As
Samson was in this district, he found the people

performing idolatrous rites about a tall upright

stone, and this with the sanction of their chief, who
was called Gwythian. Samson did not throw down
the menhir ; he contented himself with cutting a
cross upon it.

I wonder whether this is the stone that still stands

at Southill, on which is cut the cross of Constantine.

It is an inscribed stone to one Connetoc, and is of

the period of S. Samson.

Whilst tarrying in Cornwall, Samson heard that

his old master, Dubricius, was very infirm and failing,

and he hastened to South Wales to revisit him. The
old man, wiio was dying, committed to his charge a

favourite disciple named Morinus. Samson did not

particularly relish the charge, for he did not believe

the young man was sincere. However, he took
Morinus back with him, but soon after, the disciple

became insane and died. The monks, regarding this

as possession, removed his body and buried it outside

their cemetery. Samson was, however, very uneasy,

because the deacon had been entrusted to him with
such solemnity by Dubricius, whom he loved and
reverenced with all his heart, and he prayed in-

cessantly for the poor fellow who had died mad,
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till one night he dreamed that Dubricius appeared

to him and assured him that Morinus was admitted

to the company of the blessed. With a glad heart

Samson ordered the body to be at once exhumed
and laid in consecrated ground.

One night in midwinter a thief got into the church,

and stole thence a cross adorned with gems and gold

and all the money he could lay his hands on, and ran

away with the spoil wrapped in a bundle. He made
for the moors and ventured over a bog, trusting that

the frozen surface would bear him. But his weight

broke through the thin ice, and he sank to his waist.

Afraid of going under altogether, he threw away his

burden, and did that which everyone who has wits

will do in a bog—spread out his arms on the crust.

There the man remained till morning, when a hue

and cry was set up after the stolen goods. He was

found and the plunder recovered. He was dead

of cold when discovered next day. At Southill is

S. Samson's Well, and it was in clearing it out,

having become choked, that the stone with the in-

scription on it was found.

The old tribeland or principality of Gallewick was

reduced in the Middle Ages to a manor of Kelliland*

which, however, remained of considerable importance,

and is now held by Countess Compton. The church

is Perpendicular, of no particular interest, but it

possesses an Easter sepulchre, and an early font on

which are carved grotesque animals and a repre-

sentation of the Tree of Life. Callington has in it

a fine church that is chapel-of-ease to Southill.

It is good Perpendicular, and suffered a " restor-
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ation" under the hands of an incompetent architect.

Happily, since then, genius has been invoked to sup-

plement the defects of mediocrity, and the north aisle

that was added by Mr. Edmund Sedding is one of the

ablest works of that clever architect. Viewed in-

ternally or externally it is delightful.

There are a few quaint old cottages in Callington,

and there is a late mediaeval cross that is picturesque.

In the church, moreover, is a very fine monument to

Sir Robert Willoughby de Broke, who died in 1503 ;

he was steward of the Duchy of Cornwall, and took

part in the battle of Bosworth.

Callington was made a borough in 1584, and its

earliest patrons were the Pauletts. From them the

patronage passed to the Rolles, who divided it with

the Corytons. Then it went to the Walpoles, next

to Lord Clinton, and finally to the first Lord
Ashburton. It never bore arms, nor had a

corporation, but there is an early and interesting

silver mace, now in the custody of the portreeve,

who is elected with other officers annually at the

manor court of Kelliland.

Perhaps the most quaint and beautiful of the

chapel wells in Cornwall is Dupath, near Callington,

though not in the parish, but in that of S. Dominick,

Unhappily dirty farmyard surroundings disfigure the

scene, and make one fear pollution of the sparkling

water.

Hingesdon, on the N.E., rises to the height of

109 1 feet, its highest point being called Kit Hill,

where are remains of a camp ; the moor, moreover,

is strewn with barrows. It was on Hingesdon that
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the Britons, unitinc^ their forces with some Danes

who had come up the Tamar, met and fought Egbert

in S^^, and were defeated. The surface of Hingesdon

and Kit Hill has been much interfered with by-

mines, and the summit is crowned with a ruined

windmill erected to work the machinery in a mine

hard by. The road to Tavistock passes over

Hingesdon at a height of 900 feet, and thence after

nightfall can be seen the Eddystone light.

On the Liskeard road, beside the Lynher, is a

well-preserved oval camp called Cadsonbury. Other

camps are at Tokenbury and Roundbury,

S. Ive (pronounced Eve) is probably a foundation

of one of the Brychan family, and certainly not

dedicated to S. Ive of Huntingdonshire, who is an

impostor, nor to S. Ive of the Land's End district.

The church is interesting, but has been unfeelingly

" restored." The east window, with its niches,

deserves special notice.

By far the finest church in the neighbourhood is

Linkinhorne (Llan Tighern), the church of the king,

that is, of S. Melon It was erected by Sir Henry

Trecarrel, who built Launceston Church, but Linkin-

horne is in far superior style. The story of S. Melor

is this. He was the son of Melyan, prince of Devon

and Cornwall and of Brittany. Melyan's brother

was Riwhal, or I loci the Great, cousin of King

Arthur. Hoel, being an ambitious man, murdered

his brother Melyan, and cut off the hand and foot of

his nephew Melor, so as to incapacitate him from

reigning ; as a cripple, according to Celtic law, might

not succeed to the headship of a clan or of a
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principality. In the place of the hand and foot of

flesh and blood the boy was supph'ed with metal

substitutes, and the hand was formed of silver.

For precaution the child was sent to Quimper, and

placed there in a monastery.

Now it fell out that Melor and other boys were

nutting in a wood, and his comrades made their little

pile of hazel nuts and brought them to Melor. To
their great surprise they found that, notwithstanding

that his hand was of metal, he was able therewith

to twitch off the nuts from the trees.

As the misfortunes of the unhappy prince attracted

much sympathy, Howel sent for a man named
Cerialtan, Melor's foster-father, and promised him an

extensive grant of lands if he would make away
quietly with the young prince. Cerialtan consented,

and confided his purpose to his wife. She was
horrified, and resolved on saving the boy. During

her husband's temporary absence, she fled with her

nephew to the wife of Count Conmor at Carhaix

in Brittany, who was Melor's aunt When Howel
heard of this he was incensed, and urged Cerialtan

to get the boy back into his power. Accordingly this

worthless fellow took his son Justan with him, a lad

who had been Melor's playmate, and to whom the

}'Oung prince was much attached. The treacherous

foster-father persuaded Melor that no harm was
intended, and he and Justan were given the same
bed as Melor in which to sleep.

During the night Cerialtan rose and cut the

young prince's throat, then roused his son, and they

escaped together over the walls of Carhaix. But in
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so doing Justan missed his hold and fell, and was

killed.

On reaching the residence of Ilowel, Cerialtan

produced the head of Melor, which he had cut off,

in token that he had accomplished his undertaking.

Howel grimly promised to show the man the lands

he had promised him, but first put out his eyes.

In Brittany it is held that Melor was buried at

Lan Meur, near Morlaix, but no tomb exists there,

nor does there seem to have ever been one.

The whole story is legendary, yet certainly is

framed about some threads of historic truth. But

whether the murder was committed in Brittany or in

Cornwall is uncertain. That Melor's father was

assassinated in Cornwall I shall show later on to be

probable. Mylor Church as well as Linkinhorne are

dedicated to this boy martyr ; Thornccombe Church

in Dorset is also named after him, and it was held

that his body had been transferred to Amesbury,

where, during the Middle Ages, his relics attracted

pilgrims.

From Callington a pleasing excursion may be

made to the Cheesewring ; and there is a very

comfortable little inn there, where one can tarry and

be well fed and cared for.

The height is a thousand feet, and the view thence

over the fertile rolling land of Devon and East

Cornwall is magnificent, contrasting strikingly with

the desolation of the moors to the north. Here is

Craddock Moor, taking its name in all probability

from that Caradoc who ruled for Arthur in Gallewick,

or Gelliwig.
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The whole of the neighbourhood has been searched

for metal, and the Phcenix Mines employed many

hundreds of hands till the blight fell on Cornish tin

mining, and they were shut down.

The head of the Cheesewring hill has been enclosed

in a stone caer. The common opinion is that every

stone composing it was brought up from the bed

of the Lynher, but this is almost certainly a fiction.

The circles of the Hurlers are near, with a couple

of outstanding stones. The legend is that some

men were hurling the ball on Sunday, whilst a

couple of pipers played to them. As a judgment

for desecration of the Lord's-day they were all turned

into stone. There are three circles, eleven stones in

one, of which all but three have fallen ; fourteen in

the second, of which nine are standing; twelve in the

third, but only five have not fallen. A curious instance

of the persistency of tradition may be mentioned

in connection with the cairn near the Hurlers and

the Cheesewring, in which a gold cup was found

a few years ago.

The story long told is that a party were hunting the

wild boar in Trewartha Marsh. Whenever a hunter

came near the Cheesewring a prophet—by whom an

Archdruid is meant—who lived there received him,

seated in the stone chair, and offered him to drink

out of his golden goblet, and if there were as many
as fifty hunters approach, each drank, and the goblet

was not emptied. Now on this day of the boar hunt one

of those hunting vowed that he would drink the cup

dry. So he rode up to the rocks, and there saw the

grey Druid holding out his cup. The hunter took
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the goblet and drank till he could druik no more,

and he was so incensed at his failure that he dashed
what remained of the wine in the Druid's face, and
spurred his horse to ride away with the cup. But
the steed plunged over the rocks and fell with his

rider, who broke his neck, and as he still clutched

the cup he was buried with it.

Immediately outside the rampart of the stone fort

above the Cheesewring is a large natural block of

granite, hollowed out by the weather into a seat

called the Druid's Chair.

Just below the Cheesewring is a rude hut cell

or cromlech, formed of large slabs of granite,

which is called "Daniel Gumb's House," It was
inhabited in the last century by an eccentric indi-

vidual, who lived there, and brought up a family

in a state of primaeval savagery. On one of the

jambs is inscribed, " D. Gumb, 1735," and on the

top of the roofing slab is an incised figure of the

diagram of Euclid's 47th proposition in the First

Book.

At some little distance is the very fine cromlech

called the Trethevy Stone. It is well worth a di-

gression to see, as being, if not the finest, at least

the most picturesque in Cornwall.

S. Clecr has a holy well in very good condition,

carefully restored. Near it is a cross.

In the parish is the inscribed stone of Doniert, the

British king, who was drowned in 872.

From Callington, Calstock—the stock or stockade

in the Gelli district on the Tamar—may be visited.

The river scenery is of the finest description, rolling
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coppice and jutting crags, the most beautiful portion

being at Morwell,

There are several arsenic works in this district.

The mundic (mispickel-arsenic), which was formerly

cast aside from the copper mines as worthless, is

calcined.

The works consist in the crushing of the rock, it

being chewed up by machinery ; then the broken

stone is gone over by girls, who in an inclined

position select that which is profitable, and cast

aside the stone without mundic in it. This is then

ground and washed, and finally the ground mundic is

burnt in large revolving cylinders.

The fumes given off in calcining are condensed in

chambers for the purpose, and deposited in a snow-
white powder. The arsenic is a heavy substance

with a sweetish taste, and is soluble in water. In

the process of calcining a large amount of sulphurous

acid is given off—a pungent, suffocating gas—and
this, escaping through the stack, is so destructive to

trees and grass, that it blights the region immediately
surrounding. When, however, a stack is of sufficient

height the amount of damage done to herbage is

greatly reduced, as at Greenhill, where there is a

healthy plantation within two hundred yards of the

stack.

When the workmen have to scrape out the re-

ceivers or condensers, the utmost precaution has to

be taken against inhaling the dust of arsenic. The
men engaged wear a protection over the mouth and
nostrils, which consists in first covering the nostrils

with lint, and then tying a folded handkerchief out-
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side this with a corner hanging over the chin. When
the arsenic soot has been scraped out of the flues and

chambers in whicli it has condensed, it is packed in

barrels.

Every precaution possible is adopted to reduce

danger, but with certain winds gases escape in puffs

from the furnace doors, which the men designate

"smeeches," and these contain arsenic in a vaporised

form, which has an extremely irritating effect on the

bronchial tubes.

One great protection against arsenical sores is

soap and water. Arsenic dust has a tendency to

produce sore places about the mouth, the ankles,

and the wrists. Moreover, if it be allowed to settle

in any of the folds of the flesh it produces a nasty

raw. On leaving their work the men are required to

bathe and completely cleanse themselves from every

particle of the poison that may adhere to them.

As touching inadvertent arsenical poisoning, I will

mention a circumstance that may be of use to some

of my readers.

When living in the East of England I found my
children troubled with obstinate sores, chiefly about

the joints. They would not heal. I sent for the local

doctor, and he tinkered at them, but instead of mend-

ing, the wounds got worse. This went on for many
weeks. Suddenly an idea struck me. I had papered

some of my rooms with highly aesthetic wall cover-

ings by a certain well-known artist-poet who had a

business in wall-papers. I passed my hand over the

wall, and found that the colouring matter came off

on my hand. At once I drove into the nearest town
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and submitted the paper to an analyst. He told

me that it was charged with sulphuret of arsenic,

common orpiment, and that as the glue employed

for holding the paint had lost all power, this arsenical

dust floated freely in the air. I at once sent my
children away, and they had not been from home a

week before they began to recover. Of course, all

the wall-papers were removed.

About a month later I was in Freiburg, in Baden,

and immediately on my arrival called on an old

friend, and asked how he and all his were.

" Only fairly well," he replied. " We are all

—

the young people especially—suffering from sores.

Whether it is the food
"

" Or," said I, interrupting him, " the paper."

Then I told him my experience.

" Why," said he, " a neighbour, a German baron,

has his children ill in the same way."

At once he ran into the baron's house and told

him what I had said. Both proceeded immediately

to the public analyst with specimens of the papers

from the rooms in which the children slept. The
papers were found to be heavily laden with arsenic.

Unhappily, in spite of all precautions, the work at

the arsenic mine and manufactory is prejudicial to

health. The workers are disabled permanently at

an average age of forty. Of deaths in the district,

eighty-three per cent, are due to respiratory diseases,

while sixty-six per cent, are due to bronchitis alone.

For the last three years, out of every hundred deaths

among persons of all ages in the parish of Calstock

twenty-six have been due to diseases of the res-
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piratory organs, but out of every hundred employees

at the arsenic works who have died or become dis-

abled eighty-three deaths have been due to respiratory

diseases. It is evident that with such an unusual

proportion of one particular disease in the most able-

bodied portion of the community there must be a

definite existing cause.

No doubt that a very minute amount of arsenic

may pass through the nostrils and down the throat,

but what is far more prejudicial than that is the

sulphurous acid which cannot be excluded by the

handkerchief and lint, but passes freely through

both. This is extremely irritating to the mucous

membrane. But the fact of working for hours with

the breathing impeded by the wraps about mouth

and nose is probably the leading cause of the

mischief.

Suggestions of remedies have been made, but

none practical. A mask has been proposed, but

this does not answer, as it causes sores, and is

difficult to keep clean.

Devon Consols produces about 150 tons of arsenic

per month ; Gawlor, 100 tons ; Greenhill, 50

;

Coombe, 25 ; and Devon Friendship about the

same. In all about 350 tons per month. This to

the workers is worth ;^io per ton, or a revenue to

the neighbourhood of .^42,000 per annum.

In S. Mcllion parish, on the Tamar, finely situated,

is Pentillie Castle.

The original name of the place was Pillaton, but

it was bought by a man of the name of Tillie in

the reign of James II., who called it after his own
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name. He was a self-made man, who was knighted,

and not having any right to arms of his own, assumed

those of Count Tilly, of the Holy Roman empire.

But this came to the ears of the Herald's College,

and an inquisition into the matter was made, and

Sir James was fined, and his assumed arms were

defaced and torn down.

He died in 17 12, and by will required his adopted

heir, one Woolley, his sister's son, not only to

assume his name, but also not to inter his body in

the earth, but to set it up in the chair in which he

died, in hat, wig, rings, gloves, and his best apparel,

shoes and stockings, and surround him with his

books and papers, with pen and ink ready; and

for the reception of his body to erect a walled

chamber on a height, with a room above it in

which his portrait was to be hung; and the whole

was to be surmounted by a tower and spire.

About two hours before he died Sir James said,

" In a couple of years I shall be back again, and

unless Woolley has done what I have required, I will

resume all again."

Mr. Woolley accordingly erected the tower that

still stands above Sir James' vault. But the knight

did not return. He crumbled away; moth and

worm attacked his feathers and velvets ; and after

some years nothing was left of him but a mass of

bone and dust that had fallen out of the chair.
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CAMELFORD

A rotten borough—Without a church or chapel - of- ease—History of

the borough—Contest between the Earl of Darlington and Lord

Yarmouth—Brown Willy and Rough Tor—Ilelborough—S. Itha

—Slaughter Bridge—King Arthur—The reason for the creation

of the Arthur myth—Geoffrey of Monmouth—The truth about King

Arthur—The story of his birth—Damelioc and Tintagel—IIow

it is that he appears in so many places—King Arthur's Hall—The

remains of Tintagel—The Cornish chough—Crowdy Marsh-

Brown Willy and the beehive cottages on it—Fernworthy—Lord

Camelford—His story—Tenvose—S. Tudy—Slate monuments-

Basil—S. Kew—The Carminows—Helland—A telegram—Battle.

THAT this little town of a single street should

have been a borough and have returned two

members to Parliament is a surprise. It is a

further surprise to find that it is a town without a

church, and that no rector of Lanteglos, two miles

distant, should have deemed it a scandal to leave

it without even a chapel - of - ease is the greatest

surprise of all.

Camelford was invested with the dignity of a

borough in 1547, when it was under the control

of the Roscarrock family. From them it passed

to the Manatons living at Kilworthy, near Tavistock.

Then it fell into the hands of an attorney named

rhillipps. He parted with his interest to the Duke

114
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of Bedford, and he in turn to the Earl of Darlington,

afterwards Duke of Cleveland.

The electors were the free burgesses paying scot

and lot. "Scot" signifies taxes or rates. But the

mayor was the returning officer, and he controlled

the election.

In George IV.'s reign there was a warm contest

between the Earl of Darlington and Lord Yarmouth.

The latter ran up a great building, into which he

crowded a number of faggot voters. But the Earl

of Darlington possessed rights of search for minerals;

so he drove a mine under this structure, and blew it

up with gunpowder. The voters hearing what was
purposed, ran away in time, and consequently

Lord Yarmouth lost the election.

In the election of 1812 each voter received a

hundred pounds for his vote. In the election of

18 1 8 the mayor, Matthew Pope, announced his

intention of giving the majority to Lord Darlington's

nominee, and of turning out of their freeholds all

who opposed. The other party had a club called

"The Bundle of Sticks," and engaged a chemist

named William Hallett, of S. Mary Axe, to

manage the election for them, and put £6000
into his hand to distribute among the electors,

;^400 apiece.

Hanmer and Stewart got ten votes apiece,

Milbrook and Maitland thirteen. But there was an

appeal, and a new election ; but this again led to

a petition, and a scandalous story was told of

bribery and corruption of the most barefaced

description. The election was declared void, and
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many persons, including Hallctt, the chemist, were

reported. It was proposed to disfranchise the

borough, but George III. died in 1820, and new

writs had to be at once issued.

Camelford has no public buildings of interest. It is

situate on very high ground, on a wind-blown waste

700 feet above the sea, exposed to furious gales from

the Atlantic ; but it has this advantage, that it forms

headquarters for an excursion to the Bodmin moors,

to Brown Willy (1375 feet), and Rough Tor (1250 feet).

These tors, though by no means so high as those

on Dartmoor, are yet deserving of a visit, on account

of their bold outlines, the desolation of the wilderness

out of which they rise, and the numerous relics of

antiquity strewn over the moors about them.

Of these presently.

The parish church of Camelford, two miles off,

is Lanteglos. The dedication is to S. Julitta, but

this would seem to have been a rededication, and

the true patroness to have been either Jutwara or

Jutwell, sister of St. Sidwell, or of Hut, one of King

Brythan's daughters.

There was a royal deer-park there, as the old

castle of Helborough, though not occupied, was in

the possession of the Duke of Cornwall.

This is really a prehistoric camp of Irish con-

struction, and in the midst of it are the ruins of a

chapel to S. Sith or Itha, the Bridget of Munster.

Itha had a number of churches ranging from the

Padstow estuary to Exeter, showing that this

portion of Dumnonia received colonists from the

south-west of Ireland. Her name is disguised as
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Issey and as Tcath. She was a remarkable person,

as it was she who sent her foster-son Brendan with

three ships, manned by thirty in each, on an exploring

excursion across the Atlantic to the west, which,

possibly, led to the discovery of Madeira in the sixth

century. But the truth is so disguised by fable that

little certainty can be obtained as to the results of

the voyage. Brendan made, in fact, two expeditions
;

in the first his ships were of wicker, with three coats

of leather over the basket frame ; the second time,

by Itha's advice, he made his boats of timber.

Itha never was herself in Cornwall, her great

foundation was Kill-eedy in Limerick, and she was

taken as the tutelary saint or patroness of Hy-
Conaill, but there were establishments, daughters of

the parent house, what the Irish called daltha

{i.e. pupil) churches, enjoying much the same rights

as the mother house.

Camelford has by some been supposed to be the

Gavulford where the last battle was fought between

the West Welsh and Athelstan ; but there was no

reason for his advancing into Cornwall this way,

where all was bleak, and by no old road.

There is, however, a Slaughter Bridge on the Camel,

but this is taken to have acquired its name from having

been the scene of the fight between King Arthur and

his rebellious nephew Mordred, circ. 537.

King Arthur is a personage who has had hard

measure dealt out to him. That there was such an

individual one can hardly doubt. There is a good

deal of evidence towards establishing his existence.

He was chief king over all the Britons from Cornwall
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to Strathclydc {i.e. the region from the Firth of Clyde

to Cumberland). He was constantly engaged, first

in one part, then in another, against the Saxons ; but

his principal battles were fought in Scotland. He
occurs in the Welsh accounts of the saints, but never

as a hero, always as a despot and tyrant. His im-

mediate predecessor, Geraint, in like manner is met

with, mainly in Cornwall, but also in Wales, where

he had a church, and in Herefordshire. He had to

keep the frontier against the Saxons.

What played the mischief with Arthur was that

Geoffrey of Monmouth, who became bishop of S.

Asaph in 1152, published, about 1 140, his fabulous

History of the Britons, which elevated Arthur into

a hero. Geoffrey had an object in view when he

wrote this wonderful romance. The period was one

in which the Welsh had been horribly maltreated,

dispossessed of their lands, their churches taken from

them and given to Normans, who neither understood

their language nor regarded their traditions. The
foreigners had castles planted over the country filled

with Norman soldiery, tormenting, plundering, insult-

ing the natives. Poor Wales wept tears of blood. Now
Henry I. had received the beautiful Nest, daughter

of Rhys, king of South Wales, as a hostage when

her father had fallen in battle, and, instead of

respecting his trust, he had wronged her in her

defenceless condition in a cruel manner, and had by

her a son, Robert, who was raised by him to be Duke

of Gloucester. To this Robert, half Welsh, Geoffrey

dedicated his book, a glorification of the British

kings, a book that surrounded the past history of the
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Welsh with a halo of glory. The book at once

seized on the imagination of English and Normans,

and a change took place in the way in which the

Welsh were regarded. The triumph of the Saxon

over the Briton came to be viewed in an entirely

new light, as that of brutality over heroic virtue.

Geoffrey succeeded in his object, but he produced

bewilderment among chroniclers and historians, and

seriously influenced them when they began to write

on the history of England.

Now, although all the early portion of Geoffrey's

work is a tour deforce of pure imagination, yet he was

cautious enough as he drew near to historic times,

of which records were still extant, to use historic

facts and work them into his narrative, so that in the

latter portion all is not unadulterated fable ; it is a

hotch-potch of fact and fiction, with a preponderance

of the latter, indeed, but not without some genuine

history mixed up with it. The difficulty his book

presents now is to discriminate between the false and

the true.

As far as can be judged, it is true that Arthur was

son of Uthr, who v/as Pendragon, or chief king of the

Britons, and of Igerna, wife of the Duke of Cornwall,

whom Geoffrey calls Gorlois, but who is otherwise

unknown. Uthr saw Igerna at a court feast, and

"continually served her with tit-bits, and sent her

golden cups, and bestowed on her all his smiles,

and to her addressed his whole discourse." Gorlois

naturally objected, and removed his wife into Corn-

wall, and refused to attend the king when summoned

to do so. Uthr now marched against him. The
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Duke placed Igerna in the cliff- castle of Tintagel,

but himself retreated into Damelioc, a strong caer,

that remains almost intact, in the parish of S. Kew.

Uthr invested Damelioc, and whilst Gorlois was thus

hemmed in he went to Tintagel and obtained

admission by an artifice. Gorlois was killed in a

sally, Damelioc was taken and plundered, and Uthr

made Igerna his wife. It was the old story over

again of David and the wife of Uriah the Hittite.

The result of this union was a son, Arthur, and a

daughter, Ann, who eventually became the wife of

Lot, king of Lothian, and mother of Modred.

We have no means of checking this story and

saying how much of it is fact and how much false.

But it is worth pointing out that in Geoffrey's account

there is one significant thing mentioned that looks

much like truth. He says that when Uthr was

marching against him, Gorlois at once appealed for

help from Ireland. Now, considering that all this

district was colonised by Irish and half-Irish, this is

just what a chieftain of the country would have done,

but Geoffrey almost certainly knew nothing of this

colonisation. Moreover, he had something to go

upon with regard to Damelioc and Tintagel, unless,

which is hardly likely, he had lived some time in

North-eastern Cornwall, and had seen the earthworks

of the former and the fortified headland of the latter,

and so was able to use them up in his fabulous tale.

Damelioc is but five or six miles from Tintagel,

and in Geoffrey's story they are represented as at no

great distance apart. Had Geoffrey been in this part

of Cornwall and invented the whole story, he would
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have been more likely to make Gorlois take refuge in

the far stronger and more commanding Helbury,

occupying a conical height 700 feet above the sea,

than Damelioc, 500 feet, only, on an extensive plateau.

King Arthur has been so laid hold of by the

romancers, and his story has been so embellished

with astounding flourishes of the imagination, that

we are inclined to doubt whether he ever existed,

and all the more so because we find legend attached

to him and associated with localities alike in Corn-

wall, Wales, and Scotland. Mr. Skene has shown

very good cause for identifying the sites of some of

his battles with remains of fortifications in Scotland.*

How, then, can we account for his presence in

Cornwall and Wales? As a matter of fact, this is

perfectly explicable. The Saxons held possession

of the whole east of Britain as far as the ridge

which runs between Yorkshire and Lancashire ; as

also the region about Leeds, which latter constituted

the kingdom of Elmet. Needwood and Arden forests

lay between the rival people. Strathclyde, Cumber-

land, Rheged, now Lancashire, all Wales, with Powis

occupying Shropshire and Cheshire, Gloucester, Bath,

and Dumnonia, extending through Cornwall, Devon,

and Somerset, formed one great confederation of

Britons under a head king. Geraint had previously

been head of the confederacy, and we find traces of

him accordingly in Cornwall, Somerset, Wales, and at

Hereford. The Pendragon, or chief king, had to be

at every post along the frontier that was menaced.

So with Arthur ; he was in Cornwall, indeed, but he

• Cdtic Scotland. Edinburgh, 1876-80.
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was also in Wales, where he is spoken of in the lives

of some of the saints, as we have seen, always as

a bully. And he was in Scotland opposing the

advance of the Bernicians. His father, Uthr, had

been head king before him, but Geraint had been

chosen as Pendragon on the death of Uthr ; Geraint

fell in 522, and it is held that Arthur perished in

537. There are several reminiscences of King Arthur

in the district. At Slaughter Bridge he is thought

to have fallen. Above Camelford rise Dinnevor

(Dinnas-vawr), the Great Castle, and King Arthur's

Downs, with a singular oblong rectangular structure

on it called King Arthur's Hall, the purport of which

has not been discovered. At Tintagel are his cups and

saucers, hollows in the rock, and his spirit is said to

haunt the height as a monstrous white gull wailing

over the past glories of Britain. At Killmar is

his bed. At Tintagel is Porth-iern, which is either

the Iron Port or that of Igerna, Arthur's mother

;

at Boscastle is Pentargon (Arthur's Head). The
Christian name of Gwenivere, his faithless wife, is

still by no means rare, as Genefer.

Tintagel is but a fragment. There was anciently

a rift with a bridge over it between one court of the

castle and the other; but the rift has expanded to

a gaping mouth, and rock and wall have fallen to

form a mound of debris that now connects the main-

land with what, but for this heap, would be an islet.

Tintagel, properly Dun-diogl, the " Safe Castle,"

has been built of the black slate rock, with shells

burnt for lime. A iow fragments of wall remain on

the mainland, and a few more on the island, where
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is also the ruin of a little chapel, with its stone altar

still in situ. The situation is superb, and were the

ruins less ruinous, the scene from the little bay that

commands the headland would be hardly surpassed.

On Barras Head, opposite, a company are erecting a

fashionable modern hotel.

About the cliffs may still be seen the Cornish

chough, with its scarlet legs, but the bird is becoming
scarce. The south coast of Cornwall is now entirely

deserted by the choughs, and the only remaining

colonies are found at intervals on the side facing the

Atlantic. Unhappily visitors are doing their utmost

to get them exterminated by buying the young birds

that are caught and offered for sale. But the jack-

daws are also driving them, and probably in-and-in

breeding is leading to their diminution. The choughs

not being migratory birds, and sticking much to the

same localities, those who desire to obtain their eggs

or rob the nests of the young know exactly which

are their haunts year by year.

"The free wild temperament of choughs," writes Mr.

A. H. Malan, "will not brook any confinement, but must

have absolute liberty and full exercise for their wings. If

this is not the case, they generally get an attack of asthma,

which usually proves fatal, in their first year.

" Everyone has seen a chough, if only in a museum ; and
therefore knows the beautiful glossy black of the adult

plumage, the long wings crossed over the back and ex-

tending beyond the squared tail, the long, slender red legs,

and the brilliant red curved bill. But only those who have

kept them know their marvellous docility. You may train

a falcon to sit on your wrist and come down to the lure,

with infinite labour ; but to a chough brought up from the
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nest it comes quite natural to be at one moment flying

in high air—it may be hotly pursued by a party of rooks,

and leading them a merry dance, since, being long-winged

birds, choughs hold the rooks, crows, and jackdaws very

cheap, inasmuch as these baser creatures can never come
near enough to injure them—and the next to come in at

the open window, alight on the table, or jump on one's

knee and sit there any length of time, absolutely still, while

the head and back are stroked with the hand or a pen,

combining the complete confidence of a cat or a dog with

the wild freedom of the swallow. No other bird with

which I am acquainted thus unites the perfection of tame-

ness with the limitless impetuosity of unreclaimed nature.""*

Brown Willy and Rough Tor are fine hills rising

out of really ghastly bogs, Crowdy and Stannon

and Rough Tor marshes, worse than anything of

the sort on Dartmoor, places to which you hardly

desire to consign your worst enemies, always ex-

cepting promoters of certain companies. I really

should enjoy seeing them flounder there.

Brown Willy {drj'u g-e/cd =^ conspicuous hill) has five

heads, and these are crowned with cairns.

Owing mainly to the remoteness of this mountain

from the habitations of men, and from the mischievous

activity of stone quarriers for buildings, there are

scattered about this stately five-pointed tor some
very interesting relics of antiquity, of an antiquity

that goes back to prehistoric times. Among these

most interesting of all are the beehive huts that

cluster about the granite rocks like the mud nests

of swallows.

* "Cornish Choughs," in \htJournals of the Roy. Inst, of Coinwall,

X. (1890-1).
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The whole of the Cornish moors, Hke Dartmoor,

are strewn with prehistoric villages and towns of

circular houses, sometimes within rings of rude

walling that served as a protection to the settlement,

and connected with enclosures for the cattle against

wolves. But though in many cases the doorways

remain, of upright jambs with a rude lintel of granite

thrown across, complete examples roofed in are rare,

and those to which we direct attention now are

known to very few persons indeed. The huts in

question measure internally from six to eight feet in

diameter ; the walls are composed of moorstones

rudely laid in courses, without having been touched

by any tool or bedded in mortar. The walls are

some two to three feet thick. Sometimes they are

formed of two concentric rings of stones set upright

in the ground, filled in between with smaller stones,

but such huts were never stone-roofed. Beehive-

roofed they were, but with their dome formed of oak

boughs brought together in the centre, the ends

resting on these walls, and the whole thatched with

straw or heather or fern. But the stone-built and

roofed huts have walls of granite blocks laid in

courses, and after five feet they are brought to dome
over by the overlapping of the coverers, in the

primitive fashion that preceded the invention of the

arch.

The roof was thus gathered in about a smoke-hole,

which was itself finally closed with a wide, thin

granite slab, and thus the whole roof and sides were

buried in turf, so that the structure resembled a huge
ant-hill. Most of this encasing flesh and skin has
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gone, and the bone beneath is exposed. Never-

theless ; it does remain in some cases, and has been

the means of preserving these curious structures.

One such, very perfect, is on the river Erme, above

Piles Wood, on Dartmoor. Into this it is quite

possible to crawl and take refuge from a shower.

It is completely watertight, but it is not easy to find,

as it is overgrown with dense masses of heather.

Another is close to the farmhouse of Fernaker,

between Brown Willy and Rough Tor, and it has

been spared because the farmer thought it might

serve his purpose as a pig-sty or a butter-house.

This Fernaker hut is rudely quadrangular, and one

side is formed by a great block of granite rising out

of the ground five feet and nine feet long. On
this basis the house has been built and roofed

in the usual manner by five courses of overlapping

stones. The highest peak of Brown Willy is

occupied by a huge cairn that has never been

explored, owing to the expense and labour of

working into it. It probably covers some old

Cornish king. Immediately below it, some forty

feet, are two beehive huts, in very fair condition, one

eight feet in diameter, with a second, much smaller,

only four feet six inches in diameter, close to it,

opposite the door, with an entrance so small that

it probably served as a store -chamber. One huge

slab of granite, some twelve feet long and six feet

wide, forms half the roof of the larger hut ; the

remainder has fallen in.

On the other side of Brown Willy, the west side, at

no great distance from the source of the river Fowey,
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is another beehive hut, not absolutely perfect, but

nearly so ; one course and the smoke-hole coverer

have fallen in on one side. The doors to these hovels

are so low that he who enters one must crawl on hands

and knees. In the beehive hut last mentioned the

height in the middle is but three feet six inches, so

that those who tenanted it could not stand upright

inside. On Rough Tor, divided from Brown Willy by

a valley, are three or four more of these huts, and the

flanks of the mountains are covered with others,

hundreds of them, in a more or less dilapidated

condition. Some of these were originally stone-

roofed ; others were not. In connection with these

remains of habitations are numerous relics of

interments at some distance from them, for our

primeval population always buried their dead away
from the living. These consist of cairns, covering

stone coffins or kistvaens that have been for the most

part rifled by treasure-seekers. One has a some-

what pathetic interest, for beside the large stone

chest just outside the ring of upright stones that

encloses it is a child's cist, formed of four blocks

of granite two feet seven inches long, the covering-

stone removed, and the contents scattered to the

winds. Near at hand also is the largest circle of

upright stones in Cornwall. The stones themselves

are not tall, and are much sunk in the boggy soil, but

it is very perfect, consisting of fifty-five stones, and

140 feet in diameter. On the neighbouring height

of Leudon is a logan rock that still oscillates easily.

The question naturally arises, Do these beehive huts

actually date back to prehistoric times ? That is
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not a question we can answer with certainty, for we
know that the same methods of construction were

observed to a comparatively late period, and that in

the Isles of Lewis and Harris, in the Hebrides,

precisely similar huts are even now inhabited, and are

certainly in many cases of recent construction. But

what is extremely interesting to find is the existence

in Cornwall of these beehive habitations of man
exactly like those found in Scotland; and in Cornwall,

as in Scotland, associated with rude stone monuments

of pre-Christian times. In the Hebrides the beehive

huts still occupied are not stone-roofed. The roof is

of straw, and is renewed every year because of the

value as manure of the peat smoke that saturates

it. But there remain earlier beehive huts in Lewis

of exactly the same nature as those in Cornwall.

It is therefore by no means unlikely that both

belong to the primitive race that first colonised our

isles.

Camelford has given a title, and that to a remark-

able man, Lord Camelford, the duellist. He was

the great-grandson of Governor Pitt, who acquired

an ample fortune in India. He was born in 1775,

and even when a boy was violent and unmanageable.

He was put in the navy, but owing to his refractory

conduct was treated with severity by his captain,

Vancouver, and on his return home, meeting Van-

couver in Bond Street, was only prevented from

striking his captain by his brother throwing himself

in the way.

In town he was incessantly embroiled. On the

night of April 2nd, 1799, during a disturbance
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at Drury Lane Theatre, he savagely attacked and

wounded a gentleman, and was fined for so doing

the sum of ;/^500 by the Court of Queen's Bench.

He attacked watchmen, insulted anyone who crossed

his humour in the least degree, committed all kinds

of violence, till his name became a terror, and he was

involved in first one quarrel and then in another.

His irritable and ungovernable temper at length

brought about fatal consequences to himself He had

been acquainted with a Mrs. Simmons. He was told

that a Captain Best had reported to her a bit of

scandal relative to himself. This so incensed his

lordship, that on March 6th, 1804, meeting with Best

at a coffee-house, he went up to him, and in the

hearing of everyone called him " a scoundrel, a liar,

and a ruffian." A challenge followed, and the

meeting was fixed for the next morning. The
seconds having ascertained the occasion of Lord
Camelford's wrath, Best declared himself ready to

apologise, and to retract any words that had given

offence which he had used to Mrs. Simmons, but his

lordship refused to accept such an apology, Agree-

ably to an appointment made by the seconds. Lord
Camelford and the captain met early next morning

at a coffee-house in Oxford Street, where Captain

Best made another effort to prevail on Lord Camel-

ford to make up the quarrel and to withdraw the

expressions he had addressed to him in public. To
all remonstrance he replied, " Let it go on."

Accordingly both mounted their horses and took

the road to Kensington, followed by their seconds in

a post-chaise. On their arrival at the " Horse and

K
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Groom " they dismounted, and entered the fields

behind Holland House. The seconds measured the

ground, and took their stations at the distance of

thirty paces. Lord Camelford fired first, but without

effect. An interval ensued, and those who looked

on from a distance believed that Best was again

urging his lordship to come to amicable terms. But

Lord Camelford shook his head ; then Best fired,

and his lordship fell at full length. The seconds,

together with the captain, at once ran to his assist-

ance, when he seized his antagonist by the hand and

said, " Best, I am a dead man
;
you have killed me,

but I freely forgive you." The report of the pistols

had attracted the attention of some of Lord

Holland's gardeners and servants, who ran to the

spot and endeavoured to arrest Captain Best and

his second, who were making off. Lord Camelford

asked " why they endeavoured to detain the gentle-

men ; he himself was the aggressor, and he frankly

forgave the gentleman who had shot him, and he

hoped that God would forgive him as well."

A chair was procured, and Lord Camelford was

carried into Little Holland House, where he expired

after three days of suffering.

On the morning after his decease an inquest was

held on the body, and a verdict of wilful murder was

returned against " some person or persons unknown."

A bill of indictment was, however, preferred against

Captain Best and his second, but was ignored by the

grand jury, who were sensible that Lord Camelford

had brought his death on himself

In the neighbourhood of Camelford are several very
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charming old mansions of Cornish famih'es, small

but eminently picturesque, all now converted into

farmhouses. In next generation they will not be

considered good enough for labourers. One of these

is Penvose in S. Tudy, another Trewane, hard by
the station of Port Isaac Road. Both these be-

longed to the Nicholls family, to two brothers it is

said, and the magnificent carved slate monuments
of the family are to be seen in S. Tudy Church. The
slate in this district was sculptured in a way really

marvellous, and there are numerous examples in the

churches round. In S. Endellion are Treshunger,

the seat of the Matthews family, and Rosecarrock

—

a fragment only. Basil, previously mentioned, is in

S. Clether. It belonged to the Trevillians. One day
a party of Roundheads came to Basil to seize on the

squire. Trevillian looked out of the window. " If

you come on," said he, " I will send out my spearmen

against you." As they did come on, he threw a bee-

hive among them, and away they fled, every man.

Near Slaughter Bridge is Worthyvale, the seat of

a family of the same name.

The churches of this district are planted, some on
the top of hills, and with high towers, to serve as

waymarks over land that was all formerly waste, or

else nestle into sweet dells surrounded by Cornish

elms—warm, sunny nooks where the primrose comes
out early and the grass is emerald - green all the

winter. Of the former description are S. Tudy and
S. Mabyn. Of the latter S. Kew, a church on no
account to be passed over, as it is not only

singularly beautiful and well restored, but also
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contains superb old glass, moved from Bodmin
Priory at its dissolution. One window represntes

the Passion, and is perfect ; another once contained a

Jesse tree, but is much broken and defective.

S. Kew is really Docwin, otherwise called Cyngar,

the founder of Congresbury, in Somersetshire. He
was a son of Gildas the historian, that sour

creature who threw all the dirt he could at the

princes, people, and clergy of his own blood and

tongue, and told us the least possible about their

history, filling his pages with pious scurrility.

In S. Teath (S. Itha) is a very fine churchyard

cross. Here may be noticed the arms of the

Carminow family, once perhaps the most powerful

in Cornwall, now gone— without a living repre-

sentative remaining of the name. A junior branch

was settled at Trehannick, in S. Teath, at which

place William Carminow died in 1646, the last

male heir of this ancient family, which was at

home when the Conqueror came. Their arms are

simplicity itself—azure, a bend or—the same as

those of Scrope and of Grosvenor. In the reign of

Richard II. there was a great heraldic dispute over

these arms, and it was carried before the Earl of

Northampton, who was king of arms, and was then

in France. As the Carminows could show that they

had borne this coat from time immemorial, certainly

as long as any Scropes and Grosvenors, it was allowed.

If there be churches dedicated to odd and out-of-

the-way saints in this region, there be also parishes

with odd and out-of-this-world names, as Helland

and Blisland. Of the former a tale circulates.
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The vicar was going to town, and hoped that the

Archdeacon of Cornwall could be induced to take his

service on the Sunday following, and he left it to his

neighbour at Blisland to negotiate this little arrange-

ment for him. All went well, and the latter gave in

a telegram at the nearest office :

—

"The Archdeacon of Cornwall is going to Helland;

you need not return."

But when it was delivered in London it was thus

divided :

—

" The Archdeacon of Cornwall is going to Hell

;

and you need not return."

Slaughter Bridge, the scene as reputed of the fatal

battle between Arthur and his nephew Modred,

should be seen, a bleak spot hard by Camelford

Road Station. Under a rock, prostrate by the river-

bank, lies an early inscribed stone to Latinus, son of

Macari, an Irish form of name. Here

—

"All day long the noise of battle roll'd

Among the mountains by the winter sea ;

Until King Arthur's Table, man by man,

Had fall'n in Lyonness about their Lord."
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AN unpicturesque, uninteresting place, wind-

blown, treeless, but with sands—not always

obtainable on the north coast—and with noble cliff

scenery within easy reach.

There is nothing commendable in the place itself;

the houses are as ugly as tasteless builders could

contrive to erect ; the church is of the meanest cheap

Gothic of seventy years ago ; but the air is exhilar-

ating, the temperature is even, there are golf-links,

and a shore for bathers.

Nestling in a valley by a little stream newly

designated the " Strat," as though Stratton were

called from the stream and not the street—the

Roman road that runs through it—is the parent

town, crouching with its hair ruffled, and casting a

sidelong, dissatisfied eye at its pert and pushing off-

spring, Bude. But Stratton has no reason to be

134
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discontented. It is sheltered from the furious gales,

which Bude is not ; it has trees and flowers about it,

which Bude has not ; it has a fine parish church,

which Bude has not ; and it has a history, deficient

to Bude, which is a parvenu, and self- assertive

accordingly.

And Stratton further has got its battlefield. The
height above the town was the scene of one of those

encounters in which the Royalist forces for Charles I,

were successful. The following description of the

battle is from Professor Gardiner's History of the

Great Civil War:—

*

" The Earl of Stamford placed himself at the head of the

army under his command, and resolved on carrying the

war into Cornwall. As he could dispose of 6800 men,

whilst Hopton and the Cornish leaders at Launceston had

with them less than half the number, he determined to

despatch the greater part of his horse to Bodmin in order

to suppress any attempt to muster the trained bands there.

With his infantry and a few remaining horse he established

himself near Stratton, in the extreme north-west of the

county, in a position apparently strong enough to secure

him from attack, at least till his cavalry returned.

"The ground occupied by Stamford was well chosen.

A ridge of high ground running from the north to south

parallel with the coast dips sharply down, and rises as

sharply again to a grassy hill, from the southern end of

which there is a still deeper cleft through which the road

descends steeply to the left into the valley in which lies the

little town of Stratton. On the top of this hill, the sides of

which slope in all directions from the highest point to the

edge of the plateau, the Parliamentary army lay. Beyond

• New Edilion, 1893, vol. i. p. 136.
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this plateau the ground falls away in all directions, more

especially on the eastern side, where the position was

almost impregnable if seriously defended. The ascent

from the west was decidedly the easiest, but an earthwork

had been thrown up on this side, the guns from which

commanded the whole approach from this quarter.*

"Undismayed by the odds against them, Hopton and

his comrades resolved to break up from Launceston in

order to seek the enemy. As they approached Stratton

on the morning of the i6th (May, 1643) they had the

advantage of having amongst them one to whom every

inch of ground must have been perfectly familiar. But a

few miles to the north, on the bleak hillside above the

waves of the Atlantic, lay that house of Stowe from which

Sir Richard Grenville had gone forth to die in the Revenge^

and where doubtless the Lady Grenville of a younger

generation was watching anxiously for the return of him

who had ventured his life in the king's quarrel. It would

have been strange if on this day of peril the ordering of

the fight had not fallen into Sir Bevil Grenville's hands.

"The little army of Royalists consisted of but 2400,

whilst their adversaries could number 5400, well provided

with cannon and ammunition. The attacking force was

divided into four bands, prepared to storm, or at least to

threaten, the hill from every side. For some hours every

effort was in vain against superiority of numbers and

superiority of position. At three in the afternoon word

was brought to the commanders that their scanty stock

of powder was almost exhausted. A retreat under such

circumstances would have been fatal, and the word was

given that a supreme effort must be made. Trusting to

* "The earthwork, of which a great part is still in existence, does

not command the steep part of the slope on the other three sides,

though the guns would be available against an enemy after he had once

established himself on the plateau."
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pike and sword alone, the lithe Cornishmen pressed on-

wards and upwards. Their silent march seems to have

struck their opponents with a sense of power. The

defence grew feeble, and on the easier western slope,

where Grenville fought, and on the northern, on which

Sir John Berkeley led the attack, the outer edge of the

plateau was first gained. Immediately the handful of horse

which had remained with Stamford turned and fled, the

commander-in-chief, it is said, setting the example. In

vain Chudleigh, now second in command, rallied the force

for a desperate charge. For a moment he seemed to make

an impression on the approaching foe, but he incautiously

pressed too far in advance, and was surrounded and

captured. His men, left without a commander, at once

gave way, and retreated to the further part of the plateau.

By this time the other two Royalist detachments, finding

resistance slackening, had made their way up, and the

victorious commanders embraced one another on the

hard-won hill-top, thanking God for a success for which

at one time they had hardly ventured to hope. It was

no time to prolong their rejoicings, as the enemy,

demoralised as he was, still clung to the heights. Seizing

the cannons which had been abandoned in the earthwork,

the Royalist commanders turned them upon Stamford's

cowed followers. The frightened men had no one to

encourage them to deeds of hardihood, and, following the

example of the cavalry, they too dashed down the slope in

headlong flight. Of the Parliamentary soldiers, 300 had

been killed and 1700 were taken prisoners, besides

Chudleigh and thirty of his officers. All the cannon, with

a large store of ammunition and provisions, fell into the

hands of the victors. From that day the spot on which

the wealthy earl demonstrated his signal incompetence

as a leader of men has been known as Stamford

Hill."
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The scene of the battle deserves a visit, as it has

remained ahnost unaltered since that day. Whether

the earthworks belong to the period or were earlier,

utilised by Stamford, remains open to question.

They hardly seem disposed with skill and intelligence

for the use of cannon.

The Royalists were not merely about half in

number to the Roundheads, but they were short

of ammunition, and without cannon. They were

also " so destitute of provisions, that the best officers

had but a biscuit a man."

A monument erected on the hill in commemora-

tion of the battle was destroyed a few years ago, and

the plate with an inscription on it recording the

victory moved to the front of a house in Stratton.

There is a good deal to be seen in the way of

old houses and churches near Bude. Stratton Church

itself is fine, and contains a good tomb of an

Arundell. It has suffered less than most of the

sacred edifices in the neighbourhood from the

wrecker. Week S. Mary under his hands has become

a shell out of which life and beauty have fled. Mor-

wenstow has been reduced to nakedness, but its

grand Norman pillars and arches and doorway

remain. Kilkhampton has been lovingly treated

and the wrecker held at bay. It also has a Norman
doorway, and very fine bench -ends; Poughill has

these latter, also two frescoes of S. Christopher that

have been restored—one, through a blunder, as King

Olaf The idea grew up in the fifteenth century

that he who looked on a figure of S. Christopher

would not that day die a sudden death. Conse-
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quently representations of the saint were multiplied.

On the river Wulf in Devon at a ford it was held

that at night anyone who came to the side of the

water and cried out was caught up and carried over

by a gigantic spirit, and there are those alive who

protest that they have been so transported across the

Wulf. Recently the County Council has built a

bridge, and so this spectral Christopher's occupation

is gone.

Pancras Week has a very fine waggon roof of

richly-carved wood. Holsworthy is a good church

well restored. Here during the restoration a skeleton

was found in the wall, evidently hastily covered up

with mortar and stone.

At Poundstock and Launcells are good bench-

ends. The most interesting old house in the district,

because best preserved, is Tonnacombe in Morwen-

stow, very small, with hall and minstrel gallery and

panelled parlours, but perfect and untouched by the

restorer, except in the most conservative manner.

Penfound in Poundstock, the seat of the ancient

family of Penfound, is in a condition verging on

ruin. The family has its representatives in Bude as

plain labourers. The last squire died in the poor-

house in 1847.

What is so delightful about these old Cornish

houses is the way that, in a wind-swept region, they

nestle into leafy combes.

Elford, now the parsonage of Bude, was the seat

of the Arundells, but it has been so altered as

to have lost most of its character. Marhamchurch

has a good Jacobean pulpit, and in the parish is
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Marhayes, an interesting house, the basement Tudor,

on top of which a Charles II. house was reared.

In one room is a superb ceiHng of plaster-work. At
Dunsland is another, richer, but not so good in

design. Sutcombe Church has the remains of a

remarkably good screen and some bench -ends.

The church has been judiciously restored and not

wrecked.

In Poughill, close to Bude, old Broom Hill, now
turned into cottages, has a good Elizabethan ceiling.

It was here that Sir Bevil Grenville slept the night

before the battle of Stamford Hill.

In the deep glen that leads from Kilkhampton to

the sea is the site of Stowe House, built by John,

Earl of Bath, in 1680. The title became extinct in

171 1, and Stowe became the property of the widow

of Lord Carteret, who was created Countess Gren-

ville. The house was pulled down in 1720, so that

the same persons saw it built and saw its destruction.

The Earl of Bath had the best artists brought there

to decorate the mansion, and it is due to this that

so much splendid plaster-work is to be seen in North-

east Cornwall and near Holsworthy. An exquisite

plaster ceiling of delicate refinement and beauty

existed at Whitstone, but was destroyed by the

owner of the house, who had not any idea of its

artistic beauty.

Marsland in Morwenstow, without any architectural

features, is a charming example of a small country

squire's house of the seventeenth century. Stowe

Barton, though much altered and spoiled, is the

ancient seat of the Grenvilles ; that has stood, whilst
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the splendid mansion has disappeared, leaving only

its terraces to show where it once was.

Bridgerule Church stands high ; its tower, that ot

Pancras Week, and that of Week S. Mary were land-

marks when all the land except the combes was a

great furzy and rushy waste. The soil is cold,

clayey, and unproductive. It serves for the breeding

of horses and for rough stock, and grew grain when
grain-growing paid ; now it is reverting to moor, but

anciently it was entirely uncultivated and open,

saving in the valleys. Bridgerule has a fine tower,

and in the church is a respectable modern screen,

though not of local character. About the rood-loft

door hangs a tale.

There was a widow who had a beautiful daughter,

and one evening a gentleman in a carriage drawn

by four black horses and with a black-liveried driver

on the box drove to the cottage door. The gentle-

man descended. He was a swarthy but handsome

man. He entered the cottage on some excuse, sat

by the fire and talked, and eyed the damsel. Then

he called, and his liveried servant brought in wines

from the sword-case of his carriage, and they drank,

till the fire was in their veins, and the gentleman

asked the girl if she would accompany him home if

he came for her on the following night. She con-

sented. He would arrive at midnight, so he said.

Now next morning the mother's mind misgave

her, and she went to Bridgerule and consulted the

parson. Said he, " That was the devil. Did you see

his feet ?
"

" No—that is, I saw one," said the widow. " One
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that was stretched out by the fire, but the other he

kept under the chair, and he had let fall his cloak

over it. But I did notice that he limped as he walked."

" Now," said the parson, " here is a consecrated

candle ; it has burned on the altar. Take it home,

and when the visitor asks your wench to go with

him, let her say she will do so as soon as the candle

is burnt out. He will consent. At once take the

candle and run to Bridgerule Church and give it to

me, and see what happens."

Next night the woman lit the candle and set it on

the table, and it burnt cheerily. But just before mid-

night the tramp of horses was heard and the roll of

wheels, and the black coach drew up at her door and

the gentleman descended. He entered the cottage

and asked if Genefer were ready to attend him.

" She is upstairs dressing in her Sunday gown,"

replied the mother.

" I am impatient ; let her come as she is," said the

stranger.

" Suffer her to have time till this candle burns into

the socket," asked the mother.

" I consent, but not for a moment longer," was

his reply.

Then the widow took the candle, and saying she

went in quest of her daughter, she left the room,

went out at the back door, extinguished the candle,

and ran till she reached the church, where the

parson awaited her with his clerk, who was a mason.

He took the candle, gave it to his clerk, who placed

it in a recess in the wall, and at once proceeded to

build up the recess.
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The mother hastened home. But as she came to a

moor called Affaland she saw the coach drawn by

four black horses arrive on it, and proceed to a pool

that was there, but is now dried up or drained away,

and in went horses, driver, coach, and all, and a great

spout of blue flame came up where they descended,

and after that, they were seen no more. When she

came home, she found her daughter in a dead faint.

Now that candle remains behind the wall that

closes up the rood-stair door. And the devil cannot

claim the girl, because the candle is not burnt out.

But if ever that wall be pulled down and the candle

be removed, and anyone be wicked enough to burn

it, then he will ascend from the place of outer

darkness and the gnashing of teeth, and snatch the

soul of Genefer away, even though it be in Abraham's

bosom.

Bridgerule is Llan-Bridget, that was granted at the

Conquest to a certain Raoul. It is one of the cluster

of Bridget churches that are found near the Tamar,

of which the others are Virginstow and Bridestow,

and Landue—now only a house with a holy well of

S. Bridget and the foundations of a chapel. Clearly

there was in this district a colony from Leinster,

from Magh Brea, the great plain in which Bridget

had her foundations. S. Bridget was a real person,

and one of great force of character ; but what gave

her such an enormous popularity in Ireland was that

she inherited the name of one of the old pagan

goddesses, she of the fire, also the earth mother, and

the great helper of women in their trouble.

When the real Bridget saw the vast plain in
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Leinster covered with white clover, from which the

wind that wafted over it was sweet as if it had

breathed from paradise, " Oh ! " said she, " if this

lovely plain were mine I would give it to God."

S. Columba heard this story. He smiled, and

said, " God accepts the will for the deed. It is the

same to Him as if Bridget had freely given Him the

wide white clover field."

The centre of the cult of S. Bridget in ancient

Dumnonia must have been Bridestow, for there is

a sanctuary which marks the main monastic

establishment.

One day a party of bishops and clergy arrived

at Bridget's house of Kildare very hungry and

clamorous for food, and particularly desirous to

know what they were going to have for dinner.

"Now," said Bridget, "I and my spiritual daughters

also suffer from hunger. We have not the Word
of God ministered to us but exceptionally when a

stray priest comes this way. Let us go to church

first, and do ye feed us with spiritual nourishment

whilst dinner is getting ready, and then do you eat

your fill."

It is a long way to North Tamerton, but worth a

visit, for the church is well situated above the Tamar,

and contains some good bench-ends; and in the

parish is Ogbeare with a very fine old hall, but a

very modern villa residence attached to it—new
cloth on the old garment.

Whitstone is so called from the church being

founded on a piece of white sparry rock. When
the late Archbishop Benson was bishop of Truro
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he came to open the church after restoration. As
the rector was taking him in he pointed out the

white stone. Bishop Benson at once seized on the

idea suggested, and preached to the people on the

text, "To him that overcometh will I give ... a

white stone." (Rev. ii. 17.) In the churchyard is a

holy well of S. Anne, not of the reputed mother of

the Virgin, for her cult is comparatively modern,
not much earlier than the fifteenth century, but

dedicated to the mother of S. Sampson, sister of

S. Padarn's mother. There must have been much
fighting at some time in this neighbourhood. There
is a fine camp in Swannacot Wood over against

Whitstone. Week S. Mary occupies an old camp
site, and another is in West Wood, and another, again,

in Key Wood, all within a rifle-shot of each other.

Week S. Mary occupies a wind-blasted elevation,

over 500 feet above the sea, and with no intervening

hills to break the force of the gales from the Atlantic.

The place has interest as the birthsite of Thomasine
Bonaventura. She was the daughter of a labourer,

and was one day keeping sheep on the moor, when
she engaged the attention of a London merchant
who was travelling that way, and stayed to ask of

her his direction.

Pleased with her Cornish grace of manner, with her

fresh face and honest eyes, he took her to London as

servant to his wife, and when the latter died he made
her the mistress of his house. Dying himself shortly

afterwards, he bequeathed to her a large fortune.

She then married a person of the name of Gale,

whom also she survived. Then Sir John Percival,

L
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Lord Mayor of London, succumbed to her charms of

face, and above all of manner, and he became her

third husband. But he also died, and she was once

more a widow. The lady was by this time content

with her experience as a wife, and returning from

London to Week S. Mary—think of that ! to Week
S. Mary, the wind-blown and desolate—she devoted

her days and fortune to good works. She founded

there a college and chantry, and doubtless largely

contributed towards the building of the parish

church. She repaired the roads, built bridges, gave

dowries to maidens, and relieved the poor. She

contributed also to the building of the tower of S.

Stephen's by Launceston.

Her college for the education of the youth of the

neighbourhood continued to flourish till the Reforma-

tion, and the best gentlemen's sons of Devon and

Cornwall went there for their education. But as

there was a chantry attached to the school, this

served as an excuse for the rapacity of those who
desired to increase their goods at the cost of Church

and poor, and school and chantry were suppressed

together. Week S. Mary till lately had its mayor,

and was esteemed a borough, though it never

returned members.

Externally it is fine, the tower remarkably so. In

the tower may be observed curious results of a light-

ning flash.

The coast of North Cornwall right and left of

Bude is very fine ; the carboniferous rocks stand

up with their strata almost perpendicular, but there

are bays and coves that allow of descent to the sea.
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Widmoiith promises to become some day a great

watering-place.

To see this coast it is in vain to take the coach

road to Bideford or to Boscastle. The road runs on

the ridge of high land from which the streams descend

and spill into the sea. The only way in which to

appreciate its wildness and beauty is to take the

coast road that climbs and descends a succession

of rocky waves. By that means scenes of the

greatest picturesqueness and of the utmost variety

are revealed. One excursion must on no account be

omitted, that to Morwenstow, for many years the

home of a fine poet, an eccentric man, the Rev.

Robert S. Hawker.

He was born at Stoke Damerel on December 3rd,

1804, and was the son of Mr. Jacob Stephen Hawker,
at one time a medical man, but afterwards ordained

and vicar of Stratton. Mr. J. S. Hawker was the

son of the famous Dr. Hawker, incumbent of Charles

Church, Plymouth, author of Morning and Evening-

Portions, a book of devotional reading at one time
in great request.

Young Robert was committed to his grandfather
to be educated. He was sent to Oxford, but his

father, then a poor curate, was unable to maintain
him there, and told him so. The difficulty was,

however, happily surmounted. He proposed to a
lady rather older than his mother, but who had
about ;£'200 per annum. She accepted him; he was
then aged twenty and she was forty-one, and had
taught him his letters. By this means he was en-
abled to continue his studies at Oxford. He was
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given the Ilvlnj^ of Morvvenstow In 1834, and re-

mained there till his death in 1875.

A writer in the Standard of this latter year thus

describes his first acquaintance with the vicar of

Morwenstow :

—

" It was on a solemn occasion that we first saw Morwen-

stow. The sea was still surly and troubled, with wild

lights breaking over it and torn clouds driving through the

sky. Up from the shore, along a narrow path between

jagged rocks and steep banks tufted with thrift, came the

vicar, wearing cassock and surplice, and conducting a sad

procession, which bore along with it the bodies of two

seamen flung up the same morning on the sands. The

office used by Mr. Hawker at such times had been

arranged by himself, not without reference to certain

peculiarities which, as he conceived, were features of the

primitive Cornish Church, the same which had had its

bishops and its traditions long before the conference of

Augustine with its leaders under the great oak by the

Severn. Indeed, at one time he carried his adhesion to

these Cornish traditions to some unusual lengths. There

was, we remember, a peculiar yellow vestment, in which he

appeared much like a Lama of Thibet, which he wore in

his house and about his parish, and which he insisted was

an exact copy of a priestly robe worn by S. Padarn and

S. Teilo. We have seen him in this attire proceeding

through the lanes on the back of a well-groomed mule

—

the only fitting beast, as he remarked, for a churchman."

We have here an instance out of many of the

manner in which he delighted in hoaxing visitors.

The yellow vestment was a poncho. It came into

use in the following manner :

—

Mr. Martyn, of Tonnacombe, was in conversation
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one day with Mr. Hawker, when the latter com-
plained that he could not get a greatcoat to his

fancy, and one that would keep him dry against tl e

rainstorms.

" Why not have a poncho ? " asked his neighbour.
" Poncho ! what is that ?

"

" Nothing but a blanket with a hole in the middle."
" Do you put your legs through the hole and tie

the four corners over your head ?
"

"No," answered Mr. Martyn. "I will fetch you
mine, and you shall try it on."

The poncho was produced ; it was dark blue,

and the vicar was delighted with it. Next time he

went to Bideford he bought a yellowish brown rug,

and had a hole cut in the middle through which
to thrust his head.

" I wouldn't wear your livery, Martyn," said he,

"nor your political colours, so I have got a yellow

poncho."

Those who knew him can picture to themselves

the sly twinkle in his eye as he informed his

credulous visitor that he was invested in the habit of

S. Padarn and S. Teilo.

But his dress was extraordinary enough without

the poncho. He was wont to wear a knitted blue

sailor's jersey, sea-boots above his knees, and a

claret-coloured coat and a clerical wide-awake of the

same colour. He had a great aversion to black.

" Why should we parsons be like crows—birds of ill-

luck?" he would say. " Black—black—are we
children of darkness? Black is the colour of devils

only."
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A real poet he was, but desultory, rarely able to

remain fixed at work and carry out a project to the

end. He was an excellent ballad-writer, but he

could do better than write ballads. He began a

great poem on the " Quest of the Sangreal," but it

remains a fragment.

Here is one short specimen of a ballad, the lament

of a Cornish mother over her dead child :

—

" They say 't is a sin to sorrow

—

That what God doth is best,

But 'tis only a month to-morrow

I buried it from my breast.

" I know it should be a pleasure

Your child to God to send ;

But mine was a precious treasure,

To me and my poor friend.

" I thought it would call me mother,

The very first words it said
;

Oh ! I never can love another

Like the blessed babe that 's dead

" Well, God is its own dear Father,

It was carried to church and bless'd ;

And our Saviour's arms will gather

Such children to their rest.

" I will check this foolish sorrow,

For what God doth is best

;

But oh ! 't is a month to-morrow

I buried it from my breast."

Note.—For further information sec my Vicar of Moi-waistow. New
and revised edition. Melhuen. 1S99.
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SALTASH

Old Town Hall demolished—Nicholas Tyack—Borough of Esh—
Charters—Albert Bridge—Harbour dues—Contested elections-
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Silver cup—Trematon Castle—Riot at Saltash—Modern Guildhall

—Maces—Old shop.

" T UST three weeks too late."

-^ That was the answer I received on reachhig

Saltash and inquiring after the old Town Hall. It

had been pulled down and carted away, and now a

hole in a range of buildings, like that in the jaw

produced by the extraction of a tooth, shows where

the old Town Hall had been.

It is a pity it is gone.

Beside it stood an ancient house that had been

occupied during the Commonwealth and the reign

of Charles II. by Nicholas Tyack, the mayor.

Nicholas Tyack was a turncoat, but somehow, which-

ever way he turned his coat he always turned it to

his advantage.

Under the Commonwealth he was not only mayor,

but a great Presbyterian luminary. He harangued

and expounded Revelation always in favour of the

Commonwealth and Presbyterianism, and against

the Crown and the Mitre. But no sooner did

151
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Charles II. land than he swung completely round.

All his political and religious views changed, and he

declared that the great horn was Old Noll and the

little horn was Dickon. By this means Nicholas

Tyack secured his position, and remained mayor of

Saltash. He had been high-handed in his proceed-

ings before ; he became more high-handed under the

Restoration. He wanted to apprentice his son in

London ; so he took the youth to town, lived well

whilst there, and on his return charged the expenses

to the town.

Nicholas had a great advantage in living next door

to the Town Hall, for he was able to break a way into

it through the intervening wall. According to custom

and rule, when a meeting of the Town Council was

convened, the Town Hall bell had to be rung ; but

there was no specification as to the hour at which a

meeting was to be held, nor was it laid down in

black and white that the Hall door was to be un-

locked for the occasion. Now when Nicholas Tyack
desired to pass his accounts, or to transfer some bit

of Corporation land to himself, or legitimatise any

other little game to his advantage and the detriment

of the public, he rang the bell at night, kept the Hall

door locked, and admitted his adherents through his

private door, held the meeting in the council-chamber,

and passed his accounts and resolutions ne7n. con.

But now both the Town Hall and Tyack's house

have been swept away. The latter had a fine

mullioned and many-light window. The house went

first ; then the Guildhall.

The story of the borough of Esh, Esc, or Saltash
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is specially interesting, as it affords us a precious

glimpse into the history of the origin and growth of

our municipal towns.

Esh, that is to say, water, was so-called because

situated on the tidal estuary of the united Tamar and

Tavy, which junction bears the name of the Hamoaze
(Hem-uisg), the border water between Devon and

Cornwall, between the English and the British tongues.

Here by the water -side settled some serfs, or

"natives in stock," of the Baron de Valletort.

"Natives of stock were the purest and most absolute

bondmen. They were entirely subject to the will of

their lord, and were subject to being placed in any tene-

ment in which he might think fit to place them ; and were

compelled to do for him any work he might call upon them
to do ; and to pay a sort of capitation tax if they were

allowed to be employed elsewhere."*

Living beside the water, these serfs ferried across

to Devonport, managed the fishery, raised oysters,

had a mill, and tilled the land for their lord. But
a charter of 1381 exists which is a confirmation by
Reginald de Valletort of earlier charters, wherein

his ancestors had emancipated these serfs, and had
conferred on them considerable liberties. They had
been granted certain holdings of land as customary

tenants. They were given a certain tract of land for

common use, for pasturage, etc.; they were accorded the
" fer^bote," the mill, and the right to organise them-

selves into a corporation with an elected " prepositur."

For all this and other liberties they were required to

pay a small acknowledgment to the feudal lord.

* Lord Tenterden in the summing up of Rowe v. Brenton, 1830.
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This charter was confirmed by royal grant hi 1385.

Now the number of conventional tenancies was

always the same, but some of the old habitations on

them were pulled down and the sites converted into

gardens, and others were divided up and numerous

houses erected on them. The holders of the

tenancies were free burgesses, and formed the sole

body which elected the aldermen and mayor.

In course of time a very curious condition of affairs

arose. The ancient burgage holdings were 160; but

many had fallen and were not rebuilt, and the popu-

lation of Saltash had vastly extended beyond the

bounds of the ancient borough.

The corporators, or holders of the old free

burgages, engrossed to themselves all power and

profit, and excluded from participation the in-

habitants who were not living in the old tenements

or on the land where these had stood. This led to a

series of angry disputes. The privileges were worth

fighting for. The corporators grew fat on them,

and their faces shone. The harbour dues—one

shilling from every English vessel and two from

every foreign keel that anchored in the Hamoaze,

and seven from each Spanish ship, charged after the

Armada*— this brought in much money; so did

the common land now built over, so did the oyster

fishery, so did the ferry.

Almost every election of mayor and aldermen led

to riots, and the place simmered perpetually with

* After the Armada the Corporation of Saltash raised the harbour

due to seven shilHngs for a Spanish ship. This sum is still paid by

Trinity House, which, however, exacts two shillings only from the

Spaniards, the same as from a French or German vessel.
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discontent. This angry feeling was greatly aggra-

vated when Saltash became a borough, returning

two members, and political controversy was added

to the local and borough grievance. By this time,

moreover, the number of free burgages had sunk to

about sixty. Contest succeeded contest, the inhabit-

ants claiming a right to vote.

In 1784 the corporation, won over by Government

promises and appointments, voted as one man for

their nominees. But forty-five freeholders tendered

their votes for the opposition candidates put forward

by their overlords. The House of Commons decided

against these latter, and the Government candidates

and the rights of the corporators were confirmed.

Two years later, this decision against the freeholders

was reversed. During four years (1786- 1790) the

question in whom the right of voting rested was

four times decided—now in one way, then in

another. Finally a compromise was arrived at—one

representative of each set of electors sat for Saltash

and "tied" on every important vote in the House.

In 1S06 the corporation was again successful.

By the Reform Bill of 1832 it was curtailed in its

representation— it returned one member. Croker

tried to prove borough and parish to be con-

terminous, but when it was discovered that this

was not the case Saltash was put on Schedule A,

and its representative history came to an end. More

fortunate than some other Cornish boroughs, it has

retained its municipal privileges, and boasts of a

mayor and corporation to the present day.

Saltash was enfranchised in 1553 by Edward VI.
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"A little town," as described by Captain Courtney,

"screening itself under the patronage of the Earls

of Cornwall, and then of the Dukes, it paid tribute to

the Black Prince, and received charters and royalties

from Elizabeth."

In her time great sailors and ships of merchandise

sailed from Saltash. The Castle of Trematon, which

had belonged to the Valletorts, became a royal

castle, and it was hoped by the advisers of Edward
VI. that the newly-enfranchised borough would be

completely subservient to the Crown.

But, like most of the other creations of this period,

it passed almost at once into other hands, and the

history of the borough shows the rise and supremacy

of the Buller interest, unbroken during the Pro-

tectorate and unimpaired under the Stuarts. In

spite of occasional lapses, the electors of this little

borough continued faithful to the Bullers till within

a few years before the Reform Bill, the connection

broken now and then with flashes of independence.

In 1722 the electors gave thirty -two votes to

Swanton and Hughes against twenty-five for the

Buller candidates. The borough, however, soon

learned to repent its independence, and returned to

subservience.

For fifty years there was no contested election, but

in 1772 the Buller candidate was defeated. Never-

theless, on petition he secured the seat.

In 1780 ensued another struggle with the patrons,

and the Bullers were defeated, much to the joy of

George III.

Again there was a contest in 1784, rendered, like the
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former struggles, doubtful because of the ambiguity

in the right of voting, as already described.

As early as 1393 the county assizes were held in

Saltash. The first charter of incorporation—that

already alluded to—was granted in the reign of

Henry III., and received confirmation under Richard

II. Charles II. renewed it, with additional privileges,

in 1662. Thus, like Camelford, Saltash has had six

centuries of corporate existence, and, grey and

antique, seems to gaze with scorn upon the odious

Albert Bridge flung across the Hamoaze by Brunei

in 1857-9, ^t 3- cost of ;^ 230,000, for the Cornwall

line, and which, from whatever point it be looked at,

is an eyesore.

Saltash occupies the steep slope of the hill that

descends to the water's edge. The main street is

as steep as the side of a roof. In it on each side

are the remains of very ancient houses that were

once those of merchants of substance and cor-

porators exercising almost despotic power in the

little town. Old windows, carved doorways, and

even, when these have disappeared, panelled rooms

and handsome plaster ceilings, proclaim at once

antiquity and wealth.

There is much of interest remaining in Saltash.

Not only are there in it still many ancient houses,

but several of the ancient families that were burgage

tenants hundreds of years ago are still represented

there. As an instance we may notice the Porters.

These were the janitors of Trematon Castle. The
first of this family in a deed of the thirteenth century,

noticed as gatekeeper of Trematon, was granted a
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plot of land outside the castle walls, which has

remained in the hands of the Porters to the present

day. The arms of the family—sable, three bells

argent, a canton ermine—have undoubted refer-

ence to the duties of the porter to answer the bell

and to ring the alarum. The motto " Vigilantibus
"

is no less significant.

The Bonds of Earth were landholders under the

Valletorts ; they remained for centuries on the soil,

and in their name recalled their origin ; and the name

Tyack has much the same significance in Cornish.

Saltash has long been famous for its boatwomen.

Mr. Justice Boucaut, a Saltash man, and late

Premier of South Australia, at a recent banquet at

Adelaide, spoke with affection of his native Ashe,

and in the course of his speech said :

—

*' I won't even dilate on the pluck and endurance of the

Saltash women rowers. It was a pretty sight to see half a

dozen boats start in a regatta with all the women in

snow-white frilled caps and frilled jackets. One crew, of

which Ann Glanville was stroke, and which I have seen

row, would beat a crew of men of the same number, and

would not, I believe, have thought it anything very wonderful

to beat a crew of men with a couple of men extra. I read

in the Times that Ann Glanville, then an old woman, up-

wards of eighty, was introduced to the Duke of Cornwall

when he was down West, and I have often heard that she

used to row round the captain's man-of-war gigs in the

Hamoaze and chaff the bluejackets."

This Ann Glanville (stroke), Jane House, Emilia

Lee, and Hyatt Hocking formed the crew of the

celebrated Saltash rowing women who won against

crews of men at Plymouth, Portsmouth, Liverpool,
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and Hull. In 1850 a match was arranged between

the Saltash women and a crew of Frenchmen, and

Ann Glanville with the rest went to Havre in the

Brunszvkk (Captain Russell). They were escorted

into the town by bands and the military, and

received by the mayor and corporation.

The Saltash crew, steered by Captain Russell, won
easily in the match. The women were dressed in

black skirts, long white bedgowns, and nightcaps.

Mrs. House was so elated at the victory, that on

reaching the committee-boat she plunged into the

water, dived under the vessel, and came up with

dripping and drooping nightcap on the opposite side.

Ann was well known to H.R.H. the Duke of

Edinburgh, R.N., and Lord Charles Beresford, R.N.

She died in 1880 at the age of eighty-four.

A boat of Saltash women still appears at regattas,

but it is now difficult to—can we say ma7i it? The
present generation of women do not take to the water

as did their mothers.

Saltash has for long been an unrivalled nursery for

the navy, and a place to which old salts love to retire.

In 1643 the Cornish forces, about 7000 strong, lay

at Saltash under Slanning, at Liskeard under Lord

Mohun, at Launceston under Trevanion, and at

Stratton under Sir Bevil Grenville. At the outbreak

of war. King Charles fortified Saltash, but in the

following year, 1644, it was taken by the Parlia-

mentary forces under Lord Essex, who at once

strengthened the works, and also added a 400-ton

ship, and sixteen pieces of cannon at the bottom of

the hill. After the Royalist victory at Braddock

Down, near Liskeard, the vanquished, under General
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Ruthven, retreated to their stronghold at Saltash,

and here made an obstinate resistance ; but the

Royalists, led by Grenville and Mohun, attacked

the place, took it, and made havoc among the rebels,

many of whom were drowned. Their leader, Ruthven,

succeeded in effecting his escape to Plymouth, which

was held for the Parliament by a member of my own
family, Colonel William Gould.

This resulted in the Royalists recovering the whole

of Cornwall, Saltash, however, was again occupied

by the Parliamentary forces in 1645.

Among the rights and privileges exercised by the

borough of Saltash was that the mayor or recorder

held a court of quarter sessions till 1886. In 1772 a

woman was sentenced to be stripped to her waist

and whipped in public for stealing a hat. But this

sentence, if repugnant to our sense of decency, was
light compared to one passed in 1844 on two women
for stealing some shirting wherewith to make
garments for their husbands. They were transported

for seven years. The natural result was that they

married again and settled in Botany Bay, and the

husbands found for themselves fresh mates at

Saltash. In this century the mayor sentenced a

man to transportation for stealing a watch at a

regatta. The only church at Saltash is the chapel

of the Guildhall, and the chaplain formerly had a

bad time of it as the creature of the mayor. Happily

the advowson was sold in 1836 for ^^405, and fell to

the bishop. The church possesses a splendid piece of

plate, a silver cup over a foot high. This was given

to the church in 1624 by Ambrose and Abraham
Jennens and William Pawley, but it is far older.
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It is said in the place that it is of Spanish work-

manship, and was part of the spoil of a vessel of

the great Armada. This, however, is not the case

;

it is a fine example of English silversmith's work
of the reign of Henry VII.

The Castle of Trematon, to which the original

serfs of Saltash owed service, still exists. It is not

remarkable for picturesqueness. It occupies the top

of a wooded hill on the banks of the Lynher, over-

looking the Hamoaze and Plymouth harbour, and

consists of a keep, the base-court, and the gate-house.

The keep, placed at the north-east angle of the

court, is oval in form, and dates from the thirteenth

century. The walls are ten feet thick and thirty feet

high. It was wrecked by the Cornish peasants, who
rose against the Reformation, stormed the castle, and

took the governor prisoner.

Among the many broils that took place in Saltash

between the corporation and the great body of towns-

men the most serious was in 1806, when the Rev. John
Buller was mayor. On this occasion the mob broke

into the Guildhall, where the mayor stood to his post

on the stairs, and for some time held back the crowd,

dealing mighty blows with the silver-gilt mace, and
cracking therewith many crowns. Finally the rioters

succeeded in getting hold of the chest, and they de-

stroyed or purloined all the documents it contained,

with the object of getting rid of the evidence in favour

of the corporation. At the same time they carried off

the silver oar, the symbol of jurisdiction over the

Hamoaze, and this was not recovered for fifty years.

The corporation maces are singularly handsome
and weighty, and are of silver-gilt.
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The present Guildhall is erected over the market-

house, and was built in 1770. It is ugly, and has

this alone to recommend it, that it is unpretentious.

On the dais within are three handsome carved oak

chairs, that for the mayor having the arms of the

borough on the panel—a lion rampant within a

bordure bezanted. On each side of the shield is

a Prince of Wales' ostrich plume.

A late mayor was the brother of the famous

astronomer. Professor Adams.

The official costume of the mayor includes a robe of

scarlet cloth trimmed with sable and a cocked hat

;

the justice or ex-mayor has a black mantle ; and the

mace-bearers have scarlet, silver-laced gowns and

three-cornered hats. The maces date from 1696,

and were presented by Francis Buller, Esq., and are

three feet seven inches high.

Near the water, almost crushed under the mighty

arch of Brunei's viaduct, is a little old shop with the

date on it of 1584, and it is one of the very few

specimens of a shop of that period that remain to us

absolutely untouched.

It is precisely the sort of shop " in our alley " from

which Sally must have issued to meet her lover.

And verily, as I stood drawing the quaint old place,

there peeped out at me an absolutely ideal Sally.

" Her father he makes cabbage nets,

And through the streets does cry 'em
;

Her mother she sells laces long,

To such as please to buy 'em.

But sure such folks could ne'er beget

So sweet a girl as Sally !

She is the darling of my heart,

And she lives in our alley."







CHAPTER XI.

BODMIN

Grown up about a monastery

—

S. Petrock—Theft of his relics—Ivory

reliquary—"Lord's measures"—The Allan rivers—Pencarrow—

S. Breock—Padstow—The Hobby-horse—The neighbourhood

—

The Towans—Pentyre—Porth Isaac—A cemetery.

A TOWN that has grown up about a monastery.

The name is a contraction of Bod-minachau,
" the habitation of monks "

; and it owes its origin to

S. Petrock. Petrock is Peter or Pedr, with the

diminutive oc added to the name. He was a son of

Glwys, king of Gwent or Monmouthshire, according

to one account, but according to another his father's

name was Clement. Anyhow, he formed one of the

great migration from Gwent to North-east Cornwall.

He found a hermit occupying a cell at Bodmin

whose name was Guron, and this man surrendered

to him his humble habitation. S. Guron's Well is in

the churchyard near the west end of the church.

For his education he went to Ireland, where for

twenty years he studied profane and sacred literature.

He was probably a disciple of S. Eugenius, for

Kevin, when aged seven, was entrusted to him by

his parents to be reared for the monastic life, and

Kevin, we know, learned his psalms from Eugenius,

So soon as Petrock considered that he knew as

much as could be taught him by his master, he

163
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resolved on returning to Cornwall, and embarked

on the same boat which had borne him to Ireland

twenty years before—a i^rcat vessel of wicker-work,

covered with three coatings of hide, and with a

leathern sail.

Petrock and his companions came ashore in the

Hayle, or saltflats, by Padstow. He was ill received

on his arrival by a party of harvesters, who refused

him water. In fact, the north of Cornwall had suffered

so severely from the Irish, that the natives looked with

suspicion on anyone coming from the Green Isle.

Petrock landed, and inquired whether any re-

ligious man lived in the neighbourhood, and was

told that Samson was there. This was Samson

who afterwards became Bishop of Dol. His chapel

was demolished when Place House, above Padstow,

was built. At Padstow, Petrock remained for thirty

years with his disciples, one of whom was Dagan,

who disputed with Laurence, Archbishop of Canter-

bury (597-604) and other Roman missionaries. He
refused not only to eat with them, Bede tells us, but

even to be under the same roof with them. The

story of Petrock's pilgrimage to the East is full of

myth, but the account of the reason why he undertook

it is probably true.

There had been a rainy season. One day Petrock

assured his disciples that next day the rain would

cease, and it would be fine. But on the morrow the

rain came down in streams. Petrock was so dis-

gusted at his prophecy having failed, that he left the

place, and resolved on visiting the East.

The rest is mere romance.
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He went to India. There he saw a silver bowl

floating on the sea. He stepped into it, whereupon

the silver bowl carried him far away to a certain

island in which he spent seven years, living on a

single fish that he caught daily, and which, how-
ever often eaten, always returned sound to be eaten

again next day.

At the end of the seven years the shining bowl

reappeared. He stepped into it again, and was
conveyed back to the coast whence he had started.

There he found a wolf that had kept guard over his

sheepskin and staff which he had left on the shore

seven years before.

Clearly we have here ingrafted into the history a

Cornish myth relative to the man in the moon ; for

the silver bowl cannot be mistaken— it is the latter

—

and for the dog of the modern version, we here have
a wolf

Through the rest of his journeyings the wolf

attended Petrock. On his return to Cornwall he
had some unpleasantness with Tewdrig, the king,

who had opposed the landing of the Irish at St. Ives,

and had killed some of them. He remonstrated with

him for some of his barbarities, and Tewdrig had
sufficient grace to make him grants of land.

Petrock now moved to Bodmin, and thence he
made many excursions through Devon, founding

churches and monasteries. The date of his death

was about A.D. 575.

A curious circumstance occurred relative to his

relics. In 1177 a canon of Bodmin, named Martin,

made a clean bolt with the shrine of the saint, an
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ivory box that contained his bones, and carried them

to S. Maen, in Brittany. There were "ructions."

The Prior of Bodmin appealed to Henry II., who
sent orders to the Justiciary of Brittany to insist on

their surrender. Accordingly the prior and this

officer went to S. Maen, but when required to give

up the holy bones the abbot demurred. How-
ever, the justiciary would stand no nonsense, and

threatened to use such severe measures that the

abbot was forced to give way, and Prior Roger, of

Bodmin, marched away with the recovered ivory box
and its contents.

Curiously enough this identical box, quaintly orna-

mented with paintings, still exists, and belongs to the

municipality: the contents have, of course, disappeared.

In the market-house is a very interesting granite

corn measure.

It will not be out of place to notice here the

"lord's measures" found in great numbers about

Cornwall. They are small basins cut in granite or

in some volcanic free stone, usually with lobes

or ears outside. At S. Enodoc, near the " Rock
Inn " on the Padstow estuary, a quantity of them

have been collected, and are ranged beside the

churchyard path. There is another large collection

in the parsonage garden at Veryan.

They were probably standard measures for grain,

and were preserved in the churches.

In Bodmin Church, which is fine, is the rich

monument of Prior Vivian, 1533.

The bench - ends were carved by one Matthew

More in 1491.
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Castle Canyck is a fine circular camp, probably

Celtic, and west of the town is a quadrangular

entrenchment where Roman remains have been

found. The Allan and the Camallan, or Crooked

Allan, unite to form the Hayle or Saltings. Allan

is the name of the river at S. David's, Pembrokeshire.

The name is found also in Scotland, as the Hen in

Ireland, and as the Aulne in Finistere. The deriva-

tion is doubtful.

On the right hand are the woods of Pencarrow

(Pencaerau), the headland of camps, with, in fact,

remains of two ; one must have been important.

Here, perhaps, dwelt a chieftain Conan.

S. Breock was on his way from Cardigan to

Brittany when his hide-covered boat was nearly

upset by a whale, and so great was the alarm of

those sailing with him that the vessel put into Hayle

estuary and ran up to the head.

Breock was now an old man, and could not walk,

so his companions made for him a sort of cart in

which he could sit, and in which they drew him

about. One day they left him to sing psalms in his

cart whilst they were engaged at a distance over

some pressing business. When they returned they

found a pack of wolves round the old man, but

whether his sanctity, or toughness, kept them

from eating him is left undecided. They drove the

wolves off, and were careful in future not to leave

him unattended. Conan, the chief, who lived

at Pencarrow, came to know him, and, if we may
believe the Life, was baptised by him, and made him

a grant of land ; this is S. Breock on the opposite
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side of the river to Pcncarrow, where there is an

interesting^ church in a lovely situation. It is only a

coincidence that at the foot of Pencarrow is a chapel

bearing Conan's name. It is dedicated to a tenth-

century bishop.

From Cornwall Breock departed for Brittany,

about the year 500, and died there at an advanced

age—over ninety—about 510.

Padstow should be visited on May Day, It is

one of the few places where the hobby-horse still

prances ; but the glory of the old May Feast is much
curtailed.

During the days that precede the festival no

garden is safe. Walls, railings, even barbed wire,

are surmounted by boys and men in quest of flowers.

Conservatories have to be fast locked, or they

will be invaded. The house that has a show of

flowers in the windows is besieged by pretty children

with roguish eyes begging for blossoms which

they cannot steal.

During the evening before May Day in years gone

by, before shipbuilding had ceased to be an industry

of Padstow, when the shipwrights left work they

brought with them from the yard two poles, and

carried them up the street, fastened one above the

other, decorated at the top with branches of willow,

furze, sycamore, and all kinds of spring flowers made
into garlands, and from it were suspended strings of

gulls' eggs. There hung from it also long streamers

of coloured ribbon.

A pit was dug, and the Maypole secured by ropes

fastened to stakes. In the pavement was a cross
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laid in with paving stones differently coloured from

the rest in the street ; these were taken up every time

the Maypole was planted, to be again relaid when

the merry-making was over. But a doctor who lived

in the house facing the pole objected, and so opposed

the planting of the Maypole and the dancing before

his door, that the merry-makers moved to an open

space somewhat higher up the street, which was

much less convenient. Opposition followed them

even there, and a few years ago the Maypole was

finally abandoned.

The " Hobby-horse Pairs," as it was called, i.e.

a party of eight men, then repaired to the " Golden

Lion," at that time the first inn in Padstow, and sat

down to a hearty supper off leg of mutton and plum-

pudding, given them by the landlord. After supper

a great many young men joined the " Pairs," i.e.

the peers, the lords of the merriment, and all started

for the country, and went round from one farmhouse

to another, singing at the doors of each, and soliciting

contributions to the festivities of the morrow.

They returned into Padstow about three o'clock in

the morning, and promenaded the streets singing

the " Night Song." After that they retired to rest

for a few hours. At ten o'clock in the morning the

" Pairs " assembled at the " Golden Lion " again, and

now was brought forth the hobby-horse. The
drum and fife band was marshalled to precede, and

then came the young girls of Padstow dressed in

white, with garlands of flowers in their hair, and their

white gowns pinned up with flowers. The men
followed armed with pistols, loaded with a little
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powder, which they fired into the air or at the

spectators. Lastly came the hobby-horse, ambUng,

curvetting, and snapping its jaws. It may be

remarked that the Padstow hobby-horse is wonder-

fully like the Celtic horse decoration found on old

pillars and crosses with interlaced work. The

procession went first to Prideaux Place, where the

late squire, Mr. Prideaux Prune, always emptied a

purse of money into the hands of the " Pairs." Then

the procession visited the vicarage, and was welcomed

by the parson. After that it went forth from the

town to Treator Pool " for the horse to drink."

The Mayers finally arrived at the Maypole, and

danced round it singing the "Day Song."

Refrain. "Awake, S. George, our English knight, O 1

For summer is a-come, and winter is a-go.

1. "Where is S. George? and where is he, O?
He's down in his long boat, upon the salt sea, O

!

2. " Where are the French dogs that made such a boast, O ?

They shall eat the goose feathers, and we'll eat the roast, O

!

3.
" Thou might'st ha' shown thy knavish face and tarried at

home, O !

But thou shalt be a rascal, and shalt wear the horns, O

I

4. " Up flies the kite, down falls the lark, O

!

Aunt Ursula Birdwood she had an old ewe.

5.
" Aunt Ursula Birdwood she had an old ewe,

And she died in her own park long ago."

It is obvious that the song is very corrupt, but

tlic air to this and to the " Morning Song " arc very

bold and ancient.*

Although the Maypole has been given up, the

hobby-horse still prances on May Day.

Padstow Harbour is spoiled by the Doom Bar,

* T have given them in my Garland of Country Song. Melhuen,

1S93.
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a shifting bank of sand at the mouth. But this

might be placed under control and rectified by the

expenditure of money, and the mouth of the Hayle

be made into what is sorely needed, a harbour of

refuge on the north coast.

The neighbourhood of Padstow abounds in

interest; the cliffs are superb, towering above a

sea blue as a peacock's neck, here and there

crowned with cliff castles. In the sand-dunes or

Towans is the buried church of S. Constantine, a

convert of S. Petrock, Duke or King of Cornwall,

who was so ballyragged by Gildas. There are old

Cornish mansions, such as Treshunger, lying in

dips among trees ; and churches on wind - blown

heights, their towers intended as landmarks.

But this is not a guide-book, and such details

must be passed over.

On no account should Pentyre Point be missed.

It is a grand and glorious cliff, and a projection

called the Rumps is occupied by a well-preserved

cliff-castle. Porth Gaverne, Porth Isaac, Porthquin,

Polzeath are all delightful little bays. The pilchard

cellars cut in the rocks should be noticed. Porth-

quin was once a flourishing little place, but in a

terrible storm nearly every man connected with

the place, being out fishing, was lost, and it has

never recovered.

Porth Isaac—let not those amiable faddists who

hold that we are Anglo- Israelites fasten on the name

—means the Corn Port, Porthquin the White Port,

from the spar in the rock, and Porth Gaverne the

Goat Port. A curious fact, to be noted, is that there

exists an extensive ancient cemetery close to where
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is now rising a cluster of new houses at Trevose.

Bones are continually turned up by the sea as it

encroaches, but all record of a church with burial-

ground there is lost. There is a ruined chapel of

S. Cadoc, but that is half a mile distant. Cadoc

was an elder brother or cousin— it is not certain

which—of S. Petrock of Padstow. He must have

come here to visit his kinsman.

The story goes that he had made a pilgrimage

to the Holy Land, and he brought back with him
some of the water of Jordan, and this he poured

into a well at this place, which thenceforth possessed

marvellous powers. The well is not now easily

traced, but bits of carved stone of the chapel lie

strewn around. Cadoc was for a while in an island

of the lagoon d'Elet, near Belz, in the Morbihan,

where he constructed a causeway to the mainland,

of which traces remain. He was one of the most

restless beings conceivable, and no sooner had he

established a monastic centre in one place than he

tired of it, and started off to found another some-

where else. He played a scurvy trick once on a

South Welsh chief, who with a large party came
down on him and imperiously demanded meat and

drink. They took all they could get, and got drunk

and incapable on the sjaot. Cado shaved half of

their heads and beards as they thus lay, but, worse

than this, cut off the lips of their horses. He was
a violent-tempered man, of tremendous energy in

all he did. According to one account he fell a

victim to his rashness or enthusiasm ; he tried to

carry the Gospel to the Saxons, but was cut down
by their axes at the foot of the altar.



CHAPTER XII.

THE TWO LOOKS

East Looe—Church—Narrow and picturesque streets—A fair—

A

strolling company—West Looe— Looe Island—The Fyns

—

Smuggling—The East Looe river—Duloe—S. Keyne's Well

—

Liskeard—Menheniot—The West Looe river—Trelawne—The
Trelawny ballad— Polperro— Privateers—Robert Jeffrey—Tom
Potter— Lanreath.

EAST and West Looe, separated by a tidal

stream, the Looe (the same as Liffey from

Welsh llifo to flow, llif a flood*), and united by a

long bridge, at one time returned four members to

Parliament.

East Looe is the more considerable place of the

two, and possesses a new and respectable Guildhall,

and some quaint old houses and an ancient picturesque

market -house. The church is modern and poor of

its kind— one of those structures that do not

convey an idea to the mind of either beauty or of

ugliness, but are mediocre in conception and ex-

ecution. It occupies the site of an earlier church

dedicated to S. Keyne, but it is now dedicated to

S. Anne, who formerly had a chapel on the bridge.

The streets are narrow and full of quaint bits. As

• There are two rivers Lew in West Devon and two in Wales.

There is a Loue that flows into the Vezere. There is also Loe Pool

by Ilelston ; the root enters into lough or loch.
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I first saw Looe it struck me as one of the oddest

old-world places in England. A man had been there

selling paper flags and coloured streamers also of

paper, and the children in the narrow alleys were

fluttering these, and had hung them from the

windows, and were dancing with coloured paper

caps on their heads or harlequin sashes about their

bodies, whilst an Italian organ-grinder played to

them. From the narrow casements leaned their

mothers, watching, laughing, and encouraging the

dancers. A little way back was a booth theatre,

hardly up to the level of that of Mr. Vincent

Crummel's, enclosed in dingy green canvas. Re-

served seats, 6d. ; back seats, '>yd. and \d. The

repertoire comprised blood-curdling tragedies. I

went in and saw " The Midnight Assassin ; or. The

Dumb Witness."

Next evening was to be given "The Vampire's

Feast ; or, The Rifled Tomb." The tragedy was

followed by Allingham's play, "Fortune's Frolick"

(1799), adapted to the narrow capacities of the

company. It was performed in broad Cornish, and

interspersed with some rather good and, I fancy,

original songs. But surely nowhere else but at Looe

could such a reminiscence of the old strolling

company-show of fifty or sixty years ago be seen.

But this is not all. A stranger having seen some-

thing I wrote about puppet-shows in a paper, wherein

I said that the last I had sat through was sixty years

ago, wrote to me :

—

"At West Looe, far more recently, at the annual fair,

which commences on the 6th May, I saw a show in which
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the figures were all moved by strings manipulated from

above. I regret that I am unable to remember the subject

of the play, but the droll antics of the puppets, the rapidity

of their movements, and the cleverness of the whole thing,

remains distinctly impressed on my mind."

I believe that venerable amusements we old folks

saw in our childhood are "resurrected" at West
Looe at that 6th May fair. Therefore, if you want

to see funny things, go there. The place is still out

of the world, but will not long be so, as a London
company has bought the cliffs, and is blasting a

road in them to make promenade, hotel, and bring

the world and the twentieth century to Looe and

rumple up the old place.

East Looe is properly in S. Martin's parish, and

the church was a chapel-of-ease to it. At S. Martin's

are a Norman doorway and an early font.

West Looe has a little church, dedicated to S.

Nicholas, that long served as town hall and as a

theatre for strolling players. Here also are some
quaint old slated houses ; the " valleys " are not

leaded, but the slates are so worked as to fold over

the angles very ingeniously and picturesquely, and

admirably answering the object in view of carrying

off the water.

OfT the coast lies Looe Island. This was for many
years the dwelling-place of a man named Fyn and
his sister, " Black Joan." They were son and
daughter of an outlaw, who had spent his life since

his outlawry on the Mewstone off Gara Point, at

the entrance of Plymouth Sound. Here he and his

wife lived a wild life like sea-mews, and there reared
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their young, who grew up without any religious,

moral, or intellectual training. The outlaw died on

the Mewstone, and Fyn and his sister, accustomed

from infancy to an island life, could not endure the

thought of going to the mainland for the rest of their

days, and so they settled on Looe Island. Here

they were joined by a negro, and by their united

efforts honeycombed the ground under their hovel

and the large barn adjoining for the accommodation

of smuggled goods. Their only associates were the

free-traders.

One day the black man vanished, and it was never

known what had become of him, whether he had left

or been murdered by Fyn and his sister. There

were naturally no witnesses; nothing could be proved

against them. Recently a skull has been dug up

near the house, and is kept in a box in the dwelling,

but it is not that of a negro. Actually there is a

layer of human remains about two feet below the

surface of the turf, exposed on the east side of the

island, where wind and spray are gnawing away the

cliff, and any number of teeth and bones may be

picked out. Whether these are the remains of an

early Christian monastic cemetery, or of shipwrecked

sailors buried on the cliffs, cannot be told, as no

investigation has been made to discover the approxi-

mate period to which this layer of dead men's bones

belongs.

Formerly there was a chapel on the summit of the

island, but only its foundations remain. The island

belonged to the monastery of Lamana {lan-manachau,

the church of the monks) on the mainland.
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But to return to the Fyns.

On that island they spent many years, hand in

glove with the smugglers.

There was an old fellow, a farmer on the mainland,

who rode a white horse into Looe. He acted as spy,

and was intimate with the preventive men, who
trusted him, and perhaps some of them had their

palms greased to give him information. If the white

horse were seen returning along the coast road to

the west, that was a signal to Fyn that all was safe.

But sometimes the horse was too lame or tired to

return home, and the farmer went his way on foot

;

that always coincided with activity among the

officers of the revenue.

From Looe Island, Fyn or his sister signalled by
lights to the smugglers lying in the offing.

At length their daring and their success induced

the Government to establish one of their guard on
the island itself—the station is still there—and the

man was bidden keep a watchful eye on Black Joan
and her brother.

Now the Fyns had their secret stores full of a

cargo they desired to run ashore, but were afraid of

being seen by this man.

One day Black Joan hastened to the prevent-

ive officer with, "Oh, my dear! Now ther's that

terr'ble put out I be. What du 'y think now ? My
boat hev a broke her moorings, and is driftin' wi' the

tide out to say. Oh, my dear man, du 'y now bring

her in for me." The officer ran to the cliff, and sure

enough there was the boat slowly floating away on
the ebb of the tide.
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Being a good-natured man, and suspecting no ill,

he at once got into his own boat and rowed hard

after that which was adrift. The moment he was

gone, a swarm of boats and men appeared on the

shore on the further side of the island, and before the

fellow was back, every keg had been carried across to

the mainland.

But the officer in command had great difficulties

with the station on Looe Isle. Partly through

Black Joan's fascinations, mainly through the liberal

flow of drink at the hut of the Fyns, and the tedium

of the long evenings in solitude, he could never rely

on a man who was sent to Looe Island. In some

way or other he was bamboozled, so that goods were

landed there and transferred to the mainland almost

as freely as formerly.

What was the end of this family I have not

learned.

A few years ago, when a picnic party went to the

island and were allowed the barn to feed in, as a

drizzle had come on, suddenly the floor collapsed, and

it was thus discovered that beneath was a cellar for

the accommodation of spirits that were not intended

to pay duty.

The East and the West Looe rivers unite above

the bridge, where also formerly stood a most pictur-

esque tidal mill. Each stream runs through a

narrow, well-wooded valley, and passes points of

some interest. Ascending the East Looe, we have

on the right the creek of Morval with the ancient

house of the Bullers. Further up on the left is Duloe,

with S. Cuby's holy well, and a so-called Druidical
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circle. The place takes its name from being between

the two Looes. Higher up again on the same side is

S. Keyne, with an interesting church and a well, the

story of which is sufficiently known, made the subject

of a ballad by Southey.

Liskeard is a town that was surmounted by a

castle that has now disappeared. Its name implies

that it was a lis or court on a rock. A copious

spring, once a holy well, pours forth from the rock

and supplies the town. But no ancient masonry

remains about it.

Liskeard Church has an interesting lych-gate, a fine

tower, and a good pulpit of 1627. At Menheniot

{Maen-hen-Niot, the old stone of S. Neot) are some

fine camps, Padesbury and Blackaton Rings. Clicker

Tor, under which runs the line, is an outcrop of ser-

pentine, which stone does not reappear till the Lizard

is reached. A visit to S. Neot, with its superb old

windows, should on no account be omitted. No
collection of ancient stained glass comparable to it

exists elsewhere in Devon or Cornwall.

The West Looe flows past several camps, two of

which are in Pelynt parish. The church here is

dedicated to S. Nun, mother of S. David, and her

gabled holy well remains in tolerable condition.

In this parish also is Trelawne, the seat of the

Trelawny family, an ancient house, but much
modernised. It contains some fine portraits, and

in the church is a model of the pastoral staff of

Bishop Jonathan Trelawny, Bishop of Bristol, and

afterwards successively of Exeter and Winchester.

He was one of the seven bishops who had
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been committed to the Tower by James II. Of him

the song was sung :

—

" A good sword and trusty sword !

A merry heart and true !

King James's men shall understand

What Cornish lads can do !

" And have they fixed the where and when ?

And shall Trelawny die ?

There 's twenty thousand Cornish men
Will know the reason why.

"Out spake their captain brave and bold,

A merry wight was he
;

If London Tower were Michael's hold,

We '11 set Trelawny free !

"We'll cross the Tamar, land to land,

The Severn is no stay

—

With One and All and hand in hand,

And who shall bid us nay ?

"And when we come to London Wall,

A pleasant sight to view,

Come forth ! come forth ! ye cowards all,

Here 's men as good as you.

" Trelawny he 's in keep and hold,

Trelawny he may die

—

But twenty thousand Cornish bold

Will know the reason why !

"

With the exception of the choral h'nes

—

" And shall Trelawny die ?

Here's twenty thousand Cornishmen

Will know the reason why !

"

the rest is mainly, if not wholly, the composition

of the late Rev. R. S. Hawker, of Morwenstow.

It was written by him in 1825, and was printed

first in a Plymouth paper, and then by Mr. Davies
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Gilbert, the antiquary and historian. It appeared

in the Gcntlema^i's Magasine of November, 1827.

Sir Walter Scott, and later, Lord Macaulay, quite

thought it was a genuine ancient ballad.

That it is not an antique is almost certain, as

it has no local and original air to which it is set

;

it is sung to " Le Petit Tambour," and no old miners

or labourers know it.

There is a novel by Mrs. Bray, Trelawny of

Trelawjte, written in 1834, that relates to this house,

and by no means deserves to be forgotten. Mrs.

Bray's novels, though old-fashioned, are guides to

the neighbourhood of Tavistock, and that just men-
tioned interests the reader in the district about

Trelawne.*

"Looe," says she, "beautiful as it is, is not to be
compared to Polperro, two miles distant from Trelawne.

The descent to it is so steep, that I, who was not

accustomed to the path, could only get down by clinging

to Mr. Bray's arm for support; it was slippery, and so

rocky that in some places there were steps cut in the road

for the convenience of the passenger. The view of the

httle port, the old town in the bottom (if town it can be
called), the cliffs, and the spiked rocks, that start up in

the wildest and most abrupt manner, breaking the direct

sweep of the waves towards the harbour, altogether pro-

duced such a combination of magnificent coast scenery

as may truly be called sublime."

Access to Polperro is very much easier than it

was in 1833, when visited by Mrs. Bray. A good
many of the quaint old houses have been pulled

• A new edition was published by Longmans in 1845.
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down, but the place is still eminently picturesque,

and is a haunt of artists.

In 1807, the year of the treacherous peace ot

Tilsit, privateering was carried on briskly at Polperro.

Among other vessels, the Lord Nelson sailed from

this port, manned by a crew of hardy and ex-

perienced sailors. After cruising in the Channel

for a week without success, she put into Falmouth

for provisions. Here she was boarded by the

Recruit, and several of the men were impressed.

Amongst these was one Robert Jeffrey, who had

been brought up as a blacksmith by his stepfather.

The Recruit was a sloop -of -war commanded by

Captain Lake, which at once sailed for the West
Indies. Whilst cruising in the Caribbean Sea,

Jeffrey got at a barrel of spruce beer. The captain,

very angry, ordered the boat to be lowered, and

Jeffrey to be taken to a barren rock and left there.

The order was obeyed with some reluctance, and

the poor young fellow was deserted on the rock,

without food, and with nothing save a kerchief, a

knife, and a piece of wood, which had been given

him by his comrades for the purpose of signalling

any passing ship.

The place on which he had been left was the

islet of Sombrero, one of the Leeward group, desolate

and treeless, a naked lump of rock, with no springs.

Jeffrey suffered frightfully from hunger, and worse

from thirst.

The Recruit, on leaving the island, steered for

Barbadoes to join the squadron under the command
of Admiral Sir Alexander Cochrane. The story
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of Jeffrey's punishment got wind, and the admiral,

hearing of it, severely reprimanded Captain Lake
for his brutality, and ordered him to return to

Sombrero and rescue Jeffrey if he were still alive.

Captain Lake accordingly went back to the islet,

but found no one on it. A pair of trousers (not

Jeffrey's) and a tomahawk handle were the only

vestiges of humanity discoverable. The admiral

was satisfied that the poor fellow had been rescued

by some passing ship, and let the matter rest.

The story was, however, so widely circulated, that

on his return to England Captain Lake was court-

martialled and cashiered.

Whilst this was passing, the greatest uncertainty

existed as to the man's fate. His wrongs were com-
mented on in the House by Sir Francis Burdett, and
the case was kept so perseveringly before the public,

that the Government issued orders for a strict

inquiry to be made as to whether he were still

alive or dead.

Presently an account was received, purporting to

be by Jeffrey, giving an account of his rescue and
his condition in America ; but as to this was ap-

pended a cross for his signature, whereas Jeffrey

was known to have been able to write, the public

were led to suspect that this was a fabrication con-

trived by Lake's relatives and friends.

To settle the matter finally, a ship was despatched
to bring Jeffrey home, and he arrived at Portsmouth
in October, 18 10, three years after his adventure on
the island of Sombrero.

His escape had been due to his signals of distress
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having been seen and responded to by the captain

of an American schooner, but when taken on board

he was too exhausted to speak. He was conveyed

to Marblehead, in Massachusetts, where he had

remained working at a forge, and had culpably

neglected to send home word of his escape. The

reason he gave for not having signed the paper

relative to his being taken off Sombrero was that

it was presented to him by gentlemen, and he was

too nervous in their presence to append his proper

signature.

There was vast rejoicing at Polperro on his return.

Almost the whole village turned out to welcome him,

with a band playing and flags flying.

He was then persuaded to let himself be made a

public show, and hired himself out at some of the

minor London theatres to be exhibited as "Jeffrey

the Sailor." After a few months he returned to

Polperro with money in his pocket enough to pur-

chase a small schooner intended for the coasting

trade.

The speculation was unsuccessful. Jeffrey fell into

consumption, and died leaving a wife and daughter

in great poverty.

Polperro was also a notorious hole for smugglers.

The last affair with them in which life was lost was

in 1810, or thereabouts.

One morning a lugger was descried by the crew of

the revenue boat, then stationed on shore. She was

lying becalmed in Whitsand Bay. The glass in-

formed them that it was the Lottery, of Polperro,

well known for her fast sailing qualities, as well as
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for the hardihood of her crew. There was little

doubt that with the springing up of the breeze she

would put to sea. Accordingly the officer in

command, with all despatch, manned two or three

boats and put off, making sure of a rare capture,

for there seemed little chance of an escape.

Their movements were, however, observed by the

smugglers, who made preparations for resistance.

The boats, on seeing their intentions, commenced

firing when at a considerable distance; but it was

not until they had approached her pretty near that

the shots were returned from the lugger, which now
assumed an unmistakable attitude of defiance.

When within a few yards of the expected prize,

Ambrose Bowden, who pulled the bow-oar of one

of the attacking boats, fell mortally wounded.

It was plain that the Polperro men had come to

a determination not to give up their fine craft and

valuable cargo without a struggle, so the boats

withdrew, and allowed the Lottery to proceed to

sea. This affray was reported to the authorities,

and orders were issued at all hazards to arrest the

vessel and her crew. The smugglers were alarmed

at what had been done, and at the dogged manner in

which the officers of justice pursued them. They
were kept continually concealed in pilchard cellars, in

barns, in closets, and were liable at dead of night to

have their houses surrounded and searched by a troop

of dragoons, who made stealthy descents on the town.

At length a certain Toms, who had formed one of

the crew of the Lottery^ gave himself up, and declared

that a man named Tom Potter had fired the fatal shot
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The Polperro people made common cause of this,

and resolved at once to preserve Potter and to punish

Toms. The revenue men knew the danger in which

the latter stood, and they took him on board a cutter

cruising off the coast.

On a certain occasion the cutter was off Polruan,

when some of the Polperro men persuaded Toms'

wife to decoy him on land, solemnly assuring her

that they would not touch his life, and that all they

desired was to remove the only evidence that existed

against Potter.

She fell in with their wishes, and by her means

Toms was seized and at once carried off, kept in

hiding-places till an opportunity occurred, when he

was shipped to Guernsey, preparatory to conveying

him to America. But he was traced, and was

pounced on by the Government officers in the hold

of an outward-bound vessel.

Meanwhile the dragoons, who had been engaged

in the search at home, discovered that their move-

ments were observed, and that intelligence of their

approach from Plymouth was sure to precede them

to Polperro. A detachment was therefore sent to

Truro, with orders to march from the west, in which

way they were enabled to come on Polperro un-

observed. On one of these visits Potter was

captured. He was taken to London, tried at the

Old Bailey, convicted on the evidence of Toms,

and hanged. The evidence, however, was strongly

believed to be false. The shot had entered the

breast of Bowden in a direction opposite to the fire

of the smugglers ; and one of the coastguardsmen
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who were engaged in the affair averred that the

unfortunate man Bowden was accidentally shot by

one of his own crew.

Toms was never able to show his face again in

Polperro, and a place was found for him in a menial

capacity in Newgate, where he ended his days.

Lanreath stands between the Fowey and the Looe

rivers, about midway. It has a fine church with a

beautiful screen. Usually the paintings on these

screens are mere daubs, but such as remain at

Lanreath, though sadly defaced, show that there

was at the end of the fifteenth or beginning of the

sixteenth century a school of real artists in the West.

Unhappily, only scanty remains of the paintings can

be seen. A late rector is said to have proposed to

scrape one half the screen if the parish would do the

other half. Accordingly he effaced all the beautiful

painted work of the portion between nave and chan-

cel. The parish, however, did not like this sort of

"restoration," and happily refused to complete the

defacing of this work of art.

Court, near the church, is the old nest of the

Grylls family, a picturesque mansion containing

much of interest. It is in such a ruinous condition

that it will have to be largely rebuilt, but the owner,

Mr. T. H. Spry, purposes doing this in a thoroughly

conservative spirit. The house contains one very

handsome room with rich carved oak panelling.

Note.—Books to be consulted on Looe and Polperro :

—

Bond (T.), Topographical and Historical Sketches of East and iVest

Looe. London, 1823.

Couch (T. Q.), 7hc History of Folperro. Truro, 1S71.



CHAPTER XIII.

FOWEY

Derivation of the name Fowey—The Fowey river—Lostwithiel—

A

rotten borough— Old Stannary Court— S. Winnow—His Settlement

in Brittany—Beating the bounds—Golant—S. Samson—Dol

—

Tower of Fowey—Place— S. Finbar—The "Lugger Inn"—Polruan

—The Mohun family—Death of Lord Mohun—The Rashleigh

family—Sale of the borough.

ALTHOUGH pronounced Foye, the name of the

place is spelled Fowey ; it takes its appellation

from the river. Mr. Ferguson, in his River Names of

Europe, denves this from the Gd^cWcfuair, so\ind,faoi,

a rising stream, and instances the Foyers in Inverness,

and the Gaur in Perthshire, for fuair takes also the

form gaoir^ signifying din, and the Foyers is noted as

forming one of the finest falls in Britain. But this

won't do. The Foye is the meekest, quietest, and

most unbrawling of rivers. The name is identical

with that of the Fal, but the / has been dropped,

and both derive from falbJi, running, waving, flowing.

The river takes its rise on High Moor under

Buttern Hill on the Bodmin moors, a mile north-

west of Fowey Well that is under Brown Willy, which

probably takes its name from being supposed to ebb

and flow with the tide, which, however, it does not.

The river has a fall of nine hundred feet before it

188
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reaches the sea. It does not present anything remark-

able till it comes in sight of the highway from Liskeard

to Bodmin, as also of the railway, when at once it

turns sharply to the west, at right angles to its

previous course, and runs through a well-wooded and

picturesque valley under the camp of Largin. Then,

after flowing side by side with road and rail till it

reaches Bodmin Road Station, it turns abruptly south,

attending the railway to Lostwithiel, slipping under

Restormel Castle.

Lostwithiel is not Lost-wi'in-a-hill as is the popular

derivation, but Les-Gwythiel, the palace in the wood,

as Liskeard is that on the rock. It is charmingly

situated.

It is an old rotten borough, once in the hands of

the Earls of Mount Edgcumbe. But before that it

was a seat of the Stannary Court for Cornwall, and

here the Dukes of Cornwall had their palace. Of
this considerable remains exist, but it has been

meddled with, and vulgarised by the insertion of

quite unsuitable windows.

The church is interesting; it possesses a fine lantern

of a character nowhere else met with in the West.

Anciently the tide came up as far as the town, and

the portreeve had rights over the river, for which

reason the town arms are represented with an oar.

Below the town the river to Fowey is full of

beauty. It passes S, Winnow, with fine fifteenth-cen-

tury glass ; the church is beautifully situated. Here is

a chapel of S. Nectan, of Hartland, to which latter

was attached a college of secular priests endowed by
Gytha, wife of Godwin, Earl of Kent. The priests
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of this college were married and allowed to marry, as

all Celtic clergy were.

S. Winnow was son of Gildas the historian.

Gildas and Finian were together for some time at

S. David's monastery, and became close friends.

Then Gildas entrusted his son Winnoc, or Winnow,
to Finian to be educated, and Finian took the boy
with him to Clonard and educated him. When
Winnoc thought that it was time for him to leave, he

returned to Britain and settled in Cornwall. As he

was allied to the royal family, he received large

grants of land, and certainly chose a lovely spot for

his establishment. S. Veep, or Wennapa, was his aunt,

and he served as her spiritual adviser. After a while,

for some reason unknown, but probably on account of

a breeze with his kinsman King Constantine, whom
Winnow's father, Gildas, has abused in the most un-

compromising terms, and Constantine's mother as well,

Winnow left Cornwall and settled in Brittany. He
was accompanied by his brother Madoc and his

sister, whom the Welsh call Dolgar and the Bretons

Tugdonia. He landed in the neighbourhood of

Brest, where he was found by Conmor, Count of

Pouhir, the usurper, who was killed in 555. Conmor
granted him as much land as he could enclose in a

day. The story goes that Madoc, or Madan, as the

Bretons call him,* took a pitchfork and drew it

behind him, and it formed a ditch and a bank that

enclosed a bit of land. The fosse and embankment

* Madoc and Madan are the same name ; oc and an a.re diminutives.

The real name was Aed. It became Mo-aedoc. Mo is a term of

endearment— " my "—given to many Irish and Welsh saints.
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exist to the present day, and the story means no

more than that under Madoc's supervision the lis or

rath was thrown up to enclose the monastic settle-

ment.

Within this defensive work Winnow constituted

his estabh'shment, built a church, and erected a

number of beehive cells. Outside he set up stones

to mark the bounds of his mhiihi, or sanctuary, and

all who took refuge in this were allowed to pass under

his protection and become members of his tribe.

One day Winnow went to Quimperle, where some

building was in progress. He incautiously stood

under the scaffolding, and a mason who was above

let fall his hammer on his head. This killed him.

The Welsh call him Gwynnog, and the Bretons

Gouzenou. A very funny story is told of his

establishment. It became a custom to beat the

bounds every Ascension Day. The clergy with

banners, and preceded by a cross, led the procession.

One day the rain came down in torrents, and the

clergy did not relish being wet to the skin, so they

decided not to beat the bounds. However, cross and

banners would not be done out of their little flirt,

and to the astonishment of all, away they trotted,

none bearing them, and made the rounds by them-

selves. Popular tradition is prudently silent as to

when this took place.

That Winnow should have been forced to leave

Cornwall after his father had addressed the king in

such forcible but inelegant terms as "Tyrannical

whelp of the unclean lioness of Dumnonia," is not

surprising. You could not well stay in the house of
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a man in whose face your venerable father has spat

—not if you have any self-respect.

A little further down the river is Golant, or S.

Samson, This is a foundation of a man better

known than S. Winnow. His story deserves telling,

at least so much of it as pertains to Cornwall.

Samson was son of Amwn the Black, Prince of

Bro-Weroc in Brittany, that is to say, the country

about Vannes which had been colonised by British

settlers. There ensued a little family brawl, which

obliged Amwn to fly for his life. He escaped into

Wales, where he married Anne, daughter of the

Prince of Glamorgan. Samson was educated by S.

Iltyd in Caldey Isle, and was taught "all the Old

and New Testament, and all sorts of philosophy, to

wit, geometry and rhetoric, grammar and arithmetic,

and all the arts known in Britain."

He devoted himself to the ecclesiastical state, and

spent many years in Wales. He paid a visit to

Ireland, inspected the monasteries there, and then

returned to Wales, where he was ordained bishop.

After a while he considered that he might just as

well try to get back to Brittany, and see whether he

could recover some of the authority and the lands

and position of which his father had been deprived.

Accordingly he crossed to Cornwall and landed at

Padstow, where he dedicated a little chapel, where

now stands Prideaux Place. Here he was visited by

S. Petrock on his arrival, as also by S. Winnow, not

the Winnow of the Fowey river, but another, a brother

of S. Winwaloe, who had settled at Lewanick. He
was related to Samson through his mother.
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The arrival of Petrock determined Samson to

depart. He went on to Petherwin, where his first

cousin, S. Padarn, was settled. He had brought

with him all the sacred vessels and books he could

collect, and had laden with them a waggon, drawn

by two horses that he had brought from Ireland.

He sent forward a messenger to tell Padarn that

he was on his way, and drawing near. The story

has been already told how the news reached Padarn

at the time he was dressing. Whilst in the district

of Trigg Samson made the acquaintance of the chief-

tain, named Gwythian, and rendered him some service

with his son, who was stunned by a fall from his

horse. Gwythian seems to have followed him. Later

on he became a disciple of S. Winwaloe, and founded

a church in West Cornwall. Samson went on to

Northill, where he remained for some time, and then

proceeded to Golant. His main object in remaining

in Cornwall was to watch affairs in Brittany. He had

with him several companions—disciples from Wales,

Austell, and Mewan and Erme. At Golant Samson
continued till the arrival of his cousin, Maglorius, with

tidings from Brittany, whereupon he entrusted his

church to a disciple, crossed over, and settled at

Dol. Conmor, usurper of Domnonia, had murdered

Jonas, the reigning prince, in 540, and had usurped

the throne. Judual, the son of the murdered king,

had fled to the court of Childebert, King of the

Franks. Samson visited Paris, and used persuasion

to induce the Frank king to interfere and reinstate

Judual. Childebert would not do this, but finally

gave Samson leave to do what he could off his own
o
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bat. Samson then retired to the Channel Islands,

where he enlisted soldiers and drilled them, and then

landed on the Brittany coast, and proclaimed Judual.

In the meantime Mcwan had acted as his agent,

travelling through the country preparing for a

general revolt. Three bloody battles were fought,

and in the third Conmor was killed by the hand of

Prince Judual, A.D. 555, whereupon Judual ascended

the throne, and rewarded Samson as liberally as

he could have desired, but the bishop died five years

later. Samson must have spent a good many years

in Cornwall if he left Wales in 548 to escape the

yellow plague which was then ravaging the land.

At Golant the saying is that there is to be seen

" a tree above the tower, a well in the porch, and a

chimney in the roof" The tree was probably once

growing out of the stones on the top of the tower

;

the well is there still, close to the entrance to the

church, under a rude arch. It is a holy well, and

is said to have been a spring elicited by Samson
with his staff.

The church is late Perpendicular.* The pulpit

and reading-desk are made up of old bench-ends,

representing S, Samson, the M of Mary, and the lily

of the Annunciation, and instruments of the Passion.

On the tower of S. Austell under niches are repre-

sentations of S. Samson habited as an archbishop

—

which he was not—and his disciple S. Austell. The

* I must caution the visitor against the blunders that crowd the

pages of a little local guide to Golant, Amongst other misstatements

is this, that the capitals are Norman and the arches of Moorish

design. The four-centred arch is quite common in all third-pointed

work.
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reason of his being represented as an archbishop

is curious. In 848 Nominoe, King of Brittany, deter-

mined to free his country from being Frenchified,

and he not only made it independent of the Frank

crown, but he also dismissed the Frank bishops from

the Breton sees, and filled their places with native

prelates. He also elevated the see of Dol into an

archbishopric over all the British-speaking races in

Armorica. Now it so happened that there had been

a Samson of York, but he was never more than a

priest, and he was quite a different man from

Samson, son of Amwn the Black, who settled at

Dol. However, because York was an archiepiscopal

see, and a Samson had once been there, it was sup-

posed that he had been archbishop. Next he was

confounded with Samson of Dol, and it was pre-

tended that he had resigned York and come to Dol

to set up his archiepiscopal see there. This served

quite well enough as an excuse for withdrawing Dol

and all the Breton bishoprics from allegiance to the

Metropolitan of Tours ; and Dol was able to

maintain itself as a Breton archbishopric till 1 199,

that is to say, for over three hundred years.

Near S. Samson, or Golant, is Castle Dor, a very

early fortification, that was, in historic times, held

by the Crown, and a castle erected on the spot to

keep the Cornish in order.

Fowey itself lies near the river-mouth ; it much
resembles a miniature Dartmouth. Opposite the

town opens the creek that runs to Lanteglos.

There were and are two castles, as at Dartmouth,

commanding the entrance to the harbour, but they

are insignificant, and form no feature of the scenery.
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Fowey Is a curious, rambling place—one long street

twisting in and out among houses, commanded by

Place, the beautiful mansion of the Treffry family,

that would have been entirely beautiful but for

absurd and tasteless additions. This stands on a

rock above the town, which is crowded below it.

The very fine church, with noble tower, is dedi-

cated to, because founded by, S. Finbar, afterwards

Bishop of Cork. In 1336 Bishop Grandisson rededi-

cated the church to S. Nicholas. He sought per-

sistently to drive out the local and Celtic saints and

substitute for them such as were in the Roman calen-

dar. But he has failed; the Irish patron maintains his

place. Finbar was a disciple of S. David. His origin

was not very creditable. He was the son of a noble

lady by a vulgar intrigue with a smith, for which both

were sentenced to be burnt alive, but the sentence

was commuted to expulsion from the kingdom of

Connaught. Finbar's real name was Lochan, but he

received the other in allusion to his fair hair.

In a gloss by the O'Clerys on the martyrology of

Oengus is a funny legend of S. Finbar. One day,

as he was walking on the sea, on his way home to

Ireland from Cornwall, he met S. Scuthin similarly

walking, starting on his pilgrimage to Rome.

"Arrah, now!" said Finbar, "how come you to

be walkin' on the salt say ? " " Why not ? " answered

Scuthin ;
" ain't I now walking over an illegant

meadow?" Then he stooped, plucked a purple

flower, and threw it at Finbar. The latter at once

bowed, put down his hand, caught a salmon, and

threw it flop into S. Scuthin's face. The O'Clerys

got this from popular legend. Finbar died in 623.
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The only really picturesque old house in Fowey

is the "Lugger Inn," where Mr. Varco, the kindly

host, has, more than once, made me very comfortable.

A beam in the house bears the date 1633. The
"Ship" is older; it was built in 1S70, as the date

over the chimney-piece records, but the house has

been modernised externally. Near the club, on the

south side, stands the house of Peter Pindar.

Immediately opposite Fowey is Polruan, the Pool

of S. Ruan, who was an Irishman like Finbar. His

bones were translated by Ordgar, Earl of Devon, to

Tavistock in 960. Thence an excursion can be made
to Lanteglos, dedicated to S. Wyllow, a local saint,

murdered by a kinsman, Melyn. The church is

chiefly interesting as containing monuments of the

Mohun family. Indeed, it would seem to have been

their principal place after Dunster.

Reginald, a younger son of Baron John Mohun
of Dunster (died 1330), married a daughter of John
Fitz- William, and settled at Hall, in Lanteglos.

From Hall the Mohun family removed to Boconnoc,

and a baronetcy was obtained in 161 2 for the head

of the house. John, son of the first baronet, was

a venal adherent of Charles I., and owed his eleva-

tion to the peerage mainly to the clamorous impor-

tunities of a still more venal placeman, Sir James
Bagg. Writing to the Duke of Buckingham, the

latter urged, " Mr. Mohun is so your servant, as in

life and fortune will be my second. Enable him by
honour to be fit for you ; so in the Upper House or

in the country will he be the more advantageous to

your grace."

Mohun was created Baron of Okehampton in 1628.
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His great-grandson was Charles, the fifth and last

Lord Mohun. This man, possessed of a passionate

and vindictive temper, lost his father early ; his

mother married again, and his education was

neglected. When he had scarcely attained the age

of twenty he was mixed up in the murder of Mount-

ford, the actor. He was tried before his peers in

1692, and was acquitted ; but there can be no doubt

that he was associated in the murder. Seven years

afterwards, in 1699, he was again tried for his life,

along with the Earl of Warwick, for the murder of

Captain Coote. He was again acquitted. This second

escape sobered him for a while. For long he and the

Duke of Hamilton entertained ill-feeling towards

each other, occasioned by some money disagreement.

This came to a head in 1712, when it ended in a

challenge. Which it was, however, who challenged the

other was never certainly decided. Colonel Macartney

was Lord Mohun's second, and Colonel Hamilton

exercised the same office for the duke. They
met in Hyde Park on Saturday morning, the 15th

November, and swords were the weapons employed.

A furious encounter ensued, the combatants fighting

to the death with the savagery of demons, so that

when the keepers of the park, hearing the clash of

swords, hurried to the spot, they found both the Duke
of Hamilton and Lord Mohun weltering in their

blood and dying, and the two seconds also engaged

in mortal combat. The keepers separated the latter.

Then Colonel Hamilton and one keeper lifted the

duke; Macartney and the other endeavoured to do

the same by Lord Mohun, who, however, expired,

and his body was sent home in the coach that had
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brought him. Swift, writing to Stella at the time, says

that, " while the duke was over him, Mohun shortened

his sword, and stabbed him in the shoulder to the

heart." According to the evidence of the surgeons

who examined the bodies, each had received four

frightful wounds, and both appeared to have given

each other the mortal thrust at the same instant.

Fowey has for long been a nursery of Treffrys

and Rashleighs, though the latter really issue from

a place called by the same name near Eggesford, in

Devon, where is an interesting old house, their

mansion, with beautiful Elizabethan plaster-work,

and their very peculiar arms—a cross or between,

in the dexter chief quarter a Cornish chough arg.,

beaked and legged gu., in the sinister chief quarter

a text T, and in base two crescents, all arg. A coat,

this, that suggests that some story must be connected

with its origin, but what that story was is now for-

gotten. The history of Fowey is interwoven with

that of the Rashleighs and the Treffrys.

Fowey was one of the rotten boroughs that were

disfranchised. It was created by Elizabeth in 1571.

In 181 3 the borough manor of Fowey, formerly the

property of the Duchy, passed from the control of

the Rashleighs to Lucy of Charlescot, in Warwick-

shire; it was sold for ;^20,ooo and an expenditure

of £60,000 to acquire whole influence over voters.

The Lucys opposed Lord Valletort, who had repre-

sented the borough since 1790—a long time for a

Cornish borough— and desperate contests ensued,

with varying success. When disfranchisement came

they found they had laid out vast sums, and had

nothing to show for it.
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Truro—The cathedral— Probus tower—S. Kea—Polgerran— King
Geraint—His tomb—S. Just—Mylor—Falmouth a modern town
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THE cathedral city of Cornwall is planted at the

head of a long creek that unites with the Tre-

sillian river, and together they join the Fal. The

name is thought to signify Three Roads, that united

at this point. The town lies in a hollow, and the

descent into it from the railway station is consider-

able. It has been a place of more consequence in

the past than Bodmin, and several of the Cornish

county families had their town residences in Truro,

going there for the winter, to enjoy assembly balls

and card parties.

The cathedral soars up above the houses, and is a

fine structure, doing vast credit to the county, which

has strained every nerve to erect it at a time of de-

pression and the death of the chief industry. When
completed the effect will be very noble. One may

regret that the architect chose as his style a foreign

type—French Early Pointed— instead of adhering to

200
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the Perpendicular, which is that of the churches of the

county. Now, instead of looking like the mother of

these, which are her chicks, she holds herself up as of

a distinct and alien breed. The poorest features are

its over-enriched porch, which is elaborate without

being pleasing, and the reredos, which looks as if

shorn away at the head, and cries out for rich pinnacle-

work to take off its ugly baldness. But perhaps the

most pleasing portion of the cathedral is S. Mary's

aisle, that belonged to the old parish church. An
enduring debt of gratitude is due to the first Bishop

of Truro, afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury, in

making a bold stand against the designing of the

building being left to local incapacity.

A visit to Probus should on no account be

omitted. The magnificent tower is interesting as

having been erected so late as the reign of Elizabeth.

The church is dedicated to S. Probus, to whom also

Sherborne Abbey was dedicated by Cenwalch. His

history is not known.

Just below Malpas, the point of juncture of the

Truro river and that of Tresillian, are the remains

of Old Kea Church.

Kea is a contraction for Kenan. He was one of

the hostages held by Laogaire when S. Patrick came

before him. Every high king in Ireland retained

about him hostages delivered over by the under

kings who acknowledged his sway. In fact, as an

Irish law tract says, " No hostages, no king," and a

king's dun was always provided with a court for the

hostages. When S. Patrick preached before Laogaire

Kenan believed, and he obtained his release through
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the intervention of the apostle, and was consecrated

bishop by him.

For some unknown reason he left Ireland and

visited Wales, where he tarried for a while. Then
he went further through Britain till he reached the

Fal estuary, then called Hir-drech, or the long tidal

creek. As he lay there on the grass where is now
Tregothnan, he heard men talking on the further side

of the creek. Said one to another, " Have you seen

my cows anywhere ? " The other replied, " Aye, I

have ; I saw them yesterday in Rosinis." Then
Kea remembered having heard a voice come to him

in a dream, which said, " Settle where you hear the

name Rosinis called."

So he crossed the water along with his comrades,

and they set to work to build huts where now stands

Old Kea.

Now the king, or prince, lived at Goodern, where

are still mounds of a lis, and he was by no means

pleased to hear that foreign monks had settled on the

river-bank without his permission.

He sent and had seven of the oxen and a cow

belonging to Kea taken from him. The legend

says that seven stags came from the forest, and

allowed Kea to yoke them and make them draw the

plough. But this is a fabulous addition to the history.

What is really true is that he went to Goodern and

remonstrated with the prince, who was none other

than Tewdrig, who behaved so roughly to the colony

of Irish saints in the Land's End district. Tewdrig

flew into a passion and struck Kea in the mouth, so

as to break one of his front teeth.
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However, shortly after this Tewdrig fell ill—caught

a heavy head-cold perhaps—and, thinking that he had

been " ill-wished " by Kea, hastily reconciled himself

with the saint, and restored his oxen. The Rosinis

in the narrative is Roseland, but the Kestell Carveth,

or Stag's Castle, where Kea made his first settlement,

cannot be identified by name, though it was probably

what is now called Woodbury.
But the relations with Tewdrig continued strained,

and the condition of affairs was worse when the king

fell from his horse and broke his neck. Kea, fearing

lest this should be imputed to him, as occasioned by
his " ill-wishing," resolved on flight to Brittany. He
went to Landegu, i.e. Landege, the old name of the

place, as we learn from Bishop Stapleton's Register

(13 10). Here was a merchant about to send a cargc

of corn to Brittany, and Kea, with his companions,

were permitted by the merchant to depart in the

grain ship.

He reached the Brittany coast at Cleder, and there

he remained till the discord broke out between Arthur
and Mordred, when Kea returned to Britain, and en-

deavoured, but in vain, to reconcile them. After the

death of Arthur, it was Kea who told Queen Gwen-
ever some unpleasant home-truths, and induced her

to retire into a convent. Then, in 542, he returned

to Cleder, where he died shortly after at an advanced
age. But this story of his connection with Arthur
and Gwenever is very problematical, indeed impossible

to reconcile with his history, if he was converted in

433. In Brittany he is called S. Kay, or Kea, as in

Cornwall.
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A little lower down the river is the wooded slope

of Polgerran, and an ancient chapel stands above

it. Gerran, or Geraint, was King of Cornwall, and

married Enid, daughter of the Count- in -Chief of

Caerleon. Tennyson has revivified her charming

story. After the death of Arthur, he seems to have

been elected Pendragon, or high king, over the

Britons, and his life was spent in fighting the Saxons

along the frontier from the Roman wall down to the

Severn. S. Senan, of the Land's End, was on good

terms with him, and there is a story told in the life

of that saint concerning Geraint The king had a

fleet of six score vessels in the Severn, and the

fatal battle in which he fell was at Langport on the

Parret, whither at that time vessels could ascend.

His palace was at Dingerrein, in the parish of

S. Gerrans in Roseland. His tomb is shown at Carn

Point, where he was said to lie in a golden boat with

silver oars, an interesting instance of persistence of

tradition in associating him with ships. When the

tumulus was broken into, in 1855, by treasure-seekers,

a kistvaen was discovered and bones, but no precious

metal. As Geraint fell at Langport he would hardly

have been brought to Cornwall for interment. But

there were two other princes of Cornwall of the same

name, who reigned later.

The long Restronguet Creek enters the estuary of

the Fal where that estuary becomes wide and a fine

sheet of water. The peninsula is Roseland, the old

Rosinis—Moorland Isle.

Restronguet Creek has been choked with the

wash coming down from the ancient tin mines. At
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one time it was a fine long arm of water. Imme-
diately opposite each other are Mylor and S. Just,

the latter hidden in a lovely creek and buried in

trees. The interesting little church stands by the

water-side. It was founded by Just, or Justin, one

of the sons of Geraint. By an odd mistake, over the

north porch is inscribed, " I was glad when they said

unto me, Let us go up unto the house of the Lord,"

whereas the congregation have to descend to it some
two hundred feet, and the churchyard gate is level

with the ridge of the roof

Mylor Church is interesting as possessing old

crosses with Celtic interlaced work. There were

formerly curious frescoes in the church. It is dedi-

cated to a prince of the blood royal. His father,

Melyan, was brother of the ruffian Tewdrig, who
carried off S. Kea's cows and killed some of the

Irish colonists. His uncles were S. Oudoc, Bishop

of Llandaff, and Ismael, a favourite pupil of S. David.

But he had another, an ambitious uncle named
Howel, who asked Melyan to meet him, and sud-

denly and treacherously stabbed him, in 537. This

probably took place not far from Par, where are a

Lan-melyan and a Merthan close together, indicative

of a place of martyrdom, and a chapel to the mar-

tyred prince. Howel at once assumed the crown

over Cornwall and Devon. In order to incapacitate

his nephew Melor, son of the murdered Melyan,

from menacing his throne, he had his right hand

and one foot cut off, as by Celtic law no cripple or

disfigured person is qualified to become a chief or a

prince. Melor was sent into Brittany. But there he
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became such an object of interest and sympathy,

that Howel was afraid, and had him also secretly

assassinated.

The wonderful harbour of Falmouth now bursts

on the view, almost closed between the jaws of Pen-

dennis Point and S. Anthony's Head.

A creek runs up to the right to Penryn, and on

the left, another penetrates deep into Roseland.

Falmouth is a modern place with a modern name.

Anciently it was but a fishing hamlet—Penycome-

quick, i.e. Pen-y-cwm-wick, the village at the head of

the valley—with another, Smithick, hard by about a

forge. But the Killigrews had a fine place and deer-

park at Arwenack.

Leland (about 1520), who mentions every place

worth notice, including every "praty" and every " pore

fisching town," says nothing of Falmouth beyond it

being " a havyn very notable and famox."

Arwenack and the fortifications of Pendennis are

noticed by Carew, but nothing is said of Falmouth.

Camden (in 1607) mentions Penryn, Pendennis

Castle, S. Mawes Castle, and Arwenack, but says

nothing of Falmouth.

When, however. Sir Walter Raleigh put into Fal-

mouth Harbour on his way homewards from Guiana,

he was entertained at the great house, but his men
could hardly find any accommodation, and he repre-

sented the matter to Government, urging the im-

portance of this splendid harbour.

Sir John Killigrew went repeatedly to town on the

matter, but was opposed by the Penryn interest.

However, he obtained a licence to build four houses
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on the spot. As the place rapidly increased beyond

the licence, in 161 3 Sir John was disposed to further

extend it, and build a town, but was interrupted in

his attempt by Truro, Penryn, and Helston, which

exerted all their influence to prevent it. Truro was

jealous of the prosperity of Penryn, and was deadly

opposed to the growth of a new town so near the

entrance of the harbour, one which would have many
advantages over itself in point of situation.

In a petition to James I. it was said that the

erection of a town at Smithick would tend to the

impoverishment of the ancient coinage towns and

market towns aforenamed, and therefore humbly
prayed that Killigrew might be restrained in his

undertaking. The king thereupon stopped the

builders, and ordered his privy councillors to get

information from the Governor of Pendennis Castle

relative to the projected town. The latter replied

that the project was excellent, as such a place, being

at the mouth of the Fal Harbour, could at once and

readily supply such ships as put in there, instead of

forcing them to go up two miles to Penryn or nine to

Truro. The king then resolved on erecting a town

at Smithick, and Sir John Killigrew was encouraged

to proceed.

During the protectorship of Cromwell, although

the Killigrews had been staunch Royalists, yet Sir

Peter succeeded in having the custom-house re-

moved from Penryn to Smithick, and in 1652 in

getting the place elevated to the position of market

town. Smithick continued to be the name until August
20th, 1660, when, in consequence of an application
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from Sir Peter KilHgrew, a proclamation was issued

by Charles II. ordering "that Smithike, alias Penny-

come-quick, should for ever after that day be called,

named, and known by the name of Falmouth." In the

following year a charter of incorporation was granted,

and thenceforth the story of Falmouth is one of in-

cessant quarrels between the corporation and the Killi-

grews, the former intent on jobbing for their private

advantage, whereas the Killigrews were ambitious in

every way to benefit and enlarge the town.

The old mansion of Arwenack has almost dis-

appeared—it has given its name to a street—and the

Killigrews have also vanished. The last was killed

in a tavern brawl at Penryn in 1687, and through

females the property has passed to Erisey, to West,

to Berkeley, and to Wodehouse, and is now owned

by Lord Kimberley.

What made Falmouth at one time a place of

importance was that from it sailed the packets. At
first they were a matter of contract between the

General Post Office and the captains of the several

boats; and this system continued till 1823, when the

packets were placed under the orders of the Board

of Admiralty. The transfer of the packets from the

Post Office to the Admiralty at first excited much

alarm among the inhabitants, and doubtless many of

them suffered, owing to the decreased demand for

ships' stores of all descriptions, as the sloops-of-war

were provided by the Government ; but the change

did not prove so disastrous as was expected, for

many persons were drawn to live at the place, persons

who belonged to the families of the commanders, and
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also because a greater number of men were em-
ployed on the new system. Packets were first

stationed at Falmouth in or about the year 1688,

when some were employed to sail to Corunna ; and
in 1705 they ran to the West Indies; in 1709 five

sailed to Lisbon; and the number gradually in-

creased. In 1827 there were thirty-nine packets

employed. But all this came to an end in 1850,

when the mails were sent fi-om Southampton in

place of Falmouth.

The church was dedicated in 1663 to Charles the

Martyr. It is a mean building, without architectural

merit, and with a stumpy tower, vastly inferior to

the other church dedicated to the royal martyr at

Plymouth.

Pendennis Castle (Pen-Dinas, the Castle on the

Head) is not a very striking feature. It was erected

in the reign of Henry VIII., but it has been since

somewhat extended. In 1644 Pendennis sheltered

the unfortunate Henrietta Maria, when embarking
for France. It was from hence that Arwenack
House, esteemed the finest mansion in Cornwall, was
fired, during the siege by the Parliamentary troops,

lest it should furnish them with shelter. John
Arundell, of Trerice, commonly called Jack-for-the-

King, defended it for six months, he being in his

eighty - seventh year, and only surrendered when
starved out.

From the ramparts a fine view is obtained of the

Lizard promontory, and of the terrible Manacles, on
which the Mohegan was lost in October, 1898.

Perhaps even more terrible was the wreck of the
p
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Despatch, in January, 1809, when, two days before

Sir John Moore's death, three officers and seventy-

two non - commissioned officers and privates were

lost on Lowland Point ; and almost simultaneously

the Primrose, with 120 officers and men and six

passengers, was wrecked on the Manacles.

About half-way across the mouth of the harbour

is the Black Rock, exposed at low water, but covered

when the tide rises. An eccentric Mr. Trefusis, of

Trefusis, opposite Falmouth, one day invited his wife

to boat with him to the Black Rock and picnic there.

She incautiously accepted, and when he had landed

her, he made his bow, and rowed away with, "Madam,

we are mutually tired of each other, and you will

agree with me that it were best to part."

Fortunately a fishing-smack picked her off just as

the tide was flowing over it, and brought her back

to Trefusis. "Be hanged to you rogues," said the

husband. "I'd have given you a guinea each to

let her drown ; now you shan't have a shilling from

me."

S. Mawes Castle commands the harbour entrance

from the other side, as also that to S. Mawes Creek.

The long promontory, over four miles in length, that

intervenes between the creek and the sea is Rose-

land. The neck of land dividing them is in two places

very contracted. Roseland was a great harbour for

smugglers, whose headquarters were at Porthscatho.

When employed in conveying their goods ashore in

Gerrans Bay, they always had their scouts on the

hills, and as the customs station was at S. Mawes,

no sooner did the preventive boat put forth, than
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notice was given, and the boats dispersed ; so that by
the time she came into the bay all was quiet. Find-

ing this to be the case, the officer in command one

day took his boat up the river, and had her carried

by the crew across the neck of land, and he dropped

into Gerrans Bay before the scouts were aware that

he had left the harbour. He secured a good prize,

and struck a severe blow at the contraband trade.

Porthscatho, perhaps, takes its name from Cado, or

Cathaw, the son of Geraint, and Duke of Cornwall.

The whole of the district from Roseland to Gram-
pound teems with reminiscences of the Cornish royal

family. Lansallos is a foundation of Salomon, or

Selyf, son of Geraint ; and in S. Gerrans parish is a

holy well of S. Non, mother of S. David, and sister

to Selyf's wife, S. Wenn. Tregony Church is a

foundation of S. Cuby, son of Selyf, and grandson of

Geraint. Filleigh was founded by a son of Gildas,

who was grandson of Geraint. Dingerrein, the royal

palace, is now represented by a mound, but hence
hailed one of the early bishops of Cornwall, Kenstig,

who submitted to Canterbury in or about 850.

S. Mawes was formerly a borough returning two
members. It consists of a row of houses looking upon
the creek. It takes its name from an Irish settler, who
perhaps came with S. Ruan. He arrived with two
disciples. Tudy was one, or, as the Welsh call him,

Tegwyn, so that in all likelihood he had halted for

some time on his way in Wales, doubtless at S.

David's. There was formerly a stone chair near the

beach, but it has been built into the sea-wall. From
this he taught the many pupils who came to him.
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But whilst they listened to or pondered over his

instructions, they were much distracted by the frolics

of a great seal that came near, stared at them, and
made grunting noises. This was so vexing that one

day Mawes jumped out of his chair and, taking a

big stone in his hand, ran into the shallow water

to try conclusions with the seal. He got near

enough to throw the stone at it, and to hit it on

the head, after which he was no more troubled

with the interruption.

The reason why Mawes settled where he did was
probably this. His disciple, Tudy, was a cousin

of S. Wenn, who was queen, the wife of Selyf, or

Salomon, and Tudy doubtless advised his master

to go to Cornwall, and see whether his kinsfolk

would do something for them. However, Mawes
does not seem to have been long satisfied with his

entertainment, for he crossed into Brittany, where

he died.

The holy well of S. Mawes is immediately opposite

the post office, and supplies the place with drinking

water. The pointed arched door is walled up, and

two ugly ventilating shafts have been inserted to

keep the air sweet above the spring.

From the land side, the castle of S. Mawes is a

picturesque object.

One of the main charms of Falmouth and its neigh-

bourhood is the climate. Sharp frosts are almost

unknown, the mild and balmy air is wonderfully even

in temperature, and the marvellous gardens of Enys

show delicate kinds of rhododendron — elsewhere

growing in greenhouses—luxuriating in the open air.
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The climate is that of the lotus-eaters, pleasant but

enervating.

"Propt on beds of amaranth and moly,

How sweet (while warm airs lull us, blowing lowly)

With half-dropt eyelids still,

Beneath a heaven dark and holy,

To watch the long bright river drawing slowly

His waters from the purple hill

—

Only to hear and see the far-off sparkling brine,

Only to hear were sweet, stretch'd out beneath the pine.

" Let us swear an oath, and keep it with equal mind,

In the hollow lotus-land to live, and lie reclined

On the hills like gods together, careless of mankind."

And there are good hotels at Falmouth where the

lotus-eaters may do this.

Finally, a story of S. Just. He left Cornwall and
settled in North Brittany, at Plestin, but left it for a

pilgrimage. On his return he found his cell occupied

by an Irish chief, S. Efflam, who had settled into it

to follow a religious life. Whose should the cell be ?

" Let us sit down," said Just, " and he on whom
the sun first falls, his the cell shall be." So they sat

down. The golden streak through the little window
travelled on, as the sun declined, and lighted up the

face of Efflam. Just rose and departed, but surely

bore away on his face the radiance of Charity, not

on face only, but also in his heart.
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NEWQUAY is a very new place; it was projected

by Mr. J. T. (Austin) Treffry, of Place House,

Fowey, a very remarkable man, far in advance of

his time, to whom not Fowey only, but Cornwall

generally owes a debt of gratitude. His projects

have been worked out since his death with complete

success.

In itself uninteresting to the last degree, it is the

key to very fine coast scenery, and the air is bracing

without being cold. It possesses excellent sands,

both at Newquay and Fistral Bays. There is further

a long tract of sand, two and a quarter miles long, to

the north of S. Columb Forth, the Tregurian Beach.

The rocks will interest the geologist as well as form

a subject for the artist.

The coast presents examples of several cliff-castles,

as at Kelsey, Trevelgue and Griffith's Heads, and
214
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RedcHfT above Bedruthan ; but the finest example of

a castle is Castel-an-Dinas, near S. Columb Major.

This fortress comprises about six acres of land,

enclosed within three concentric rings of bank and

moat, built up of earth and stone together, about a

pyramidal hill. The innermost enclosure contains

about an acre and a half, and there were at one time

indications of habitations therein, but these have now
disappeared. There are, however, traces of a pit that

was a well or tank for rain-water, as there is no spring

on the hill. There are two entrances to this interesting

camp or dinas.

According to legend, King Arthur lived here and

hunted the wild deer on Tregoss Moors.

Near Perranzabuloe are Caer Kieff {eyf^ perfect)

and Caer Dane (dinas).

To the south of Newquay is the curious creek

called the Gannel {gan-hael, the mouth of saltings).

A very slight thread of sweet water descends from the

land into a creek of three miles of salt marsh and

sand, filled at high water with the tide. Here it was

that S. Patrick's companion, adviser, and friend,

Carantock, on leaving Ireland, set up his residence.

He was a remarkable man, for he was one of the

three bishops chosen by Laogaire at Tara to revise

the laws of Ireland. When the Irish accepted Chris-

tianity it was obvious that the laws needed modifica-

tion. King Laogaire was not and never did become
a Christian, but he accepted the situation, and ap-

pointed a commission for the revision of the laws,

and on this sat Carantock. The result was the

Senchus Mor, the great code by which the Irish were
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ruled till i6oo, Carantock was an acquaintance of

King Arthur, but he met him, not at Castel-an-Dinas,

but on the Severn at Dinedor, and did not get on

well with him.

An odd story is told of his fixing the site for his

church at Crantock. After he had landed in the

Gannel he went up on the land, and began to till a

scrap of land granted him ; and when not at work on

the soil, he whittled his staff, to make the handle

smooth. Then, when he resumed his mattock, he

saw a wood-pigeon fly down, pick up the shavings,

and carry them off. He was curious to know what

she did with them, so he followed, and saw that she

dropped them in one spot in a little heap. " There

must be some meaning in this," said Carantock, and

he resolved to build his church there. Those Celtic

saints looked out for some omen to direct them in

all their doings.

Crantock Church was collegiate ; it fell into a con-

dition of decay, and was shockingly mutilated, but is

about to be restored carefully and conservatively.

Another interesting church, one with a fine screen

and in good condition, is Newlyn. This is probably

situated on the patrimony of S. Newlyna—" the white

cloud," as her name signifies. She was of noble

birth, but, like the rest of the Celtic saints, thought

she must travel, so she took ship at Newlyn West,

where she has also left her name, and arrived in

Brittany with her foster - mother as chaperon.

There she had an unpleasant experience. She

caught the fancy of a local magnate, who pursued

her when she fled from him, and as she stubbornly
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repelled his advances, in a fit of fury, struck her with

his sword and killed her. She is commemorated at

Noualen, or Noyal-Poutivy, where the screen was

formerly painted with a series of subjects relative

to her story. This was destroyed in 1684 by order

of the vicar-general, because it concealed the new
reredos in the debased style of the period. This

tasteless construction has been in turn demolished, and

the paintings that formerly decorated the jube have

been reproduced in coloured glass in the windows.

The great towans, or sand dunes, of Penhale

extend three miles in length, and almost two in

parts inland. They are held in check to the north

and north-east by the little stream that finds its way
into Holywell Bay. In these sands was found

S. Piran's Chapel, of the eighth or ninth century, in

1835, exactly resembling similar structures of the

same date in Ireland. It was cleared out by Mr.

William Mitchell, of Comprigney, near Truro, and

he thus describes it :

—

"The church, which is built nearly east and west,

inclining only 4° north of west, is of but small dimensions,

the length without the walls being 30 feet and within the

walls 25 feet; the width within 13 feet in the chancel and
1 2 feet in the nave, and the height about 1 3 feet. There is

a very neat arched doorway in a good state of preservation

at the date of the work, viz. the day when I removed the

sand from it, 7 ft. 4 in. by 2 ft. 4 in., ornamented with

Saxon tracery [this is inaccurate, no Saxon about it], the

arch itself having on its keystone the head of a tiger, and
the points of its curve {i.e. label-terminations) the head of

a man and that of a woman, rudely sculptured in stone, in

the centre of the nave on the south wall ; and another
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doorway in the north-east corner, near the altar, of similar

dimensions and style, if we may judge from the remains of

its arch lying near it, and which may be assumed to be

that intended for the priest himself, leading into the

chancel. The chancel is exactly 9^ feet long, and shows

in the north and south walls the precise spots where the

railing (screen) separating it from the nave was fixed.

Attached to the eastern wall of the church is an altar

nearly equidistant between the north and south walls,

5 ft. 3 in. long by 2 ft. 3 in. wide, and 4 feet high, built

of stone and neatly plastered with lime. Eight inches

above this altar is a recess or niche about 12 inches high

by 8 inches wide, in which, undoubtedly, was once S.

Piran's shrine. . . . There is only one small aperture or

window, 12 inches high by 10 inches wide, about 10 feet

above the floor, in the south wall of the chancel. ... A
stone seat, raised 14 inches above the level of the floor,

and 12 inches wide, covered with lime-plaster, runs all

round the walls except the east and south walls of the

chancel. The nave is exactly 15^ feet long, its floor,

together with the floor of the chancel, being composed of

lime and sand, apparently as perfect as when first laid down.

Each door has two low steps to descend into the church.

The church itself is plastered with beautiful white lime.

The masonry of the entire building is of the rudest kind,

and evidently of very remote antiquity. There is not the

slightest attempt at regular courses, but the stones, consist-

ing of granite, quartz, sandstone, porphyry, etc., appear to

have been thrown together almost at random—horizontally,

perpendicularly, and at every angle of inclination—just

as the hand, not the eye, of the workman happened to

direct him. To render the church as perfect as when it

was originally erected, nothing seemed wanting but its

doors and roof. Not an atom of wood, except a piece

of about 8 inches long by 2 inches wide, and an inch

thick, was found within the walls. That there were many
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bodies interred both in the chancel and nave of the church

is an unquestionable fact. Several skeletons have been

found deposited about 2 feet below the floor. Three were

discovered with their feet lying under the altar, one of them

of gigantic dimensions, measuring about 7 ft. 6 in, . . .

Their heads, which appeared to be almost cemented

together, lay between the knees of the skeleton deposited

nearest to the south wall.

"On the southern and western sides of this venerable

ruin is the ancient burying-ground, strewed over tens of

thousands of human bones and teeth as white as snow;

and, strange as it may seem, the showers of sand which

fall all around hardly ever remain on these melancholy

relics of mortahty."*

Unhappily nothing was done to preserve this little

church after it had been excavated from the sand.

The three heads from the doorway were carried off

for Truro Museum ; visitors pulled out stones, boys

tore down the walls, and now little more than a gable

remains. But to this was added the mischievous

meddlesomeness of the curate-in-charge, the Rev.

William Haslam, who turned the altar- stones about,

as he had got a theory into his head that they had

formed a tomb, and rebuilt them in this fashion, point-

ing east and west, and cut upon the altar -slab the

words "S. Piranus." It is purposed to undo Mr.

Haslam's work, and replace the altar as originally

found. More should be done. Cement should be

run along the top of such wall as remains to save it

from falling.

• Reprinted in Preb. Hingeston-Randolph's Registers of Bishop

Grandissoii. Exeter, 1897, p. 608.
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The Rev, C. Collins Trelawny, soon after the

discovery, wrote an account in a book entitled

Perranzabiilo, the Lost Church Found, which went

through seven editions (1837-72).

In 1844 Mr, Haslam published another book on

the subject, and again another in 1888, From Death

unto Life, in which he assumed to himself the credit

of Mr. Mitchell's discovery. The church has not the

extreme antiquity attributed to it. The fact of there

being a chancel is sufficient evidence that it does not

belong to the sixth century, as none of the earliest

Irish churches possess this feature.* It is about two

centuries later, though doubtless a reconstruction of

the old materials, and perhaps on the old lines.

Judging from Irish examples, in one point only is

Mr. Haslam more correct than Mr. Mitchell. He
considered the niche over the altar to have been a

walled-up window, and in this was right.

The story of S. Piran, or Kieran, as he is called in

Ireland, is of sufficient interest to be given.

He was born in Clear Island, in the county of

Cork, the extreme south point of Ireland. He
established a monastery at Saighir, in the extreme

north of Munster. The legend is that his first

disciples were a boar, a fox, a badger, a wolf, and a

doe. And in this we have an instance of the

manner in which simple facts assume a fabulous

character in the hands of late writers. The district

was that of the clan of Hy Sinnach, i.e. the foxes
;

* The arch over door and window is decisive against sixth-century

work. All the earliest Irish churches have a stone slab thrown across

from the jambs, and no arch with key.
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an adjoining tribe was that of tlie Hy Broc, or tlie

badgers ; an Ossorian disciple was regarded as Os,

i.e. a doe ; and his wolf was no other than one of

the Hy Faeladh, which has a double meaning of

" hospitable " or " wolfish ;
" another disciple was

S. Tore, and the name means "boar."

Kieran, as his name is in Irish, invoked the

assistance of his mother, Liadhain, and induced her

to start a school for girls at Kellyon, not far from

Saighir. The arrangement was not happy, as at

least one of his disciples carried on a lively flirtation

with Liadhain's damsels.

How Kieran placed Burlena the Slender with

Liadhain, and how a chief ran away with her, and

how Kieran got her back, shall be told when we

come to Land's End. It was possibly on account of

this unpleasantness that he withdrew to Cornwall, and

brought with him both his nurse, Cocca, and Buriena.

But there were other reasons. Kieran belonged to

the royal race of Ossory, and in his time Ossory was

overrun by Cucraidh, who massacred all he could lay

hands on of the royal race of the O'Bairrche, to

which Kieran belonged. Most of Kieran's clan

migrated to the north of Ossory, where they main-

tained their independence till 642. It was not likely

that Kieran cared to remain in the country under

an usurper whose hands were steeped in the blood

of his brethren. Cucraidh tried to make terms with

the saint, and his granddaughter was either put

under his rule, or else voluntarily entrusted her-

self to him. But even if Cucraidh invited Kieran to

remain, he was but under-king to Aengus, King of
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Munster, and Kieran quarrelled with the latter and

denounced him to death. In fact, Aengus was killed

in battle in 489. There was consequently very good

reason why the saint should leave Ireland,

Kieran's monastery at Saighir was on a princely

scale. " Numerous were his cattle ; there were ten

doors to the shed of his kine, and ten stalls at every

door, and ten calves for every stall, and ten cows

with every calf . . . Moreover, there were fifty tame

horses with Kieran for tilling and ploughing the

ground. And this was his dinner every night : a

little bit of barley bread and two roots, and water of

a spring. Skins of fawns were his raiment, and a

haircloth over these. He always slept on a pillow

of stone." Carantock was his scribe, and some of the

books written by Carantock were long preserved at

Saighir. One of Kieran's disciples was Carthag, who,

although a saint, was a somewhat loose fish, and gave

the abbot not a little trouble. S. Itha put one of his

escapades in as delicate a way as might be when she

said

—

"A son will be born to Carthag,

And Carthag- will not be thought better of accordingly."

On account of his disreputable conduct, Kieran

kicked him out, and bade him go to Rome, hoping

that he might sow his wild oats in that chaste and

holy place.

One day Kieran of Clonmacneis and the two

Brendans came to visit him. The steward approached

him in dismay. " There is nothing to offer these

distinguished guests except some scraps of rusty

bacon and water."
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" Then serve up the bacon and the water."

Now there was at table a lay brother, and when
the bacon was set before him he thrust his platter

contemptuously from him, for he was tired of bacon,

and when out visiting, by dad ! he expected to be fed

like a gintleman.

"Hah!" said Kieran turning angry, "you are

dainty, son of Comgal ; it is just such as you who
would not scruple to eat ass's flesh in Lent."

Across the backbone of Cornwall is Ladock, and
if I am not mistaken, Kieran planted there his old

nurse, Cocca, who also became head of a religious

house for women.
It is said that every Christmas night, after divine

service at his own monastery, Kieran started off

walking, and arrived at early morning to perform
divine worship for his old nurse, and give her the

compliments of the season. The date of his death

is not known, but it is thought to have been about

550.

A friend writes to me :

—

" It may be foolishness, but to me such a place as the

ruined church of Peranzabulo appeals most powerfully.

I determined lo find it unaided, and when found I spent

hours there, sometimes at dark, trying as best I might

to recall the place as it once was, and to revivify the

bones which were lying in several little heaps where the

workmen, who had been railing about the ruin, had
collected them.

" It seems to me that one loses a great deal in stifling

and choking the imagination.

" In the dusk of evening, with the swallows in vast

quantities gathered for their flight to the south, and the
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white bones lying before me, the wind sighing and piping

in the grass, and the sea moaning in the distance, the

scene was one that deeply impressed me, and will never

be forgotten."

There is now some talk of a very careful and

conservative restoration, so as to preserve what yet

remains.

The rock and hermitage of Roche, standing up in

a district that has been turned over and undermined

for tin, and is strewn with ruined engine-houses,

deserve to be seen. The rock is a prong shooting

up boldly, and a chapel and the cell of an ancient

hermit have been constructed on it.

S. Denis is a conical hill with an earthwork round

it ; in fact, it was an old Dinas, or palace of a chief.

The church within was called Lan-dinas. The
bishops of Exeter, not understanding the real

meaning, concluded that it was the church of

S. Denis, and dedicated it to the Bishop-martyr of

Paris, a somewhat apocryphal personage. So two

fortified headlands were each Lan-an-dinas,* and

they were converted into churches of S. Anthony.

S. Columb Major has a fine church, which unhappily

suffered from an explosion of gunpowder in 1676,

when three boys carelessly set fire to a barrel of this

explosive, which had been placed in the rood-loft

staircase. The windows and roof were blown away,

and the pillars thrown out of the perpendicular.

Happily the fine carved benches were unhurt ; they

are curious. Apparently a travelling show of wild

* The church without, as outside of the camp.
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beasts passed through the town when they were

being carved, and the workmen reproduced on them

the strange beasts they saw.

There is an interesting and picturesque old slated

house at the entrance to the churchyard.

The old custom of hurling is still observed at

S. Columb on the feast, which is in November, and

the silver ball is thrown in the market-place.

S. Columb Minor bench-ends, according to Hals,

were of black oak, and bore the date 1525, and it had

a fine rood-screen with loft, " a most curious and

costly piece of workmanship, carved, and painted

with gold, silver, vermillion, and bice, and is the

masterpiece of art in those parts of that kind." This

has all disappeared now.

S. Agnes' Head, pronounced S. Anne's, presumedly

takes its name from Ann, the mother of the gods

among the Irish Celts, and probably also among the

Cymri. She gives her name to the Two Paps of Ana,

in the county of Kerry. The parish was constituted

late. There was no such parish at the time of the

Conquest, and the present church was built and

consecrated in 1484.

A story is told of a house in S. Agnes. When
Wesley visited this part of Cornwall preaching, he was

refused shelter elsewhere than in an ancient mansion

that was unoccupied because haunted by ghosts.

Wesley went to the house, and sat up reading by
candlelight. At midnight he heard a noise in the

hall, and on issuing from his room saw that a banquet

was spread, and that richly-apparelled ladies and

gentlemen were about the board.

Q
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Then one cavalier, with dark, piercing eyes and a

pointed black beard, wearing a red feather in his cap,

said :
" We invite you to eat and to drink with us,"

and pointed to an empty chair.

Wesley at once took the place indicated, but before

he put in his mouth a bite of food or drank a drop,

said :
" It is my custom to ask a blessing ; stand all !

"

Then the spectres rose.

Wesley began his accustomed grace, " The name of

God, high over all " when suddenly the room
darkened, and all the apparitions vanished.

The story of the creation, subsequent history, and

extinction of those English boroughs which were

swept away by the Reform Bill of 1832, and which

were commonly designated as pocket or rotten

boroughs, is too curious an episode in Parliamentary

history to be allowed to remain in the limbo of

Parliamentary reports—a charnel-house of the bones

of facts—unclothed with the personal reminiscences

and local details which invest these dry bones with

flesh, and give to them a living interest.

In a very few years there will not be a man alive

who can recall the last election for them. Their

story is this : They were creations of the Crown
when its tenure of power was insecure, and the object

aimed at was to pack the House of Commons with

members who were mere creatures of the Crown.

The shock of the Reformation had upset men's

minds. What had been held sacred for ages was

sacred no longer, and the men who had been en-

couraged to profane the altar were ready enough to

turn their hands against the throne. The revolt of
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the Parliament under Charles I. was long in brewing;

its possibility was seen, and the creation of pocket

boroughs was devised as an expedient to prevent it.

In order that the Crown might have a strong body
of obedient henchmen in the House, a number of

villages or mere insignificant hamlets were accorded

the franchise, villages and hamlets on land belonging

to the Duchy of Cornwall that went with the royal

family as an appanage of the Prince of Wales, or

were under the control of pliant courtiers. As the

country was in a ferment of religious passion, many,
if not most, of these new boroughs were specially

chosen because far removed from ecclesiastical in-

fluence, either because they lay at the junction of

several parishes, or because they were places remote
from churches.

In Cornwall in the reign of Edward VI. eight

petty places were given the privilege of returning two
members apiece. These were Bossiney, a mound in

a field, with a farmhouse adjoining, West Looe,

Grampound, Penryn, Newport, Camelford, and
Mitchell.

Queen Mary followed by raising S. Ives to the

position of a borough ; Elizabeth proceeded to confer

the same privileges on S. Germans, S. Mawes,
Tregony, East Looe, Fowey, and Callington. Those
called into existence by Edward were all under
Duchy influence with the exception of Mitchell,

"the meanest hamlet within or without Cornwall,"

which was under the control of the Arundels of
Lanherne.

Four of the new boroughs had been places belong-
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ing to monastic establishments, but since the suppres-

sion of the religious houses they had passed under

the domination of the Crown. S. Ives, which had

been constituted a borough by Philip and Mary, was

in the hands of Paulet, Marquis of Winchester

who could be relied upon. For the same reason

Callington was given two members in 1584, as this

also was held by the Paulets. The fear of ecclesias-

tical influence is conspicuous in numerous instances.

Camelford is two miles distant from a church, and

the only chapel in it was confiscated and demolished.

Saltash was another churchless place ; it belonged to

the parish of S. Stephen's, two miles distant, and had

in it no other place of worship than a municipal

chapel. Grampound was at a like distance from its

parish church, S. Creed ; Tregony was planted at

the junction of several parishes ; Mitchell divided

between two equidistant churches two miles away.

Another remarkable feature in these boroughs is that

they rapidly slipped away from the influence of the

Crown, and fell under the control of great landlords.

Founded for the servile support of the Throne, they

became a prey, not even to Duchy tenants, but to

private owners, and resolved into saleable commodi-

ties, that passed rapidly from hand to hand. In 1783

it was noticed that seven peers directed or influenced

the return of twenty members ; eleven commoners

controlled the election of twenty-one ; and the people

one only, that of S. Ives. It was a recognised thing

that the man who held six boroughs in his hand, that

is to say, who could return twelve members to sup-

port the Ministry, could demand and obtain a peer-
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age. Even a foreign Jew who, at a pinch, could assist

the Ministry by means of three boroughs which he had

bought, could exact a baronetage in part payment.

Cornwall returned forty members, as many,

excepting one, as the entire kingdom of Scotland

;

more by two than Durham, Northumberland, and

Yorkshire together ; and along with Wiltshire,

where was another nest of pocket boroughs, more

than Yorkshire, Lancashire, Middlesex, Warwick,

Worcester, and Somersetshire.

Another interesting feature in the pocket boroughs

was the various methods of voting. In some it

was close and secret ; in others open and demo-

cratic. In some the electors were nominated by
the patron ; in others they maintained a measure

of independence, and disposed of their votes to the

highest bidder.

One of the most notorious of the rotten boroughs

was Mitchell, Modishole, or, as it was sometimes

called in error, S. Michael. It is a wretched hamlet

on a bleak portion of the great backbone of Corn-

wall, exposed to every blast from the Atlantic,

without trade, without manufacture, almost without

agriculture, so poor and unremunerative is the soil.

It owed its origin solely to the fact that it was a

convenient centre for the distribution of contraband

goods that had been run ashore in the bays between

Crantock and Newquay. When raised into a borough

it existed, without thriving, on the two demoralising

businesses of smuggling and elections. In Parlia-

mentary lists it figures as S. Michael's, but the

archangel has never had anything to do with it,
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never had even a chapel there. The place belongs

in part to the parish of S. Enoder, in part to that

of S. Newlyn.

The name of Mitchell given it was surely given

in satire, for in Cornish this word signifies great-

ness.

The place consists at present of nineteen houses.

At the time of its disfranchisement it had i8o inhab-

itants, but only three of these were qualified to vote,

whose names were Retallack, Vincent, and Parker,

and these three returned the two last members who
sat for Mitchell.

A few sycamore and ash and thorn trees brave

the gales that sweep the desolate slope on which

the old borough stands. It has a handsome old

inn with granite porch, some quaint old houses, one

with the date 1683 on the parvise, and a diminutive

town hall.

Whether the borough ever had a seal is uncertain :

no impressions are known to exist. The town hall

has gone through a series of uses since the place

ceased to be a borough. For a while after 1832

it was a dame's school, then was converted into a

Wesleyan chapel, then into one of the Church of

England, next into a manure store, then into a

carpenter's shop, and now it is a beer brewery, in

a hamlet made up almost wholly of total abstainers.

The place, as already said, consists of nineteen

houses. There is not a shop there. The dame's

school has been transferred from the town hall to

a one-roomed cottage, that crouches under a bank,

and is overshadowed by sycamores.
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The privileges it possessed proved to it a curse,

for if there were voters in it sufficiently independent

to think differently from the patron, he tore down
their dwellings. After the last election but one

Sir Christopher Hawkins swept away numerous

cottages from his land, so as to reduce the number

of voters, not because they were recalcitrant, but

because all demanded payment for their votes ; and

to diminish the voters, as he did, from eighty to

three meant a corresponding reduction in election

expenses. At the election of 1831 there was no

voting at all. The steward invited some two dozen

individuals to dine with him in the inn ; of these

three only were nominated to vote. A worm-eaten

chair was thrust on the balcony of the inn, and the

nominee of the patron was declared chosen and

chaired.

Immediately after this election the same patron,

Sir Christopher Hawkins, pulled down twelve more

houses ; amongst these a handsome mansion oppo-

site the town hall, that had been erected by Lord

Falmouth in 1780, when he was dominant in the

borough, and all the stonework was carried away

for the construction of Lord Falmouth's new house

at Tregothnan.

In the penultimate election there were but thirteen

electors, who were nominated by the patron. But

even these were not altogether submissive. A
stranger came amongst them, and by large promises

induced most of them to agree to vote for him as

second representative. Dread of their patron, how-

ever, in the end proved too strong, and they returned
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both his nominees. The stranger, however, assured

them that he would send them presents all round,

and on a certain day the carrier arrived with a

large chest addressed to the free and independent

electors of Mitchell. On opening it, the chest was

found to be full of stones, and to have thirteen

halters on the top properly addressed to the several

electors, among whom, by the way, were three

parsons.

The unfortunate borough during the later years

of its existence was a battleground of many com-

batants. It was never certain who had the right

to vote. This question was left in ambiguity till

1700, and every successive election gave rise to a

petition and Parliamentary inquiry.

In 1639, when Courtenay and Chadwell were

elected, a petition was sent up to the House appeal-

ing against it, and the plea set up was that the

members had got in by the aid of voters who were

not qualified.

Between this date and 1705 the borough came

before the Election Committee no less than fifteen

times, and the right of voting was altered from time

to time.

In 1660 the question arose whether the right of

voting lay in the commonalty at large or in two

functionaries called Eligers, nominated by the lord

of the manor, and in twenty-two free men of their

appointment. The Committee of the House con-

sidered that it rested with these nominees, and that

the householders of Mitchell had no electoral rights

whatever. But in 1689 the Committee decided that
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" the right of election lay with the lords of the

borough, who were liable to be chosen portreeves, and

in the householders of the same not receiving alms."

Here was a fundamental change. All at once uni-

versal suffrage was introduced. Next year (1690)

Rowe, for the second place, got in by thirty-one votes

against twenty given for Courtenay. Upon investi-

gation, it was proved that Rowe had bribed a dozen

voters with £^ or £6 apiece.

In 1695 another election took place, when four

members were returned, two by a deputy-portreeve,

and two by the actual portreeve, a certain Timothy

Gully, who was an outlaw, and lived in White

Friars.

The struggles of Anthony Rowe and Humphrey
Courtenay occupy and almost proverbialise this epoch.

About 1698 it was noted that "the cost of these

struggles had been enormous, and William Courtenay,

son and heir of Humphrey, was forced to petition

the House to be allowed to sell his entailed estates to

defray them."

Rowe was pronounced elected in 1696, but was

unseated as speedily on appeal from the defeated

side.

In 1707 "the traditional contest takes place at

Mitchell between Rowe and two others. Rowe, who
was elected, was soon confronted with the inevitable

petition."

The right of voting for this distracted borough

had already been changed from one of nominees of

the patron to one purely democratic, and now, in

170 1, it was again changed. This time it was in-
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vested in the portreeve, and in the inhabitants paying

scot and lot.

For nearly half a century no election petition came

up from Mitchell, but in 1754 the scandals became

more flagrant than before, and the interest of the

political world was drawn to this obscure and ragged

hamlet. Lord Sandwich had squared the returning

officer, and his candidate was elected by thirty

against twenty-five. The Duke of Newcastle now
disputed this election. There were, at that period,

two taverns at Mitchell, each with its picturesque

projecting porch on granite pillars. Each of these

became the centre of party cabal and caucus, and

this continued for ten months, during which ale

and wine flowed and money circulated, and the

electors ate and drank at the expense of the Earl

of Sandwich and the Duke of Newcastle, and devoted

all their energies to swell their several factions at

the expense of the other. At last the duke's can-

didates, Luttrell and Hussey, were returned vice

Clive (a cousin of the Indian Clive) and Stephenson,

who were sustained by the earl.

After this " stranger succeeded stranger in the rep-

resentation of Mitchell." In 1784 the two patrons

were Lord Falmouth and Francis Basset, Esq. No
sooner was the election declared than a petition

against the return was sent up to the House, and

the Committee found that the evidence of bribery

and corruption by one of the returned members was

so gross that he was forthwith unseated.

Sir Christopher Hawkins of Trewithen, Bart, was

sole owner of the borough between 1784 and 1796, and
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he held it with an iron grasp. By means of pulling

down houses, this crafty baronet thinned down the

electors to sixteen, and finally further reduced the

number to three. Sir Christopher held Grampound

and Tregony as well in his fist, and had runners at

his several boroughs to keep him informed how

election proceedings went on in each place. His

high-handed proceedings and his closeness in every-

thing not connected with elections made him vastly

unpopular. One morning a paper was found affixed

to the gates of Trewithen.

" A large house, and no cheer,

A large park, and no deer,

A large cellar, and no beer.

Sir Christopher Hawkins lives here."

Sir Kit died in 1829, unmarried, when the title

became extinct, but his memory continues green, if

not sweet, in the minds of Cornishmen of the parts

where he ruled.

In 1806 one of the representatives of the borough

was Arthur Wellesley, the subsequent Duke of

Wellington.

During eleven years, 1807-1818, there were nine

elections at Mitchell. No event of importance

occurred after 18 18, except the extraordinary and

significant revelation made at the contested election

of 1 83 1, when Hawkins, the nephew of Sir Chris-

topher, got two votes; Kenyon, a Tory, five; and

Bent three. In the following year the five electors

of Mitchell found their borough disfranchised.

There were, when I visited Mitchell in 1893, two
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old men, brothers, of the name of Manhire, one aged

ninety-four, who could recollect the last election, and

could tell some good stories about it.

Trerice, the ancient seat of the Arundells, is near

Mitchell, which, it may be remembered, was made

into a borough because completely under their con-

trol. But their influence rapidly declined, and they

lost all power over the voters. The old house is

converted into a farm, and is no longer in the pos-

session of the Arundells. Its fine carved oak

furniture was scattered.

More charmingly idyllic than Trerice is Lanherne,

another seat of the Arundells. Roger de Arundell

was at home when the Conqueror came to England.

William Arundell had his lands forfeited for rebellion

in the reign of King John, but they passed to his

nephew, Humphrey Arundell, in 1216. His son, Sir

Renfrey Arundell of Treffry, married the daughter

and heiress of Sir John de Lanherne in the reign of

Henry HI., and since then Lanherne became one of

the favourite family seats of a house that acquired

the baronies of Wardour and Trerice.

Lanherne lies in the loveliest vale in Cornwall, shut

in and screened from the blasts that sweep from

the Atlantic. The old house was abandoned

in 1794 to the nuns of Mount Carmel, who fled

to England for refuge from the storms of the

French Revolution. The front of the mansion is

of the date 1580, and is eminently picturesque.

A modern range of buildings has been added

for the accommodation of the nuns, but it is not

unsightly. The lovely pinnacled tower of the church
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of S. Mawgan rises beside the ancient mansion, at

a considerably lower level, and the interior is rich

with sculptured oak, and with monuments of the

Arundells.

Alas ! the mighty family that once dominated in

Cornwall, second in power only to the Princes of

Wales, royal dukes of that duchy, is now repre-

sented in Cornwall by empty mansions, alienated to

other holders, and by tombs.

The motto of the family is " Deo data—Given by

God," It might be properly supplemented, If the

Lord gave, the Lord hath also taken away.

Lanherne is in the parish of S. Mawgan. The
church has been coldly and unsympathetically

renovated by Mr. Butterfield. It contains very fine

carved bench-ends and a screen that deserve in-

spection. The tower of the church is peculiarly

beautiful, and the church rises above a grove of the

true Cornish elm, growing like poplars, small-leaved.

Carnanton was formerly the dwelling of William

Noye, a farmer of Buryan, who was bred as student-

at-law in Lincoln's Inn, and afterwards became M. P.

for S. Ives in Cornwall, in which capacity he stood

for several Parliaments in the beginning of the reign

of Charles I., and was one of the boldest and stoutest

champions of the rights of Parliament against

absolute monarchy. Charles I. then made him his

attorney-general, 163 1, whereupon his views under-

went a complete change, " so that," as Halls says,

" like the image of Janus at Rome, he looked forward

and backward, and by means thereof greatly enriched

himself" He it was who contrived the ship-money
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tax, which was so obnoxious, and was a principal

occasion of the RebelUon.

The attorney-general one day was entertaining

King Charles I. and the nobility of the court at

dinner in his house in London. Ben Jonson and

other choice spirits were at the same time in a tavern

on the opposite side of the street, very much out of

pocket, and with their stomachs equally empty.

Ben, knowing what was going on opposite, wrote

this little metrical epistle and sent it to the attorney-

general on a white wood trencher :

—

" When the World was drown'd

No deer was found,

Because there was noe Park ;

And here I sitt

Without een a bitt,

'Cause Noyah hath all in his Arke."

The presentation of this billet caused great amuse-

ment, and Noyes sent back a dish of venison with

the rhymes recast, at the dictation of the king, in this

fashion :

—

" When the World was drown'd

There deer was found,

Althoe there was noe Park
;

I send thee a bitt

To quicken thy witt,

Which comes from Noya's Arke."

Halls says :

—

" William Noye was blow-coal, incendiary, and stirrer up

of the Civil Wars by assisting and setting up the King's

prerogative to the highest pitch, as King James I. had done

before, beyond the laws of the land. As counsell for the
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King he prosecuted for King Charles I. the imprisoned

members of the House of Commons, 1628; viz., Sir John
Elyot, Mr. Coryton, and others ; whom after much cost

and trouble he got to be fined two thousand pounds each,

the others five hundred pounds."

A portrait of William Noye, by Cornelius Jansen,

is at Enys, the property of D, G. Enys, Esq.

S. Mawgan, the founder of the church, as also of

that in Kerrier, was a man of extraordinary import-

ance to the early Celtic Church in Ireland, Wales,

Scotland, and Cornwall. He was the great educator

of the saints, and perhaps the first head of a

college in Britain. He had under him S. David,

Paulinus, and the ill-conditioned Gildas ; and he is

probably the same as Maucan^ " the master," en-

trusted by S. Patrick with the education of the clergy

for the Irish mission. S. Euny and S. Torney were
disciples of his, and it was he who gave to Brig, or

Breaca, the rules by which a religious community of

women should be governed.

His great educational establishment was at Ty
Gwyn, or the White House. This was planted on
the slope of Carn Llidy, a purple, heather-clothed

crag close to S. David's Head in Pembrokeshire,

whence in the evening the sun can be seen setting

behind the mountains of Wexford.

Here remains of a rude old chapel can be traced,

and around it are countless very early interments

in unhewn stone graves, pointing east and west. In

fact, this is the necropolis of the great missionary

home whence streamed the first Christian teachers
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into Ireland, and whence Scotland, Cornwall, and

Wales were supplied with evangelists.*

His establishment was a double one, of female

disciples as well as of males, and the consequences

were not always satisfactory.

A British king named Drust (523-28) sent his

daughter to Ty Gwyn to be educated. In the

college were at the time Finnian, afterwards of

Clonard, and two other Irishmen, Rioc and Talmage.

Rioc fell in love with the girl, and bribed Finnian

to be his go-between and get her for him as wife by

the promise of a copy of all Mawgan's books that

he undertook to make. Finnian agreed, but by

treachery, or as a joke, did the courting for Talmage

in place of Rioc. When the circumstances came

to the ears of Mawgan he was very angry, and he

gave his boy a hatchet, and told him to hide behind

the chapel, and when Finnian came to matins to

hew at him from behind. But instead of Finnian, the

first to arrive was Mawgan himself, and he received

the blow destined for Finnian. Happily, either

because the boy missed his aim in the dark, or more

probably because the order had been given to beat

Finnian and not kill him, Mawgan was not mortally

wounded.

Non, the mother of S. David, was brought up in

the same house, and was there when it was visited

by Gildas the historian, whose works we have.

It does not at all appear that the rule of celibacy

was required of clergy, even of abbots, in the early

* Not Witherne in Galway, nor Ty Gwyn ar Daf. See Mrs.

Dawson's article in x4r^^ro/. Cavibr,, 1S9S.
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Celtic Church, for this same Gildas was father of two
founders of churches in Cornwall—S. Eval and S.

Filius, of Philleigh; and S. Kenneth, the crippled

Abbot of Gower, was the father of S. Enoder.

S. Patrick in Ireland did not require his bishops

to be unmarried ; all he demanded of them was that

they should follow the apostolic rule, and that each
should be the husband of one wife. The same
regulation continued in force in Wales till the

Norman invasion in the twelfth century.

S. Patrick was no doubt mainly guided in making
his rule by what was ordered in Scripture, but he

was also doubtless satisfied that on practical grounds
it was the best course, for he had a difficult team of

missionaries to drive. This comes out clearly enough
in the " Lives " extant.



CHAPTER XVI.

THE LIZARD

Meneage—The meaning of Lizard—The character of the district

—

lielston—The Furry Day— Pixy pots—Loe Pool—Tennyson

—

Serpentine—The Cornish heath—The Strapwort—Other plants

—

Woad—S. Piran and the woad—Windmill—Peter Odger—Mullion

—Tregonning Hill— S. Ruan— S. Winwaloe— One and All—
Gunwalloe Church—Cury—The colonisation of Brittany—Wrecks,

*"TpHE learned Scotus," says Addison in the 174th

jL number of the Tatler^ " to distinguish the race

of mankind, gives to every individual of that species

what he calls a seity, something peculiar to himself,

which makes him different from all other persons in

the world."

What the learned Scotus said of individuals may
as truly be said of localities ; and indisputably the

seity of the Lizard is most pronounced.

In itself the district is not beautiful. It consists

of a tableland elevated a few hundred feet above the

sea, very bald and treeless, and without hills to break

its uniformity.

Properly it is not the Lizard at all, but Meneage,

z.e. the land of the Minachau, the monks. Lizard

—

Lis-arth, the high-placed or lofty Lis(court)—applies

merely to the head and point where stands now
Lizard Town, and where was formerly the enclosed

242
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court of a prince of the district, or perhaps that of

the Irish monks, who occupied the region and appro-

priated it.

It is almost an island, for the Helford river runs

up to Gweek, five miles from the Helston river, that

opens into Loe Pool.

Helston is not a particularly interesting place in

itself. It consists of a long street leading to the old

bowling-green, which is preserved, and stands above
the ravine of the Cober (Gael, cobhair, foam), where
is an archway to William Millett Grylls, designed

for execution in sugar-candy, and carried out in

granite.

What makes Helston interesting is the annual
observance of the Furry Day, on May 8th. It has
been often described. The morning is ushered in

by a peal of bells from the church tower, and at

about nine o'clock the people assemble and demand
their prescriptive holiday. They then collect dona-
tions, and repair to the fields "to bring home the

May."

About noon they return, carrying flowers and
branches, and a procession of dancing couples is

formed at the Town Hall ; and this proceeds down
the town, dancing in at the front door of every house
and out at the back, and so along their way, with
a band preceding them, performing the traditional

Furry Dance tune, which is not of any remarkable
age, being a hornpipe. The dancers first trip in

couples, hand in hand, during the first part of the
tune, forming a string of from thirty to forty couples,

or perhaps more ; at the second part of the tune the
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first gentleman turns, with both hands, the lady

behind him, and her partner turns in like manner
as the first lady ; then each gentleman turns his

own partner, and they trip on as before. The other

couples pair and turn in the same way and at the

same time.

It is considered a slight to pass a house and not

to dance through it. Finally the train enters the

Assembly Room, and there resolves itself into an

ordinary waltz.

As soon as the first party has finished another goes

through the same evolutions, and then another, and

so on ; and it is not till late at night that the town

returns to its peaceful propriety.

The dancers on the first day are the gentlemen

and ladies. The servants go through the same

proceedings on the morrow.

I have given both the song and tune in my
Songs of the West.

A few years ago the celebration was discontinued

;

but this provoked such dissatisfaction that it was

revived with fresh zest.

The visitor to Helston may see an occasional pixy

pot on a roof-ridge of an old house. This is a

bulbous ornament, on which the pixies are supposed

to dance, and in dancing drop luck on the house

below.

Loe Pool is the largest lake in Cornwall ; the

only other is Dozmare. It is a beautiful sheet of

fresh water cut off from the sea by a pebble ridge,

which it was wont to overflow, but a culvert has

been bored throug-h the rocks to enable the Cober to
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discharge without, as formerly rising and inundating

the land below Helston.

It is really marvellous to see how the mesembry-
anthemum flourishes here, throwing up masses of

pink and white blossom.

In the neighbourhood it is fondly dreamed that

this was the tarn into which Arthur had Excalibur

cast.

" On one side lay the ocean, and on one
Lay a great water "

After the sword had been cast in, hither Arthur

was carried by Sir Bedivere.

"To left and right

The bare black cliff clang'd round him, as he based
His feet on juts of slippery crag, that rang
Sharp smitten with the dint of armed heels

—

And on a sudden, lo ! the level lake.

And the long glories of the winter moon."

Hither came the " dusky barge " that was to bear

Arthur away to the isles of the blessed. This is

very pretty; the lake, the black serpentine rocks

agree well enough, but how was the fairy barge to

get over the pebble ridge? Mr. Rogers had not then

cut the culvert. No doubt it was brimming, but it

must have been risky over the bar. I do not believe

a word of it. Arthur never was down there. The
reputed site of the battle is at Slaughter Bridge,

near Camelford. But before we settle where the

battle was fought, we must fix Arthur himself, and
he is slippery (historically) as an eel.

What makes the Lizard district interesting is in
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the first place the serpentine rock that forms it, and

then the plants which luxuriate on the serpentine.

The serpentine lies to the west, reared up in the

magnificent cliffs of Mullion and Kynance coves,

but the main body of the upheaved plateau consists

of another volcanic rock called gabbro. The ser-

pentine is so called because it has something of the

glaze and greenness of a snake's skin.

The Lizard rocks have long been an object of

interest and dispute among geologists. For a study

of them I must refer to the papers of Mr. T. Clark

in the Transactions of the Polytechnic Institution of

Cornwall.

The most casual visitor must be struck, if in

Meneage at the season of flowering, with the

abundance of the beautiful Cornish heath {Erica

vagans), which in growth and general appearance

cannot for a moment be mistaken for the common
heath. The Rev. C. A. Johns says of it in his Week
at the Lizard:—

" The stems are much branched, and in the upper

parts very leafy, from two to four feet high. The flowers

are light purple, rose-coloured, or pure white. In the

purple variety the anthers are dark purple ; in the white,

bright red ; and in all cases they form a ring outside the

corolla until they have shed their pollen, when they droop

to the sides. On the Goonhilley Downs in Cornwall

these varieties of heath grow together in the greatest pro-

fusion, covering many hundreds of acres, and almost

excluding the two species so common elsewhere."

It flowers from July to September.
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Another heath found there and near Truro is the

Erica ciliaris, with bright purple flowers of oblong

form ; it is by far the most beautiful of our English

heaths. The flowers are half an inch in length,

growing down the upper part of the stem, and the

leaves are delicately fringed with hairs. It has a

somewhat glutinous feel. It is rare except in Corn-

wall.

A rare plant, and pretty withal, is the strapwort

{Corrigiola littoralis), trailing among the shingle on

the bar of Loe Pool. It has minute white flowers

and glaucous leaves. The plant has a curious habit

of shifting its quarters almost every year from one

part of the shore to another.

" Sometimes, for instance, it abounds on the slaty beach

at Penrose, but scarcely a single specimen is to be found

on the opposite side of the lake. Next year, perhaps, it

grows in profusion on the eastern beaches, but has dis-

appeared from its former station." (Johns.)

The strapwort grows nowhere else in Britain but

here and in two places in Devonshire.

On the cliffs may be seen the sky-blue vernal squill

in May and June, but by midsummer it has dis-

appeared to make room for the autumnal squill, a

much less beautiful species.

In marshy spots may be found the pale pinguicula

and the buckbean. Four kinds of genistas are to be

seen in flower, bright and yellow.

The purple allium, or chive garlic, may be found

where water has stood during the winter.

The common asparagus grows in great abundance
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in the clefts of the rocks. In ravines flourishes the

blood-red crane's-bill, and the common harebell, so

desiderated on the granite formation, but not found

there; may here be met with.

Mr. Johns says :

—

" A sloping bank on the right hand of Caerthillian valley,

about a hundred yards from the sea, produces, I think,

more botanical rarities than any other spot of equal

dimensions in Great Britain. Here are crowded together

in so small a space that I actually covered with my hat

growing specimens all together of Lotus hispidus, Trifolium

Bocconi, T. Molinerii, and T. Stridum. The first of these

is far from common, the others grow nowhere else in

Great Britain."

The cross -leaved heath, found elsewhere pretty

generally, with its little cluster of pale waxlike bells

at the head of the stalk, does not affect the Lizard.

The woad, wherewith our British ancestors dyed

themselves, flourishes abundantly in the Meneage

peninsula. It has bright yellow flowers in panicles

growing on an upright stem, some two or three feet

high, and appears in June and July.

The woad {Isatis tinctoria) yields true indigo, but

it contains only about one-thirtieth of the quantity

found on the indigo tinctoria cultivated in India.

The leaves are ground to a paste in a mill, and

then allowed to ferment during eight or twelve

days. After that they are formed into balls and

dried.

In ancient times this pasty mess was directly used

in dyeing by those vvho carried on all kinds of
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domestic works at home. During the putrefactive

fermentation of the woad ammonia is formed and

hydrogen evolved. The latter, while in the nascent

state, reduces the blue indigo to the state of white

indigo, which, being soluble, can penetrate the wool

to be dyed, where it is deposited in the insoluble

state as blue indigo, on exposure to the oxygen of

the air.

There is an incident in the life of S. Piran, or

Kieran, who founded a church, S. Keverne, in the

Lizard district, which is connected with dyeing with

woad.

His mother was one day engaged in preparing

the dye, called by the Irish glasin. Kieran, then

a child, was present ; and as it was deemed unlucky

for a male person to witness the preparation of the

dye, she bundled him out of the cabin, whereon he

uttered a curse, " May there be a dark stripe in the

wool," and the cloth in dyeing actually did exhibit

a dark grey stripe in it. The glasin was again

prepared, and again Kieran was turned out of the

house, whereon he again cursed the process that the

material to be dyed might be whiter than bone, and

again it was as he had said. The woad was prepared

a third time, and Kieran's mother asked him not to

spoil it, but, on the contrary, to bless it. This he

did with such effect that there was not made before

or after a glasin that was its equal, for what remained

in the vat served not only to colour all the cloth of the

tribe, but made the cats and dogs that touched it blue

as well. The explanation of the miracle is very simple.

The two failures were due to imperfect fermentation
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in one case and over - fermentation in the other,

accidents to which woad was always liable, especially

when prepared, as it was in ancient times, from the

fresh leaves, in different stages of growth, and at

one period of the year, when the weather was warm
and changeable.*

We can see in this story how a fable of a miracle

grew up. The circumstance certainly may have

happened, and it was afterwards attributed to the

saintly boy being turned out of doors, and ill-wishing

the dye-vat.

Before the introduction of indigo, woad was

specially cultivated in Europe, but after the former

was brought in, the woad was no longer raised.

At first, indeed, indigo and woad were employed

together in dyeing ; then came the plan of using

certain chemicals in place of woad, which injured

the wool and destroyed the quality of cloths ; so

that in Thuringia orders were issued by the

Government prohibiting the employment of indigo.

There is plenty of material for dyeing to be found

in Meneage. The moss Hypfiuni cupressiforniunt

is still employed in the county of Mayo for the

purpose of giving wool for stockings a reddish

brown colour mottled with white. The white

woollen yarn to be dyed is made into skeins

;

these are tied at intervals by very tight ligatures

of linen thread, and then put into the dye vat.

The binds prevent the dye from penetrating into

that portion of the wool compressed by them, and

* Sullivan, Introduction to O'Curry's Lectures on the Manners

and Customs of the Ancient Irish, 1873, i. p. cliv.
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these portions remain pure white, whereas the rest

comes out a rich orange-brown colour. When this

thread is knitted into stockings it produces a pretty

mottled pattern—the heather, as it is now called.

And in all probability the speckled garments to

which old King Brychan owed his name were thus

produced.

Bed-straw and madder again yield yellow and

red, and alder and bogbean a fine black. So the

Lizard, when other trades fail, can go in for dyeing.

There is a single windmill in the district.

The story goes that at one time it was rumoured

that a second was about to be constructed. The

miller was concerned. He went to see the man
who entertained the scheme.

" I say, mate, be you goin' to set up another

windmill ?
"

" I reckon I be
;
you don't object ? There 's

room for more nor one."

" Oh, room, room enough ! But there mayn't be

wind enough to sarve us both."

An old chap named Peter Odger lived near

Mullion. He was somewhat given to the bottle.

One day he went with a cart and horse along the

road, and took a keg of cider with him. The
day was hot, the cider got into his head, and he

fell asleep. Some boys found the horse standing

in the road feeding. They took the brute out and

drove it away.

An hour later Peter awoke, rubbed his eyes, and

sat up. "Well, if iver!" said he. "Be I Peter

Odger or be I not? Tes contrary any way. If I
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be Peter Odger, 1 've lost an 'orse ; if I hain't, why
1 Ve gained a cart."

Peter and his wife did not get on very "suant"

together. At last Peter could endure domestic

broils no longer ; so one day he took every penny

he had, and started for the United States. He
shipped from Liverpool.

As the vessel neared the Newfoundland coast

it got into the cold current setting down from the

north, and an iceberg hove in sight. This was too

much for Peter. " I likes warmth," said he, " and

the only warmth I don't like is when my wife

gives it me. I reckon I '11 go home." So he

covenanted to work his passage back, and by some

means or other he did not surrender his ticket for

the passage across.

Without landing in America, Peter returned in

the vessel in which he had gone out, and with his

ticket in his pocket. He walked quietly into his

cottage, and put the ticket up on the mantel-shelf.

" Thear, old woman," said he, " I 've been and

got your ticket for the other world. It cost a sight

o' money, but I don't grudge it."

Mrs. Odger in the meanwhile had been hard put

to it, with no money in the house, and had led a

hand-to-mouth existence, mainly on charity. She

did not like it. She was glad to see Peter back.

" You 've been a long time away," she said.

" Ees, I reckon. I just tripped over to see that

all were ready for you in the other world. They'm

expectin' of you, and here 's your ticket."

It is said that Mrs. Odger was amiable after
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that. The ticket was ever held in terror over her

head.

At Mullion, once a quiet, lost corner of the world,

are now three monster hotels with electric light

;

their windows look out seaward across the great bay
towards Penzance and the granitic headlands of

Penwith. From the Lizard the only prominent hill

visible is Tregonning, which was held by the Irish

colony in the beginning of the sixth century against

the Cornish King Tewdrig, and is still crowned with

their stone camp.

One of the Irish who settled in Meneage was

S. Ruan, or Rumon. How long he remained there

we do not know, but he not only founded two

churches in the Lizard district and blessed there

a holy well, but he also planted an establishment

at Ruan Lanihorne, near Tregony, and a chapel at

the mouth of the Fal ; his bones were translated

to Tavistock Abbey in 960. He was a convert of

S, Patrick, but left his native island early for Britain,

where he was ordained. On leaving Cornwall he

visited Brittany, and got into trouble there, for the

people took it into their heads that he was a magi-

cian, who every night went about in the form of

a wolf and devoured their sheep and carried off their

children. One woman even denounced him to the

prince, Gradlo, for having eaten her daughter. The
prince, or duke, could not directly oppose the super-

stition of his people, so he announced that he would

expose Ruan to his wolf-dogs, and if they smelt any-

thing of the wild beast about him they would tear

him to pieces. This was a satisfactory decision ; it
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promised sport. But, in the meantime, Gradlo

suffered his hounds to be with Ruan, and to be fed

from his hand. Accordingly, when the old Irish

monk was produced before his accusers and the

hounds let in on him, they licked his hands. The

people were quite satisfied, and Ruan doubtless then

had a hint to make tracks for Cornwall once more,

where there were no wolves—at least, in the Lizard

district.

Mullion Church is perhaps dedicated to S. Melyan,

a prince of Cornwall, who was treacherously mur-

dered by his brother-in-law, Riwhal, at a conference.

I have already told the story. But it is also possible

that the patron saint may be a Brittany bishop.

Landewednack and Gunwalloe are foundations of

S. Winwaloe, related to the Cornish royal family, but

chiefly known as a founder in Brittany.

His great foundation there was Landewennec ; but

that he visited Britain to see what was the rule

observed in British monasteries is what we are ex-

pressly told in his Life. However, he clearly came

to Britain to make foundations as well, and he not

only established the Cornish Landewednack and

Gunwalloe in the Lizard district, but churches near

Launceston, and Portlemouth on the estuary of the

Kingsbridge creek in Devon.

His mother is called Gwen the Three-breasted,

and she is actually represented with three breasts

on a monument in Brittany. She was niece of

Constantine I. of Cornwall and Devon, and cousin

of Geraint. Gwen had been married before, and

had become the mother of S. Cadfan. She and
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her husband had a rough time of it when they

landed in Brittany, at Brehat, at the mouth of

the Gouet, as the region was almost void of popu-

lation, and given up to wilderness and wood.

Winwaloe was sent into the little islet of Brehat

to S. Budoc, who lived there and received and

taught disciples. It is interesting to know that

the circular huts, or foundations of the huts, of his

monastery still exist there as well as the cemetery,

and the abbot's beehive habitation is kept in repair

as a landmark for fishermen.

When Winwaloe came to man's estate he re-

solved on founding a monastery of his own. He
gathered together a certain number of disciples,

thirteen in all, and they settled on a bleak island

off the western coast, and remained there for three

years.

On this islet was a rocky hill, whereon S. Win-

waloe sat and taught ; and far away to the east, as

he taught, he saw the green forests and the smiling

pastures of the mainland golden with buttercups,

and there rose the smoke from the hearths of the

inhabitants.

Now when the three years were ended, one day

there came an extraordinary ebb-tide. And when

the saint saw that there was a way dry, or almost

dry, to the land, " Arise," said he ;
" in God's name

let us go over
;

" and he bade his disciples follow

him. " But," said he, " let none go alone ; let one

hold my hand, and with his other hand hold his

brother's, and so let us advance in chain, and we
shall peradventure be able to reach the land before
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the tide turns and overwhelms all. Let us hold

together, that the strong may support the weak, and

that if one falls the others may lift him up."

Now when Winwaloe said this, he spoke like

a true Cornishman, and it shows that the great

Cornish principle of One and All was seated in his

heart all those centuries ago ; in fact, in the sixth

century.

An old miner from Australia said to me the other

day, " Never saw such fellows as those Cornishmen

;

they hold together like bees. When I was out in

Australia there was a Cornishman with me, my pal.

One day someone said to us, ' There is a Cornishman

from Penzance just landed at Melbourne.' * Where 's

his diggings ?
' asked my pal. ' Oh, he is gone up

country to ' I forget the name of the mine.

Will you believe it, off went my pal walking,

I can't tell you how far, and was away several

days from his work—gone off to see that newly-

arrived chap ; didn't know his name even, but

he was a CornisJnnan, and that was enough to draw

him."

Sir Redvers Buller told me a story. He was on

his way with a regiment of soldiers to Canada. Off

the entrance to the S. Lawrence the vessel was en-

veloped in fogs and delayed, so that provisions ran

short. Now there was a station on an islet there for

shipwrecked mariners, where were supplies. So Sir

Redvers went ashore in a boat to visit the store and

ask for assistance.

When he applied, he found a woman only in

charge.
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" No," said she ;
" the supph'es are for those who

be shipwrecked, not for such as you."

" But this is a Government depot, and we are ser-

vants of the Crown."
" Can't help it

;
you 'm not shipwrecked."

Now there was a very recognisable intonation in

the woman's voice. Sir Redvers at once assumed
the Cornish accent, and said, " What ! not for dear

old One and All, and I a Buller?"

"What! from Cornwall, and a Buller! Take
everything there is in the place

;
you 'm heartily

welcome."

Gunwalloe is a chapelry in the parish of Cury. It

has a singular tower standing by itself against the

sandhill at the back. There is a holy well on the

beach, but the tide has filled it with stones. It was
formerly cleared out on S. Gunwalloe's Day, but this,

unfortunately, is one of the good old customs that

have fallen into neglect.

About Cury a word must be said. It is dedicated

to S. Corentine, a saint of Ouimper, in Brittany, and
this is probably a place where Athelstan placed

one of the batches of Bretons who fled to him for

protection in 920, but whom he could not have

planted in Cornwall till 936. That Cornwall should

have received refugees from Brittany was but just,

for Brittany had been colonised from Devon and
Cornwall to a very considerable extent. As the facts

are little known, I will narrate them here.

The advance of the Saxons and the rolling back
of the Britons had heaped up crowds of refugees in

Wales and in Devon and Cornwall, more in fact than

s
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the country could maintain. Accordingly an outlet

had to be sought.

The Armorican peninsula was thinly populated.

In consequence of the exactions of the decaying

empire, and the ravages of northern pirates, the

Armorican seaboard was all but uninhabited, and the

centre of the peninsula was occupied by a vast un-

trodden forest, or by barren stone-strewn moors.

Armorica, therefore, was a promising field for coloni-

sation.

Procopius says that in the sixth century swarms of

immigrants arrived from Britain, men bringing with

them their wives and children. These migrations

assumed large dimensions in 450, 512-14, and be-

tween 561 and 566.

So early as 461 we hear of a " Bishop of the

Britons" attending the Council of Tours. In 469
the British settlers were in sufficient force at the

mouth of the Loire to become valuable auxiliaries

against the invading Visigoths.

The author of the Life of S. Winwalloe says :

—

" The sons of the Britons, leaving the British sea, landed

on these shores at the period when the barbarian Saxon

conquered the isle. These children of a beloved race

established themselves in this country, glad to find repose

after so many griefs. In the meantime the unfortunate

Britons who had not quitted this country were decimated

by plague. Their corpses lay without sepulchre. The
major portion of the isle was depopulated. Then a small

number of men, who had escaped the sword of the in-

vaders, abandoned their native land to seek refuge, some

among the Scots (Irish), the rest in Belgic Gaul."
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The plague to which reference Is made Is the

Yellow Death, that carried off Maelgwn Gwynedd,
King of Wales, 547.

The invasion was not a military occupation ; the

settlers encountered no resistance. Every account

we have represents them as landing in a country that

was denuded of its population, except in the district

of Vannes and on the Loire.

In or about 514 Riwhal, son of a Damnonian king,

arrived with a large fleet on the north-east coast,

and founded the colony and principality of Dom-
nonia on the mainland.

One swarm came from Gwent, that is to say, Mon-
mouthshire and Glamorganshire, where the Britons

were hard pressed by the Saxons ; and this Gwentian
colony planted itself in the north-west of the Armor-
ican peninsula, and called it Leon, or Lyonesse, after

the Caerleon that had been abandoned.

This Leon was afterwards annexed to Domnonia
in Brittany, so as to form a single kingdom.

Again another swarm took possession of the

western seaboard, and called that Cornu, either

after their Cornwall at home, or because Finisterre is,

like that, a horn thrust forward into the Atlantic.

By degrees Vannes, itself a Gallo-Roman city, was
enveloped by the new-comers, so that in 590 the

Bishop Regalis complained that he was as it were
imprisoned by them within the walls of his city.

The Gallo-Roman prelate disliked these British in-

vaders and their independent ways. S. Melanius of

Rennes and S. Felix of Nantes shared his dislike.

The prelates exercised much of the magisterial
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authority of the imperial governors, and to this the

newly-arrived Britons refused to submit. The Britons

brought with them their own laws, customs, and

organisation, both civil and ecclesiastical, as well as

their own language.

They were at first few in numbers, and did not

desire to emancipate themselves wholly from Britain.

Consequently, although establishing themselves in

clans, they held themselves to be under the sove-

reignty of their native princes at home.

This appears from the coincidence of the names of

the kings in Armorica and in insular Domnonia.*

About the downs may be seen numerous cairns

and barrows. Some of these have been explored,

and some fine urns of the Bronze Age, that were

found near Gunwalloe, are now in the Truro Museum.

Alas ! there is one thing for which Lizard is no-

torious, and that is wrecks. The last great tragedy

of that nature was the loss of the Mohcgan, in 1898.

A mysterious loss, for the two lights of Lizard shone

clear to the left, and she was steered straight on the

deadly Manacles, where she went to pieces. The
churchyards of S. Keverne, Landewednack, and

Mullion contain the graves of many and many a

drowned man and woman thrown up by the sea.

But, be it remembered, formerly those thus cast

up, unless known, were not buried in churchyards,

but on the cliffs, as there was no guarantee that the

* Quite the best monograph on the colonisation of Brittany is by

DOM Plaine, La Colonisation dt VArmorique par les Bretons

insulaires. Paris : Picard, 1899. See also LOTH (M. J.), Emigration

Bretonne en Armorique. Rennes, 1883.
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bodies were those of Christians. For this reason it

is by no means uncommon on these cHffs to come on
bones protruding from the ground on the edge of

the sea—the remains of drowned mariners, without

name, and of an unknown date. Indeed, it was not

till 1808 that an Act was passed requiring the bodies

of those cast up by the sea to be buried in the parish

churchyard. "What is the usual proceeding?" said

a curate to some natives, as a drowned man from a

wreck was washed ashore, "In such a case as this

what should be done ?
"

" Sarch 'is pockets," was the prompt reply.

Note.—Books on the Lizard :

—

Johns (C. P.), A Week at the Lizard. S.P.C.K., 1848. Though
an old book, quite unsurpassed.

Harvey (T. G.), Mullyon. Truro, 1875.

Cummins (A. H.), Cury and Gimwalloe. Truro, 1875. Good,
but all these books are wild in their derivation of place-names, and
not too much to be trusted in their history, as, for instance, when they

mistake the Breton Cornouaille for Cornwall, and relate as occurring

in the latter what actually belongs to the Breton Cornouaille.



CHAPTER XVII.

SMUGGLING
A cache— Smugglers' paths—Donkeys—• Hiding-places—Connivance

with smugglers — A baronet's carriage — Wrecking — "Fatal

curiosity"—A ballad—Excuses made for smuggling—Story by

Hawker—Desperate affrays—Sub-division of labour—"Creeping"'

—Fogous—One at Porth-cothan.

THE other day I saw an old farmhouse in process

of demolition in the parish of Altarnon, on the

edge of the Bodmin moors. The great hall chimney

was of unusual bulk, bulky as such chimneys usually

are ; and when it was thrown down it revealed the

explanation of this unwonted size. Behind the back

of the hearth was a chamber fashioned in the thick-

ness of the wall, to which access might have been

had at some time through a low walled-up doorway

that was concealed behind the kitchen dresser and

plastered over. This door was so low that it could

be passed through only on all-fours.

Now the concealed chamber had also another way
by which it could be entered, and this was through a

hole in the floor of a bedroom above. A plank of

the floor could be lifted, when an opening was dis-

closed by which anyone might pass under the wall

through a sort of door, and down steps into this

apartment, which was entirely without light. Of
262
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what use was this singular concealed chamber?

There could be little question. It was a place in

which formerly kegs of smuggled spirits and tobacco

were hidden. The place lies some fourteen or fifteen

miles from Boscastle, a dangerous little harbour on

the North Cornish coast, and about a mile off the

main road from London, by Exeter and Launceston,

to Falmouth. The coach travellers in old days con-

sumed a good deal of spirits, and here in a tangle of

lanes lay a little emporium always kept well supplied

with a stock of spirits which had not paid duty, and

whence the taverners along the road could derive the

contraband liquor, with which they supplied the

travellers. Between this emporium and the sea the

roads—parish roads—lie over wild moors or creep

between high hedges of earth, on which the traveller

can step along when the lane below is converted into

the bed of a stream, also on which the wary smuggler

could stride whilst his laden mules and asses stumbled

forward in the concealment of the deep-set lane.

A very curious feature of the coasts of the West
of England, where rocky or wild, is the trenched and
banked -up paths from the coves along the coast.

These are noticeable in Devon and Cornwall and
along the Bristol Channel. That terrible sea-front

consists of precipitous walls of rock, with only here

and there a dip, where a brawling stream has sawn
its course down to the sea ; and here there is, per-

haps, a sandy shore of diminutive proportions, and
the rocks around are pierced in all directions with

caverns. The smugglers formerly ran their goods
into these coves when the weather permitted, or the
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preventive men were not on the look-out. They
stowed away their goods in the caves, and gave

notice to the farmers and gentry of the neighbour-

hood, all of whom were provided with numerous

donkeys, which were forthwith sent down to the

caches, and the kegs and bales were removed under

cover of night or of storm.

As an excuse for keeping droves of donkeys, it

was pretended that the sea-sand and the kelp served

as admirable dressing for the land, and no doubt so

they did. The trains of asses sometimes came up

laden with sacks of sand, but not infrequently with

kegs of brandy.

Now a wary preventive man might watch too

narrowly the proceedings of these trains of asses.

Accordingly squires, yeomen, farmers, alike set to

work to cut deep ways in the face of the downs,

along the slopes of the hills, and bank them up, so

that whole caravans of laden beasts might travel up

and down absolutely unseen from the sea, and greatly

screened from the land side.

Undoubtedly the sunken ways and high banks

are some protection against the weather. So they

were represented to be, and no doubt greatly were

the good folks commended for their consideration

for the beasts and their drivers in thus, at great cost,

shutting them off from the violence of the gale.

Nevertheless, it can hardly be doubted that conceal-

ment from the eye of the coastguard was sought by

this means quite as much as, if not more than, the

sheltering the beasts of burden from the weather.

A few years ago an old church house was de-
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moHshed. When it was pulled down it was found

that the floor of large slate slabs in the lower room

was undermined with hollows like graves, only of

much larger dimensions, and these had served for

the concealment of smuggled spirits. The clerk had,

in fact, dug them out, and did a little trade on

Sundays with selling contraband liquor from these

stores.

The story is told of a certain baronet, who had

a handsome house and park near the coast By the

way, he died at an advanced age only a couple of

years ago. The preventive men had long suspected

that Sir Thomas had done more than wink at the

proceedings of the receivers of smuggled goods.

His park dipped in graceful undulations to the sea,

and to a lovely creek, in which was his boathouse.

But they never had been able to establish the fact

that he favoured the smugglers, and allowed them

to use his grounds and outbuildings.

However, at last, one night, a party of men with

kegs on their shoulders was seen stealing through

the park towards the mansion. They were observed

also leaving without the kegs. Accordingly, next

morning the officer in command called, together

with several underlings. He apologised to the

baronet for any inconvenience his visit might

occasion—he was quite sure that Sir Thomas was

ignorant of the use made of his park, his landing-

place, even of his house— but there was evidence

that "run" goods had been brought to the mansion

the preceding night, and it was but the duty of the

officer to point this out to Sir Thomas, and ask him
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to permit a search—which would be conducted with

all the delicacy possible. The baronet, an exceed-

ingly urbane man, promptly expressed his readiness

to allow house, cellar, attic—every part of his house

and every outbuilding—unreservedly to be searched.

He produced his keys. The cellar was, of course,

the place where wine and spirits were most likely

to be found—let that be explored first. He had a

cellar-book, which he produced, and he would be

glad if the officer would compare what he found

below with his entries in the book. The search was

entered into with some zest, for the Government

officers had long looked on Sir Thomas with mis-

trust, and yet were somewhat disarmed by the frank-

ness with which he met them. But they ransacked

the mansion from garret to cellar, and every part

of the outbuildings, and found nothing. They had

omitted to look into the family coach, which was

full of rum kegs, so full that to prevent the springs

being broken, or showing that the carriage was laden,

the axle-trees had been "trigged up" below with

blocks of wood.

Wrecking was another form of sea - poaching.

Terrible stories of ships lured to destruction by the

exhibition of false lights are told, but all belong to

the past. I remember an old fellow—the last of the

Cornish wreckers—who ended his days as keeper

of a toll-gate. But he never would allow that he

had wilfully drawn a vessel upon the breakers.

When a ship was cast up by the gale it was another

matter. The dwellers on the coast could not believe

that they had not a perfect right to whatever was
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washed ashore. Nowadays the coastguards keep so

sharp a look-out after a storm that very little can be

picked up. The usual course at present is for those

who are early on the beach, and have not time to

secure—or fear the risk of securing—something they

covet, to heave the article up the cliff and lodge it

there where not easily accessible. If it be observed

—when the auction takes place—it is knocked down

for a trifle, and the man who put it where it is

discerned obtains it by a lawful claim. If it be not

observed, then he fetches it at his convenience. But

it is now considered too risky after a wreck to carry

off anything of size found, and as the number of

bidders at a sale of wreckage is not large, and they

do not compete with each other keenly, things of

value are got for very slender payments.

The terrible story of the murder of a son by his

father and mother, to secure his gold, they not

knowing him, and believing him to be a cast-up

from a wreck— the story on which the popular

drama of Fatal Curiosity, by Lillo, was founded

—

actually took place at Boheland, near Penryn.

To return to the smugglers.

When a train of asses or mules conveyed contra-

band goods along a road, it was often customary to

put stockings over the hoofs to deaden the sound of

their steps.

One night, many years ago, a friend of the writer

—a parson on the north coast of Cornwall—was

walking along a lane in his parish at night. It was

near midnight. He had been to see, or had been

sitting up with, a dying person.
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As he came to a branch in the lane he saw a man
there, and he called out "Good-night," He then

stood still a moment, to consider which lane he

should take. Both led to his rectory, but one was

somewhat shorter than the other. The shorter

was, however, stony and very wet. He chose the

longer way, and turned to the right. Thirty years

after he was speaking with a parishioner who was
ill, when the man said to him suddenly, "Do you
remember such and such a night, when you came
to the Y ? You had been with Nankevill, who was
dying."

"Yes, I do recall something about it."

" Do you remember you said ' Good - night ' to

me?"
" I remember that someone was there ; I did not

know it was you."

"And you turned right, instead of left?"

" I dare say."

"If you had taken the left-hand road you would
never have seen next morning."

" Why so ?
"

" There was a large cargo of * run ' goods being

transported that night, and you would have met it."

" What of that ?
"

"What of that? You would have been chucked

over the cliffs."

" But how could they suppose I would peach ?
"

" Sir ! They 'd ha' took good care you shouldn't a'

had the chance !

"

I was sitting in a little seaport tavern in Cornwall

one winter's evening, over a great fire, with a com-
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pany of very old " salts," gossiping, yarning, singing,

when up got a tough old fellow with a face the

colour of mahogany, and dark, piercing eyes, and

the nose of a hawk. Planting his feet wide apart,

as though on deck in a rolling sea, he began to sing

in stentorian tones a folk-song relative to a highway-

man in the old times, when Sir John Fielding, the

blind magistrate at Westminster, put down highway

robbery.

The ballad told of the evil deeds of this mounted

robber of the highways, and of how he was captured

by "Fielding's crew" and condemned to die. It

concluded :

—

" When I am dead, borne to my grave,

A gallant funeral may I have ;

Six highwaymen to carry me,

With good broad swords and sweet liberty.

" Six blooming maidens shall bear my pall,

Give them white gloves and pink ribbons all

;

And when I 'm dead they '11 tell the truth,

I was a wild and a wicked youth."

At the conclusion of each verse the whole

assembly repeated the two final lines. It was a

striking scene ; their eyes flashed, their colour

mounted, they hammered with their fists on the

table and with their heels on the floor. Some, in

the wildness of their excitement, sprang up, thrust

their hands through their white or grey hair, and

flourished them, roaring like bulls.

When the song was done, and composure had

settled over the faces of the excited men, one of

them said apologetically to me, "You see, sir, we
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be all old smugglers, and have gone agin the law
in our best days."

There is something to be said in extenuation of
the wrongfulness of English smuggling.

The customs duties were imposed first in England
for the purpose of protecting the coasts against

pirates, who made descents on the undefended
villages, and kidnapped and carried off children

and men to sell as slaves in Africa, or who waylaid

merchant vessels and plundered them. But when all

danger from pirates ceased, the duties were not only
maintained, but made more onerous.

It was consequently felt that there had been a
violation of compact on the side of the Crown, and
bold spirits entertained no scruple of conscience in

carrying on contraband trade. The officers of the

Crown no longer proceeded to capture, bring to

justice, and hang notorious foreign pirates, but to

capture, bring to justice, and hang native seamen and
traders. The preventive service became a means of

oppression, and not of relief

That is the light in which the bold men of Cornwall
regarded it ; that is the way in which it was regarded,

not by the ignorant seamen only, but by magistrates,

country gentlemen, and parsons alike. As an illus-

tration of this, we may quote the story told by the

late Rev. R. S. Hawker, for many years vicar of

Morwenstow, on the North Cornish coast :

—

"It was full six o'clock in the afternoon of an
autumn day when a traveller arrived where the road

ran along by a sandy beach just above high-water

mark.
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"The stranger, a native of some inland town, and

entirely unacquainted with Cornwall and its ways,

had reached the brink of the tide just as a landing

was coming off. It was a scene not only to instruct

a townsman, but to dazzle and surprise,

"At sea, just beyond the billows, lay a vessel, well

moored with anchors at stem and stern. Between
the ship and the shore boats laden to the gunwale
passed to and fro. Crowds assembled on the beach

to help the cargo ashore.

" On the one hand a boisterous group surrounding

a keg with the head knocked in, into which they

dipped whatsoever vessel came first to hand ; one

man had filled his shoe. On the other side they

fought and wrestled, cursed and swore.

"Horrified at what he saw, the stranger lost all

self-command and, oblivious of personal danger, he

began to shout :
* What a horrible sight ! Have you

no shame ? Is there no magistrate at hand ? Cannot
any justice of the peace be found in this fearful

country ?

'

"
' No, thanks be,' answered a hoarse, gruff voice

;

' none within eight miles.'

"'Well, then,' screamed the stranger, *is there no
clergyman hereabouts? Does no minister of the

parish live among you on this coast ?

'

"*Aye, to be sure there is,' said the same deep
voice.

"'Well, how far off does he live? Where is

he?'

"'That's he, sir, yonder with the lantern.' And
sure enough, there he stood on a rock, and poured,
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with pastoral diligence, ' the light of other days ' on a

busy congregation."

It may almost be said that the Governm.ent did

its best to encourage smuggling by the harsh and

vexatious restrictions it put on trade. A prohibitory

list of goods which might under no conditions

whatever be imported into Great Britain included

gold and silver brocade, cocoanut shells, foreign

embroidery, manufactures of gold and silver plate,

ribbons and laces, chocolate and cocoa, calicoes

printed or dyed abroad, gloves and mittens.

Beside these a vast number of goods were charged

with heavy duties, as spirits, tea, tobacco. The duties

on these were so exorbitant, that it was worth while

for men to attempt to run a cargo without paying

duty.

To quote a writer in the Edinburgh Review^ at the

time when smuggling was fairly rife :

—

"To create by means of high duties an overwhelming

temptation to indulge in crime, and then to punish men for

indulging in it, is a proceeding wholly and completely

subversive of every principle of justice. It revolts the

natural feelings of the people, and teaches them to feel

an interest in the worst characters, to espouse their cause

and to avenge their wrongs."

Desperate affrays took place between smugglers

and the preventive men, who were aware that the

magistracy took a lenient view of the case when one

of them fell, and brought in " murder " when an officei*

of the Crown shot a " free-trader."

One of the most terrible men on the Cornish
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coast, remembered by his evil repute, was "Cruel

Coppinger." He had a house at Welcombe on the

north coast, where lived his wife, an heiress. The

bed is still shown to the post of which he tied her

and thrashed her with a rope till she consented to

make over her little fortune to his exclusive use.

Coppinger had a small estate at Roscoff, in

Brittany, which was the headquarters of the smug-

gling trade during the European war. He was paid

by the British Government to carry despatches to

and from the French coast, but he took advantage

of his credentials as a Government agent to do much
contraband business himself.

1 remember, as a boy, an evil-faced old man, his

complexion flaming red and his hair very white,

who kept a small tavern not in the best repute. A
story of this innkeeper was told, and it is possible

that it may be true—naturally the subject was not

one on which it was possible to question him. He
had been a smuggler in his day, and a wild one

too.

On one occasion, as he and his men were rowing

a cargo ashore they were pursued by a revenue boat.

Tristram Davey, as I will call this man, knew this

bit of coast perfectly. There was a reef of sharp

slate rock that ran across the little bay, like a very

keen saw with the teeth set outward, and there was

but one point at which this saw could be crossed.

Tristram knew the point to a nicety, even in the

gloaming, and he made for it, the revenue boat

following.

He, however, did not make direct for it, but steered

T
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a little on one side and then suddenly swerved and

shot through the break. The revenue boat came

straight on, went upon the jaws of the reef, was torn,

and began to fill. Now the mate of this boat was

one against whom Tristram entertained a deadly

enmity, because he had been the means of a capture

in which his property had been concerned. So he

turned the boat, and running back, he stood up,

levelled a gun and shot the mate through the heart

;

then away went the smuggling boat to shore, leaving

the rest of the revenue men to shift as best they

could with their injured boat.

The most noted smuggling centre between Pen-

zance and Porthleven was Prussia Cove, and there

to this day, stands the house of John Carter, "The

King of Prussia," as he was called, the most success-

ful and notorious smuggler of the district. His reign

extended from 1777 to 1807, and he was succeeded

by his son-in-law, Captain William Richards, under

whom Prussia Cove maintained its old celebrity.

The story goes that John Carter, as a boy, playing

at soldiers with other boys, received the nickname of

" The King of Prussia." Formerly the cove was called

Porthleah, but in recollection of his exploits it is

now known as Prussia Cove.

On one occasion, during his absence from home,

the excise officers carried off a cargo that had lately

arrived for Carter from France. They conveyed it

to the custom-house store. On his return. Carter

summoned his men, and at night he and they broke

into the stores and carried off all that he held to be

his own, without touching a single article to which
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he considered he had no claim. On another occasion,

when Carter was pursued by a revenue cutter, and
sore pressed, he ran through a narrow passage in the

reefs, and fired on the cutter's boat sent after him.

The fire was continued till night fell, and Carter was
then able to effect his escape.

Three classes of men were engaged in the smug-
gling business. First came the " freighter "—the man
who entered on the business as a commercial specula-

tion. He engaged a vessel and purchased the cargo,

and made all the requsite arrangements for the land-

ing. Then came the " runners," who transported the

goods on shore from the vessels. And lastly the
" tub-carriers," who conveyed the kegs on their backs,

slung across their shoulders, up the cliff to their

destination.

The tub-carriers were usually agricultural labourers

in the employment of farmers near the coast.

These farmers were in understanding with the

smugglers, and on a hint given, supplied them with

their workmen, and were repaid with a keg of spirits.

The entire English coast was subjected to blockade

by the Government to prevent the introduction into

the country of goods that had not paid duty, and the

utmost ingenuity and skill had to be exercised to run

the blockade. But after that was done the smuggler

still ran great risk, for the coast was patrolled.

Smuggling methods were infinitely varied, depend-

ing on a great variety of circumstances. Much daring,

skill, and cleverness were required. The smuggler and
the preventive man were engaged in a game in which

each used all his faculties to overreach the other.
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One means employed where the coast was well

watched was for the kegs to be sunk. A whole

" crop," as it was called, was attached to a rope, that

was weighted with stones and fastened at both ends

by an anchor. When a smuggling vessel saw no

chance of landing its cargo, it sank it and fixed it

with the anchors, and the bearings of the sunken

"crop" were taken and communicated to the aiders

and abettors on land, who waited their opportunity

to fish it up.

But the revenue officers were well aware of this

dodge, and one of their duties was to grope along

the coast with hooks—"creeping" was the technical

term—for such deposits. A crop that had been sunk

in a hurry, and not in very deep water, was likely to

suffer. The ropes chafed and broke, or a floating

keg, or one washed ashore, was a certain betrayal of

the presence of a crop not far off.

As a rule the contents of the sunken kegs suffered

no deterioration from being under water for some

time ; but if submerged too long the spirits turned

bad. Such deteriorated spirits were known amongst

coastguardsmen as " stinkibus."

Every barrel of liquor as provided by the merchants

at Roscofif and elsewhere was furnished with a pair

of sling ropes ready for attachment to the cord in the

event of sinking, and for carrying by the tub-men

when safely worked on shore.

Very often when a rowboat, towing a line of kegs

after it, was pursued, the smugglers were forced to

let go the casks. Then the coastguard secured them,

but found the magistrates loath to convict, because
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they could not swear that the kegs picked up were

identical with those let go by the smugglers. Accord-

ingly they were ordered, whenever such an event

happened, to mark the line of kegs by casting to

them a peculiarly painted buoy.

In order to have information relative to the

smugglers, so as to be on the alert to "nab" them,

the Government had paid spies in the foreign ports,

and also in the English ports.

Woe betide a spy if he were caught ! No mercy

was shown him. There is here and there on the coast

a pit, surrounded on all sides but one by the sea, that

goes by the name of " Dead Man's Pool," in which

tradition says that spies have been dropped.

Mr. Hawker, who has already been quoted, had

as his man-of-all-work an ex-smuggler named Pentire,

from whom he got many stories. One day Pentire

asked Mr. Hawker :

—

" Can you tell me the reason, sir, that no grass will

ever grow on the grave of a man that 's hanged un-

justly ?

"

" Indeed ! How came that about ?
"

"Why, you see, they got poor Will down to

Bodmin, all among strangers ; and there was bribery

and false swearing, and so they agreed together and

hanged poor Will. But his friends begged the body
and brought the corpse home here to his own parish,

and they turfed the grave, and they sowed the grass

twenty times over, but 'twas all of no use, nothing

would grow ; he was hanged unjustly."

"Well, but, Pentire, what was he accused of?

What had Will Pooly done?"
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"Done, your honour? Oh, nothing at all—only

killed an exciseman."

There are around the coast a great number of what

are locally called Vougghas, or Fogous (Welsh

Ogofau), caves that were artificially constructed for

the stowing away of " run " goods.

There is one at Stoke Fleming, near Dartmouth.

All along both south and north coasts they are

fairly common. On Dartmoor there are also some,

but these were for the preparation of spirits, most

likely, and the stowing away of what was locally

" burnt." They are now employed for turnip cellars.

At one of the wildest and most rugged points of a

singularly wild and rugged coast, that of the north of

Cornwall, are two tiny bays. Forth Cothan and Forth

Mear, in the parishes of S. Merryn and S. Eval, at

no great distance from Bedruthan, which has the

credit of being the finest piece of cliff scenery on

this coast. Here the cliffs tower up a hundred to a

hundred and fifty feet above the sea ; the raging surf

foams over chains of islets formed by the waves,

which burrow among the slaty, quartzose rocks, form

caves, work further, insulate crags, and finally convert

into islands these nodes of more durable rock. At

Forth Cothan the cliffs fall away and form a lap of

shore, into which flows a little stream, that loses itself

in the shifting sands. A manor-house, a mill, a farm-

house or two are all the dwellings near Forth Cothan,

and of highways there is none for many miles, the

nearest being that from Wadebridge to S. Columb.

About a mile up the glen that forms the channel

through which the stream flows into Forth Cothan, is
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a tiny lateral combe, the steep sides covered with

heather and dense clumps and patches of furze.

Rather more than half-way down the steep slope

of the hill is a hole just large enough to admit of a

man entering in a stooping posture. To be strictly

accurate, the height is 3 ft. 6 in. and the width 3 ft.

But once within, the cave is found to be loftier, and

runs for 50 feet due west, the height varying from

7 ft. 6 in. to 8 ft. 6 in., and the width expanding

to 8 ft. 3 in. Immediately within the entrance may
be observed notches cut in the rock, into which a

beam might be thrust to close the mouth of the cave,

which was then filled in with earth and bramble

bushes drawn over it, when it would require a very

experienced eye to discover it. As it was, though

the mouth was open, my guide was in fault and

unable to find it, and it was by accident only that

I lit upon it.

At 7 feet from the entrance a lateral gallery

branches off to the right, extending at present but

17 feet, and of that a portion of the roof has fallen

in. This gallery was much lower than the main one,

not being higher than 3 feet, but probably in a

portion now choked it rose, at all events in places, to

a greater height. This side gallery never served for

the storage of smuggled goods. It was a passage

that originally was carried as far as the little cluster

of cottages at Trevethan, whence, so it is said,

another passage communicated with the sands of

Forth Mean The opening of the underground way
is said to have been in a well at Trevethan. But the

whole is now choked up. The tunnel was not carried
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acute angle, and was carried in a sweep through the

rocks with holes at intervals for the admission of

light and air. The total length must have been

nearly 3500 feet. The passage can in places be just

traced by the falling in of the ground above, but it

cannot be pursued within. At the beginning of this

century this smugglers' cave was in use.

There is still living an old woman who can give

information relative to the use of this cave,

" Well, Genefer, did you ever see smugglers who
employed the Vouggha ?

"

Vouggha, as already stated, is the old Cornish

word for cave.

"Well, no, sir. I can't say that; but my father

did. He minded well the time when the Vouggha
was filled wi' casks of spirits right chuck-full."

" But how were they got there ?

"

"That was easy enough. The boats ran their

loads into Forth Cothan, or, if the preventive men
were on the watch, into Forth Mear, which is hidden

by the Island of Trescore, drawn like a screen in

front. They then rolled the kegs, or carried 'em, to

the mouth of the Vouggha or to Trevemedar, it did

not matter which, and they rolled 'em into the big

cave, and then stopped the mouth up. They could

go and get a keg whenever they liked by the little

passage that has its mouth in the garden."

" Did the preventive men never find out this

place ?

"

" Never, sir, never. How could they ? Who 'd be

that wicked as to tell them ? and they wasn't clever
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enough to find it themselves. Besides, it would take

a deal of cleverness to find the mouth of the

Vouggha when closed with clats of turf and drawn

over with brambles ; and that in the garden could be

covered in five minutes—easy." After a pause the

old woman said, " Ah ! it 's a pity I be so old and

feeble, or I could show you another as I knows of,

and, I reckon, no one else. But my father he had

the secret. Oh, dear! oh, dear! what is the world

coming to—for education and all kinds o' wicked-

ness? Sure, there's no smuggling now, and poor

folks ha'n't got the means o' bettering themselves

like proper Christians."

There are other of these smugglers' resorts extant

in Cornwall, usually built up underground—one such

at Marsland, in Morwenstow ; another at Helliger,

near Penzance. The Penrose cave is, however, cut

out of the solid rock, and the pickmarks are distinctly

traceable throughout. At the end, someone has cut

his initials in the rock, with the date 1747.
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Penzance, the Holy Headland—Madron—A disciple of S. Piran
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PENZANCE, the most western market town in

Cornwall, is of comparatively modern growth.

Formerly it was but a fishing village, occupying a

promontory now distinguished as the quay, where

stood a chapel dedicated to S. Anthony. The name
signifies the Holy Head, or Headland, and there was

probably a chapel on the projecting finger of land

long before the time of S. Anthony of Padua (1231),

whose cult was fostered by the Franciscan Order.

It is not improbable that on this headland there may
have been a camp, in which case the dedication is

merely a misconception of An-Dinas. The town

arms are S. John the Baptist's head on a charger,

also through misconception, the Holy Head being

supposed to be his.

262
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On the east side of the town near the shore was

Lis-Cadock, or the Court of Cadock. At one time

the entrenchments were very distinct, but they

have now disappeared. This Cadock is probably

Cado, Duke of Cornwall, cousin of King Arthur,

and famous as a warrior in Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth's lying history. The termination oc is a

diminutive.

Penzance is in the parish of Madron, the founder

of which, S. Maternus, as he is called in Latin, is the

Irish Medrhan, a disciple of S. Kieran, or Piran.

His brother Odran was closely attached to S. Senan.

Madron and Odran were but lads of from ten to

fourteen when they first visited S. Piran to ask his

advice about going a pilgrimage. He very sensibly

recommended them to go to school first, and he

retained them with himself, instructing them in

letters. The Irish have no tradition that he was

buried in the Emerald Isle, so that in all probability

he laid his bones in Cornwall.

There was a famous well at Madron, but it has

lost its repute of late years, and has fallen into

ruin.

Children were formerly taken to the well on the

first three Sunday mornings in May to be dipped

in the water, that they might be cured of the rickets,

or any other disorder with which they were troubled.

They were plunged thrice into the water by the

parent or nurse, who stood facing the east, and then

they were clothed and laid on S. Madron's bed

;

should they go to sleep after the immersion, or

should the water in the well bubble, it was considered
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a good omen. Strict silence was observed during

the performance. At the present time the people go

in crowds to the well on the first Sunday in May,

when the Wesleyans hold a service there and a

sermon is preached ; after which the people throw

two pins or pebbles in, or lay small crosses made of

pieces of rush-pith united by a pin in the middle,

in the water and draw auguries therefrom.

Miss Couch in her book on the Cornish holy wells

says :

—

" About thirty years ago I visited it, and it was then in

a ruined state. There was nothing of the shapely and

sculptured form of many of our eastern wells about it. It

was merely an oblong space enclosed by rough old walling,

in which were, in the south-west corner, a dilapidated well,

with an inlet and outlet for water, a raised row of stones

in front of this, and the remains of stone benches."

A plan exists drawn by Mr. Blight before the

well was as ruined as at present. It is a crying

scandal that it should be allowed to remain un-

restored. The altar -stone remains with a square

depression in the middle to receive the portable altar

placed there on such occasions as the chapel was

used for mass.

Penzance, on the glorious Mount's Bay, enjoys a

warm and balmy climate, and scarlet geraniums

scramble up the house -fronts, camellias bloom in

the open air, and greenhouse rhododendrons flourish

unprotected from frosts that never fall.

It is a relaxing place, and the visitor, till he is

acclimatised, feels limp and lifeless. For this reason

many now resort to St. Ives, on the north coast,
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which is open to the Atlantic breezes straight from

Labrador, and Penzance is declining in favour.

But it is a pleasant, it is a most pleasant town,

well furnished with all that can make a winter

sojourn delightful ; it has in addition to libraries

and concert-halls and clubs, that may be found in

any seaside place, an unrivalled neighbourhood, and

with the warm climate it enjoys a winter may be

spent delightfully in making excursions to the many
surrounding objects of interest.

In my next chapter I shall treat of the Land's

End district, and in this I shall attempt to give some

idea of what is to be seen to the east.

As already intimated, the whole of this part of

Cornwall was occupied at the end of the fifth and

the first years of the sixth century by the Irish from

the south, mainly from Ossory. An invasion from

Munster into that kingdom had led to the cutting

of the throats of most of the royal family and its

subjugation under the invaders, who maintained

their sovereignty there from 470, when the invasion

took place, to the death of Scanlan, the descendant

of the invader, in 642. It was probably in conse-

quence of this invasion that a large number of

Ossorians crossed over to Cornwall and established

themselves in Penwith— the Welsh spell it Pen-

gwaeth, the bloody headland ; the name tells a

story of resistance and butchery. Unhappily we
have the most scanty references to this occupation

;

records we have none.

But a single legend remains that treats of it at

some length ; and with regard to the legends of the
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other settlers we have the meagre extracts made

by Leland, the antiquary of Henry VIII., whose

heart, so it is said, broke at the dispersion of the

monastic Hbraries, and the destruction of historical

records of supreme value. As far as we know, the

great body of settlers all landed at Hayle. One
large contingent, with S. Breaca at its head, made

at the outstart a rush for Tregonning Hill, and estab-

lished itself in the strong stone fort of Pencaer, or

Caer Conan, on the summit.

Tregonning Hill is not very high, it rises not six

hundred feet above the sea ; but from the sea and

from the country round it looks bold and lofty,

because standing alone, or almost so, having but the

inferior Godolphin Hill near it.

The fortress consists of at least two concentric

rings of stone and earth. The interior has been

disturbed by miners searching for tin, and the wall

has also been ruined by them, but especially by road-

makers, who have quite recently destroyed nearly

all one side.

Here the Irish remained till they were able to

move further. S. Breaca went on to Talmeneth (the

end of the mountain), where she established herself

and erected a chapel.

Another of her chapels was further down the hill

at Chynoweth, and a tradition of its existence

remains there. Finally she went to Penbro. The
church was, however, at a later period moved from

that place to where it now stands. The local legend

is that she saw the good people building this church,

and she promised to throw all her bracelets and rings
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into the bell -metal if they would call it after her

name.

She was a favourite disciple of S. Bridget, and

this latter saint commissioned her to visit the great

institution of the White House, near S. David's

Head in Wales—to obtain thence rules by which

her community might be directed. She was, it

appears, the sister of S. Brendan the navigator,

and it was in his sister's arms that the saint died.

Brendan was a disciple of S. Ere, of Erth, on the

Hayle river, and as Ere was one of the party, it is

probable that Brendan made one as well.

Ere had been much trusted by S. Patrick, who
appointed him as judge in all cases brought to him
for decision, regarding him as a man of inviolable

integrity and great calmness of judgment.

The church of Breage is large and fine. In the

churchyard is an early cross of reddish conglomerate.

The local story goes that there was a great fight,

between Godolphin Hill and Tregonning Hill,

fought by the natives with the Danes, and so much
blood was shed that it compacted the granitic sand

there into hard rock, and out of this rock Breaca's

cross was cut. The fight was, of course, not with

Danes, but was between the Cornish and the Irish.

The cross is rude, with the Celtic interlaced work

on it. The pedestal was also thus ornamented, but

this is so worn that it can only be distinguished in

certain lights.

In the church have been discovered several frescoes

—S. Christopher, gigantic, of course ; an equally

gigantic figure of Christ covered with bleeding
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wounds ; full-length representations of SS. Samson,

Germoe, Giles, Corentine, etc. The church has been

much decorated rather than restored. The modern

woodwork screen and bench -ends are indifferent

in design and mechanical in execution. Some
Belgian carved work of the Adoration of the Magi

blocks the east window, which was filled with

peculiarly vulgar glass, and this is a possible excuse

for completely obscuring it.

The sacred tribe under S. Breaca must have

occupied a very extensive tract, for four parish

churches are affiliated to it—S. Germoe, Godolphin,

Cury, and Gunwalloe, This leads one to suspect

that her territory stretched originally along the

coast a good way past Loe Pool. She had as

neighbours S. Crewena, another Irishwoman, and

Sithney, or Setna, a disciple and companion of

S. Senan, of Land's End. His mother was an aunt

of S. David.

Sithney was asked :

—

"Tell me, O Setna,

Tidings of the World's end.

How will the folk fare

That follow not the Truth ?"

He answered in a poem that has been preserved.

Prophecy is a dangerous game to play at, even for a

saint, and Sithney made a very bad shot. He fore-

told that the Saxons would hold dominion in Ireland

till 1350, after which the Irish natives would expel

them.

Sithney almost certainly accompanied Kieran or
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Piran, and he succeeded him as abbot in his great

monastery at Saighir.

The little church of Germoe is curious. It has a

very early font, and a later Norman font lying broken

outside the church. There is a curious structure,

called Germoe's Chair, in the churchyard, that looks

much like a summer-house manufactured out of old

pillars turned upside-down. But it was in existence

in the time of Henry VIII., for Leland mentions it.

A new east window, quite out of character with the

church, has been inserted, but the modern glass is

good. A bust of S. Germoe is over the porch. He
is represented as crowned, as he is supposed to have

been an Irish king.

This is not quite correct. He was a bard, and

perhaps of royal race, but we do not know his

pedigree. He was a disciple of S. Kieran, and was

the father of the first writer of the lives of the saints

in Ireland. He composed a poem in honour of S.

Finnan of Moville, and he had the honour of having

under him, for a short while, the great Columba
of lona. He had several brothers, who passed into

France, and are mentioned by Flodoard, the his-

torian of the Franks. The date of his death was
about 530. I have elsewhere told a story about

him tubbing with S. Kieran, and catching a fish

in the tub.

Near Germoe, but nearer the sea, is the very fine

remnant of a castle, Pengersick. It was erected in

the reign of Henry VIII. by a certain man of the

name of Millaton, probably of Millaton in Bride-

stowe, Devon. He had committed a murder, and to

u
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escape justice he fled his native county and concealed

himself in the dip of the land facing the sea at

Pengersick, where he constructed a tower amply
provided with means of defence. The basement is

furnished with loopholes for firing upon anyone

approaching, and above the door is a shoot for

melted lead. The whole building is beautifully con-

structed.

Here Millaton remained in concealment till he

died, never leaving his tower for more than a brief

stroll. The land had not been purchased in his own
name, but in that of his son Job, who, after his death,

was made Governor of S. Michael's Mount. Job had

a son, William, who was made Sheriff of Cornwall in

1565, and he married Honor, daughter of Sir William

Godolphin of Godolphin,

According to a local legend, William Millaton and

his wife Honor lived a cat-and-dog life. They hated

each other with a deadly hate, and at length each

severally resolved that this incompatible union must

come to an end.

William Millaton said to his wife, " Honor, we
have lived in wretchedness too long. Let us resolve

on a reconciliation, forget the past, and begin a new

life."

" Most certainly do I agree thereto," said she.

"And," continued William, "as a pledge of our

reunion, let us have a feast together to-night."

So a banquet was spread in Pengersick Castle for

them twain and none others.

And when they had well eaten, then William

Millaton said, " Let us drink to our reunion."
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" I will drink if you will drink," said she.

Then he drained his glass, and after that, she

drained hers.

With a bitter laugh she said, " William, you have

but three minutes to live. Your cup was poisoned."

" And you," retorted he, " have but five, for yours is

poisoned."

" It is well," said Honor ;
" I am content. I shall

have two minutes in which to triumph over your

dead carcass, and to spurn it with my foot."

On the death of this William, the estate passed to

his six sisters, who married into the families of Erisy,

Lanyon, Trefusis, Arundell, Bonython, and Abbot of

Hartland.

On the road from Breage, before the turn to Pen-

gersick is reached, a stone lies by the roadside. It is

one of those cast by the Giant of Godolphin Hill

after his wife, of whom he was jealous, and who was

wont to visit the Giant of Pengersick. The stone

has often been removed, but such disaster has en-

sued to the man who has removed it, that it has

always been brought back again. Godolphin Hill

has been esteemed since the days of Elizabeth as

one of the richest of ore deposits, and it was due

to the urgency of Sir Francis Godolphin that miners

were induced to come to Cornwall from the Erz

Gebirge, in Saxony, to introduce new methods and

machinery in the tin mines.

Godolphin Hall is an interesting old mansion,

partly dating from the time of Henry VII. and partly

belonging to the period of the Restoration. Some
remains from a ruined church" or chapel have been
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worked into one of the gateways. The old house

has its stewponds and a few fine trees about it

On the Marazion road, west of Millpool, in the

hedge, are the impress of the devil's knees. One
day, feeling the discomfort and forlornness of his

position, his majesty resolved on praying to have it

changed ; so he knelt on a slab of granite, but his

knees burned their way into the stone. Then he

jumped up, saying that praying superinduced rheu-

matics, and he would have no more of it. The holes

are not tin-moulds, for the latter are angular and

oblong, but are very similar to the cup-markings

found in many places in connection with prehistoric

monuments. Some precisely similar are at Dum-
nakilty in Fermanagh.*

A strange circumstance occurred in 1734 at Skewis,

close to the line from Gwinear Road Station to

Helston.

Skewis had been for many generations the freehold

patrimony of a yeoman family of the name of Rogers.

There were two brothers. The elder married and

lived on the farm, but without a family. The younger

brother, Henry Rogers, was married and had several

children. He carried on for several years in Helston

the trade of a pewterer, then of considerable im-

portance in Cornwall, although it is now at an end. A
large portion of the tin raised was mixed with lead

and exported in the form of pewter made into

dishes, plates, etc., now superseded by earthen-

ware. At the first introduction of earthenware,

• Figured in Wood-Martin, 7'h( Rude Slone Monuments ofIreland^

1888, p. 154.
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called cloam, in the West of England, a strong

prejudice existed against it as liable to damage the

tin trade, and it was a popular cry to destroy all

cloam, so as to bring back the use of pewter.

The elder Rogers died, and bequeathed the house

of Skewis and the farm and everything thereon to

his wife Anne. Henry was indignant. He believed

in the inalienability of "heir land." He was suspi-

cious that Anne Rogers would make over Skewis to

her own relatives, of the name of Millett. Henry
waited his opportunity, when his sister-in-law was
out of the house, to enter it and bring in his wife

and children and servants. He turned out the

domestics of Anne, and occupied the whole house.

The widow appealed to law, but the voice of the

whole county was against her, and the general

opinion was that the will had been extorted from

her husband. Even Sir John S. Aubyn, living at

Clowance, hard by, favoured him, and had Henry
Rogers acted in a reasonable manner would have

backed him up. But Rogers took the law into his

own hands, and when a judgment was given against

him, he still refused to surrender.

The Sheriff of Cornwall accordingly was directed

to eject him by force. Rogers, however, barricaded

the house, and prepared to defend it. He supplied

himself with gunpowder and slugs, and cut loopholes

in his doors and shutters from which to fire at the

assailants.

On June i8th, 1734, the Under-Sheriff and 2l posse

went to Skewis and demanded the surrender of the

house. From two to three hundred people attended,
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for the most part sympathisers with Rogers, but not

willing to render him effectual assistance.

As the Under-Sheriff, Stephen Tillie, persisted in

his demands, and threatened to break into the house,

Rogers fired. The bullet passed through Tillie's wig,

singed it, and greatly frightened him, especially as

with the next discharge one of his officers fell at his

side, shot through the head.

Several guns were fired, and then the Under-

Sheriff deemed it advisable to withdraw and send

for soldiers.

On the arrival of a captain with some regulars,

Tillie again approached, when Rogers continued

firing, and killed a bailiff and shot a soldier in the

groin. Two more men were wounded, and then the

military fired at the windows, but did no harm. Mrs.

Rogers stood by her husband, loading and handing

him his gun.

The whole attacking party now considering that

discretion constituted the best part of valour, with-

drew, and Rogers was allowed to remain in posses-

sion till March in the following year, that is to say,

for nine months. Then he was again blockaded by

soldiers, and the siege continued for several days,

with the loss of two more men, when at last cannon

were brought from Pendennis Castle.

Many years after, one of Rogers' sons gave the

following account of his reminiscences of the siege :

—

" He recollected that his father was fired at, and had

a snuff-box and powder-horn broken in his pocket by

a ball. He recollected that whilst he himself (then a

child) was in the bed several balls came in through
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the window of the room, and after striking against

the wall rolled about on the floor. One brother and

sister who were in the house went out to inquire what

was wanted of their father, and they were not per-

mitted to return. On the last night no one remained

in the house but his father, himself, and the servant-

maid. In the middle of the night they all went

out, and got some distance from the house. In

crossing a field, however, they were met by two

soldiers, who asked them their business. The maid

answered that they were looking for a cow, when
they were permitted to proceed. The soldiers had

their arms, and his father had his gun. The maid

and himself were left at a farmhouse in the neigh-

bourhood."

Henry Rogers, whom the soldiers had not recog-

nised in the darkness, managed to escape, and pushed

on in the direction of London, resolving to lay his

grievances before the king. He was dressed in a

whitish fustian frock, with imitation pearl buttons,

and a blue riding-coat over it.

As soon as it was discovered that he had decamped,

a reward of £3$^ was offered for his apprehension,

He had already shot and killed five men, and had

wounded seven. He was not, however, taken till he

reached Salisbury Plain, where he hailed a postboy,

who was returning with an empty chaise, and asked

for a lift. He was still carrying his gun. The boy

drove him to the inn, where he procured a bed
;

but the circumstances, and the description, had ex-

cited suspicion ; he was secured in his sleep, and
was removed to Cornwall, to be tried for murder
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at Launceston along with his serving-man, John

Street.

His trial took place on August ist, 1735, before

Lord Chief Justice Hardvvicke. Rogers was arraigned

upon five indictments, and Street upon two. Both

received sentence of death, and were executed on

August 6th.

The house at Skewis has been recently in part

rebuilt, when a bag of the slugs used by poor Rogers

was found.

It is in Crowan parish.

The church of S. Crewenna stands on a hill, and

has a good tower. It contains numerous monuments

of the S. Aubyn family, and some brasses only

recently restored to the church, after having lain for

many years lost or forgotten in a cupboard at

Clowance.

It is hard to say whether the fulsome memorial

of Sir John S. Aubyn, who died in 1839, is more

painful or amusing reading to such as know his

story.

The church has been "restored" in a cold and

unsympathetic fashion.

Clowance, the seat of the Molesworth S. Aubyn
family, has noble trees, and is an oasis in the midst

of the refuse-heaps of mines. There are some early

crosses in the grounds.

But to return to the Irish invasion.

A second party of the colonists was under Fingar

or Gwinear, son of Olilt, or Ailill, probably one of

the Hy Bairrche family, which was expelled their

country about 480. He brought over with him
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his sister Kiara, whose name has become Piala of

Phillack in Cornish, according to a phonetic and

constant rule. According to the legend he had over

seven hundred emigrants with him. He and his

party made their way from Hayle to Connerton,

where they spent the night, and then pushed south

to where now stands Gwinear. Here Fingar left

his party to go ahead and explore. He reached

Tregotha, where is a fine spring of water, and there

paused to refresh himself, when, hearing cries

from behind, he hurried back, and found that

Tewdrig, the Cornish king or prince, who lived at

Riviere, on a creek of the Hayle river, had hastened

after the party of colonists, and had fallen on them

and massacred them. When Fingar came up Tewdrig

killed him also. Piala, the sister, does not seem to

have been harmed ; and as in the long-run the Irish

succeeded in establishing themselves firmly in the

district, she settled near Riviere and founded the

church of Phillack.

Ludgvan has a fine tower and some old crosses,

the font also is early, of polyphant stone ; but the

church has been badly churchwardenised and meanly

restored. It was founded by Lithgean, or Lidgean,

an Irish saint, son of Bronfinn or Gwendron. There

is a representation of the mother in the rectory

garden wall, where she is figured holding what is

apparently a tree in one hand and in the other a

fleur-de-lis.

Hereabouts the whole country is devoted to early

potatoes and spring flowers. In March the fields

are white with narcissus or golden with daffodil, or
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rich brown with the Harbinger wallflower. It is

a curious fact that yellow wallflowers meet with

no sale ; consequently one kind only, and that dark,

is grown.

The kinds of narcissus mostly grown are the Scilly

White ; of daffodils the Soleil d'Or, Grand Monarch,

Emperor and Empress, Sir Watkin, and Princeps.

These flowers are packed in baskets or boxes in

bunches, a dozen blossoms in each bunch, and four

dozen bunches in each basket. Women are em-

ployed to pick in the morning and to tie in bunches

in the afternoon.

A special train takes up the flowers daily to

London. The rate charged is £a, \os. per ton, but

for fish £2 lOJ., as they take less room. The flower

harvest lasts from February to June, and is followed

by one of tomatoes.

Between Ludgvan and Perran-uthnoe intervenes

the parish of S. Hilary. The church is devoid of

interest, but there are inscribed stones in the

churchyard. On the village inn may be read the

invitation :

—

"THE JOLLY TINNERS.

" Come, all true Cornish boys, walk in,

Here's Brandy, Beer, Rum, Shrub, and Gin.

You cannot do less than drink success

To Copper, Fish, and Tin."

A local riddle asked is :

—

"As I went down by Hilary's steeple

I met three people.

They were not men, nor women, nor children.

Who were they then ?

"
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The answer, of course, is one man, one woman, and

a single child.

S. Michael's Mount is a grand upshoot of granite

from the sea. As a rock it is far finer than its

corelative in Brittany, but the buildings crowning

the Cornish mount are vastly inferior to the

magnificent pile on Mont Saint Michel. Never-

theless, those that now form the residence of Lord

S. Levan are by no means insignificant or un-

worthy of their position. The masses of granite

crag, especially to the west, are singularly bold, and

if some of the modern work be poor in design, it

might have been much worse.

Within there is not much to be seen—a chapel of

no great interest, and a dining -hall with good

plaster- work representation of a hare hunt running

round it. The drawing-room is new and spacious,

and contains some really noble portraits.

At the foot of the rock is a draw-well, and a little

way up is a tank called the Giant's Well. S.

Michael's Mount was the habitation of the famous

giant with whom Tom Thumb tried conclusions.

In or about 710, according to William of

Worcester, an apparition of S. Michael the arch-

angel was seen on the Tumba in Cornwall. This

Tumba was also called Hore-rock in the Wood,
" and there was formerly grove and field and tilled

land between the Mount and the Scilly Isles, and

there were a hundred and forty churches of parishes

between the said Mount and Scilly that were sub-

merged. . . . The district was enclosed by a most

vast forest stretching for six miles in from the sea,
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and in this were formerly found monks serving the

Lord."

It is quite true that there is a submerged forest

in Mount's Bay, and that the marshy snipe -ground
near Marazion Road Station covers large timber, a
portion of this great forest, but the submergence
cannot have taken place in historic times. That
there was, however, an encroachment of the sea in

the middle of the sixth century, we learn from the

Life of S. Pmil, Bishop of Leon. He came to the

bay to visit his sister, Wulvella, of Gulval, when
she complained to him that she was losing much
of her best land by the advance of the sea; and
he, who had been brought up in the Wentloog levels,

and taught by his master, S. Iltyd, how to keep
up the dykes against the tides in the Severn, banked
out the sea for her.

This was precisely the time when the district of
Gwaelod was submerged in the Bay of Cardigan.

The king of the district was Gwyddno Longshanks.
It was the duty of the warden of the dykes to

ride along the embankments, that had probably
been thrown up by the Roman legionaries, and see

that they were in order. Seithenyn was the Dyke-
grave at the time.

One night Gwyddno and his court were keep-
ing high revel, and the dyke -master was very
drunk. There was a concurrence of a spring -tide

and a strong westerly wind, and the waves over-

whelmed the banks. The king escaped with diffi-

culty before the inrolling stormy sea. A poem by
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the king, who thus lost his kingdom, has been pre-

served.

In Brittany about the same time there was a

similar catastrophe.

In Mount's Bay, however, an extraordinary tide

may have done damage, but certainly did not cause

such a submergence as was supposed by William

of Worcester.

It has been supposed that the Mount is the Ictis

of the ancients, which was the site of the great

mart for tin, but this is more than unlikely. What
would have been the advantage of making a market

on this conical rock? It is much more likely that

the great tin mart was in one of the low-lying islands

of Kent.

Castel-an-Dinas commands an extensive view;

it stands 763 feet above the sea, and is within sight

and signalling distance of the two other similar

castles on Trencrom and Tregonning. It is more

perfect than either, and is very interesting, as it

has got its wall with the face showing through the

greater portion of the circuit. There were at least

two concentric rings of fortifications and numerous

hut circles within the area, but these have been

much pulled about when an absurd imitation ruinous

tower was erected on the summit. Within the camp
is a well, and outside it on the west side is one cut

in the rock, to which a descent is made by about

twenty steps.

On the side of the hill is the very interesting

and indeed wonderful group of clustered huts

called Chysauster. Of these there remain four
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distinct groups, two of which have been dug

out. They consist of an open space in the midst,

with numerous beehive huts and galleries running

out of it.

The period to which they pertain is very uncertain.

They ought to be investigated by such as are

experienced and trained in excavation of such

objects, and not be meddled with by amateurs.

The tenant has begun (1899) to destroy one of the

groups. In the centre of one of the huts may be

seen neatly cut the socket -hole of the pole which

sustained the roof, and in another the lower stone

of the quern in which grain was pounded. There

are other collections of a similar character, but none

so perfect.

In the neighbourhood of Penzance are some of the

" Rounds," formerly employed for the representation

of sacred dramas. They are, in fact, open-air

amphitheatres. The well-known Gwennap Pit, in

which John Wesley preached, has been mistaken

for one of these, but was actually a disused mine-

hole.

In these pits the miracle-plays in the old Cornish

tongue were performed. Of these plays we have

a few preserved, that have been printed by Pro-

fessor Whitley Stokes, But the Cornish language

ceased to be spoken, and after the Reformation

religious plays ceased to be required. The people

were learning the art of reading, and the press

gave them the Bible, then these miracle-plays were

replaced by low comedies, often very coarse in

their humour, and spiced with many local allusions
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and personal jokes. This continued till Wesleyan-

ism denounced stage -plays, and then these pits

were devoted to revival - meetings and displays of

hysterical religion. There were two Rounds near

Penzance, Tolcarre, and one at Castle Horneck.

Adjoining Penzance to the south is Newlyn, a

fishing village formerly, now both a fishing village

and a settlement of artists ; for the advantage of

the latter a good place of exhibition for their pictures

has been provided by that generous-hearted son of

Cornwall, who has done so much for his native

county, Mr. Passmore Edwards.

Newlyn takes its name probably from S. Newlyna,

whose church, founded on her own land, is near

Crantock and Newquay. The name means the

White Cloud. She migrated to Brittany, embark-

ing, it may be supposed, at this port in Guavas

Bay. She is a Breton replica of S. Winefred, for

she had her head cut off by an admiring chieftain,

whose affection was changed into anger at her

resistance. In Brittany she has a fine church at

Pontivy Noyala.

A cantique is sung there by the children, the

first verse of which runs thus :

—

" Deit, Crdchdnion, de gleuet

Buhd caer Santes Noaluen,

Ha disguet guet-he miret

Hag hou i6 hag non Idzen,"

which means, " Come, ye Christians, hearken all,

and hear the tale of S. Noewlyn. From her

example learn to keep your faith and your inno-

cence."
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S. Paul's takes its name from a founder who was
born in Glamorganshire, and was educated by S. Iltyd.

He was schoolfellow with S. David, S. Samson, and
Gildas. He is said to have gone to a King Mark, but

whether this were the Mark, King of Cornwall of the

romancers, the husband of the fair and frail Ysseult,

we cannot be sure. He quarrelled with the king, and

left him, because he was refused a bell in Mark's

possession, which he admired and asked for. He
settled in Brittany, in Leon.







CHAPTER XIX.

THE LAND'S END

The Irish settlers in Penwith—Difference between Irish and Cornish

languages—The Irish saints of Penwith—Other saints—Penzance

—

S. Ives—Restored brass—Wreck of Algerine pirates in 1760

—

Description of Penwith—The pilchard fishery—Song—Churches

of the Land's End— S. Burian—S. Paul's and Dolly Pentreath

—

The Cornish language— Cornish dialect— Old churches and

chapels—Madron—Prehistoric antiquities.

THE Land's End is properly Penwith, either

Pen-gwaed, the Bloody Headland, or Pen-

gwaedd, the Headland of Shouting, Probably it is

the former, for it was the last place of refuge of the

Ibernian population, and in the first years of the

sixth century, even perhaps earlier, it was occupied

by Irish settlers, and that there was fighting is

clearly shown us in the legend of SS. Fingar and
Piala. It must have been to the original people of

the peninsula what Mona was to the Welsh.

All we know about this invasion is what is told

us in the legend just mentioned, and that states that

Fingar, son of an Irish king, came to Hayle, landed

there with his party, and was fallen upon by Tewdrig,

the Cornish duke or king, who massacred some of

the party. But the names of the parishes tell us

more than that. They show us that the Irish were
X 305
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not defeated, that they made good their landing, and

that they spread and occupied the whole of Penwith

and Carnmarth, that is to say, the entire district

of West Cornwall up to Camborne and the Lizard

district.

The colonists cannot have been few, and they

must have purposed settling, for they brought women
along with them ; and that they were successful

is assured by the fact that those killed by Tewdrig

are recognised as martyrs. Had the Irish been

driven away they would have been regarded as

pirates who had met their deserts.

Now this inroad of saints was but one out of a

succession of incursions, and the resistance of Tewdrig

marks the revolt against Irish domination which took

place after the death of Dathi in 428, the last Irish

monarch who was able to exact tribute from Britain
;

though Oiliol Molt may have attempted it, he was

too much hampered by internal wars to make Irish

authority felt in Britain. Oiliol fell in 483.

The Irish saints came across in detachments.

Senan, Ere (Erth), Setna (Sithney), Brig (Breage),

Just were some of the earliest. There was trouble

when Brig arrived, and she and her party fled from

Tewdrig and fortified themselves on Tregonning

Hill, where their camp still remains. But Kieran

and his pupils, Medran (Madron) and Bruinech

(Buriena), were unmolested ; so also was S. Ruan.

One thing they could not do, and that was

impress on the people the Scottish or Irish pro-

nunciation. They were few among many, and they

not only could not make the natives pronounce a
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hard c, but they were themselves obh'ged to suffer

their own names to be softened, and the c in them
to be turned into p, and the / into gw. Thus Kieran

became Piran, and Fingar became Gwinear. The
Irish c is always sounded like k, and the Cornish

disliked this sound. When S. Kiera settled in

Cornwall she had to accustom herself to be called

Piala ; and Eoghain was melted down into Euny,
and Ere softened into Erth.

Just one advantage to Cornwall did this invasion

afford ; by it we know the histories of the founders

of churches in West Cornwall ; because the Irish had
the wit to preserve their records and biographies,

whereas of the home-grown saints, princes of blood
royal, the Cornish have not kept a single history.

Consequently, if we desire to know about the early

kings and saints of the peninsula, we have to

ask the Irish, the Welsh, and even go hat in

hand to the Bretons. It is a sorry truth, but
truth it is.

How thoroughly occupied by the Irish this district

was may be judged when we come to look at who
the saints were.

Let us take them in order from Newquay.
First we have Carantock, the fellow-worker with

S. Patrick, who assisted him on the commission to

draw up the laws of Ireland. Then we have
Perranzabuloe, the settlement of Kieran of Saighir.

Across the ridge, four miles off, is Ladock, where he
planted his nurse as head of a community of women.
Some of Kieran's young pupils found it not too far

to trip across and flirt with the girls at Ladock, and
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there was a pretty to-do when this was discovered.

He was wont, when he had ploughed his own lands,

to send over his oxen to plough the fields of his

nurse. At Redruth was S. Euny, whom the Irish

called Eoghain, and who later was Bishop of

Ardstraw. He was brother of S. Ere of Erth, as

it was said in later times, but earlier writers

frankly call Ere his father.

Illogan was son of Cormac, King of Leinster.

Piety ran in the family. Cormac abdicated and

assumed the monk's cowl in 535. The sisters of

Illogan were Derwe and Ethnea, who accompanied

him to Cornwall, and are numbered with its saints.

He was father of S. Credan of Sancreed. Phillack

is S. Piala, the sister of Gwynear (Fingar). S. Elwyn

is but another form of the name Illogan. Erth, as

already said, was father of S. Euny ; he was a disciple

of S. Brendan, the voyager, and was nursed by

S. Itha, who was a woman almost as famous in

Ireland as S. Bridget, and who has churches in

Cornwall and Devon. S. Ives is really S. Hia, an

Irishwoman. Zennor is, perhaps, dedicated to a

disciple of S. Sennen of Land's End, the very woman

about whom Tom Moore wrote his song of "The

Saint and the Lady." S. Just was the deacon of

S. Patrick, and he was S. Kieran's tutor. Sennen

is Senan of Inscathy, in the Shannon. S. Levan was

metal-worker for S. Patrick, but in holy orders also.

S. Burian was the female disciple of S. Kieran.

Germoe was a bard, and an intimate friend of Kieran,

and so we see him planted near his friend, who was

at Perran-uthnoe. Breage was a disciple of S. Bridget
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and a friend of S. Kieran. Crewenna was another

Irishwoman. Sithney is Setna, a disciple of S. Senan.

S. Ruan, in the Lizard district, and S. Kea, on the

Fal—Irishmen as well— I have spoken of them else-

where.

But along the south coast are some settlements of

a different kind. Paul is Paul of Leon, a Briton,

who came there to visit his sister, Wulvella, at Gulval

before he crossed into Brittany; and Towednack is

not an Irish foundation.

Senan and Kieran, or Piran, were such allies

that the former was wont to call the latter "his

inseparable friend and comrade." It is therefore no

wonder that we find settlements of the two in West
Cornwall together.

Senan and Kieran probably came to Cornwall

some years later than Hia and Breaca, Fingar and
Piala. Senan was very much attached to S. David,

and both are said to have died on the same day in

the same year.

As Sithney's mother was a sister of Non, the

mother of S. David, it is possible that David may
have induced his cousin to study with his friend

Senan, and that when Senan came to Cornwall he

hoped that Sithney would be able to smooth his

way, as an aunt of his was queen there. This I

have already pointed out.

It is noteworthy that Sithney parish is close to

that of his first cousin Constantine.

The key to the Land's End district is Penzance.

This is a comparatively modern town, and it was
but a village in the parish of S. Madron, with a little
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chapel of S. Anthony on a spit of land running into

the bay, till incorporated by James I.

That bay is singularly fine, and, facing the south,

the climate is warm. Out of it stands up S. Michael's

Mount crowned with a castle, formerly a monastery,

now the residence of Lord S. Levan, and connected

by a causeway with Marazion, or Market Jew. The

name has nothing to do with "Bitter Waters of

Zion," or with Israelites. Marazion is the Cornish

for Thursday Market, and Market Jew is a corruption

for Jeudi (Thursday) Market.

From Penzance a visit should be paid to S. Ives

and to Hayle. The Hayle river flows in a natural

furrow from near Germoe, and the whole of the

district west is, as it were, cut off from the rest

of the peninsula. It needed to have been but a

little more depressed, and it would have been

converted almost into an island, linked to the

mainland only by the ridge between S. Hilary and

Godolphin.

The great S. Ives Bay is conspicuous through its

white hills of blown sand that form what are locally

called Towans.

The church of S. Ives is interesting, and is, like

most others in Cornwall, Perpendicular. It is of

granite, and contains some fine oak carving in bench-

ends and waggon-roof, and a portion of the screen

presented, it is supposed, by Ralph Clies, a master

smith ; also a brass to Otho Trenwith and his wife.

The latter is represented kneeling to and invoking

the archangel Michael. The head of S. Michael

has a comical effect. " Some perplexity may be felt
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at the appearance of Saint Michael's head, which

looks Hke nothing so much as a Dutch cheese.

The fact is, that when this brass lay on the floor,

the feet of passers-by had gradually erased the

features of the archangel, leaving only the circular

nimbus or glory round his head. Some well-meaning

but misguided restorer of later days has evidently

taken the nimbus to be the outline of the head,

and has roughly filled in eyes, nose, and mouth to

correspond." *

An event occurred at Penzance in 1760 that was

curious.

A large vessel was driven ashore on the beach.

Numbers of persons crowded to the wreck to get

from it what they could, when they were startled

to see it manned by swarthy mariners with scimitars

and turbans. At once a panic seized on those who
had come out of interested motives to [the wreck,

and they scuttled off as hard as their legs would

take them. Presently a company of volunteers

was called out to roll of drum, and marched down
to surround the 172 men who had disembarked

from the wreck. These were gallantly captured

and driven like sheep into a spacious barn, and

left there under guard through the night.

Next morning it was ascertained from the

men who had come ashore (some of whom could

speak broken French), by means of some English

officers who could understand a little French,

especially when broken, that the vessel was an

Algerine corsair, carrying twenty -four guns, and

* Matthews, A History of St. Ives. London, 1892.
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that the captain, finding his ship making water

rapidly, had run her ashore in Mount's Bay, fully

believing he was about the latitude of Cadiz.

The instant it was known that the sailors were

Algerines, a deadly panic fell on the neighbourhood,

for now the plague was feared. The volunteers

could hardly be kept at their posts, where they

quaked, and felt internal qualms. Intelligence was

conveyed to the Government, and orders were issued

for troops to march from Plymouth. Happily, how-

ever, the panic rapidly abated ; the local authorities

convinced themselves that there was no plague

among the strangers, and, slowly and cautiously,

people approached to look and gape at the dark-

moustached and bearded men with dusky skin,

bare legs, and turbans. The pirates were on the

whole kindly treated, and after some delay were

sent back to Algiers.

The whole country is wind - blown, and every-

thing looks small : the trees are stunted ; the hills

rise to no great heights, the very highest point

reached is 827 feet ; and Tregonning, which does

not mount above 600 feet, assumes the airs of

a mountain. The coast is fine, but by no means

as fine as that of the Lizard. The rocks are of

granite, and not of serpentine. But, on the other

hand, the surface is less level than that of Meneage.

It is crowded with prehistoric antiquities, cromlechs,

camps, and stone circles. And the Land's End
district has this great advantage, that if you are

overdone with the soft and relaxing air on the

south coast, you have but to ascend a hill and
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inhale the invigorating breath that comes from the

Atlantic on the north.

Newlyn and Hayle are great fishing stations, and

in the Land's End district as in the Lizard chances

arise for watching the pilchard fishery.

So many seans, or nets, about 220 fathoms long and

about 1 5 fathoms deep, belong to each fishing station,

and three boats go to each sean. The first boat,

which is also the largest, is called the sean-boat, as it

carries the net and seven men ; the next is termed

the vollier, probably a corruption for " follower," and

carries another sean, called the tuck-sean, which is

about 100 fathoms long and 18 deep, this boat also

carries seven men ; the third boat is called the

lurker, and contains but three or four men, and in

this boat is the master, or commander.

Pilchards are migratory and gregarious fish, rather

smaller than herrings, which they much resemble,

but are cased in larger scales. They begin to appear

at the end of June, but they are then at a great

distance from the coast, and the boats have to go

out far to sea before they encounter the shoals. It

is a pretty sight to see a flight of fishing-smacks,

with their white wings spread, issuing from one of

the harbours, and all making for the spot where the

fish are ascertained or supposed to be.

At nightfall the nets are set either across or

parallel to the drift of the tide, and are suffered to

be carried along by the current. About midnight

the nets are hauled, and the fish having become
entangled by their gills, are taken into the boats,

and the nets are again set. It is only by night that
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fish can be caught in this way, as they are keen-

sighted. This is drift-net fishing.

In the morning the boats return with the spoil,

and the port, or harbour, is alive with women and

children ; these latter on such occasions can by no

persuasion be induced to attend school. A string of

carts is drawn up on the beach, each containing

several "maunds," or panniers, to receive the silver

load.

As the season advances the shool, or shoal, comes

nearer the shore.

A saying is that

" When the corn is in the shock.

Then the fish are at the rock."

And now the time for drift-net fishing is over, and

that of sean, or seine, fishing begins.

Pilchards swim in dense hosts, so that the sea

seems to be in a state of effervescence.

On the cliffs men and boys are to be seen all day

long lying about smoking, apparently doing nothing.

But their keen eyes are on the sea. They are

watching for the coming of the pilchards. It is not

possible to see from the boat so as to surround a

shoal ; that is why a watch is maintained from the

cliffs by "huers" (French huer^ to shout). The
moment their experienced eyes see by a change in

the colour of the water that the shoal is approach-

ing, by preconcerted signals the crew are informed

as to the place where it is, and the direction it is

taking.

The fish playing on the surface are called
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skimmers. The colour of the water, as seen from

above where the fish are dense, is almost red ; it

is always darker than the water around.

Another token of the presence of a shoal is the

sea birds hovering about, expecting their prey.

The boats are all in readiness.

The shoal is also known by the stoiting, or jump-

ing, of the fish. When fish are observed stoiting

a signal is given, whereupon the sean-boat and

vollier get on the spot, and the crew of the foremost

boat pass a warp, that is, throw a rope, which is

fixed to the end of the sean on board the vollier,

and then shoot the net overboard, which, having

leaden weights at bottom, sinks, and the top is

buoyed up with corks. The sean-boat is rowed

in a circular course round where the fish are stoiting,

and when they have reached the vollier the fish

are enclosed. They then hem the two ends of the

sean together with a cord to prevent the fish from

breaking out, and whilst this is being done a man is

engaged in frightening the fish away from the still

open end by means of a stone fastened to a rope.

This is termed throwing the minnies {maen stone,

pi. meini). When the two ends of the net are laced

together, grapes, i.e. grapnels, are let down to keep

the net expanded and steady till the fish have

been taken up. This latter process is called tucking

the sean. The boat with the tuck-sean on board

passes the warp of that sean to one of the other

boats and then shoots this tuck-sean within the stop-

sean, and next draws up the same to the edge of the

water, when it is seen to be one quivering mass
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of silver. The fish are now taken or dipped out

with baskets into the boats. When the boats are

filled, if more fish remain in the large sean, it is left

in the water, till by successive tuckings all the fish

have been removed.

The fish that have been caught and brought on

shore are taken to the cellars. Fish cellars are

usually dug out of the rock, and in them the

pilchards are deposited in heaps, to be cured by the

women, who work at this night and day. The cellar

floor is covered with a layer of salt for the distance

of five or six feet from the walls, and on this is laid

a row of fish with their tails touching the wall ; then

next to these is laid another row, and so on in

concentric rings, till a sufficient space is paved with

fish. On this foundation is laid more salt, and then

more fish, and this process is continued till the pile

is complete and the cellar is stacked with fish. They

are now said to be " in bulk," and so are suffered

to remain for some weeks, during which time boards

are placed on them with stones, so as to squeeze out

of them all superfluous water and oil. The process

of salting completed, the fish are packed in barrels,

and are sent away to market.

After July or August the pilchards leave the coast,

and do not reappear until the end of October or the

beginning of November. They now appear in the

Bristol Channel, and come down towards Land's

End, which they turn and follow the south coast

of Cornwall, and then disappear.

Formerly pilchards were smoked, and went by the

name oi fumadoes. The name clung to them after
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the smoking was abandoned, and finnadoes is now

corrupted into "fair maids,"

There is a song of the pilchard fishery which is

sung by the boatmen. I know of it but three verses,

and I doubt if there be more.

" The cry is, ' All up ! Let us all haste away !

And like hearty good fellows we '11 row through the bay.

Haul away, my young men !

Pull away, my old blades !

For the county gives bounty

For the pilchard trades.'

"'Tis the silver 'fair maids' that cause such a strife

'Twixt the master-seiner and his drunken wife.

Haul away, etc.

" She throwed away her fiddles (?) and burnt all her thread,

And she turn'd him out o' doors for the good of the trade.

Haul away," etc.

The churches of the Land's End district are not

remarkably fine. They are not, however, without

interest.

The finest is that of S. Burian, about whom first

of all a word or two.

Buriena was an Irish damsel, noted for being both

slender and beautiful. In fact, her willowy form

obtained for her the nickname of Caol, or "the

Slim." She was a daughter of one Crimthan, "the

Fox," a Munster chieftain, a granddaughter of

Aengus, King of Munster, who was baptised by

S. Patrick, on which occasion the apostle ran the

spike at the end of the pastoral staff into the foot of
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the king. Afterwards, when S. Patrick saw the

wound and the blood, he was shocked, and said,

"Why the dickens did you not tell me of it?" "I

thought it was part of the ceremony," replied

Aengus.

However, to return to Buriena, his granddaughter.

She was so pretty and so graceful, that although she

was at school with Liadhain, the mother of S. Piran, as

her spiritual child, a chieftain named Dimma carried

her off to his own castle. Liadhain came in a fume

to S. Piran and told him of the outrage. At once

the old man seized his staff and went after Dimma,
who was head of the clan Hy Fiachta. It was

midwinter, and the snow was on the ground. When
Piran arrived at the gates of the cashel he was

refused admittance. He would not return, but

maintained his place, and next morning there he

was still. He had stood there all night in the snow,

waiting to insist on the restoration of the girl.

Dimma now was alarmed. He saw that the saint

was determined to " fast against him," a legal process,

as has been described already, and he returned the

damsel.

However, some days afterwards, feeling his passion

still strong, he went at the head of a body of men
to reclaim her. Buriena fainted when she saw his

approach ; but Piran had time to call out all his

ecclesiastical tribe, and they surrounded the place

where Liadhain and Buriena were, and he had sent

a detachment to make a circuit and set fire to

Dimma's cashel, so that the chief was compelled to

beat a precipitate retreat. It was probably in con-
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sequence of this that Piran left Ireland and came to

Cornwall.

S. Burian Church does not stand on the site of the

old settlement of Buriena ; that is about a mile

south-east, at Bosliven, where the "sanctuary"

remains about some mounds and ruins. It was de-

stroyed by Shrubsall, one of Cromwell's miserable

instruments of sacrilege. When Athelstan traversed

Cornwall from east to west he made a vow that if

he reached the Scilly Isles and returned in safety he

would endow a collegiate church where was the

oratory in which he made the vow. This he did,

and the date of the foundation is supposed to have

been 936.

The church had a superb screen, probably the

finest in Cornwall, but it was taken down and

destroyed in 18 14. Some fragments have been

preserved sufficient to admit of its complete recon-

struction at some future day. Many of the bench-

ends remain, and are fine. The church has been

illtreated in that fashion which is in bitter mockery

called " restoration." The new woodwork is a fair

example of what woodwork never should be. It is

treated like cheese.

S. Levan has fine old bench-ends and exquisitely

bad modern woodwork, and in the neighbourhood

is the Logan Rock and some of the finest coast

scenery of the Land's End. S. Levan was priest

and metal-worker in S. Patrick's company, and some

of his bells and book-covers remained long preserved

as treasures in Ireland.

S. Senan has been gutted by the restorer, and has
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in it no longer anything of interest except a muti-

lated statue of the Virgin and Child.

Madron has not much of interest, except the oft-

quoted epitaph on George Daniel :

—

" Belgia me Birth, Britain me Breeding gave,

Cornwall a Wife, ten children and a grave."

Paul's, dedicated to S. Paul of Leon, brother of S.

Wulvella of Gulval, has a good tower, and several

points of interest. Here was buried, 1778, Dolly

Pentreath, the last person able to converse in the

old Cornish language. Pentreath was her maiden

name. She was married to a man of the name of

Jeffery. It is still the custom in the villages of

Mousehole and Newlyn for women to be called by

their maiden names after marriage ; indeed, there

are some instances in which the husband goes by

the maiden name of his wife, when his individuality

disappears under her more pronounced personality.

Such would doubtless be the case in the following

instance I quote from the Cornish Magazine:—
Girl (selling papers) :

" If you please, sir, do you

want a 'Onie Conipa7iio)i P"

Householder (at door): "No, thank 'ee, my dear.

1 got wan."

Girl: '"Oine Chat,s\v}"

Householder: "'Ome Chat!" (throws open the

door). " Here, just come fore and listen for yourself.

Hark to her a bellerin' in the back kitchen."

Or in such a case as this.

Pasco Polglaze was henpecked. He opened his

heart to Uncle Zackie at the " Dog and Pheasant."
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" Now, look here," said Uncle Zackie, " you be

a man and show yourself maister in your own 'ouse.

You go 'ome and snap your vingers in the missus*

vaice, and sit down on the table. I '11 come in two

minutes after and see your triumph— you maister

and all."

"Right," said Pasco, and went home.

But when he had snapped his fingers under the

nose of his wife she took the poker at him, and he

took refuge under the table.

Tap ! tap ! at the door.

" Come out from under there," said Susan, his

wife.

Then Pasco lifted up his voice and sang out as

loud as thunder, " No, Sue ! no, I want come out

from under the table. I '11 stick where I be ; for

all you say, I '11 show Uncle Zackie as I '11 be maister

in my own house."

In 1768 the Hon. Daines Barrington visited

Cornwall to ascertain whether the Cornish lan-

guage had entirely died out or not, and in a letter

written to John Lloyd a few years after he gives

the result of his journey, and in it refers to Dolly

Pentreath :

—

"I set out from Penzance with the landlord of the

principal inn for my guide towards Sennen, and when I

approached the village I said there must probably be some

remains of the language in those parts, if anywhere. My
guide, however, told me that I should be disappointed;

but that if I would ride about ten miles about in my return

to Penzance, he would conduct me to a village called

Mousehole, where was an old woman who could speak

Y
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Cornish fluently. While we were travelling together I

enquired how he knew that this woman spoke Cornish,

when he informed me that he frequently went to Mouse-

hole to buy fish which were sold by her, and that when
he did not offer her a price that was satisfactory she

grumbled to some other old woman in an unknown tongue,

which he concluded to be Cornish.

" When we reached Mousehole I desired to be introduced

as a person who had laid a wager that there was not one
who could converse in Cornish, upon which Dolly

Pentreath spoke in an angry tone for two or three minutes

in a language which sounded very much like Welsh. The
hut in which she lived was in a very narrow lane, opposite

to two rather better houses, at the doors of which two
other women stood, who were advanced in years, and
who, I observed, were laughing at what Dolly said to

me.

"Upon this I asked them whether she had not been
abusing me, to which they answered, ' Very heartily,' and
because I had supposed she could not speak Cornish.

" I then said that they must be able to talk the language,

to which they answered that they could not speak it readily,

but that they understood it, being only ten or twelve years

younger than Dolly Pentreath.

" I had scarcely said or thought anything more about

this matter till last summer (1772), having mentioned it

to some Cornish people, I found that they could not credit

that any person had existed within these few years who
could speak their native language ; and therefore, though

1 imagined there was but a small chance of Dolly

Pentreath continuing to live, yet I wrote to the President

(of the Society of Antiquaries), then in Devonshire, to

desire that he would make some inquiry with regard to

her, and he was so obliging as to procure me information

from a gentleman whose house was within three miles of
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Mousehole, a considerable part of whose letter I shall

subjoin :

—

" ' Dolly Pentreath is short of figure and bends very

much with old age, being in her eighty-seventh year; so

lusty, however, as to walk hither to Castle Horneck, about
three miles, in bad weather in the morning and back again.

She is somewhat deaf, but her intellect seemingly not

impaired. . . . She does indeed talk Cornish as readily

as others do English, being bred up from a child to know
no other language, nor could she talk a word of English

before she was past twenty years of age, as, her father

being a fisherman, she was sent with fish to Penzance at

twelve years old, and sold them in the Cornish language,

which the inhabitants in general, even the gentry, did then

well understand. She is positive, however, that there is

neither in Mousehole, nor in any other part of the county,

any other person who knows anything of it, or at least can
converse in it. She is poor, and maintained partly by
the parish, and partly by fortune - telling and gabbling

Cornish.'

"

A monument has been erected to her memory by
Prince Lucien Bonaparte. She died on December
26th, 1777, and was buried in January, 1778. The
following epitaph was written for her :

—

Cornish.

" Coth Doll Pentreath caus ha deau
;

Marow ha kledyz ed Paul plea :

—

Na ed an egloz, gan pobel bras,

Bes ed egloz-hay coth Dolly es."

English,.

" Old Doll Pentreath, one hundred aged and two,

Deceased, and buried in Paul parish too :

—

Not in the church, with people great and high,

But in the church-yard doth old Dolly lie."
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A word may here be added relative to the Cornish

tongue. The Celtic language is divided into two

branches, one represented by the Irish and Gaelic

of North Scotland, and this is called the Goidhelic,

or Gaelic ; the other by the Welsh, old Cornish, and

Breton, and this is called the Brythonic.

The main distinction between them consists in the

Gaelic employing k or the hard c where the Welsh

and Cornish would use p. Thus pen is used in the

latter, and ken in the former. When the Irish

adopted the word purpur, purple, they changed it

into corcair ; and when they took the low Latin

premier for presbyter into their language they

twisted it into crumthir. The Cornish was identical

with old Welsh, and the Breton was originally

identical with the Cornish ; but in course of time

some changes grew up differentiating the tongues,

and forming dialects derived from the same mother

tongue, that is all.

In or about 1540 Dr. Moreman, vicar of Men-

heniot, in the east of the county, was the first to

teach the people the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and

the Commandments in English.

Carew, however, in his Survey of Cornwall in

1602 says, "Most of the inhabitants can speak no

word of Cornish, but few are ignorant of English,

and yet some so affect their own as to a stranger

they will not speak it, for if meeting them by chance

you inquire the way, your answer will be, ' Meeg
nauidna cowzasawzneck

'

—I can speak no Saxon-

age."

Carew's Survey was soon followed by that of
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Norden, who says that the tongue was chiefly con-

fined to Penwith and Kirrier, and yet "though the

husband and wife, parents and children, master and

servants, do naturally communicate in their native

language, yet there is none of them in a manner

but is able to converse with a stranger in the English

tongue, unless it be some obscure people who seldom

confer with the better sort."

The Cornish was so well spoken in the parish of

Feock till about the year 1640 "that Mr. William

Jackman, the then vicar, . . . was forced for divers

years to administer the Sacrament to the communi-

cants in the Cornish tongue, because the aged people

did not well understand the English, as he himself

often told me " (Hals).

So late as 1650 the Cornish language was cur-

rently spoken in the parishes of Paul and S. Just

;

and in 1678 the rector of Landewednack "preached

a sermon to his parishioners in the Cornish language

only."

It may seem paradoxical, but I contend that for

intellectual culture it is a great loss to the Cornish

to have abandoned their native tongue. To be

bi-lingual is educative to the intellect in a very

marked degree. In their determination not to

abandon their tongue, the Welsh show great

prudence. I have no hesitation in saying that a

Welsh peasant is much ahead, intellectually, of the

English peasant of the same social position, and I

attribute this mainly to the fact of the greater agility

given to his brain in having to think and speak

in two languages. When he gives up one of these
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tongues he abandons mental gymnastics as well as

the exercise of the vocal organs in two different

modes of speech.

What we do with infinite labour in the upper and

middle classes is to teach our children to acquire

French and German as well as English, and this is

not only because these tongues open to them literary-

treasures, but for educative purpose to the mind,

teaching to acquire other words, forms of grammar,

and modulation of sounds than those the children

have at home.

By God's mercy the Welsh child is so situated

that from infancy it has to acquire simultaneously

two tongues, and that in the lowest class of life

;

and this I contend is an advantage of a very high

order, which is not enjoyed by children of even a

class above it in England.

The West Cornish dialect is a growth of compara-

tively recent times. It is on the outside not more

than four hundred years old. Whence was it derived?

That is a problem that has yet to be studied.

Mr. Jago says :

—

" We have in the provincial dialect a singular mixture of

old Cornish and old English words, which gives so strong

an individuality to the Cornish speech. As, in speaking

English, a Frenchman or a German uses more or less

of the accent peculiar to each, so it is very probable that

the accent with which the Cornish speak is one transferred

from their ancient Cornish language. The sing-song, as

strangers call it, in the Cornish speech is not so evident to

Cornishmen when they listen to their own dialect."*

*
JAGO (F. W. P.), Glossary of (he Cornish Dialect. Truro, 1882.
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Sancreed screen, which must have been almost as

fine as that of Burian, has disappeared all but a

magnificent fragment. The church is dedicated to

S. Credan, disciple of S. Petrock, an Irishman, who
returned to the Emerald Isle. He was the son of

S. Illogan, and he had two aunts in Cornwall—one

at Camborne and the other at Stythians.

S. Just Church is late ; it has rather handsomely

carved capitals of the piers, with angels bearing shields,

on which are figured the arms of the principal families

connected with the parish. S. Just, as I have said, was

deacon to S. Patrick, and was the tutor to S. Piran.

In Gwythian parish may be seen the early eighth-

century chapel of the saint, which was for long

buried under the sands, but was revealed by a drift

in 1808.

At Porth Curnew, near S. Levan's, are the ruins of

another of these early oratories.

Madron was founded by S. Medran, brother of

Odran ; they went as boys under fourteen to S. Piran,

to consult him about making a pilgrimage. But

Medran wished to stay with the old abbot, whereas

Odran was for travelling. Odran said to S. Piran,

" Do not part my brother from me. We agreed to

stick together." "The Lord judge between you both,"

said the abbot. " Let Medran hold this lantern and

blow on the smouldering wick. If it flames, then he

stays. If not, he goes." Medran succeeded in pro-

ducing a flame, and thenceforth he became an attached

follower of S. Piran. Odran went his way.

It is chiefly for prehistoric antiquities that the

Land's End district is remarkable. It possesses cliff-
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castles, and also some fine examples of the stone

cashel. Such is Chun; also beehive huts, as at

Bosprennis, and a curious cluster of habitations at

Chysauster already referred to.

There are cromlechs, sacred circles, and menhirs.

These are so numerous and so interesting, that a

visitor should take Mr. Lach-Szyrma's guide and

examine them in detail.

Note.—Books to be consulted :

—

Blight (J, T.), A Week at the Land's Eiid. 1861. lAst of
Antiquities in Kirrier and Penwith. Truro, 1862. Churches of
West Cornwall. Oxford : Parker, 18S5 (second edition).

Lach-Szyrma (W. S. ), Two Hundred atul Twenty-two Antiquities

in and about Penzance. Plymouth : Luke. n.d.

Matthews (J. II.), A History of the Parishes of St. Ives, Lelant,

etc. London : Stock, 1892.







CHAPTER XX.

THE SCILLY ISLES

Armorel of Lyoness—A refuge for the Celtic saints—Lighthouses

—

The name of Scilly—Olaf Trygvason at Scilly—Mr. Augustus

Smith—The flower trade—Flowers not allowed to blossom in the

fields—Traces of tin-streaming—Contrast between the east coast

and the west of England—Variety In Scilly—Sir Cloudesley

Shovel.

FOR a guide to what is to be seen in this cluster

there is no better book than Sir W. Besant's

Armorel of Lyoness, to my mind one of the most

delightful works of fiction I have ever read ; I refer,

of course, to the first part, that concerns Scilly.

Let a visitor take that book, and go over the ground

and be happy. Nothing can be added, but one word

in caution. The whole is a little over-coloured.

Scilly presents scenes of great interest, but the cliffs

are by no means so fine as those of Land's End, and

far inferior to those of the Lizard. Nevertheless,

island clusters have a charm of their own distinct

from the scenery of the fringe of the mainland, and

a cluster Scilly is, intricate, and presenting great

variety. There are one hundred and forty-five islets,

large and small, forty miles due west from Lizard

Point, and twenty-eight west-by-south from Land's

End.
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The views of the islands change remarkably,

according to the state of the tide. At high-water

the islands are separated by wide stretches of sea,

while at the ebb extensive flats are uncovered, and

some of the islands are apparently joined. The
Crow Channel between S. Mary's and S. Martin's

Isles has been forded on horseback, and a man is

reported to have ridden from S, Mary's to Tresco,

fording the arms of the sea at low spring-tide.

S. Martin's Island is difficult of approach at low

tide from S. Mary's by boat on account of the

distance to which the sands run out.

Such an archipelago was exactly suited to the

requirements of the Celtic saints, who, if they spent

most of their time in superintendence of their

monasteries, retired for Lent to solitary places,

and as they grew old resigned their pastoral staves

to their coarbs (successors), and retreated to islets,

there to prepare for the great change. The west

coast of Ireland is studded with islets that still

retain the cells of these solitaries. Wales had its

Bardsey and Anglesea, and Caldey and Ramsey.

And what these were to Irish and Welsh the Scilly

group was to the saints of Cornwall. Thus we
find there S. Elid, the Welsh S. Illog, S. Teon, who
is the Euny of Lelant, S. Samson, and S. Warna.

I do not know that any of the remains of their

venerable oratories have been found, but then they

have not been looked for.

There are now churches on four of the isles.

There are three lighthouses—that of S. Agnes,

a revolving light ; that on an outlying rock, the
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Bishop, fixed ; and that on Round Island, with a red

light.

The heights in Scilly are not great ; the highest

point attained is one hundred and twenty-eight feet.

There are some small fresh-water tarns.

The islands take their name from the old Silurian

inhabitants, to whom they served as a last refuge

where they could maintain their independence,

just as the Arran Isles answered the same purpose

to their kindred, the Firbolgs, in Ireland. But the

general notion is that they take their designation

from the conger eels, locally called selli. It is re-

markable that they must at one time have contained

a much larger population than at present, as the

remains of hedges and houses in ruins indicate.

In 993 Olaf Trygvason, of Norway, with Sweyn
Forkbeard, of Denmark, together with a fleet of

ninety-three ships, came a-harrying the coasts of

England. They sailed up the Thames and attacked

London, but the citizens behaved with great valour,

and beat them off. Then they ravaged the east

coast of England, took and burnt Sandwich and
Ipswich ; next they entered the Blackwater and
attacked Maldon. There a great fight ensued. The
Saxons were under the command of the eorlderman

Britnoth. The Norsemen gained the day, and
Britnoth was slain. It is with this battle that one
of the earliest remains of Anglo-Saxon poetry deals.

It is, unhappily, but a fragment. After recording

the fall of the eorlderman, the poet concludes :

—

" I am old of age, hence will I not stir
;

I will sit by the side of my dead master

;

I think to lay me down and die by him I loved."
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On the doors of some of the churches in the East

of England were formerly " Danes' skins," and the

remains of these still exist. When the Anglo-

Saxons did succeed in killing a Norseman they

flayed him, and nailed his tanned skin against the

church door.

Olaf stormed the Castle of Bamborough, then

harried the Scottish coast, the Western Isles and

the Isle of Man, then Ireland, where "he burned far

and wide, wherever inhabited."

Not yet content with blood and flame, he crossed

to Wales and ravaged there, then sailed to France

to do there what mischief he could. After a while

he turned back, and sighted the Scilly Isles, and

then ran his fleet into the harbour of S. Mary's,

the largest of the isles. Here Olaf heard tell of

a hermit who lived in a cell among the granite

crags, and who was believed to have the gift of

prophecy.

" I will test his powers," said Olaf.

Then he dressed up one of his men in his armour,

gave him his spear and red-cross shield, and sent

him to consult the old man.

But no sooner did the hermit see the fellow than

he said, " Thou art not King Olaf, thou art a servant.

Beware that thou be not false to him, that is my rede

to thee." No more would he say.

Then the party returned to the ship and told Olaf.

He was highly pleased, and went ashore in a boat

with a small following, that he might consult the

anchorite as to the prospect of his being able to

recover the kingdom of his ancestors.
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The hermit was undoubtedly a Cornish Briton,

and Olaf was obliged to hold communication with

him through an interpreter from Ireland or Wales.

The old man said to him, " There is a great future

in store for thee, Olaf Thou wilt have to pass

through much conflict, but in the end wilt reign

in thine own land ; and when that comes to pass

remember to advance the faith, and to use every

opportunity to turn men from their idols."

Now the interpreter knew that there was dis-

content simmering among the followers of the

prince. They wanted to return to their homes with

the plunder they had acquired, but Olaf set his face

against this.

The interpreter, knowing that the men were

mutinous, said a few words in Welsh or Irish to the

hermit He was afraid of himself giving warning

to Olaf, lest the mutineers should wreak their

resentment on him. So the anchorite told the king

that there were those amongst his followers who
plotted, and purposed seizing the opportunity of his

being on land to execute their design of revolt.

Olaf precipitately returned to his ships, and found

that the mutineers were making off with some of the

ships. He hurried on board, gave chase, and a fight

ensued. Finally the mutiny was quelled, but not

without Olaf being wounded. His vessel then put

into Tresco harbour, where were monks to whom
Athelstan had granted land in 936. He was carried

into the monastery, carefully tended, and was

induced to receive baptism. Hitherto, though con-

vinced that Christianity was the true religion, Olaf
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had never formally been enrolled in the Church.

Unhappily, Olaf could not speak Cornish, and the

abbot was ignorant of the Norse tongue, so that

all communication had to go on through the inter-

preter, and Olaf did not receive much religious in-

struction. Nevertheless, as far as his lights went,

he was sincere.

Then he returned to Norway to proclaim his right

to the throne.

"To avenge his fathers slain,

And reconquer realm and reign.

Came the youthful Olaf home,

Through the midnight sailing, sailing,

Listening to the wild wind's wailing,

And the dashing of the foam.

" To his thoughts the sacred name
Of his mother, Astrid, came

;

And the talc she oft had told

Of her flight by secret passes.

Through the mountains and morasses,

To the home of Hakon old.

"Then his cruisings o'er the seas,

Westward to the Hebrides,

And to Scilly's rocky shore.

And the hermit's cavern dismal,

Christ's great name and rites baptismal,

In the ocean's rush and roar."

S. Mary's is the largest of the islands, and it has

a population of over 1600 people; Tresco is the

second ; then S. Agnes, pronounced S. Anne's

;

then S. Martin's ; next Bryher ; after this comes

S. Sampson, no longer inhabited ; and the remainder

are very small. The original population was doubt-
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less Silurian or Ivernian ; the traces, however, of this

early race are few. The population now is less pure

than on the mainland. Not only were there Irish

colonists, but it is said that in the Civil Wars a Bed-

fordshire regiment was sent there—and forgotten ; so

the soldiers looked about for comely Scilly maids,

married, and were content to be no more remembered

in the adjacent island of Great Britain. In 1649 Sir

John Grenville employed Scilly as a great nursery for

privateers, and so swept the seas that the Channel

trade was seriously injured. Parliament at length

fitted out and despatched an expedition under Blake,

and in June, 165 1, compelled Sir John Grenville to

surrender.

The islands belong to the Duchy of Cornwall, and

thereby leased to the late Mr. Augustus Smith, who,

firmly imbued with the notion that men must be

manufactured by education rather than allowed to

bring themselves up in independence, transported

the population from the smaller islands and planted

them about the schools. No doubt that the native

originality, freshness, and force will be drilled out

of the new generation, and they will all spell and

think, and write and act alike. It is, however, sad

to notice on islands now deserted the ruins of ancient

farms.

The Scilly Isles are a great seat of the flower

trade
;
previously early potatoes were grown there,

but now these are imported.

Of flowers, narcissi and anemones are chiefly

grown, and in the open, though large numbers of

flowers are now under glass. As soon as the blooms
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show colour they are picked, and placed in water

under cover. One may see in the interior of a

cottage all the furniture stacked in a corner of the

room, and the entire floor covered with pots and

jars of water full of flower buds. If the blossoms

need forcing to make them expand, they are put

in warm water.

It is rare to see a field of flowers in full bloom.

The damage caused by rain and wind is so great,

that rather than run the risk they are picked when

in bud.

One feature of the flower fields is that they are

hedged about with escalonia, with its pretty shining

leaves and pink flower. This shrub delights in wind,

and it also serves to shelter the crop from the gales,

as it stands clipping and grows vigorously.

Fishing is not much carried on, but anyone with

a steam launch will be able to find good shelter in

case of rough weather, and he can manage to catch

as many fish as he desires. One prolific ground

is round the Seven Stones Lightship, north-east of

the isles.

It is a curious fact that little flotsam and jetsam

comes up on the isles. The Atlantic tides divide

and run up on each side of the tides that course

along the shores of the islands.

Formerly Scilly was a favourite breeding - place

for birds, but now they no longer employ it for

this purpose, or do so to a very minor degree.

There are traces of streaming for tin in some of

the isles, but no mineral veins are now known to

run through the Scilly granite. Ferns abound, but
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the islands are a little disappointing to the botanist,

though to a florist they are a paradise.

To give a true idea of Scilly I must quote from

Armorel, for such as have not the book :

—

" The visitor who comes by one boat and goes away by

the next thinks he has seen this archipelago. As well

stand inside a cathedral for half an hour and then go away

thinking you have seen all. It takes many days to see

these fragments of Lyonesse and to get a true sense of the

place."

By the way, the idea that Scilly represents the

peaks of a submerged realm of Lyonesse is alto-

gether baseless. Lyonesse is the realm of Leon in

Brittany, so-called because founded by colonists from

Caerleon, who fled from the swords of the Saxons.

It remained a little independent principality till at

the close of the sixth century it became incorporated

with the principality of Domnonia, in Brittany.

" Everywhere in Scilly there are the same features : here

a hill strewn with boulders; there a little down with fern

and gorse and heath ; here a bay in which the water, on

such days as it can be approached, peacefully laps a smooth

white beach ; here dark caves and holes in which the water

always, even in the calmest days of summer, grumbles and

groans, and, when the least sea rises, begins to roar and

bellow—in time of storm it shrieks and howls. . . . All

round the rocks at low tide hangs the long seaweed,

undisturbed since the days when they manufactured kelp,

like the rank growth of a tropical creeper : at high tide it

stands up erect, rocking to and fro in the wash and sway

of the water like the tree-tops of the forest in the breeze.

Everywhere, except in the rare places where men come and

z
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go, the wild sea-birds make their nests ; the shags stand on

the ledges of the highest rocks in silent rows gazing upon

the water below; the sea-gulls fly, shrieking in sea-guUic

rapture—there is surely no life quite so joyous as the sea-

gull's; the curlews call; the herons sail across the sky;

and in spring millions of puffins swim and dive and fly

about the rocks and lay their eggs in the hollow places of

these wild and lonely islands."

Is not that beautiful writing? But it is not

fanciful ; it is beautiful because true, absolutely true.

Go and see if it be not so.

Have you ever made acquaintance with the horrors

of Lowestoft, a flat insipid shore, where the sea is

always charged with mud and no breakers thunder,

where the land scene is as dull and insipid as is the

sea-scape? I was there last summer. It was a

dismal place, made the more dismal by being in-

vaded and pervaded, spread out, exposed, devoted to

the " tripper." And I fled to the west coast to see

the Atlantic, with the water crystal clear, through

which you look down into infinity, and to the

glorious cliffs about which that transparent water

tosses, shakes its silver mane, curls its waves blue

and iridescent as a peacock's neck, and I wondered

that any should ever visit the east coast of England.

" All the islands, except the bare rocks, are covered with

down and moorland, bounded in every direction by rocky

headlands and slopes covered with granite boulders. And

always, day after day, they came continually upon unex-

pected places : strange places, beautiful places : beaches

of dazzling white ; wildly-heaped cams ; here a cromlech,

a logan stone, a barrow ; a new view of sea and sky and
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white-footed rock. I believe that there does not hve any

single man who has actually explored all the isles of Scilly,

stood upon every rock, climbed every hill, and searched on

every island for its treasures of ancient barrows, plants,

birds, earns, and headlands. Once there was a worthy

person who came here as chaplain to S. Martin's. He
started with the excellent intention of seeing everything.

Alas ! he never saw a single island properly : he never

walked round one exhaustively. He wrote a book about

them, to be sure ; but he saw only half."

There are numerous cairns, barrows, kistvaens, and

circles of stones in the islands, and Giant's Castle, in

S. Mary's, is a good example of a cliff-camp of the

Irish Firbolg type. A local guide attributes it to the

Danes, but that is nonsense.

In Forth Hellick Bay Sir Cloudesley Shovel was

washed ashore and buried.

In 1707 Sir Cloudesley in the Association, Captain

Hancock in the Eagle, Sir George Byng in the Royal

Anne, Captain Coney in the Romney, Lord Dudley

in the St. George, Captain Piercy in the Firebrand,

and a captured fireship, the Phce^iix, were returning

from Toulon after the capture of Gibraltar. On the

morning of the 22nd October, the weather being

thick and dirty, they came into soundings of nineteen

fathoms. There is a tradition that a seaman on the

admiral's ship warned the officer of the watch that

unless the ship's course were altered they would

soon be on the rocks of Scilly. This was reported

to Sir Cloudesley, who was very angry. He had the

man brought before him, and attempted to brow-

beat him, but the man stuck to his opinion. The
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admiral lost his temper, as he considered it a breach

of decorum for a common mariner to dictate the

course of the vessel to a superior officer, and he
ordered the man to be hanged at the yard-arm. One
request was granted to the sailor—that he should be

allowed to read aloud a psalm to the assembled crew.

This was permitted, and he read out Psalm cix, :

—

" Hold not Thy tongue, O God of my praise : for the

mouth of the ungodly, yea, the mouth of the deceitful, is

opened upon us."

That night the ship was lost. At six in the even-

ing the admiral, who had brought the fleet to during

the afternoon, made sail again, and stood away under

canvas. Directly after he made signals of distress,

which were returned by several of the fleet. Sir

George Byng in the Royal Anne, who was a mile to

windward of him, saw the breakers, and saved his

vessel with difficulty.

The Association, Sir Cloudesley's vessel, had struck

at eight o'clock upon the Gilstones, a cluster of rocks

of what are called the Western Isles, and in about

two minutes went down with all on board save one.

He clung to a piece of the wreck, and was swept

on to the Hellweathers, where he remained for some
time till rescued. The Eagle and the Romney were

also lost with all hands. The Firebrand was lost as

well, but the captain and some of the crew were

rescued. The Pkcenix ran ashore, but was got off

again. The Royal Anne was saved. So was the

S. George by the merest accident. She struck the

same rock as the Association and about the same
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time, but the wave which sank the admiral's ship

floated the vS". George from the rocks.

The body of Sir Cloudesley Shovel was picked

up at Forth Hellick by a soldier and his wife, who
gave it decent burial in the sand. It was afterwards

conveyed at Lady Shovel's desire to Westminster

Abbey and laid there. She rewarded the soldier

with a pension for life. The diamond ring stolen

from the body was sent to Lady Shovel by the thief,

when he was dying.

Finally, with its amount of sunshine, with its

equable temperature, and its air charged with ozone,

I believe Scilly will be the sanatorium of the future.

Note.—Book to be consulted :

—

Tonkin (J. C. and R. W.), Guide to the hies of Scilly. Penzance,

n.d. A capital little book.
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New and Revised Edition, under the musical
editorship of Ce IL J. Sharp. Large Im-
perial Zvo. 5s. net.

A BOOK OF NURSERY SONGS AND
RHYMES. Edited by S. Baring-Gould.
Illustrated. Second and Cheaper Edition.
Lars;e Cr. Iivo. is. 6d. net.

STRANGE SURVIVALS : Some Chapters
IN THE History of Man. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. 8rw. 2J. 6d. net.

YORKSHIRE ODDITIES : Incidents
AND Strange Events. Fi/th Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6,-/. net.

THE BARING-GOULD SELECTION
READER. Arranged by G. H. Rose.
Illustrated. Croivn 8z'0. is. 6d.

THE BARING-GOULD CONTINUOUS
READER. Arranged by G. H. Rose.
Illustrated. Croitin 8vo. is. 6d.

A BOOK OF CORNWALL. With 33
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. 8z>o. 6s.

A BOOK OF DARTMOOR. With 60
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. %vo.
6s.

A BOOK OF DEVON. With 35 Illus-

trations. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A BOOK OF NORTH WALES. With 49
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A BOOK OF SOUTH WALES. With 57
Illustrations. Cr. Sy'O. 6s.

A BOOK OF BRITTANY. With 69 Illus

trations. Cr. Sto. 6s.

A BOOK OF THE RHINE : From Cleve
to Mainz. With 8 Illustrations in Colour
by Trevor Hadden, and 48 other Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A BOOK OF THE RIVIERA. With 40

Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A BOOK OF THE PYRENEES. With
25 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
See also Little Guides.

Barker (Aldred F.). See Textbooks of
Technology.

Barker (E.), M.A. (Late) Fellow of Merton
College, Oxford. THE POLITICAL
THOUGHT OF PLATO AND ARIS-
TOTLE. Demy 8710. los. 6d. net.

Barnes (VV. E.), D.D. See Churchman's
Bible.

Barnett(Mrs. P. A.). See Little Library.
Baron (R. R. N.), M.A. FRENCH PROSE
COMPOSITION. Third Edition. Cr Zvo.
zs. 6d. Key, 3^. net.

See also Junior School Books.
Barron (H. M.), M.A., Wadham College,

Oxford. TEXTS FOR SERMONS. With
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a Preface by Canon Scott Holland.
Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

Bartholomew (J. G.), F.R.S.E. See C. G.
Robertson.

Bastable (C. F.), LL.D. THE COM-
MERCE OK NATIONS. J^aurih Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Bastian (H. Charlton), M. A.,M.D., F.R.S.
THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE. With
Diagrams and many Photomicrographs.
Demy Sr'o. 7^. 6d. net.

Batson (Mrs. Stephen). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OFGARDEN FLOWERS.
Fcap. Zvo. y. 6d.

THE SUMMER GARDEN OF
PLEASURE. With 36 Illustrations in

Colour by Osmund Pittman. IVidc Demy
Zvo. 1 55. net.

Batten (LoringW.), Ph.D.,S.T.D. THE
HEBREW PROPHET. Cr.Zvo. 3s.6d.nei.

Bayley (R. Child). THE COMPLETE
PHOTOGRAPHER. With over 100
Illustrations. Third Edition. With Note
on Direct Colour Process. Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Beard (W. S.). EASY EXERCISES IN
ALGEBRA FOR BEGINNERS. Cr. Svo.

IS. 6d. With Answers, is. gd.

See also Junior Examination Series and
Beginner's Books.

Beckford (Peter). THOUGHTS ON
HUNTING. Edited by J. Otho Paget,
and Illustrated by G. H. Jalland. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. 6s.

Beckford (William). See Little Library.
Beeching (H. C), M.A., Canon of West-

minster. See Library of Devotion.
Beerbohm (Max). A BOOK OF CARI-
CATURES. Imperial ^to. zzs. net.

Begbie (Harold). MASTER WORKERS.
Illustrated. Demy Svo. "js. 6d.net.

Behmen (Jacob). DIALOGUES ON THE
SUPERSENSUAL LIFE. Edited by
Bernard Holland. Fcap. Svo. -i.s. 6d.

Bell (Mrs. Arthur G.). THE SKIRTS
OF THE GREAT CITY. With 16 Illus-

trations in Colour by Arthi;r G. Bell,
17 other Illustrations, and a Map. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Belloc (Hilaire), M.P. PARIS. With
7 Maps and a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Second Edition, Revised. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HILLS AND THE SEA. Second Edition.
Crotvn Svo. 6s.

ON NOTHING AND KINDRED SUB-
JECTS. Ecap. St/o.

_
55.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Bellot(H. H.L.), M.A. See Jones(L. A. A.).

Bennett(W. H.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
THE BIBLE. With a concise Bibliogra-

phy. Fi/tA Edition. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Bennett (W. H.)and Adeney(W. F.). A
BIBLICAL INTRODITCTION. Fi/th
Edition. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

Benson (Archbishop) GOD'S BO.\RD
Communion Addresses. Second Edition.
Fcap. Svo. 3^. i)d, net.

Benson (A. C), M.A. See Oxford B
graphics.

Benson (R. M.). THE WAY OF HOI
NE.SS: a Devotional Commentary on I

119th Psalm. Cr. Svo. 55.

Bernard (E. R.), M..\., Canon of Salisbu

THE ENGLISH SUNDAY: its Origi
AND ITS Claims. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Bertouch (Baroness de). THE LI!
OF F.ATHER IGNATIUS, lllustrat.

Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Beruete (A. de). See Cl.issics of Art.

Betham-Edwards(Mi3s). HOME LI
IN FRANCE. With 20 lUustratio

Fifth Edition. Cro7vn Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Bethune-Baker (J. P.), M.A. See Hai

books of Theology.
Bidez (J.). See i5yzantine Texts.

Biggs(C. R. D.), D. D. See Churchman's Bil

Bindley (T. Herbert), B.D. THE OEC
MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF Tl
FAITH. With Introductions and Not
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

Binns (H. B.). THE LIFE OF WA:
WHITM.VN. Illustrated. Demy 8

los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Binyon(Mr8. Laurence). NINETEEN:
CENTURY PROSE. Selected and
ranged by. Crown Svo. 6s.

Binyon (Laurence). THE DEATH '

ADAM AND OTHER POEMS. Cr. 8

3^. 6d. net.

See also Blake (William).

Birch (Walter de Gray), LL.D., F.S
See Connoisseur's Library.

Birnstingl (Ethel). See Little Books on /

Blackmantle (Bernard). Seel.P.L.
Blair (Robert). See I.P.L.
Blake (William). THE LETTERS >

WILLIAM BLAKE, together with
Life by Frederick Tatham. Edi
from the Original Manuscripts, with
Introduction and Notes, by Archibald
B. Russell. With 12 Illustratic

Denty Svo. -js. 6d. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK
JOB. With General Introduction
Laurence Binyon. Quarto. 21J. net
See also Blair (Robert), I.P.L., ;

Little Library.
Bloom (J. Harvey), M.A. SHAK
SPEARE'S GARDEN. lllustrat

Fcap. Svo. -is. 6d. ; leather, ^s. 6d. net.

See also Antiquary's Books
Blouet (Henri), See Beginner's Books.
Boardman (T. H.), M.A. See French ('

Bodley (J. E. C), Author of France.' T!
CORONATION OF EDWARD \
Demy Svo. 21s. net. By Command of
King.

Body l:Qeor8:e), D.D. THE SOUI
PILGRIMAGE: Devotional Read!
from the Published and Unpublished •*.

ings of George Body, D.D. Selected
arran,t;ed by J. H. Burn, B.D., F.R.S
Demy \6mo. 21. 6d.
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tna (Cardinal). See Library of Devotion.

>On(F. C.)-i B-A. See Commercial Series.

irrow (Qeorgre), See Little Library.

>8 (J. Ritzema). AGRICULTURAL
ZOOLOGY. Translated by J. R. Ains-
WORTH Davis, M. A. With 155 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. \s. M.
)ttinff(C. G.), B.A. EASY GREEK
EXERCISES. Cr. Zvo. is.

See also Junior Examination Series.

»ulting(W.) TASSO AND HIS TIMES.
With 24 Illustrations. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d.

net.

>ulton(E. S.), M.A. GEOMETRY ON
MODERN LINES. Cr. Zz'o. 2s.

)ulton (William B.). SIR JOSHUA
REYNOLDS, P.R.A. With 49 Illustra-

tions. Demy ^vo. -js. 6d. net.

»wden(E. M.). THE I.MITATION OF
BUDDHA: Being Quotations_ from
Buddhist Literature for each Day in the

Year. Fifth Edition. Cr. i6}iio. zs.td.

)yle (W.). CHRISTMAS AT THE ZOO.
With Verses by W. Boyle and 24 Coloured
Pictures by H. B. Neilson. Super Royal
i6tno. 2S.

•abant (F. G.), M.A. See Little Guides.

•adiey (A. G.). ROUND ABOUT WILT-
SHIRE. With 14 Illustrations, in Colour
by T. C. GoTCH, 16 other Illustrations, and
a Map. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. ds,

A Colonial Edition is also published.

3E ROMANCE OF NORTHUMBER-
LAND. With 16 Illustrations in Colour by
Frank Southgate, R.B.A., and 12 from
Photographs. Second Edition. Demy Zvo

js, 6d net,

A Colonial Edition is also published.

radley (John W. ). See Little Books on Art.

raid (James), Open Champion, 1901, 1905
and 1906. ADVANCED GOLF. With
88 Photographs and Diagrams. Fourth
Edition. Demy Zz'o. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

raid (James) and OtIiers. GREAT
GOLFERS IN THE MAKING. Edited
by Henry Leach. With 24 Illustrations.

.Second Edition. Demy Sz'O. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

railsford (H. N.). MACEDONIA:
ITS RACES AND THEIR FUTURE.
With Photographs and Maps. Demy Zvo.

12.S. dd. net.

odrick (Mary) and Morton (A. Ander-
son). A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF
EGYPTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY. A Hand-
Book for Students and Travellers. With 80

Illustrations and many Cartouches. Cr. Zvo.

2S. 6d.

rooks (E. E.), B.Sc. (Lond), Leicester

Municipal Technical School, and James
(W. H. N.),A.R.C.S.,A.M. I. E.E., Muni-
cipal School of Technology, Manchester.
See Textbooks of Technology.

ooks (E. W.). See Hamilton (F. J.)

-own (P. H.), LL.D. SCOTLAND IN

THE TIME OF QUEEN MARY. Demy
Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Brown (S. E.), M.A., B.Sc, Senior Science

Master at Uppingham. A PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY NOTE - BOOK FOR
MATRICULATION AND ARMY CAN-
DID.\TES. Easy Experiments on the

Commoner Substances. Cr. ^io. is.6d.net.

Brown(J. Wood), M.A. THE BUILDERS
OF FLORENCE. With 74 Illustrations

by Herbert Railton. Demy ^io. jZs.net.

Browne (Sir Thomas). See Standard

Library.

Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAP.\N. Illustrated. Third Edition.

Cr. Sz'o. 6s. ; also Demy Zvo. 6d.

Browning (Robert). See Little Library.

Bryant (Walter W.), B,A., F.R.A.S., F.R.
Met. Soc, of the Royal Observatory, Green-

wich. A HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY.
With T"; Illustrations. DcmyZvo. ys 6d.net.

Buckland (Francis T.). CURIOSITIES
OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated

by H. B. Neilson. Cr. Zvo. 3,s. 6d.

Buckton (A. M.) THE BURDEN OF
ENGELA. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3s

ed. net.

EAGER HEART : .A Mystery Play. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. net.

KINGS IN BABYLON : A Drama. Cr. Zvo.

IS. net.

SOi'^GS OF JOY. Cr. Svo. is. net.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). THE GODS OF
THE EGYPTIANS. With over 100

Coloured Plates and many Illustrations.

Two Volumes. Royal Zvo. £^,-^s.net.

Bull (Paul), Army Chaplain. GOD AND
OUR SOLDIERS. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.
_ ^

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Bulley (Miss). See Dilke (Lady).

Bunyan (John). See Standard Library and
Library of Devotion.

Burcb (G. J.), M..'\.., F.R.S. A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illus-

trated. Cr. Svo. V-
Burgess (Gelett). GOOPS AND HOW TO
BE THEM. Illustrated. Small a,to. 6s.

Burke (Edmund). See Standard Library.

Burn (A. E.), D.D., Rector of Handsworth
and Prebendary of Lichfield. See Hand-
books of Theology.

Burn (J. H.), B. D., F. R. S. E. THE
CHURCHMAN'S TREASURY OF
SONG: Gathered from the Christian

poetry of all ages. Edited by. Fcap. Zvo.

xs. 6d. net. See also Library of Devotion.

Burnand (Sir F. C). RECORDS AND
REMINISCENCES. With a Portrait by
H. V. Herkomer. Cr. Zvo. Fourth and
Cheaper Edition. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Burns (Robert), THE POEMS. Edited by
Andrew Lang and W. A. Craigie. With
Portrait. Third Edition. De7>iy Zvo, gilt

top. 6s.

See also Standard Library.
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Burnside (W. F.), M.A. OLD TESTA-
|MENT HISTORY FOR USK IN

SCHOOLS. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^. td.

Burton (Alfred). See LP. L.

Bussell (F. W.), D.D. CHRISTIAN
THEOLOGYAND SOCIAL PROGRESS
(The Bampton Lectures of 1905). Demy
8»(7. 105. 6c/. net.

Butler (Joseph), D.D. See Standard
Library.

Caldecott (Alfred), D.D. See Handbooks
of Theology.

Calderwood (D. S.), Headmasterof the Nor-
mal School, Edinburgh. TEST CARDS
IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA. In three

packets of 40, with Answers, li'. each. Or
in three Books, price id., id., and 2,d.

Canning (George). See Little Libr.ary.

Capey (E. F. H.). See Oxford Biographies.
Careless (John). See I. P. L.

Carlyle (Thomas). THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Edited by C. R. L.
Fletcher, Fellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford. Three Volumes. Cr. Sr/o. 18^.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF OLIVER
CRO.MWELL. With an Introduction
by C. H. FiKTH, M.A., and Notes and
Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lomas. Three
Volumes. Demy 8rw. iS.f. net.

Carlyle (R. M. and A. J.), M.A. See
Leaders of Religion.

Carmichael (Philip). ALL ABOUT
PHILIPPINE. With 8 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

Carpenter(Margaret Boyd). THECHILD
IN ART. With 50 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Lar^e Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Cavanagh (Francis), M.D. (Edin.). THE
CARE O F THE BODY. Second Edition.
Detny ^vo. -js. (3d. net.

Celano (Thomas of). THE LIVES OF ST.
FRANCIS OF ASSIST Translated into

English by A. G. Ferrers Howell. With
a Frontispiece. Cr. Svo. ^s. net.

Cbanner (C. C.) and Roberts (M. E.).
LACEMAKING IN THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT. With 16 full-

page Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d.

Chapman (S. J.). See Books on Business.

Chatterton (Thomas). See Standard

Chesterfield (Lord), THE LETTERS OF,
TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Introduc-
tion by C. Strachey, with Notes by A.
Calthrop. Two I'olmnes. Cr. 9,to, 12.V.

Che8terton(a.K.). CHARLES DICKENS.
With two Portraits in Photogravure. Fi/tli

Edition. Cr. %vo. (>s.

Childe (Charles P.), B.A., F.R.C.S. THE
CONTROL OF A SCOURGE : Or,
How Cancer is Ct;RABLE. Demy Zvo.
7.f. (>d. net.

Christian (F. W.). THE CAROLINE
ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and
Maps. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

Cicero. See Classical Tr.Tnslations.

Clapham (J. H.), Professor of Economics in

the University of Leeds. THE WOOL-

LEN AND WORSTED INDUSTRIE
With 21 Illustrations and LJiagrams. C

Zvo. 6s.

Clarke(F. A.), M..\. See Leaders of Religic

Clausen (George), A.R.A., R.W.S. SI

LECTURES ON PAINTING. With
Illustrations. Third Edition. Large Pi

Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.

AIMS AND IDEALS IN ART. Eia
Lectures delivered to the Stvidents of t

Royal Academy of Arts. With 32 Illust

tions. Second Edition. Large Post B;

SJ. net.

Cleather (A. L.). See Wagner (R).

Clinch (G.), F.G.S. See Antiquary's Boc
and Little Guides.

Clough (W. T.)and Dunstan (A. E.).

See Junior School Books and Textbooks
Science.

Clouston (T. S.), M.D., C.C.D., F.R.S.
THE HYGIENE OF MIND. With
Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Demy %-<

IS. 6d. net.

Coast (W. Q.), B.A. EXAMINATIC
PAPERS IN VERGIL. Cr.Zvo. is.

Cobb (VV. F.), M.A. THE BOOK (

PS.ALMS : with a Commentary. Demyi:
10s. 6d. net.

Coleridge (S. T.). POEMS. Selected a
Arranged by Arthur .Svmons. With
Photogravure Frontispiece. Fcaf. 8?

IS. 6d. net.

Collingwood (W. G.), M.A. THE Lll
OF JOHN RUSKIN. With Portra
Sixth Edition. Cr. Zz'o. is. 6d. net.

Collins (W. E.), M.A. See Churchma
Library.

Combe (SVilliam). See LP. L.

Conrad (Joseph). THE MIRROR C

THE SEA: Memories and Irapressioi

Third Edition. Cr. 8r'o. 6s.

Cook(A. M.), M..'V.,andMarchant(E. C
M.A. PASSAGES FOR UNSEE
TRANSLATION. Selected from Latin a

Greek Literature. Fourth Ed. Cr.Svo. -^s.t

L.\TIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEE
TRANSLATION. Third Ed. Cr.Zvo. \s.t

Cooke-Taylor (R. W.). THE FACTOI-
SYSTEM. Cr. Zto. is. 6d.

Coolidge (W. A. B.), M.A. THE ALF
With many Illustrations. Demy 8;

7^. 6d net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Corelli (Marie). THE PASSING OF TF
GREAT QUEEN. Second Edition. Fee
^to. -iS.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Cr. i,to. i

Corkran (Alice). See Little Books on Art

Cotes (Everard). SIGNS AND PO
TENTS IN THE FAR EAST. With
Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy Z:

js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Cotes (Rosemary). DANTE'S GARDE
With a Frontispiece. Second Editic
Fcap. S710. IS. 6d.; leather, 3.1. Cci. net,

BIBLE FLOWERS. With a Frontispie

and Plan. FcaJ>. Svo. is, 6d. net.
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owley (Abraham). See Liltle Library.
owper (William). THE POEMS.
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by
J. C. Bailey, M.A. Illustrated, including
two unpublished designs by William
Blake. Demy %vo. los. dd. net.
ox (J. Charles). See Ancient Cities, Anti-
quary's Books, and Little Guides.
DX (Harold), B.A., M.P. LAND
NATIONALIZATION AND LAND
TAXATION. Second Edition revised.
Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d. net.

rabbe (George). See Little Library.
raik (Mrs.). See Little Library.
rane (C. P.), D.S.O. See Little Guides.
rane (Walter), R.W.S. AN ARTIST'S
REMINISCENCES. With 123 Illustra-
tions by the Author and others from Photo-
graphs. Second Edition. DemyZvo. iS.j.

net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
'IDIA lAIPRESSIONS. With 84 Illus-

trations from Sketches by the Author.
Second Edition, Demy ^710. ys. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

rashaw (Richard). See Little Library.
rawford (F. G.). See Danson (Mary C).
rofts (T. R. N.), M. A., Modern Language
Master at Merchant Taylors' School. See
Simplified French Texts.
ross (J. A.), M.A. THE FAITH OF
THE BIBLE. Eca/. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.
ruik8hank(G.). THE LOVING BAL-
LAD OF LORD BATEMAN. With n
Plates. Cr. i6mo. \s. 6d. net.
rump (B.). See Wagner (R.).
unliffe (Sir F. H. E.), Fellow of All Souls'
College, Oxford. THE HISTORY OF
THE BOER WAR. With many Illus-
trations, Plans, and Portraits. In 2 vois.
Quarto. Vol. I. iji.

unynghame (H. H.), C.B. See Connois-
seur's Librarj'.

litts(E. L.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.
aniell (Q. W.), M.A. See Leaders of
Religion.

ante (Alighieri). LA COMMEDIA DI
DANTE. The Italian IlgkI edited by
Paget ToYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
HE DIVINE COMEDY. Translated
by H. F. Cary. Edited with a Life of
Dante and Introductory Notes by Paget
Toynbee, M. A.. D.Litt. Demy&vo. 6d.
HEPURGATORIOOFDANTE.
Translated into Spenserian Prose by C.
Gordon Wright. With the Italian text.
Fcap. 8zio. zs. 6d. net.

See also Little Library, Toynbee (Paget),
and Vernon (Hon. W. Warren).
arley (George). See Little Library.
'Arcy(R. F.), M.A. A NEW TRIGON-
OMETRY FOR BEGINNERS. With
numerous diagrams. Cr. hvo. ay. 6d.
avenport (Cyril). See Connoisseur's
Library and Little Books on Art.
avenport (James). THE WASH-
BOURNE FAMILY. With 15 Illustra-
tions and a Map. Royal &V0. 31s.net.

Davey (Richard). THE PAGEANT OF
LONDON. With 40 Illustrations in
Colour by John Fulleylove, R. I. InTwo
Voiufnes. Demy 8vo. 15,?. net.

Davis (H. W. C), M.A., Fellow and Tutor
of Balliol College. ENGLAND UNDER
THE NORMANS AND ANGEVINS :

1066-1272. With Maps and Illustrations.
Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Dawson (Nelson). See Connoisseur's Library.
Dawson (Mrs. Nelson). See Little Books on

Art.

Deane (A. C). See Little Library.
Deans (Storry R.). THE TRIALS OF
FIVE QUEENS: Katharine of
Aragon, Anne Boleyn, Mary Queen
OF Scots, Marie Antoinette and Caro-
line OF Brunswick. With 12 Illustrations.
Demy Szio. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF
CHRIST. With 8 Illustrations in Colour
by E. Fortescue-Brickdale. Large Cr.
Sz'O. 6s.

Delbos (Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM.
Cr. Sz'o. 2S.

Demosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
CALLICLES. Edited by F. Darwin
Swift, M.A. Second Edition. Fcap.
8z>0. IS.

Dickens (Charles). See Little Library,
I.P.L., and Chesterton (G. K.).

Dickinson (Emily). POEMS. Cr. &z;o.

4S. 6d. net.

Dickinson (G. L.), M.A., Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEK
VIEW OF LIFE. Sijct/i Edition. Cr.
8vo. 2s. 6d.

Dilke (Lady), Bulley (Miss), and Whitley
(Miss). WOMEN'S WORK. Cr. Svo.
2S. 6d.

Dillon (Edward), M.A. See Connoisseur's
Library and Little Books on Art.

Ditchfield (P. H.), M.A., F.S.A. THE
STORY OF OUR ENGLISH TOWNS.
With an Introduction by Augustus
Jessopp,D.D. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at
the Present Time. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

ENGLISH VILLAGES. With 100 Illustra-
tions. Second Edition. Cr. Sz/o. 2s.6d.net.

THE PARISH CLERK. With 31
Illustrations. Third Edition. Demy Svo.
js. 6d. net.

Dixon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
TENNYSON. Second Edition. Cr.Svo.
2s. 6d.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.
2s, 6d.

Dobbs (W. J.), M.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Doney(May). SONGS OF THE REAL.
Cr. Sz'o. 3^. 6d. net.

Dou§:Ias(HughA.). VENICE ON FOOT.
With the Itinerary of the Grand Canal.
With 75 Illustrations and 11 Maps. Eca/>.
Zvo. 5J. net.
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Douglas (James). THE MAN IN THE
PULPIT. C>. &V0. 2S. dd. net.

Dowden (J.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Edin-
burgh. FURTHER STUDIES IN THE
PR.\YER BOOK. Cr. ^'o. 6s.

See also Churchman's Library.
Drage(Q.). See Books on Busines.";.

Draper (F. W. M.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Driver (S. R.), D.D., D.C.L., Regius Pro-
fessor of Hebrew in tlie University of
Oxford. SERMONS ON SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Cr. 8iv^. 6s.

See also Westminster Commentaries.
Dry(Wakeling). See Little Guides.
Dryhurst (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

Du Buisson(J. C), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Duguid (Charles). See Books on Business.
Dumas (Alexandre). THE CRIMES OF
THE BORGIAS AND OTHERS.
With an Introduction by R. S. Garnett.
With g Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF URBAIN GRAN-
DIER AND OTHERS. With 8 Illustra-

tions. C>-. Zvo. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF THE MARQUISE
DE BRINVTLLIERS AND OTHERS.
With 8 Illustrations. Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF ALI PACHA AND
OTHERS. With 8 Illustrations. Cr. Svo.

6s.

Colonial Editions are also published.
MY MEMOIRS. Translated by E. M.
Waller. With an Introduction by Andrew
Lang. With Frontispieces in Photogravure.
In six Volumes. Cr. 82'0. 6s. each volume.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Vol. I. i3o2-i82i. Vol. III. 1826-1830.
Vol. II. 1322-1825. Vol. IV. 18^0-1831.

Duncaii(David), D.Sc.,LL.D. THE LIFE
AND LETTERS OF HERBERT
SPENCER. With IS Illustrations. Demy
8z'<j. 15.9.

Dunn(J.T).,D.Sc.,andMundeIIa(V. A.).
GENERAL ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With 114 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Cr. %vo. IS. 6d,

Dunstan (A, E.), B.Sc (Lond.), East Ham
Technical College. See Textbooks of
Science, and Junior School Books.

Durham (The Earl ot ). A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Demy 8z'o. 41. 61/. net.

Dutt(W, A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS.
With coloured Illustrations by Frank
SouTHGATE, R.B.A. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA. With
16 Illustrations in colour by Frank South-
gate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Demy
8vo. -js. 6d. net.

SOME LITERARY ASSOCIATIONS OF
EAST ANGLIA. With 16 Illustrations in

Colour by W. Dexter, R.B.A., and 16
other Illustrations. DemyZvo. 10s. 6d.net.

See also Little Guides.

Earle(John), Bishop of Salisbury. MICRC
COSMOGRAPHIE, or A PIECE O
THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Po
j6w<j. 2s. net.

Edmonds(MajorJ. E.),R.E.;D.A.Q.-M.(
See Wood (\V. Birkbeck).

Edwards (Clement), M.P. RAILWA
NATIONALIZATION. Second Edition
Revised. Crown Sr'C. 2^. 6d. net.

Edwards (W. Douglas). See Commerci:
Series.

Edwardes (Tickner). THE LORE O
THE HONEY BEE. With many Illustr;

tions. Cr. 87(7. 6s.

Egan (Pierce). See LP. L.
Egerton (H. E.), M.A. A HISTORY O
BRITISH CtJLONIAL POLICY. .

Cheaper Issue, witha supplementarychapte
SecondEd., Revised. Demy&vo. is.6d.ne
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Ellaby(C. G.). See Little Guides.
EUerton (F. Q.). See Stone (S. J.).
Epictetus. See Aurelius (Marcus). '

Erasmus. A Book called in Latin El^
CHlRipiON MILITIS CHRISTIAN:
and in English the Manual of the Cbristia
Knight, i-cap. Z-<'0. 35. 6d. net.

Ewald(Carl). TWO LEGS, AND OTHEl
STORIES. Translated from the Danis
by Alexander Teix-f.ira r>E Matto;
Illustrated by Augusta Guest. Large Ci
Zvo. 6s.

FairbrotherCW. H.), M.A. THE PHILC
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Secon
Edition, Cr. %vo. 3s. 6d.

Fea (Allan). SOME BEAUTIES OF THl
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Wit
82 Illustrations. Second Edition. Dent
Svo. I2S. 6d. 7iet.

THE FLIGHT OF THE KING. Wit
over 70 Sketches and Photographs by th

Author. Aetu and revised Editior.

Demy Svo. -js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
SECRET CHAMBERS AND HIDING
PLACES. With 80 Illustrations. New am
revised Edition. Demy Z7>o. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Ferrier (Susan). See Little Library.

Fidler (T. Claxton), M.Inst. C.E. .Se

Books on Business.'

Fielding (Henry). See Standard Library.
FinnjS. W.), M.A. See Junior E.xaminatioi

Series.

Firth (J. B.). See Little Guides.
Firth (C. H.), M.A., Regius Professor o

Modern History at Oxford. CROM
WELL'S ARMY: AHistory of the Englisl
Soldier during the Civil 'VV'ars, the Com
monwealth, and the Protectorate. Cr. Zvo
6s.

Firth (Edith E.). See Beginner's Books.
FitzGerald (Edward). 1 HE RUBAIYAl
OF OMAR KHAYYAM. Printed fron
the Fifth and last Edition. With a Com
mentary by Mrs. Stephen Batson, and s

Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. See also Miniature Library.
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ItzOerald (H. P.). A CONCISE HAND-
BOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS,
AND WALL SHRUBS. Illustrated.

Fcaf. ^vo. y. dd. net.

itzpatrick (5. A. O.). See Ancient Cities.

lecker(W. H.), M. A., D.C.L., Headmaster
of the Dean Close School, Cheltenham.
THE STUDENT'S PRAYER BOOK.
The Text of Morning and Evening
Prayer and Litany. With an Introduc-

tion and Notes. Cr. Zvo. is. kd.

letcher (J. S.). A BOOK OF YORK-
SHIRE. With i6 Illustrations in Colour
by Wal Paget and Frank Southgate,
R.B.A., and 12 from Photographs. Demy
Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

lux (A. W.), .AI.A., William Dow Professor

of Political Economy in M'Gill University,

Montreal. ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

oat (F. W. Q.), D.Litt., M.A., Assistant

Master at the City of London School.

LONDON : A READER FOR YOUNG
CITIZENS. With Plans and Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d.

'ord (H. G.), M.A., Assistant Master at

Bristol Grammar School. See Junior School
Books.

orel (A.). THE SENSES OF INSECTS.
Translated by Maclkod Yearslev. With
2 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. -los. 6d. net.

'ortescue (Mrs. Q.). See Little Books on
Art.

raser (J. F.). ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations.

Fifth Edition Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

'rench(W.), M.A. See Textbooks of Science.
reudenreich (Ed. von). DAIRY BAC-
TERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for

Students. Translated by J. R. Ajnsworth
Davis, M.A. Second Edition. Revised.
Cr. ?>vo. IS. 6d.

'ulford (H. W.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

'uller (W. P.), M.A. See Simplified French
Texts.

yvie (-John). TRAGEDY QUEENS OF
THE GEORGIAN ERA. With 16 Illustra-

tions. SecondEd. DemyZvo. iis.6d.net.

lallaher (D.)and Stead (W, J.). THE
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER,
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM.
With 35 Illustrations. Second Ed. Demy
ivo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

ianichan(W. M.). .See Little Guides.
iambado (Geoffrey, Esq.). See I.P.L.

iaskell (Mrs.). See Little Library, Stan-

dard Library and Sixpenny Novels.

iasquet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See
Antiquary's Books.

leorjre(H. B.), M.A. , Fellow ofNew Collece,

Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. With numerous Plans. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zzio. 3.9. 6d.

L HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE

BRITISH EMPIRE. TAird Edition.
Cr. Svo. iS. 6d.

Gibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A. IN-
DUSTRY IN ENGLAND : HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. With 5 Maps. Fifth
Edition. Demy Sto. jos. bd.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND. With Maps and Plans.

Fifteenth Kditlnn, Rr-.'i^ed. Cr. Z7-o. -^s.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

See also Hadfield(R. A.)., and Commer-
cial Series.

Gibbon (Edward). MEMOIRS OF MV
LIFE AND WRITINGS. Edited by
G. BiRKBECK Hill, LL.D Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. Edited, with Notes,
Appendices, and Maps, by J. B. Bury,
M.A., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Modern
History at Cambridge. In Seven Volumes.
Demy Zvo. Gilt top. Zs. 6d. each. A Iso,

C}-07vn 8vo. 6s. each.

See also Standard Library'.

Gibbs (Philip). THE ROMANCE OF
GEORGE VILLIERS : FIRST DUKE
OF BUCKINGHAM, AND SOME MEN
AND WOMEN OF THE STUART
COURT. With 20 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. 15J. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Gibson (E. C. S.), D.D., Lord Bishop of
Gloucester. See Westminster Commentaries,
Handbooks of Theology, and Oxford Bio-
graphies.

Gilbert (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

Qloag (M. R.) and Wyatt (Kate M.). A
BOOK OF ENGLISH GARDENS.
With 24 Illustrations in Colour. Demy
Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Godfrey (Elizabeth). A BOOK OF RE-
MEMBRANCE. Being Lyrical Selections
for every day in the Year. Arranged by.
Fcap. &V0. IS. 6d. net.

ENGLISH CHILDREN IN THE OLDEN
TIME. With 32 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Z710. ys. 6d. net.

Godley (A. D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxford. LYRA FRIVOLA.
Fourth Edition. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

VERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition.
Fcap. Svo. IS. 6d.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Goldsmith (Oliver). THE VICAR OF
WAKEFIELD. With 10 Plates in

Photogravure by Tony Johannot. Leather,
Fcap. ^itno. IS. 6d. net.

See also I.P.L. and Standard Library.
Gomme (G. L.). See Antiquary's Books.
Goodrich- Freer (A.). IN A SYRIAN
SADDLE. Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Gorst (Rt. Hon, Sir John). THE CHIL-
DREN OF THE NATION. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Goudge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of Wells
Theological College. See Westminster Com-
mentaries.
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Qraham (P. Anderson). THE RURAL
EXODUS. The Problem of the Village

and the Town. C>: S710. 2s. 6ii.

Granger (F. S.), M..\., Litt.D. PSYCH-
OLOGY. Third Edition. Cr. ivo. is. td. I

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN. !

Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

Gray (E. M'Queen). GERMAN PASSAGES
FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cr.

Svo. ss. 6d.

Gray (P. L.), B.Sc. THE PRINCH^LESOF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
With 181 Diagrams. Cr. Sr'O. js. td.

Green (Q. Buckland), M.A., Tate Fellow
of St. John's College, Oxon. NOTES ON
GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX.
Second Ed. revised. Croiun Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Greenidge(A.H.J.),M.A.,D.Litt. A HIS-
TORY OF ROME : From the Tribunate of

Tiberius Gracchus to the end of the Jugur-
thine War, B.C. 133-104. Demy &vo.

10s. 6d. net.

Qreenwell (Dora). See Miniature Library.

Gregory (R. A.). THE VAULT OF
HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to

Astronomy. Illustrated. Cr. Sz'O. 2s. 6d.

Gregory (Miss E. C). See Library of
Devotion.

Grubb(H. C). See Textbooks ofTechnology.
Hadfield (R. A.) and Gibbins (H. de B ).

A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr.
Svo, 2S. td.

Hall (Mary). A WOMAN'S TREK FROM
THE CAPE TO CAIRO. With 64 Illus-

trations and 2 Maps. Second Edition.
Denty %vo. its. net.

Hall (R. N.) and Neal (W. G.). THE
ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA.
Illustrated. Seco7id Editiott, revised.

Demy ivo. 10s. td. 7iet.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Hall (R. N.). GREAT ZIMBABWE.
With numerous Plans and Illustrations.

Second Edition. Dctny Srw. jos. td. net.

Hamel (Frank). FAMOUS FRENCH
SALONS. With 20 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Devty 8?>o. 12s. td. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Hamilton (p. J.), D.D. See Byzantine Texts.

Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY, 1200-16S8. Illus-

trated. Demy i,7io. -js. td. net.

Hannay (James O.), M.A. THE SPIRIT
AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN
MONASTICISM. Cr. Sz-o. ts.

THE WISDOM OF THE DESERT. Fca/:.

Zvo. 'is. td. net.

Hardie(Martin). See Connoisseur's Library.

Hare (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF LARGEINDUCTION COILS.
M'itb numerous Diagrams. Demy Zvo. ts.

Harvey (Alfred), M.B. See Ancient Cities

and Antiquary's Books.
Hawthorne(Nathaniel). See Little Library-.

Heath (Prank R.). See Little Guides.
Heath (Dudley). See Connoisseur's Library.
Hello (Ernest). STUDIES IN SAINT-

SHIP. Eca^ Zvo. 3f. td.

Henderson (B. W.), Fellow of Exe
College, Oxford. THE LIFE A^
PRINCIPATE OF THE EMPERC
NERO. Illustrated. NeT.u and cheat
issue. Demv Zno. js. 6d. net.

AT INTERVALS. EcapZvo. 2s.td.net

Henderson (M. Sturge). GEORC
MEREDITH: NOVELIST, POE
REFORMER. With a Portrait in Pho
gravure. Second Edition. Croiun Zvo.

Henderson (T. P.). See Little Library a

Oxford Biographies.

Henderson (T. P.), and Watt (Franci
SCOTLAND OF TO-DAV. With
Illustrations in colour and 24 other 111

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRIC
CHAUCER TO POE, 1340-1S49. Seco
Edition. Cr. Zz>o. 2s. td. net.

Henley (W.E.)andWhibley(C.) A BOC
OF ENGLISH PROSE, CIIARACTE
AND INCIDENT, 1387-1649. Cr. 8

2s. td. net.

Henson(H. H.), B.D., Canon ofWestminst
LIGHT AND LEAVEN : Historic
AND Social Sermons. Cr. Zvo. ts.

Herbert (George). See Library of Devotii

Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Min
ture Library.

Hewins (W. A. S.), B.A. ENGLI?
TR.\DE AND FINANCE IN TI
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. t
2S. td.

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIA
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Eci
Zvo. 2S. td. net.

Hey (H.), Inspector, Surrey Education Co
mittee, and Rose (G. H.), City and Gui
Woodwork Teacher. THE MANU.(
TRAINING CLASSROOM : Woe
WORK. Book I. ^to. IS.

Heywood (W.). See St. Francis of Assi.si

Hill (Clare). See Textbooks of Technolog
Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Bo

High School, Worcester, Cape Colony,
SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETI
Cr. Zvo. 3s. td.

Hind(C. Lewis). DAYS IN CORNWAl
With 16 Illustrations in Colour by Willi,
Pascoe, and 20 other Illustrations anc
Map. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hirst (F. W.) See liooks on Business.

Hoare (J. Douglas). A HISTORY (

ARCTIC EXPLORATION. With
Illustrations& Maps. DemvZvo. js.td.n

Hobhouse (L. T.), late Fellow of C.C.i
Oxford. THE THEORY OF KNO'
LEDGE. Demy Zvo. lor. td. net.

Hob8on(J. A.), M.A. INTERNATION;
TRADE : A Study of Economic Principl
Cr. 8zv>. 2S. td. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. An Inqu
into the Industrial Condition of the Po
Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo, 2s. td.
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HE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 2s.f>d.

odgetts (E. A. Brayley). THE CO U RT
OF RUSSIA IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY. With 20 Illustrations. Two
Volumes. Demy Zvo. ^^s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

od^kin (T.), D.C.L. See Leaders of

Religion.
odgsonCMrs.W.) HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. With 40

Illustrations. Second Edition. PostZvo. 6s.

olden-Stone (Q. de). See Books on

Business.

oldich (Sir T. H.), K.C.I.E. THE
INDIAN BORDERLAND: being a

Personal Record of Twenty Years. Illus-

trated. Demy Sto. 10s. dd. net.
_

A Colonial Edition is also published.

oldsworth (W. S.). M.A. A HISTORY
OF ENGLISH LAW. In Tivo Volumes.

Vol. I. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

olland (H. Scott), Canon of St. Paul's.

See Newman (J. H.).

ollway-Calthrop (H. C), late of Balliol

College, Oxford ; Bursar of Eton College.

PETRARCH : HIS LIFE, WORK, AND
TIMES. With 24 Illustrations. Demy
Zvo. 1 2J. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

olt (Emily). THE SECRET OF POPU-
LARITY : How to Achieve Social Success.

Cr. ivo. y. dd. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

oIyoake(Q. J.). THE CO-OPERATIVE
MOVEMENT OF TO-DAY. Fourth Ed.

Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

one(Nathaniel J.). See Antiquary's Books.

ook (A.) HUMANITY AND ITS
PROBLEMS. Cr. 8vo. 5s. tut.

oppner. See Little Galleries.

Grace. See Classical Translations.

;orsburgh(E. L. S.), M.A. WATERLOO :

With Plans. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. $s.

See also Oxford Biographies.

lorth(A. C). See Te.xtbooks ofTechnology.

lorton (R. F. ), D. D. See Leaders of Religion.

losie (Alexander). MANCHURIA. With
Illustrations and a Map. Second Edition.

Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

low (F. D.). SIX GREAT SCHOOL-
MASTERS. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Svo. ys. 6d.

lowell (A. G. Ferrers). FRANCISCAN
riAVS. Being Selections for every day in

the year from ancient Franciscan writings.

Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.

iowell(Q.). TRADE UNIONISM—New
AND Old. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

is. 6d.

Juffffins (Sir William), K.C.B., O.M.,
D.C.L., F.R.S. THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
With 23 Illustrations. Wide Royal Z-vo.

4J. 6d. 7iet.

lu'^hes (C. E.). THE PRAISE OF
SHAiCESPEARE. An English Antho-

logy. With a Preface by Sidney Lee.
Demy Zvo. y. 6d. net.

Hughes (Thomas). TOM BROWN'S
SCHOOLDAYS. With an Introduction

and Notes by Vernon Rhndall. Leather.

Royal ^imo. 2S. 6d. net.

Hutchinson (Horace G.) THE NEW
FORE^ST. Illustrated in colour with

50 Pictures by Walter Tynoale and 4

by Lucy Kemp-Welch. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6i-.

Hutton (A. W.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion and Library of Devotion.

Hutton (Edward). THE CITIES OF
UMBRIA. With 20 Illustrations in Colour
by A. Pisa, and 12 other Illustrations. Third
Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE CITIES OF SPAIN. With 24 Illus-

trations in Colour, by A. W. Rimington,
20 other Illustrations and a Map. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

FLORENCE AND THE CITIES OF
NORTHERN TUSCANY, WITH
GENOA. With 16 Illustrations in Colour

by William P.\rkinson, and 16 other

Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s

A Colonial Edition is also published.

ENGLISH LOVE POEMS. Edited with

an Introduction. Fcap. Zvo. 3J. 6d. net.

Hutton (R. H,). See Leaders of Religion.

Hutton (W. H.), M.A. THE LIFE OF
SIR THOMAS MORE. With Portraits

after Drawings by Holbein. Second Ed.
Cr. Zvo. z^.

See also Leaders of Religion.

Hyde (A. Q.) GEORGE HERBERT AND
HIS TIMES. With 32 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. zos. 6d. net,

Hyett(F. A.). FLORENCE : Her History
AND Art to the Fall of the Republic.
Detny Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A Drama.
Translated by William Wilson. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Inge (W. R.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of

Hertford College, O.vford. CHRISTIAN
MYSTICISM. (The Bampton Lectures of

iSgg.) DcJny Zvo. zis. 6d. net.

See alsoLibrary of Devotion.

Ingham (B. P.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Innes(A. D.), M.A. A HISTORY OFTHE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

los. 6d. net.

Jackson (C. E.), B. A., Senior Physics Maste
Bradford Grammar School,

of Science.

Jackson (S.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Jackson (F. Hamilton). See Little Guides.

Jacob (F.), M.A. See Junior Examination
Series.
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James (W. H. N.). See Brooks (E. E.).

Jeans (J. Stephen). TRUSTS, POOLS,
AND CORNERS AS AFFECTING
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY. Cr.
Zvo. 2S. dd.

See also Bonks on Business.

Jebb (Camilla). A STAR OF THE
SALONS: Julie de Lespinasse. Witli
20 Illustrations. Demy St'o. jos. dd. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Jeffery (Reginald W.), M.A. THE
THIRTEEN COLONIES OF NORTH
AMERICA. With 8 Illustrations and a

Map. Demy 8r'o. -js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Jeffrey8(D. Owyn). DOLLY'S THEATRI-

CALS. SuJ>er Royal \tino. is. dd.

Jenks(E.), M.A., B.C.L. AN OUTLINE
OF ENGLISH LOCALGOVERNMENT.
Second Ed. Revised by R. C. K. Ensor,
M.A. Cr. Zvo. 2S. dd.

Jenner (Mrs. H.). See Little Books on Art.

Jennings (Oscar), M.D. EARLY WOOD-
CUT INITL'VLS. Demy ^to. zxs.net.

Jessopp (Augustus), D.D. See Leaders of
Religion.

Jevons (F. B.). M.A., Litt.D., Principal of
Hatfield Hall, Durham. RELIGION
IN EVOLUTION. Cr.Zvo. -^s. dd. net.

See also Churchman's Library and Hand-
books of Theology.

Johnson (Mrs. Barham). WILLIAM BOD-
HAM DONNE AND HIS FRIENDS.
Illustrated. Demy 8vo. 10s. dd. net.

Johnston (Sir H. H.). K.C.B. BRITISH
CENTRAL AFRICA. With nearly 2cx>

Illustrations and Six Maps. Thii-d Edition.
Cr. i,to. iZs. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Jones (H.). See Cnmmercial Series.

Jones (H. F.). See Textbooks of Science.

Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P., and
Bellot (Hugh H. L.), M.A., D.C.L.
THE MINER'S GUIDE TO THE COAL
MINES REGULATION ACTS AND
THE LAW OF EMPLOYERS AND
WORKMEN. Cr. Zvo. 2s. dd. net.

COMMERCE IN WAR. RoyalZvo. iis.net.

Jones (R. Compton), M.A. POEMS OF
THE INNER LI FE. Selected by. Thir-
teenth Edition. Fcap. Sjv. z^. dd. net.

Jonson (Ben). See Standard Library.
Juliana (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Ed.byGuACK
Warrack. Third Ed. Cr. Zvo. ^s. dd.

Juvenal. See Classical Translations.
'Kappa.' LET YOUTH BUT KNOW:
A Plea for Reason in Education. Cr. 8vo.
js. dd. net.

Kaufmann (M.), M.A. SOCIALISM AND
MOp ICRN THOUGH T. .Second Edition
Revised and Enlarged. Cr. Zvo. 2S, dd.

net.

Keats (John). THE POEMS. Edited
withlntroduction and Notes by E. de Ski.in-

couKT, M.A. With a Frontispiece in

Photogravure. .Second Edition Revised.
Demy Zvo. js. dd. net.

REALMS OF GOLD. Selections from ll

Works of. Fcap. Zvo. y. dd. net. ,

See also Little Library and Standa
Library.

Keble(John). THE CHRISTL\N YEAl
Withan Introduction and Notes by W. Loci
D.D., Warden of Keble College. Illustrat.
by R. Anning Bkll. ThirdEdition. Fca
Zvo. -3,!. dd. ; padded morocco, 5s.

See also Library ofDevotion.
Kelynack (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P. TH
DRINK PROBLEM IN ITS MEDICC
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECT. By fou
teen Medical Authorities. E;dited b-

With 2 Diagrams. De»iy Zvo. ^s. dd. ne
Kempis (Thomas h). THE IMITATIO
OF CHRIST. With .an Introduction I

Dean Farrar. Illustrated by C. M. Gerj
Third Edition. Fcap. Zvo. y.dd.; paddi
morocco. $5.

Also Translated by C. Bigg, D.D. C.
Zvo. 3J. dd.

See also Montmorency (J. E. G. de)
Libraryof Devotion, and Standard Librari

Kennedy (Bart. ). THE GREE]!
SPHINX. Cr.Zvo. y. dd. net.

Kennedy (James Houghton), D.D., Assis
ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University c

Dublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND AN!
THIRD EPISTLES TO THE CORIN
THIANS. With Introduction, Dissertation
and Notes. Cr. Zvo. ds.

Kimmins (C. W.), M.A. THE CHEMI.=
TRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. Illus
trated. Cr. Zvo. 2S. dd.

Kinglake (A. 'W.). See Little Library.
Kipling (Rudyard). BARRACK-ROOI\
BALLADS. Zgth Thousand. Twenty
Ji/th Edition. Cr.Zvo. ds. Also Leather
Fcap. Zvo. 5J.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE SEVEN SEAS. 77M Thousana

Fourteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ds. A Is,

Leather. Fcap. Zvo. 5.?.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE FIVE NATIONS. 65/A Thousand
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ds. Alst
Leather. Fcap. Zr'o. 5s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. SeventeentJ

Edition. Cr. Zvo. ds. A ho Leather. Fcap.
Zvo. s-r.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Knight (Albert E.). THE COMPLETK
CRICKETER. With 50 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. js. dd. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Knight(H. J. C. ), B. D. SeeChurchman'sBihle.
Knowling (R. J.), M.A., Professor of New

Testament Exegesis at King's College,
London. See Westminster Commentaries.

Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS.
Edited by E. V. Lucas. Illustrated. /«
Seven Volumes. Demy Z7'o. y.r. 6d. each.
See also Little Library and Lucas (E. V.)

Lambert (F. A. H.). See Little Guides.
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.ambros (Professor S. P.). See Byzantine
Texts.

-ane- Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF
EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Fully
Illustrated. Cr. 8z'o. 6s.

.angbridge(F.),M.A. BALLADSOF THE
BRAVE : Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy. Third Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

,aw (William). See Library of Devotion
and Standard Library.
,each (Henry). THE DUKE OF DEVON-
SHIRE. A Biography. With 12 Illustra-

tions. Dcmy'&z'O. 125-. bd. net.

HE SPIRIT OF THE LINKS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

See also Braid (James).

,e Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF
PARDONS. Translated by Frances M.
GosTLiNG. With 12 Illustrations in Colour
by T. C. GoTCH, and 40 other Illustrations.

Third Edition. Crcwn'&vo. 6s.

ee (Captain L. Melville). A HISTORY
OF POLICE IN ENGLAND. Cr. Sz/o.

3s. 6d. net.

ewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

ewis (B. M. Gwyn). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS.
With 20 Illustrations. Fcap. &vo. y. 6d. net.

isle (Fortun^ede). See Little Bookson Art.
ittlehales (H.). See Antiquary's Books.
lewellyn (Owen) and Raven=Hill (L.).
THE SOUTH-BOUND CAR. With 85
Illustrations. Crown Zvo. 6s.

ock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble
College. ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-
BUILDER. Second Ed. Cr.8vo.2s.6d.
HE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Keble (J.) and Leaders of Religion.

OCker (P.). See Little Library.

odge (Sir Oliver), F.R.S. THE SUB-
SlANCE OF FAITH ALLIED WITH
SCIENCE: A Catechism for Parents
and Teachers. Ninth Ed. Cr. Z710. 2s net.

ofthouse(W. P.), M.A. ETHICS AND
ATONEMENT. With a Frontispiece.
Demy Z~jo. 5.?. net.

ongfellow (H. W.). See Little Library.
orimer (Qeorge Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Seventeenth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. y. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
LD GORGON GRAHAM. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
over (Samuel). See LP. L.

. V. L. and C. L, Q. ENGLAND D.\Y BY
DAY : Or, The Englishman's Handbook to

Efficiency. Illustrated by George Morrow.
Fourth Edition. Fcap. i,to. \s. net.

ucas(E. v.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
LAI\IB. With 28 Illustrations. Fourth
and Revised Edition in One Volume.
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A WANDERER IN HOLLAND. With
20 Illustrations in Colour by Herbert
JNIarshall, 34 Illustrations after old Dutch
Masters, and a Map. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Zi'o. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A WANDERER IN LONDON. With 16

Illustrations in Colour by Nelson Dawson,
36 other Illustrations and a Map. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE OPEN ROAD : a Little Book for Way-
farers. Fourteenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

^s. ; India Paper, -js. 6d.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : a Little Book
for the Urbane. Fourth Edition. J-cap.

Zvo. 5^-. : India Paper, ys. 6d.

FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5s.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 55.

THE GENTLEST ART. A Choice of
Letters by Entertaining Hands. Fifth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5J.

ASWAN AND HER FRIENDS. With 24
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. \-2S. 6i. net.

A Coloi.ial Edition is also published.

Lucian. .See Classical Translations.

Lyde(L. W.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Lydon (Noel S.). See Junior School Books.
Lyttelton(Hon. Mrs. A.). WOMEN AND
THEIR WORK. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND HIS-
TORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F. C. Mon-
TAGUE, M.A. Three Volumes. Cr. Zvo. \Zs.

M'Allen(J. E. B.), M.A. See Commercial
Series.

MacCulloch (J. A.). See Churchman's
Library.

MacCunn (Florence A.). M A R Y
STUART, \yith 44 Illustrations, in

eluding a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
New and Cheaper Edition. Large Cr. Zvo,

6s.

See also Leaders of Religion,

McDermott(E. R.). See Books on Business.
M'Dowall(A. S.;. See 0.\ford Biographies.
Mackay (A. M.), B.A. See Churchman's

Library.
Mackenzie (W. Leslie), M.A., M.D.,

D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH OF THE
SCHOOL CHILD. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Macklin (Herbert W.), M.A. See Ami-
quary's Books.

M'Neile (A. H.), B.D. See Westminster
Commentaries.

' Mdlle Mori • (Author of). ST. CATHER-
INE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES.
With 28 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

Magnus (Laurie), M.A. A PRIMER OF
WORDSWORTH. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Mahaffy (J. P.), Litt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
Fully Illustrated. Cr. Bt-o. 6s.

Maitland (P. W.), M.A., LL.D. ROMAN
CANON LAW IN THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. RoyalZvo. js. 6d.
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Major(H.), B A., B.Sc. A HEALTH AND
TEMPERANCE READER. Cr. 8fo.

IS.

Maiden (H. E.), M.A. ENGLISH RE-
CORDS. A Companion to the History of

I^ngland. Cr. Sz'O. 3^-. 6tf.

THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF A
CITIZEN. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo.

IS. 6ii.

See also School Histories.

Marchant (E. C), U.K., Fellow of I'etcr-

house, Cambridge. A GREEK ANTHO-
LOGY Second Edition. Cr.ivo. y.dd.
See also Cook (A. M.).

Marks (Jeannette), M.A. ENGLISH
PASTORAL DRAMA from the Restora-

tion to the date of the publication of the
' Lyrical Ballads' (1660-1798). Cr. %vo.

5J. net.

Marr (J. E. ), F. R. S. , Fellow of St John's Col-

lege, Cambridge. THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF SCF:NERY. Third Edition.
Illustrated. Cr. Zto. 6s.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo. es.

Marriott CJ. A. R.), M.A. THE LIFE
AND TIMES OF LORD FALKLAND.
With 23 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Demy ?>2'0. ys. 6d. net,

Marvell (Andrew). See Little Library.

Masefield (John). SEA LIFE IN NEL-
SON'S TIME. Illustr.ited. Cr. 8vo.

3i. f>d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

ON THE SPANISH MAIN : or, Somk
English Forays in the Isthmus of
Darien. With 22 Illustrations and a Map.
Demy Zno. jos. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND. Selected and
Edited by. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. ^s.6d.nct.

AN ENGLISH PROSE MISCELLANY.
Selected and Edited by. Cr. ?,vo. 6s.

Maskell (A.). See Connoisseur's Library.

Mason (A. J.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.

Masterman (C. F. G.), M.A., M.P.
TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS
TEACHER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Matheson (E. P.). COUNSELS OF
LIFE. Fcap. &zio. zs. 6d. net.

May (Phil). THE PHIL MAY ALBUM.
Second Editioii. iS,to. is. net.

Meakin (Annette M. B.), Fellow of the

Anthropological Institute. WOMAN IN
TRANSITION. Cr. &vo. 6s.

Mellows (Kmma S.). A SHORT .STORY
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Cr.

8vo. 3s. 6d.

Methuen (A. M. S.), M.A. THE
TRAGEDY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
Cr. Sz'o. 2S. net. Also Cr. Svo. 3^. net.

ENGLAND'S RUIN : Discussed in Six-

TEEN lyETTEKS TO A PrOTECTIO.NIST.
Eighth. Edition. Cr. Zvo. yi. net.

Miles (Eustace), M.A. LIFE AFTER
LIFE: OK, The Theory of Reincarna
TION. Cr. Z7W. IS. 6d. net.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION
How TO Acquire it. Second Edition,

Cr. &V0. 3,s. 6d. net.

Millais (J. a.). THE LIFE AND LET
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS, Presidentof the Royal Academy
With many Illustrations, of which 2 are ir

Photogravure. JVew Edition, Demy Zvo.

ys. 6d. net.

See also Little Galleries.

Millin (G. F.). PICTORIAL GARDEN
ING. With 21 Illustrations. Crown Svo

3J. 6d. net.

Millis(C. T.), M.I.M.E. See Textbooks o
Technology.

Milne (J. Q.), M.A. A HISTORY OB
EGYPT UNDER ROMAN RULE.
Fully Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Milton (John). See Little Library anc

Standard Library.

A DAY BOOK OF MILTON. Edited by

R. F. TowNDRow. Fca/i. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

Minchin (H. C.),M.A. .See Peel (R.).

Mitchell (P. Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES
OF BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second Edi
Hon. Cr. S710. 6s.

Mitton (G. E.). JANE AUSTEN AND
HER TIMES. With 21 Illustrations-

Second and Cheaper Edition Large Cr.

Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. With 20 Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Croivn S7'0. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
• Moil (A.).* See Books on Business.

Moir(D. M.). See Little Libr.-u-y.

Molinos (Dr. Michael de). See Library ol

Devotion.
Money (L. Q. Chiozza), M.P. RICHES
ANDPOVICRTY. Eighth Edition. Demy
Zzio. $s. net. Also Cr. ?,vo. i.t. net.

SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL PRO-
BLEMS. Denty Zvo. ^s. net.

Montagu (Henry), Karl of Manchester. Sec
Library of Devotion.

Montaigne. A DAY BOOK OF. Edited
by C. F. Pond. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.

Montgomery (H. B.) THE E.MPIRE OF
THE EAST. With a Frontispiece in Colour
and 16 other Illustrations. Second Edition.
Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial F'.dition is also published.

Montmorency (J. E. G. de), B.A., LL.B.
THOMAS A KEMPIS, HIS AGE AND
BOOK. With 22 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Moore (H. E.). BACK TO THE LAND.
Cr. 8z'<7. 2i-. 6d.

Moorhouse (E. Hallam). NELSON'S
LADY HAMILTON. With 51 Portraits.

Second Edition. Demy Swo. ys. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moran(ClarenceQ.). Sue Books on Business.

More (Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.
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lorHll (W. R.), Oriel Co.iese, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PETER
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

With Maps .nnd Plans. Cr.Z^'O. y. 6d.

itorich (R. J.), late of Clifton College. See
School K.xaniination Series.

/loriey (Margaret W.), Founded on. THE
BEE PEOPLE. With 74 Illustrations.

Sq. Crown Zvo. 2S. (>if.

.ITTLE MITCHELL: The Story of a
Mountain Squirrel told by Himself.
With many Illustrations. .S"^'. Cr. 8z'o. 2S.6d.

dorris (J.). THE MAKERS OF JAPAN.
With 24 Illustrations. Demy Svo. 12s. 6ii.

net.

ilorris (Joseph E.)» See Little Guides.

/lorton (A. Anderson). See Brodrick(M.).
4oule(H. C. G.). D.D., Lord Bishop of Dur-
ham. See Leaders of Religion.

/luir (M. M. Pattison), M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. Illustrated.

Cr. 8z't). 2^. dd.

dundella (V. A.), M.A. See Dunn (J. T.).

iliinro(R.), M.A., LL.D. See Antiquary's
Books.

ilyers (A. WalUs), THE COMPLETE
LAWN TENNIS PLAYER. With many
Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

T.OS. 6d. net.

iJaval Officer (A). See I. P. L.
<eal (W. 0. ). See Hall (R. N.).

Newman (Ernest). HUGO WOLF.
With 13 Illustrations. DemyZzio. -js. 6d.net.

«lewman(George),M.D.,D.P.H.,F.R.S.E.,
INFANT MORTALITY, A Social
Problem. With 16 Diagrams. Demy
Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

»Jewnian(J. H.) and others. See Library
of Devotion.

^ewsholme (Arthur), M.D., F.R.C.P.
THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCU-
LOSIS. Deiny Zvo. loj. 6d. net.

Vichols (Bowyer). See Little Library.

^icklin (T.), M.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS IN THUCYDIDES. Cr. &vo. 2s.

Simrod. See I. P. L.

Sorgate (0. Le Grys). THE LIFE OF
SIR WALTER SCOTT. With 53 Illus-

trations by Jenny Wylie. Demy Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

Sorway (A. H.). NAPLES. Past and
Present. With 25 Coloured Illustrations

by Maurice Greiffenhagen. Third
Edition Cr. &vo, 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Novalis. THE DISCIPLES AT SAlS AND
OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited by Miss
Una Birch. Fcap. Svo. 3J. 6d. net.

Officer (An). See I. P. L.

Oldfield (W. J.), M.A., Prebendary of
Lincoln. A PRIMER OF RELIGION.
Based on the Catechism of the Church
OF England. Crozvn Svo. ^.s. 6d.

Oldham (F. M.), B.A. See Textbooks of

Science.

Oliphant (Mrs.). See Leaders of Religion.

Oliver, Thomas, M.D. DISEASES OF
OCCUPATION. With Illustrations. Se-
cond Edition. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Onian(C. W.C.), M.A., Fellow of All Souls',

Oxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Illustrated. Detny Svo. los. 6d. net.

Ottley (R. L.), D.D. See Handbooks of
Theology and Leaders of Religion.

Overton (J. H.). See Leaders of Religion.

Owen (Doug'las). See Books on Business.

Oxford (M. N. ), ofGuy's Hospital. A HAND-
BOOK OF NURSING. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

Pakes (W. C. C). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Demy Svo. 15J.

Parker (Gilbert), M.P. A LOVER'S
DIARY. Fcnp. Svo. 5^.

A volume of poems.

Parkes (A. K.). SMALL LESSONS ON
GREAT TRUTHS. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRESTRIS. OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEA-
SANT FLOWERS. Fotio. £3, 3s. net.

Parmenter (John). HELIOTROPES, OR
NEW POSIES FOR SUNDIALS.
Edited by Percival Landon. Quarto.
js. 6d. net.

Parmentier (Prof. Leon). See Bidez (J.).

Parsons (Mrs. C). GARRICK AND HIS
CIRCLE. With 36 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. i2i. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Pascal. See Library of Devotion.
Paston (George). SOCIAL CARICA-
TURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. With over 200 Illustrations.

Imperial Qiiarto. £2, 12s. 6d. net.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU
AND HER TIMES With 24 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Svo. i$s. net.

See also Little Books on Art and I.P.L.
Paterson(W. R.)(Benjamin Swift). LIFE'S
(QUESTIONINGS. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

Patterson (A. H.). NOTES OF AN EAST
COAST NATURALIST. Illustrated in

Colour by F. Southgate, R.B.A. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

NATURE IN EASTERN NORFOLK.
With 12 Illustrations in Colour by Frank
Southgate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

WILD LIFE ON A NORFOLK ESTU-
ARY. With 40 Illustrations by the Author,
and a Prefatory Note by Her Grace the
Duchess of Bedford. Demy Svo.

10s. 6d. net.

Peacock (Netta). See Little Books on Art.

Patterson (J. B.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Peake (C. M. A.), F.R.H.S. A CON-
CISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN
ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS.

1
With 24 Illustrations. Fcap. Svo, ^s.Cd. net.
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Peel (Robert), and Minchin (H. C), M.A.
OXFORD. With loo Illustrations in

Colour. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Peel (Sidney), late Fellow of Trinity College,

O.xford, and Secretary to the Koyal Com-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTI-
CAL LICENSING REFORM. Second
Edition. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

Petrie (W. M. Flinders), D. C. L. , LL. D. , Pro-
fessor of Egyptology at University College.
A HISTORY OF EGYPT. Fully Illus-
trated. /« six volumes. Cr. ?,vo. 6s. each.

Vou I. From the Earliest Kings to
XVIth Dynasty. Sixth Edition.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Foicrth Edition.

Vol. ni. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
Vol. IV. The Egyi'T of the Ptolemies.

J. P. Mahaffy, Litt.D.
Vol. v. Roman Egypt. J. G. Milne, M.A.
Vol. vr. Egypt in the Middle Ages.
Stanley Lane-Poole, M.A.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Lectures delivered
at University College, London. Illustrated.
Cr. ?.vo. 2.9. 6d.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
ELAMARNA TABLETS. Cr.Zvo. 2S. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xiith Dynasty.
Edited by W. M. Flinders Petrie. Illus-

trated by Tristram Ellis. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. 87JO. r^s. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xvnith to xixth
Dynasty. Illustrated by Tristram Ellis.
Cro^un 8zio. 3.9. 6d.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. A
Course of Lectures delivered at the Royal
Institution. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

Phillips (W. A.). See O.vford Biographies.
Phillpotts (Eden). MY DEVON YEAR.

With 38 Illustrations by J. Ley Pethy-
BRiDGE. Second and Cheaper Edition.
Large Cr. 8vo. 6s.

UP ALONG AND DOWN ALONG.
Illustrated by Claude Shepperson.
Cr. ^to. $s. net.

Pliythian (J. Ernest). TREES IN NA-
TURE, MYTH, AND ART. With 24
Illustrations. Crown 8z'0. 6s.

Marr (Victor Q.). See School Histories.

Plat*. See Standard Library.

Plautus. THE CAPTIVI. Edited, with
an Introduction, Textual Notes, and aCom-
ment<-iry, by W. M. Lindsay, Fell of
Jesus College,Oxford. Detny8vo. ios.6d.net.

Plowden-Wardlaw (J. T.). B.A., King's
College, Cambridge. See School Examina-
tion Series.

Podmore (Frank). MODERN SPIRI-
TUALISM. Two Volumes. Demy 8vo.
2 IS. net.

Pollard (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Pollard(EH2aF.). See Little Books on Art. i

Pollock (David), M.I.N. A. Sec Books o
Business.

Potter (M. C), M.A., F.L.S. A J
ELEMENTARY TEXT - BOOK O)
AGRICULTURAL BOTANY. Illus

trated. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 4J. 6d.

Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKINC
OF AN ORATOR. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Pre8cott(0. L.). ABOUT MUSIC, ANI
WHAT IT IS MADE OF. Cr. Svo
2S. 6d. net.

Price (Eleanor C). A PRINCESS OI
THE OLD WORLD. With 21 Illus
trations. Demy 8vo. 12s.6d.net.

Price (L. L.), M.A., Fellow of Oriel College
Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLISK
POLITICAL ECONOMY FROM ADAIV
SMITH TO ARNOLD TOYNBEE
Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Protheroe (Ernest). THE DOMINION
OF MAN. Geography in irs HuMA^
Aspect. With 32 full-page Illustrations.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 2S.

Quevedo Villegas. See Miniature Library.
'Q' (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE
GOLDEN POMP. A Procession op
English Lyrics from Surrey to Shir-
ley. Secondand Cheaper Edition. Cr. Svo.
2S. 6d. net.

G. R. and E. S. MR. WOODHOUSE'S
CORRESPONDENCE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Rackham (R. B.), M.A. See Westminster

Commentaries.
Ragrg (Laura M.). THE WOMEN ART-
ISTS OF BOLOGNA. With 20 Illus-
trations. Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Ragg (Lonsdale). B.D., Oxon. DANTE
AND HIS ITALY. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Demy Svo. 12s.6d.net.
Rahtz (F. J.), M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer in

English at Merchant Venturers' Technical
College, Bristol. HIGHER ENGLISH.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Randolph (B. VY.), D.D. See Library of
Devotion.

Rannie (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT'S
HISTORY OFSCOTLAND.t>.8j'<j.3j.6rf.

WORDSWORTH AND HIS CIRCLE.
With 20 Illustrations. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d.
net.

Rashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and
Tutor of New College, Oxford. DOC-
TRINE AND DEVELOPMENT. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Raven (J. J.), D.D., F.S.A. See Antiquary's
Books.

Raven-Hill (L.). See Llewellyn (Owen).
Rawstorne (Lawrence, Esq.). See LP. L.
Raymond (Walter). See School Histories.
*Rea (Lilian). MADAME DE LA FA-
YETTE. With many Illustrations.
Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Real Paddy (A). Seel.P.L.
Reason (W.), M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Edited by.
Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.
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ledpath (H. A.), U.A., D.Litt. See West-
minster Commentaries.

lees (J. D.), CLE., M.P. THE REAL
INDIA. Second Edition. Deniy'&vo. \os.

6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Reich (Emil), Doctor Juris. WOMAN
THROUGH THE AGES. With 24 Illus

trations. Two Volu>nes. DetnyZvo. iis.net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Reynolds (Sir Joshua). See Little Galleries.

thoades (J. F. ). See Simplified French Texts.

Rhodes (W. E.). See School Histories.

{ieu(H.). M.A. See Simplified French Texts.

(oberts (M. E,). See Channer (C. C).

(obertson (A.). D.D., Lord Bishop of

Exeter. REGNUM DEL (The Bampton
Lectures of 1901). A New and Cheaper
Edition. Demy Zz'O. 7s. 6d. net.

tobertson (C. Grant). M.A., Fellow of

All Souls' College, Oxford. SELECT
ST.A.TUTES, CASES, AND CONSTI-
TUTIONAL DOCUMENTS, 1660-1832.

Demy Svo. los. 6d. net.

tobertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew
(J. G,), F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. A HIS-
TORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF
THE BRITISH EMPIRE. Demy Quarto.
4^. dd. net.

tobinson (A. W.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

tobinson (Cecilia). THE MINISTRY
OF DEACONESSES. With an Introduc-

tion by the late Archbishop of Canterburj'.

Cr. Sz>o. -^s. 6d.

?obinson(F. S.). See Connoisseur s Library.

<^ochefoucauld (La). See Little Library.

todwell (Q.), B.A. NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. With
a Preface by Walter Lock, D.D., Warden
of Keble College. Fcap. Svo. -^s. 6d.

Joe (Fred). OLDOAK FURNITURE. With
many Illustrations by the Author, including
a frontispiece in colour. Second Edition.
DemySvo. lOS.M.net.

Rogers (A. G. L.), M.A. See Books on
Business.

?omney (George). See Little Galleries.

(oscoe (E. S.). See Little Guides.
iose (Edward). THE ROSE READER.

Illustrated. Cr. Sz'o. 2s. 6d. A /so in 4
Parts, farts I . and II, 6d. each ; Pay t

III. Zd. ; Part IV. rod.

^ose (G. H.). See Hey (H.)., and Baring-
Gould (S).

iowntree (Joshua). THE IMPERIAL
DRUG TRADE. A Re-Statement of
THE Opium Question. Third Edition
Revised. Cr. Spo. 2^. net.

ioyde-Smith (N. G.). THE PILLOW
BOOK : A Garner of Many Moods.
Collected by. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

4s. 6d. net.

'GETS OF OUR DAY. Selected,
with an Introduction, by. Fcap. 8w. ss.

Ruble (A. E.), D.D. See Junior School
Books.

Russell (Archibald G. B.). See Blake
(William).

Russell (W. Clark). THE LIFE OF
ADiMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With Illustrations by F. Brangwyn.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Ryley (M. Beresford). QUEENS OF
THE RENAISSANCE. With 24 Illus-

trations. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.

Sainsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P.
PRINCIPIA THERAPEUTICA.
Demy 8vo. ys. 6d. net.

St. Anselm. See Library of Devotion.

St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.

St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.

St. Cyres (Viscount). See Oxford Bio-
graphies.

St. Francis of Assisi. THE LITTLE
FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER, AND OF HIS FRIARS.
Done into English, with Notes by William
Heywood. With 40 Illustrations from
Italian Painters. De>ny 8vo. ss. net.

See also Wheldon (F. W.), Library of
Devotion and Standard Library.

St. Francis de Sales. See Library of
Devotion.

'Saki' (H. Munro). REGINALD. Second
Edition. Fcap. Zzio. 2s. 6d. net.

Salmon (A. L.). See Little Guides.
Sathas (C.). See Byzantine Texts.
Schmitt (John). See Byzantine Texts.
Schofield(A. T.), M.D.,Hon.Phys. Freiden-
ham Hospital. FUNCTIONAL NERVE
DISEASES. DemySvo. 7s.6d.net.

Scudamore (Cyril). See Little Guides.

S61incourt(E. de.) See Keats (John).

Sells (V. P.), M.A. THE MECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated. Cr. 8z'0.

2S. 6d,

Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. W. Ord.
Tenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 2s. 6d.
School Edition, is. 6d.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated by Augusta Guest. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 2S 6d.

School Edition, is. 6d.

Senter (George), B.Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D.
See Textbooks of Science.

Shakespeare (William).

THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623 ; 1632 ; 1664 ;

1685. Each £4, 4s. net, or a complete set,

£i2, I2S. net.

Folios 3 and 4 are ready.
Folio 2 is nearly ready.

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
by George Wyndham. DemySvo. Buck-
ram, gilt top, 10s. 6d.

See also Arden Shakespeare, Standard
Library and Little Quarto Shakespeare.

A3
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Sharp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Ct.
Zl'O. -25. 6l/.

Sharp (Cecil). See Baring-Gould (S.).

Sharp(EIizabeth). See Little Books on Art.
Shedlock (J. S.) THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA. Cr. Zvo. 5s.

Shelley (Percy B.). See Standard Library.
Sheppard (H. F.), M.A. See Baring-
Gould (S.).

Sherwell (Arthur), M.A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON. J'/urd Edition. Cr. %vo.
2S. 6d.

Shipley (Mary E.). AN ENGLISH
CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILD-
REN. With a Preface by the Bishop of
Gibraltar. With Maps and Illustrations.
Part I. Cr. Zvo. 2S. kd. net.

Sichel (Walter). See Oxford Biographies.
Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). HOME LIFE
IN GERMANY. With 16 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Dctity Zvo. los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Sime (John). See Little Books on Art.
Simonson (G. A.). FRANCESCO
GUARD I. With 41 Plates. Imperial
i,to. £2, 2,9. net.

Sketcbley(R. E. D.). See Little Books on
Art.

Skipton (H. P. K.). See Little Books on
Art.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. With over 200 Illustrations.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

Small (Evan), M.A.
_ THE EARTH. An

Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated.

Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Smallwood (Al. Q.). See Little Books on
Art.

Smedley(F. E.). Seel.P.L.
Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction
and numerous Notes by Edwin Cannan,
M.A. Tufo volumes. Demy^vo. 21s.net.

Smith (H. Clifford). See Connoisseur's
Library.

Smith (Horace and James). See Little
Library.

Smith (H. Bompas), M.A. A NEW
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC. Crown Svo.
Without Answers, 2s. With Answers, 25. 6d.

Smith (R. Mudie). THOUGHTS P'OR
THE DAY. Edited by. Fcap. Svo.
js. 6d. net.

Smith (Nowell C). See Wordsworth (W).
Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK FOR
A RAINY DAY: Or, Recollections of the
Events of the Years 1766-1833. Edited by
WiLFREn Whitten. Illustrated. Wide
Demy Svo. 12$. 6d. net.

Snell (F. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Snowden(C. E.). A HANDY DIGEST OF
BRITISH HISTORY. Demy Svo. ^s. (,d.

Sophocles. See Classical Translations.
Sornet (L. A.), and Acatos (M. J.) See

Junior School Books.
South (E. Wilton), M.A, See Junior School

Southey (R.). ENGLISH SEAME
Edited by David Hannav.

Vol. I. (Howard, Clifford, Hawki
Drake, Cavendish). Second Edition. C

Svo. 6s.

Vol. II. (Richard Hawkins, Grenvil
Essex, and Raleigh). Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Standard Library.
Spence(C. H.), M.A. See School Examii

tion Series.
Spicer (A. Dykes), M.A. THE PAPIi
TRADE. A Descriptive and Historii
Survey. With Diagrams and Plans. De>
Svo. 12S. 6d. net.

Spooner (W. A.), M.A. See Leaders
Religion.

Spragge (W. Horton), M.A. See Juni
School Books.

Staley (Edgcumbe). THE GUILDS C
FLORENCE. Illustrated. Second Editic
RoyalSvo. i6f.net.

Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D. See Library
Devotion.

' Stancliffe.' GOLF DO'S AN D DONT'
Second Edition. Ecap. Svo. is.

Stead (D. W.). See Gallaher (D.).
Stedman(A. M. M.), M.A.
INITIA LATINA : Easy Lessons on Eleme

tary Accidence. Eleventh Edition. Fca
Svo. \s.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Eleventh Ec
tion. Cr. Svo. is.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Not
adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer ai
Vocabulary. Seventh Edition. jSm
IS. 6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM C/ESAl
The Helvetian War. Fourth Editio.
iS>no. IS.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. Tl
Kings of Rome. Second Edition. iSni
IS. 6d.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEE
TRANSLATION. '/wel/th Ed. Fca^
Svo. IS. 6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA. First Exercis.
in Latin Accidence. With Vocabular-
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. is.

EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON TH
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AN
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. Wit
Vocabulary. Twelfth andCheaper Editioi
Cr. Svo. IS. 6d. Kev, 3J. net.

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCI
Rules and Exercises. Second Editioi
Cr. Svo. IS. 6d. With Vocabulary. 2s.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM ; Miscellaneoi
Latin Exercises on Common Rules an
Idioms. Fi/t/i Edition. Fcap. Svo. is. 61

With Vocabulary. 2S. Key, 2.?. net.
LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPF
TITION: Arr.inged according to Sul
jects. Sixteenth Edition. Fcap, 8z/<

If. 6d.

A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS
iSmo. Fourth Edition, is.

STEPS TO GREEK. Third Edition, n
vised. 1 Smo, is.
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SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Third
Edition. Cr. iivo. is. bd.

f\SY GREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Fourth Edition, re-

vised. Fcap. Zvo. IS. td.

REEK VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION. Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Fourth Edition. Fcap. ?,7'o. is 6d.

REEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduc-

tion, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fourth
Edition. Fcaf. Zto. is. dd.

rEPS TO FRENCH. Eishth Edition.
\ivio. 8d.

RST FRENCH LESSONS. JVinth Edi^-

Hon. Cr. ?,vo. \s.

\SY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. Sixth Edi-
tion. Fcap. Sr'o. is. td.

4.SY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
MENTx\RY SYNTAX. With Vocabu-
lary. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. td.

Key. 3^. net.

^ENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION : Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is.

See also School Examination Series.

eel (R. EHiott), M.A., F.C.S. THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147
Illustrations. SccottdEdition. Cr. Zvo. 2s.6d.

See also School Examination Series.

lephenson (C.)> of the Technical College.

Bradford, and Suddards (F.) of the

Yorkshire College, Leeds. A TEXTBOOK
DEALING WITH ORNAMENTAL
DESIGN FOR WOVEN FABRICS. With
fj6 full-page Plates and numerous Diagrams
in the Text. Third Edition. Demy Zvo.

:s. 6d.

lephenson (J.), M.A. THE CHIEF
TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH. Cr. Svo. 3s. td.

;erne (Laurence). See Little Library.

;euart (Katherine). BY ALLAN
WATER. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. ts.

ICHARD KENNOWAY AND HIS
FRIENDS. A Sequel to 'By Allan
Water. ' Demv Zvo. "js. td. net.

;evenson (R.'L.) THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited by Sidney Colvin.
Eighth Edition. 2 vols. Cr. Zvo. 12s.

BKARY Edition. 2 vols. DciiiyZvo. zss.net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

MLIMA LETTERS. With an Etched
Portrait by William Strang. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Buckram. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

HE LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON. See
Balfour (G.).

levenson (M. I.). FROM SARANAC
TO THE MARQUESAS. Being Letters
written by Mrs. M. I. Stevenson during
1887-8. Cr. Zvo. _ 6s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited
and arranged by M. C. Bai.four With

many Illustrations. Second Edition Cr.

Zvo. ts. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Stoddart (Anna M.). See Oxford Bio-
gr.iphies.

Stokes (F. Q.), B.A. HOURS WITH
RABELAIS. From the translation of Sir
T. Urquhart and P. A. Motteux. With
a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. Zvo. ^s. 6d.

net.

Stone (S. J.). POEMS AND HYMNS.
With a Memoir by F. G. Ei.lerton,
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. Zvo. ts.

Storr (Vernon F.), M.A., Canon of Win-
chester. DEVELOPMENT AND
DIVINE PURPOSE Cr. Zvo. 5s. net.

Story (Alfred T.). AMERICAN
SHRINES IN ENGLAND. With many
Illustrations, including two in Colour by
A. R. Quinton. CrownZvo. ts.

See also Little Guides.

Straker(F.). See Books on Business.

Streane (A. W.), D. D. See Churchman's
Bible.

Streatfeild (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. With 24 Illustra-

tions. SecondEd. Demy Zvo. "js. td.net.

Stroud (Henry), D.Sc, M.A. ELEMEN-
TARY PRACTICAL PHYSICS. With
IIS Diagrams. Second Edit., revised, ^s.td.

£turch (F.), Staff Instructor to the Surrey
County Council. MANUAL TRAINING

I

DRAWING (WOODWORK). With
Solutions to Examination Questions, Ortho-
graphic, Isometric and Oblique Projection.

With 50 Plates and 140 Figures. Foolscap.

5^. net.

Suddards (P.). See Stephenson (C).
Surtees (R. S.). See LP. L.

Sutherland (William). OLD AGE PEN-
SIONS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE,
with some Foreign Examples. Cr. Zvo.

3J. td. net.

Symes (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo.
zs. td.

Sympson (E. Mansel), M.A., M.D. See
Ancient Cities.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. With 20 Illustrations. Fcap. Zvo.

y. td. net.

Tacitus. AGRICOLA. Edited by R. F.
Davis, M.A. Fcap. Zvo. is.

GERMANIA. By the same Editor. Fcap.
Zvo. IS.

See also Classical Translations.

TalIack(W.). HOWARD LETTERS AND
MEMORIES. Demy Zvo. 10s. td. net.

Tatham (Frederick). See Blake (William).
Tauler (J.). See Library of Devotion.
Taylor (A. E.). THE ELEMENTS OF
METAPHYSICS. Second Edition. Demy
Zvo. 10s. td. net.

Taylor (F. Q.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Taylor (I. A.). See Oxford Biographies.
Taylor (John W.). THE COMING OF
THE SAINTS. With 26 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. ts. 6d. net.
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Taylor (T. M.). M.A., Fellow of Gonville

and Caius College, Cambridge. A CON-
STITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL
HISTORY OF ROME, To the Reign of

Domitian. Cr. ivo. ys. 6^.

Teasdale-Buckell (Q. T.)- THE COM-
PLETE SHOT. With 53 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Demy ?>vo. i-2S.od.net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). EARLY
POEMS. Editud, with Notes and an
Introduction, by J. Churton Collins,
M.A. Cr. Sto. 6s.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS. Edited by J. Churton
Collins, M.A. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Little Library.

Terry (C. S.). See O.vford Biographies.

Thackeray (W. M.). See Little Library.

Theobald (F. v.). M.A. INSECT LIFE.
Illustrated. Second Edition Revised. Cr.

Zvo. 25. 6d.

Thibaudeau(A. C). BONAPARTE AND
THE CONSULATE. Translated and
Edited by G. K. FortesqOe, LL.D. With
12 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. ios.6d.net.

Thompson (A. H.). See Little Guides.

Thompson (A. P.). See Textbooks of

Technology.

Tileston (Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Fifteenth Edi-
tion. Medium i6»io. 2S. 6d. net. Also an
edition in superior binding, 6s.

Tompkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S. See Little

Books on Art and Little Guides.

Toynbee (Paget). M.A., D.Litt. IN THE
FOOTPRINTS OF DANTE. A Trea-
sury of Verse and Prose from the works of
Dante. Stnali Cr. Svo. 4.S. 6d. net.

See also 0.\ford Biographies and Dante.

Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WEDDED
AND OTHER POEMS. Secofid and
Revised Edition. Lar^e Post Zvo. 6s.

NEW POEMS. Second Edition. Large
Post Zvo. 6s.

TreveIyan(Q. M.), Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. ENGLAND UNDER THE
STUARTS. With Maps and Plans. Third
Edition. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Troutbeck(G. E.). See Little Guides.

Tyler (E. A.), B.A., F.C.S. See Junior
School Books.

Tyrrell-GIll (Prances). See Little Books
on .\rt.

Vardon (Harry). THE COMPLETE
GOLFER. With 63 Illustrations. Ninth
Edition. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Vaughan (Henry). See Little Library.

Vaughan (Herbert M.), B.A.(0.von.). THE
LAST OF THE ROYAL STUARTS,
HENRY STUART, CARDINAL,
DUKE OF YORK. With 20 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Svo. ios.6d.net.

THE NAPLES RIVIERA. With 25 Illus-

trations in Colour by Maxjrick Greiffen
IIAGEX. Second Edition. Cr. 8710. 6s.

Vernon (Hon. W. Warren), M.A. READ
INGS ON THE INFERNO OF DANTE
With an Introduction by the Rev. Dr
Moore. /« Ttvo yolumes. SecondEdition
Cr. Zvo. i^s. net.

READINGS ON THE PURG.\TORI(
OF DANTE. With an Introduction b

the late Dean Church. In Tivo Volumes
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 1 ss. net.

Vincent (J. E.). THROUGH EAS'
ANGLIA IN A MOTOR CAR. Wit
16 Illustrations in Colour by Frank South
GATE, R.B.A., and a Map. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Voegelin (A.), M.A. See Junior Examine
tion Series.

WaddelKCol. L. A.), LL.D., CR. LHAS/
AND ITS MYSTERIES. With a Recor
of the Expedition of 1903-1904. With 15

Illustrations and Maps. Third 1

Cheaper Edition. Medium Zvo. -js. 6d. net

Wade(a. W.), D.D. OLDTESTAIMEN-:
HISTORY. With Maps. Fifth Edition

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wade(G. W.), D.D., and Wade (J. H.;

M.A. See Little Guides.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG
NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS: Interpreta

tions, embodying Wagner's own explana

tions. By Alice Leighton Ci.eathe
and Basil Crump. I71 Three Volumei
Fcap Zvo. IS. 6d. each.

Vol. I.—The Ring of the Nibelunc
Third Edition.

Vol. II.—Parsifal, Lohengrin, ani

The Holy Grail.
Vol. Ill —Tristan and Isolde.

Walkley (A. B.). DRAMA AND LIFE
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wall (J. C). See Antiquary's Books.
Wallace-Hadrill (P.), Second Master a

Heme Bay College. REVISION NOTE:
ON ENGLISH HISTORY. Cr. Zvo. is

Walters (H. B.). See Little Books on Ar
and Classics of Art.

Walton (P. W.). See School Histories.

Walton (Izaak) and Cotton (Charles)
See I.P.L.

Walton (Izaak). See Little Library.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). WITH THI
SIMPLE-HEARTED : Little Homilies t(

Women in Country Places. Second Edition
Small Pott Z'.'o. 2s. net.

See also Little Library.

Watt (Francis). See Henderson (T. F.).

Weatherhead (T. C). M.A. EXAMINA
TION PAPERS IN HORACE. Cr. Zvo. 2s

See also Junior Examination Series.

Webber (P. C). See Textbooks of Techno
logy.

Weir (Archibald), M.A. AN INTRO
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
MODERN EUROPE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks ofScience.
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Vell8(J.)»M. A., Fellow and Tutor ofVVadham
College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr .Zvo. -^s.^d.

V SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Ninth
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

See also Little Guides.
Vesley (John). See Library of Devotion.
Vheldon(F.W.). A LITTLE BROTHER
TO THE BIRDS. The life-story of St.

Francis retold for children. With 15 Illus-

trations, 7 of which are by A. H. Buck-
land. Large Cr. &vo. ts.

Vhibley (C). See Henley (W. E.).

Vhibley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES : THEIR ORGANISATION
AND CHARACTER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Vhitaker(G. H.)i M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Vhite (Gilbert). See Standard Library.

rVhitfield (E. E.), M.A. See Commercial
Series.

rVhitehead (A. W.). GASPARDDE
COLIGiSrY, Admiral of France.
With Illustrations and Plans. Demy Svo.

12s. 6d. net.

tVhiteley (R. Lloyd), F.I.C., Principal of
the Municipal Science School, West Brom-
wich. AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-
BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
Cr. Z~to. IS. 6d.

kVhitley (Miss). See Dilke (Lady).
*VhitIing (Miss L.), late Staff Teacher of
the National Training School of Cookerj'.

THE COMPLETE COOK. With 42
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 75. 6d. net.

A Colonial edition is also published.
VVhitten (W.). See Smith (John Thomas).
VVhyte(A. 0.), B.Sc. See Books on Business.

VVilberforce (Wilfrid). See Little Books
on Art.

kVilde (Oscar). DE PROFUNDIS.
Tivel/th Edition, Cr. ?iVO. ^s. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE WORKS.

A Uni/orm Edition. Demy Zvo.

i-is. 6d. net each volutne.

THE DUCHESS OF PADUA: A Play.
POEMS.
INTENTIONS and THE SOUL OF MAN.
SALOME. A FLORENTINE TRA-
GEDY, and VERA; or, THE
NIHILISTS.

LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN: A Play
about a Good Woman.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE:
A Play.

^N IDEAL HUSBAND : A Play.
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EAR-
NEST : A Trivial Comedy for Serious
People.

\ HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES, THE
HAPPY PRINCE, and OTHER TALES.

LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME and
OTHER PROSE PIECES.

OE PROFUNDIS.
Wilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN
INVASION. Cr. %vo. ^s. 6d.

Williams (A.). PETROL PETER: or

Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures. Illus-

trated in Colour by A. W. Mills. Demy
4to. y. 6d. net.

Williamson (M. Q.)., M.A. See Ancient
Cities.

Williamson (W,), B.A. See Junior Ex-
amination Series, Junior School Books, and
Beginne''.<; Books.

Wilmot= Buxton (E. M.). MAKERS OF
EUROPE. Outlines of European History
for the Middle Forms of Schools. With 12

Maps. Tenth Edition. Cr. &vo. 3^-. 6d.

THE ANCIENT WORLD. With Maps and
Illustrations. Cr. ?r'i7. -^s.bd.

A BOOK OF NOBLE WOMEN. With
16 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

A HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN :

FROM THE Coming of the Angles to
THE Year 1870. With 20 Maps. Cr. Zvo.

3J. 6d.

See also Beginner's Books.

Wilson(Bishop.). See Library of Devotion.

Wilson (A. J.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (H. A.). See Books on Business.

Wilson (J. A.). See Simplified French
Texts.

Wilton (Richard), M.A. LYRA P A S-

TORALIS : Songs of Nature, Church, and
Home. Pott S-'u. zs. 6d.

Winbolt (S. E.), M.A. EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE: An Aid
to Composition. Cr, Svo, 3^. 6d. Key,
^s. net.

Windle (B. C. A.), D.Sc.F.R.S., F.S.A. See
Antiquary's Books, Little Guides, Ancient
Cities, and School Histories.

Wood (Sir Evelyn), F.-M., V.C, G.C.B.,
G.C.M.G. FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO
FIELD-MARSHAL. With Illustrations,

and 29 Maps. Fiftli and Cheaper Edition.

Demy Zvo. ts. (id. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (J. A. E.). See Textbooks of

Technology.
Wood (J. Hickory). DAN LENO. Illus-

trated. Third Editiot. Cr. "ivo. ds.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (W. Birkbeck), M.A., late Scholarof
Worcester College, Oxford, and Edmonds
(Major J. E.), R.E., D.A.Q.-M G. A
HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR IN
THE UNITED STATES. With an
Introduction by H. Spenser Wilkinson.
With 24 Maps and Plans. Second Edition.

Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

Wordsworth (Christopher), M.A. See
Antiquary's Books.

Wordsworth (W.). THE POEMS OF.
With an Introduction and Notes by
Nowell C. Smith, late Fellow of New
College, Oxford. /« Three Volumes.
Demy Zvo. \^s. net.

POEMS BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.
Selected with an Introduction bySTOPFORD
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A. Brooke. With 40 Illustrations by E.
H. New, including a Frontispiece in
Photogravure. Cr. Svo. ys. 6d. net.
See also Little Library.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
See Little Library.

Wright (Arthur), D.D., Fellow of Queen's
College, Cambridge. See Churchman's
Library.

Wright (C. Gordon). See Dante.
Wright (J. C). TO-DAY. Thoughts on

Life for every day. Dewy zdmo. \s. 6d. net.
Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABU-
LARIES FOR REPETITION. Fcap. &vo
IS. 6d.

Wyatt (Kate M.). See Gloag (M. R.).
Wylde(A. B.). MODERN ABYSSINIA.

With a Map and a Portrait. Demy Zvo.
T'-iS. net.

Wyllie (M. A.). NORWAY AND ITS
FJORDS. With 16 Illustrations, in Colour

by W. L. WvLi.iE, R.A., and 17 other
Illustrations. Crown Z710. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wyndham (George). See Shakespeare
(William).

Yeats (W, B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Revised and Enlarged Edition.
Cr. %vo. 3^. td.

Young (Filson). THE COMPLETE
MOTORIST. With 138 Illustrations.
Ne7u Edition {Seventh), luith many addi-
tions. Dfmy. &7'o. I2.1-. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE JOY OF THE ROAD : An Apprecia
tion of the Motor Car. With a Frontis-
piece in Photogravure. Stnall Demy Zvo.
^s. net.

Zimmern (Antonia). WHAT DO WE
KNOW CONCERNING ELECTRI-
CITY? Fcap.Zvo. is.ed.net.

Ancient Cities

General Editor, B. C. A. WINDLE, D.Sc, F.R.S,

Cr. 8z'(7. 45. 6d. net.

Chester. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc. F.R.S.
Illustrated by E. H. New.

Shrewsbury. By T. Auden, M.A., F.S.A.
Illustrated by Katharine M. Roberts.

Canterbury. By J. C Co.\, LL.D., F.S.A.
Illustrated by B. C. Boulter.

Edinburgh. By M. G. Williamson, M.A.
Illustrated by Herbert Railton.

LiNXOLN. By E. Mansel Sympson, M.A.,
M.D. Illustrated by E. H. New.

Bristol. By Alfred Harvey, M.B. Illus-
trated by E. H. New.

Dublin. By S. A. O. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated
by W. C. Green.

The Antiquary's Books

General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A

Demy "ivo. ']s. 6d. net.

English Monastic Life. By the Right
Rev. Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. Illustrated.
Third Edition,

Remains of the Prehistoric Age in
England. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc,
F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations and
Plans.

Old Service Books of the English
Church. By Christopher Wordsworth,
M.A., and Henry Littlehales. With
Coloured and other Illustrations.

Cf.ltic Art in Pagan and Christian
Times. By J. Romilly Allen, F.S.A.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

Arch.1!0logv and False Antiquities.
By R. Munro, LL.D. Illustrated.

Shrines of British Saints. By J. C. Wall.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

The Royal Forests of England. By J.
C. Cox. LL.D., F.S.A. Illustrated.

The Manor and Manorial Records
By Nathaniel J. Hone. Illustrated.

English Seals. By J. Harvey Bloom.
Illustrated.

The Bells of England. By Canon J. J.
Raven, D.D., F.S.A. With Illustrations.
Second Edition.

Parish Life in Mediaeval England. By
the Right Rev. Abbott Gasquet, O.S.B.
With many Illustrations. Second Edition.

The Domesday Inquest. By Adolphxis
Ballard, B.A., LL.B. With 27 Illustrations.

The Brasses of England. By Herbert
W. Macklin, M.A. With many Illustrations.

Second Edition.
English Church Furniture. By J. C. Cox,

LL.D., F.S.A., and A. Harvey, M.B.
Second Edition.

FOLK-LoRE AS AN HISTORICAL .SclENCE. By
G. L. Gommc. With many Illustrations.

*English Costume. By George Clinch, F.G.S.
With many Illustrations
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The Arden Shakespeare

Demy %vo. 2s. 6d. net each volume.

An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with a full Introduction, Textual

Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.

Edited by H. C.Hamlet. Edited by Edward Dowden. Second
Edition.

Romeo and Juliet. Edited by Edward
Dowden.

King Lear. Edited by W. J. Craig.
Julius Caesar. Edited by M. Macmillan.
The Tempest. Edited by Moreton Luce.
Othello. P^dited by H. C. Hart.
Titus Andronicus. Edited by H.B. Baildon.
CvMBELiNE. Edited by Edward Dowden.
The Mekky Wives of Windsor. Edited by
H. C. Hart.

A Midsummer Night's Dream. Edited by
H. Cuningham.

King Henkv V. Edited by H. A. Evans.
All's Well That Ends Well. Edited by
W.O. Brigstocke.

The Taming of the Shrew. Edited by
R. Warwick Bond.

Timon of Athens. Edited by K. Deighton.

Measure for Measure.
Hart.

Twelfth Night. Edited by Moreton Luce.
The Merchant of Venice. Edited by

C. Knox Pooler.
Troilus and Cressida. Edited by K.

Deighton.
The Two Gentlemen of Verona. Edited

by R. Warwick Bond.
Antony and Cleopatra. Edited by R. H.

Case.
Love's Labour's Lost. Edited by H. C.

Hart.
Pericles. Edited by K. Deighton.
King Richard 111. Edited by A. H.

Thompson.
The Life and Death of King John. Edited

by Ivor B. John.
The Comedy of Errors. Edited by Henry

Cuningham.

Easy French Rhymes. By Henri Blouet.

Second Edition. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. ts.

Easy Stories from English History. By
E. M. Wilmot-Buxton. Fi/tk Edition.
Cr. Zvo. IS.

Stories from Roman History. By E. M.
Wilmot-Buxton Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

A First History of Greece. ByE. E. Firth.

Cr. Svo. IS. 6d.

The Beginner's Books
Edited by W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

Easy Exercises in Arithmetic. Arranged
by W. S. Beard. Third Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. Without Answers, \s. With Answers,
i^. id.

Easy Dictation and Spelling. By W.
Williamson,B.A. SeventhEd. Fcap.Zvo. is.

An Easy Poetry Book. Selected and
arranged by W. Williamson, B.A. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. is.

Books on Business

Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d, net.

Ports and Docks. By Douglas Owen.
Railways. By E. R. McDermott.
The Stock Exxhange. By Chas. Duguid.

Second Edition.
The Business of Insurance. By A. J.

Wilson.
The Electrical Industry : Lighting,

Traction, and Power. By A. G. Whyte,
B.Sc.

The Shipbuilding Industry : Its History,

Practice, Science, and Finance. By David
Pollock, M.LN.A.

The Money Market. By F. Straker.
The Business Side of Agriculture. By

A. G. L. Rogers, M.A.
Law in Business. By H. A, Wilson.
The Brewing Industry. By Julian L.

Baker, F.I.C, F.C.S, Illustrated.

The Automobile Industry. By G. de
Holden-Stone.

Mining and Mining Investments. By
'A. Moil."

The Business of Advertising. By Clarence
G. Moran, B«rrister-at-Law. Illustrated.

Trade Unions. By G. Drage.
Civil Engineering. By T. Claxton Fidler,

M.Inst. C.E. Illustrated.

The Iron Trade of Great Britain. By
J. Stephen Jeans. Illustrated.

Monopolies, Trusts, and Kartells. By
F. W. Hirst.

The Cotton Industry and Trade. By
Prof. S. J. Chapman, Dean of the Faculty
of Commerce in the University of Man<
Chester. Illustrated.
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Byzantine Texts

Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

The Syriac Chronicle known as that of
Zachariah of Mitylene. Translated by
F. J. Hamilton, D.D., and E. W. Brooks.
Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

EvAGRius. Edited by I^. Bidez and Leon
Parmentier. Demy Zvo. zos. 6d. net.

The History of Psellus. Edited by C
Sathas. Demy Zvo. i^s. net.

EcTHESis Chronica and Chronicon ATHEt
arum. Edited by Professor S. P. Lambro
Dciiiy Zvo. 7s. 6tf. net.

The Chronicle of Morea. Edited by Job
Schmitt. Demy Zvo, 15*. net.

The Churcliman's Bible

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Fcap. %vo. \s. 6d. net each.

Explained by WThe Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
the Galatians. Explained by A. W.
Robinson, M. A. Second Edition.

Ecglesiastes. Explained by A. W. Streane,
D.D.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
the Phiuppians. Explained by C. R. D.
Biggs, D.D. Second Edition.

The Epistle of St. James. Explained by
H. W. Fulford M.A.

Isaiah, Explained by W. E. Barnes, D.I
Two Volumes. With Map. -zs. net each.

The Epistle ok St. Paul the Apostle -i

THE Ephesians. Explained by G. H. Whit
ker, M.A.

The Gospel According to St. Mari
Explained by J. C. Du Buisson, M..1

2S. 6d. net.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle t

THE COLOSSIANS AND PhILEMON. E
plained by H. J. C. Knight. 2s. net.

The Churchman's Library

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Crown Svo. 3^-. 6d. each.

Some New Testament Problems. 1

Arthur Wright, D.D. 6^.

The Beginnings of English Christianity.
By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.

The Workmanship of the Prayer Book :

Its Literary and Liturgical Aspects. By J.

Dowden, D.D. Second Edition, Revised
and Ejiiarged.

Evolution. By F. B. Jevons, IM.A., Litt.D.

The Churchman's Introduction to ti
Old Testament. By A. M. Mackay, B.,

Second Edition.
Comparative Theology. By J. A. Ma

CuUoch. 6^.

Classical Translations
Crown Zvo.

jEschylus—The Oresteian Trilogy (Agamem-
non, Chocphoroe, Eunienides). Translated

by Lewis Campbell, LL.D. sj.

Cicero—De Oratore I. Translated by E. N.
P. Moor, M.A. Second Edition, ^s. 6d.

Cicero—The Speeches against C.ataline and
Antony and for Murena and Milo. Trans-
lated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A. 5s.

Cicero—De Natura Deorum. Translated by
F. Brooks, M.A. 3^. 6d.

Cicero—De OfBciis. Translated by G. B.

Gardiner, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Horace—The Odes and Epodes. Translat
by A. D. Godley, M.A. 2^^.

LuciAN—Six Dialogues Translated by S.

Irwin, M.A. 3^. 6d.

Sophocles—Ajax and Electra. Translated
E. D. Morshead, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Tacitus—Agricola and Germania. Trai
lated by R. ]!. Townshend. 2s. 6d.

Juvenal—Thirteen Satires. Translated
S. G. Owen, M.A, 2s. 6d.

Classics of Art
Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING

The Art of the Greeks. By H. B. Walters.

With 112 Plates and 18 Illustmtions in the

Te.li. ]Vide Royal Zvo. 12s, 6d. net.

Velazquez.
Plates. W

By A, de Beruete. With
de Royal Svo. 10s. dd. net.
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Commercial Series
Crown 'ivo.

British Commerce and Colonmks from
Elizabeth to Victoria. By H. de B.
Gibbins, LLtt.D.,M.A. Fourth Edition. 2s.

Commercial Examination Papers. By H.
de B. Gibbins, l.itt.D., M.A. zs. 6c{.

The Economics of Commerce, By H. de
B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Second Edition.
IS. 6d.

A German Commercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. 2s.

A Commercial Geography of the British
Empire. By L. W. Lyde, M.A. Seventh
Edition. 2s.

A Commercial Geography of Foreign
Nations. By F. C. Boon, B.A. 2^.

A Primer of Business. By S. Jackson,
M.A. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.

A Short Commercial Arithmetic. By F.
G. Taylor, M.A. J'ourth Edition, is. 6d.

French CoMMEHriAi. Cokkespondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Fourth
Edition. 2s.

German Commercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Second
Edition. 2s. 6d.

A French Commercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. SecondEdition. 2s.

Precis Writing and Office Correspond-
ence. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Second
Edition. 2s.

A Entrance Guide to Professions and
Business. By H. Jones, li. 6d.

The Principles of Book-keeping by Double
Entry. By J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. 2s.

Commercial Law. By W. Douglas Edwards.
Second Edition. 2s.

Mezzotints. By Cyril Davenport. With 40
Plates in Photogravure.

Porcelain. By'Edward Dillon. With 19
Plates in Colour, 20 in Collotype, and 5 in
Photogravure.

Miniatures. By Dudley Heath. With 9
Plates in Colour, 15 in Collotype, and 15 in
Photogravure.

Ivories. By .\. Maskell. With 80 Plates in
Collotype and Photogravure.

English Furniture. By F. S. Robinson.
With 160 Plates in Collotype and one in
Photogravure. Second Edition.

English Coloured Books. By Martin
Hardie. With 28 Illustrations in Colour
and Collotype.

The Connoisseur's Library
IVide Royal Svo. 255. nei.

European Enamels. By Henry H. Cunyng-
hame, C.B. With 54 Plates in Collotype
and Half-tone and 4 Plates in Colour.

Goldsmiths' and Silversmiths' Work. By
Nelson Dawson. With many Plates in
Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photo-
gravure. Second Edition.

Glass. By Edward Dillon. With 37 Illus-

trations in Collotype and 12 in Colour.

Seals. By Walter de Gray Birch. With 52
Illustrations in Collotype and a Frontispiece
in Photogravure.

Jewellery. By H. Clifford Smith. With 50
Illustrations in Collotype, and 4 in Colour.
Second Edition.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books
Fcap Zvo. 3J-. bd. net each volume.

COLOURED BOOKS
Dld Coloured Books. By George Paston.
With 16 Coloured Plates. Fcap.Zvo. 2s.net.

Phe Like and Death of John Mytton, Esq.
By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken and T. J. Rawlins. Fourth
Edition.

rHE Life of a Sportsman. By Nimrod.
With 35 Coloured Plates by Henry Aiken.

Iandley Cross. By R. S. Surtees. With
17 Coloured Plates and 100 Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech. Second Edition.

Ir. Sponge's Sporting Tour. By R. S.
Surtees. With 13 Coloured Plates and 90
Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.

orrocks' Jaunts and Jollities. By R. S.
Surtees. With 15 Coloured Plates by H.
Aiken. Second Edition.

.SK Mamma. By R. S. Surtee.s. With 13
Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech.

The Analysis of the Hunting Field. By
R. S. Surtees. With 7 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken, and 43 Illustrations on Wood.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque. By William Combe.
With 30 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search
of Consolation. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Third Tour of Doctor Syntax in
Search of a Wife. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The History of Johnny Quae Genus : the
Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax.
Bythe Author of 'The Three Tours.' With
24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.

The English Dance of Death, from the
Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the Author of 'Doctor
Syntax.' Two Volumes.
This book contains 76 Coloured Plates.

{Continued.
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Illustrated Pocket Library ok Plain and

Thk Dance of Like : A Poem. P-y the Author
of 'Doctor Syntax.' Illustrated witli 26

Coloured Engravings by T. Rowlandson.

Life in London : or, the Day and Night
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Corinthian Tom. By
Pierce Egan. With 36 Coloured Plates by
L R. and G. Cruikshank. With numerous
Designs on Wood.

Real Life in London : or, the Rambles
and Adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and
his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured
Plates by Aiken and Rowlandson, etc.

Two Volumes.

The Life of an Actor. By Pierce Egan.
With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane,

and several Designs on Wood.

The Vicar of Wakefield. By Oliver Gold-

smith. With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Row-
landson.

The Military Adventures op Johnny
Newcome. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured
Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The National Sports of Great Britain.
With Descriptions and 50 Coloured Plates

by Henry Aiken.

The Adventures of a Post Captain. By
A Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plates

by Mr. Williams.

Coloured Books—continued.

Gamonia : or the Art of Preserving Game ;

and an Improved Method of making Planta-

tions and Covers, explained and illustrated

by Lawrence Rawstorne, Esq. With 15

Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins.

An Academy for Grown Horsemen : Con-
taining the completest Instructions

_
for

Walking,' Trotting, Cantering, Gallopina,

Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with

27 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a

Portrait of the Author. By Geoffrey

Gambado, Esq.
Real Life in Ireland, or, the Day and

Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O'Dogherty.

By a Real Paddy. With 19 Coloured Plates

by Heath, Marks, etc.

The Adventures of Johnny Newcomk in

the Navy. By Alfred Burton. With it

Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.
The Old English Squire: A Poem. By

John Careless, Esq. With 20 Coloured

Plates after the style of T. Rowlandson.

The English Spy. By Bernard Black-

mantle. An original Work, Characteristic.

Satirical, Humorous, comprising scenes anc'

sketches in every Rank of Society, bein|

Portraits of the Illustrious, Eminent, Eccen
trie, and Notorious. With 72 Colourec

Plates by R. Cruikshank, and manj
Illustrations on wood. Two Volumes
js. net.

PLAIN BOOKS
The Grave : A Poem. By Robert Blair.

Illustrated by 12 Etchings executed by Louis
Schiavonetli from the original Inventions of

William Blake. With an Engraved Title Page
and a Portrait of Blake by T. Phillips, R.A.
The illustrations are reproduced in photo-

gravure.

Illustrations of the Book of Jor. In-

vented and engraved by William Blake.

These famous Illustrations—21 in number
—are reproduced in photogravure.

Windsor Castle. ByW. Harrison Ainsworth.
With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text
by George Cruikshank.

The Tower of London. By W. Harrisoi

Ainsworth. With 4oPlates and 58 Woodcut
in the Text by George Cruikshank.

Frank Fairlegh. By F. E. Smedley. Will

30 Plates by George Cruikshank.

Handy Andy. By Samuel Lover. With 2.

Illustrations by the Author.

The Compleat Angler. By Izaak Waltoi,

and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 7

Woodcuts in the Text.

The Pickwick Papers. By Charles Dickens

With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour am
Phiz, the two Buss Plates, and the 32 Con
temporary Onwhyn Plates.

Junior Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. is.

Junior French Examination Papers. By
F.Jacob, M.A. Second Edition.

Junior P^nglish Examination Papers. By
W. Williamson, B.A.

Junior Arithmetic Examination Papers.
By W. S. Beard. J-i/th Edition.

Junior Algebra Examination Papers. By
S. W Finn, M.A.

Junior Gkf.ek Examination Papers. By T.

C. Weatherhead, M.A. Key, 3J. (>d. net.

ByC
Key

Junior Latin Examination Papers.
G. Botting, B.A. Fifth Edition.

3J. ()d. net.

Junior General Information Examin.*
tion Papers. By W. S. Beard. Key
3^. dd. net.

Junior Geography Examination Papers
ByW. G. Baker, M.A.

Junior German Examination Papers. B
A. Voegelin, M.A.
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Methuen's Junior School-Books

Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D.
\ Class-Book of Dictation Passages. By

1

W. Williamson. B.A. Fourteenth Edition.
\

Cr. 8vo. IS. 6d,

Fhe Gospel According to St. Matthew.
Edited by E. Wilton South, M.A. With
Three Maps. C>: Zvo. is. 6d. .

Fhe Gospel AccoKDiNGTO St. Mark. Edited
by A. E. Rubie, D.D. With Three Maps.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d.

\ Junior English Grammar. By \V. William-
son, B.A. With numerous passages for parsing

and analysis, and a chapter on Essay Writing.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2^.

\ Junior Chemistry. By E. A. Tyler, B.A.,
F.C.S. With 78 Illustrations. Fourth Edi-
tion, Cr. Sco. 2J. dd.

Fhe Acts of the Apostles. Edited by
A. E. Rubie, D.D. Cr. ?>vo. -zs.

\ Junior French Grammar. By L. A.
Sornet and M. J. Acatos. Third Edition.
Cr. %vo. IS.

Elementary Experimental Science. Phy-
sics by W. T. Clough, A.R.C.S. Chemistky
by A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 2 Plates and

,
and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

154 Diagrams. Seventh Edition. Cr, %vo,

IS, dd.

A Junior Geometry. By Noel S. Lydon.
With 276 Diagrams. Seventh Edition, Cr.
ZVO. 2J.

Elementary Experimental Chemistry.
By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 4 Plates and
109 Diagrams. Third Edition. Cr.
S,1'0. 2i.

A Junior French Prose. By R. R. N.
Baron, M.A. Third Edition. Cr.&vo. pi.

The Gospel According to St. Luke. With
an Introduction and Notes by William
Williamson, B.A. With Three Maps. Cr,

Zvo. 2S.

The First Book of Kings. Edited by A. E.
RtiBiH, D.D. With Maps. Cr. Svo. 2S.

A Junior Greek History. By W. H.
Spragge, M.A. With 4 Illustrations and s

Maps. Cr. Sz/o. 2s. 6d.

A School Latin Grammar. By H. G. Ford,

M.A. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d,
A Junior Latin Prose. By H. N. Asman,

M.A., B.D. Cr, Svo, 2s. 6d.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Canon ofWestminster. With For/raits.

Cr. Zvc

Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Hutton.
Iohn Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Daniell,

M.A.
I^ARDiNAL Manning. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.
::harles Simeon. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.
[ohnKnox. ByF.MacCunn. Second Edition,
foHN Howe. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
I'homas Ken. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
jEOrge Fox, the Quaker. By T. Hodgkin,
D. C. L. Tliird Edition,

foHN Keble. By Walter Lock, D.D.

IS, net,

Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Lancelot Andrewes. By R. L. Ottley,

D. D. Second Edition.
Augustine of Canterbury. By E. L.

Cutts, D.D.
William Laud. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.

Third Edition,
John Donne. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
i'lioMAS Cranmer. By A. J. Mason, D.D.
I-Jishop Latimer. By R. M. Carlyle and A.

J. Carlyle, M.A.
Bishop Butler, By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

The Library of Devotion
With Introductions and
Small Pott Svo, cloth, :

Fhe Confessions of St. Augustine. Edited
by C. Bigg, D.D. Sixth Edition.

Fhe Imitation of Christ : called also the
Ecclesiastical Music. Edited by C. Bigg,
D.D. Fifih Edition.

Fhe Christian Year. Edited by Walter
Lock, D. D. Fourth Edition.

Lyka Innocentium. Edited by Walter
1-ock, D.D. Second Edition.

Fhe Temple. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition.

\ Book of Devotions. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge. B.D. Second Edition.

\ Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. Fourth Ed.

\ Guide to Eternity. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge, B.D.

(where necessary) Notes.

\s. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

The Inner Way. By J. Tauler. Edited by
A. W. Hutton, M.A.

On the Love of God. By St. Francis de
Sales. Edited by W. J. Knox-Little, M.A.

The Psalms of David. Edited by B. W.
Randolph, D.D.

Lyra Apostolica. By Cardinal Newman
and others. Edited by Canon Scott Holland,
M.A., and Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.

The Song of Songs. Edited by B. Blaxland,

M.A.
The Thoughts of Pascal. Edited by C.

S. Jerram, M.A.
A Manual of Con.solation from the

Saints and Fathers. Edited by J. II.

Burn, B.D.

[Continued
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The I/Ibrary of Devotion—continued.

The Devotions of St. Anselm. Edited by
C. C. J. Webb, M.A.

Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sin-
ners. By John Bunyan. Edited by S. C.
Freer, M.A.

Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata. Edited
by A. E. Burn, B. D.

Lyra Sacra ; A Book of Sacred Verse.
Edited by Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.
Second Edition, revised.

A DayHooiv fromtheSaintsand Fathers.
Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.

A Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom. A
Selection from the English Mystics. Edited
by E.G. Gregory.

Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from the
German Mystics. Edited byW. R.Inge, M.A.

An Introduction to The Devout Life.
By St. Francis de Sales. Translated and
Edited by T. Barns, M.A.

The Little Flowers of the Glorious
Messer St. Francis and of his
Friars. Done into English by W. Hey-
wood. With an Introduction by A. G.
Ferrers Howell.

Manchester al Mondo: a Contemplation
of Death and Immortality. By Henry
Montagu, Earl of Manchester. With an
Introduction by F.liz.ibeth Waterhouse,
Editor of ' A Little Book of Life and
Death.'

The Spiritual Guide, which Disentangles
the Soul and brings it by the Inward Way
to the Fruition of Perfect Contemplation,
and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace.
Written by Dr. Michael de Molinos, Priest.

Translated from the Italian copy, printed at

Venice, 1685. Edited with an Introduction
by Kathleen Lyttelton. And a Note by
Canon Scott Holland.

Devotions for Every Day of the Week
AND THE Great Festivals. By John
Wesley. Edited, with an Introduction by
Canon C. Bodington.

Preces Privat-Ii. By Lancelot Andrewes,
Bishop of Winchester. Selections from the
Translation by Canon F. E. Brightman.
Edited, with an Introduction, by A. E.
Burn, D.D.

Little Books on Art
With many Illustrations. Der?iy i6tN0. 2s. 6d. net.

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations

including a I'^rontispiece in Photogravure.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters. Fourth Edition.
Bookplates. E.Almack.
Reynolds. J. Sime. Second Edition.
RoMNEY. Georce Paston.
Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley.
Leighton. Alice Corkran.
Velasquez. Wilfrid Wilberforce and A. R.

Gilbert.

Greuze and Boucher. Eliza F. Pollard.
Vandyck. M. G. Smallwood.
Turner. Frances Tyrrell-Gill.

Durer. Jessie Allen.
Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.
Burne-Jones. Fortun^e de Lisle. Third

Edition.

Hoppner. H. p. K. Skipton.
Rembrandt. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.
CoROT. Alice Pollard and Ethel Birnstingl.

Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst.
Millet. Netta Peacock.
Illuminated MSS. J. W. Bradley.
Christ in Art. Mrs. Henry Jenner.
Jewellery. Cyril Davenport.
Claude. E. Dillon.

The Arts OF Jaian. E.Dillon. Second Ed.

Enamels. Mrs. Nelson Dawson.
Miniatures. C. Davenport.

Constable. H. W. Tompkins.

Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. L. Jenner.

The Little Galleries

Demy \bmo. 25. 6d. net.

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short outline of

the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A Little Gallery of Reynolds.
.\ Little Gallery of Romney.
A Little Gallery of Hoppner.

A Little Gallery of Millais.
A Little Gallery ok English Ports.

The Little Guides
With many Illustrations by E. H. Nkw and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Polt 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.; leather, 35. 6il. 7tet.

The main features of these Guides are (1) a handy and ch.irrning form ; (2) illus-

trationsfrom photographs and by well-known artists
; (3) good plans and maps

; (4) an
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ndequate but compact jsresentation of everything that is interesting in the natural

features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.

Cambridgk and its Colleges. F.y A.
Hamilton Thompson. Second Edition.

Oxford and its Colleges. By J. Wells,
M.A. Eightii Edition.

St. Paul's Cathedral. By George Clinch.
Westminster Abbey. ByG. E. Troutbeck.

Second Edition.

The English Lakes. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
The Malvern Country. By B. C. A.

Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S.
Shakespeare's Country. By B. C. A.

Windle, D. So. , F. R. S. Third Edition.

North Wales. By A. T. Story.

Buckinghamshire. By E. S. Roscoe.
Cheshire. By W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall. By A. L. Salmon.
Derbyshire, By J. Charles Cox, LL.D.,

F.S.A.
Devon. By S. Baring-Gould.
Dorset. By Frank R. Heath. Second Ed.
Hampshire. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.

By H. W. Tompkins,

By G. Clinch.

Hp:rtfordshike
F.R.H.S.

The Isle of Wight.
Kent. By O. Clinch
Kerry. By C. P. Crane.
Middlesex. By John B. Firth.
Norfolk. By W. A. Dutt.
Northamptonshire. By Wakeling Dry.
Oxfordshire. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
Somerset. By G. W. and J. H. Wade.
Suffolk. By W. A. Dutt.
Surrey. By F. A. H. Lambert.
Sussex. By F. G. Brabant, M.A

Edition.
The East Riding of Yorkshire.

Morris.
The North Riding of Yorkshire.

Morris.

Brittany. By S. Baring-Gould.
Normandy. By C. Scudamore.
Rome By C. G Ellaby.
Sicily. By F. Hamilton Jackson.

Second

By J. E.

By J. E.

The Little Library
With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott Svo. Each Volume, cloth, \s. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Edited by E. V. Lucas. Two P'ols.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by E. V.
Lucas.

Bacon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF LORD
BACON. Edited by Edward Wright.

Barham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. Atlay.
Two Volumes.

Barnett (Mrs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Second Edition.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited
by E. Denison Ross.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M.
Perugini.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Edited
by F. HiNDES Groome. Two Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by John
Sampson.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by W.
Hall Griffin, M.A.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN : with George
Canning's additional Poems. Edited by
Lloyd Sanders.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by H. C.
Minchin.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by A. C.

Deane.

Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN. Edited by Annie
Matheson. Tivo Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by Edward Hutton.

Dante (Alighieri). THE INFERNO OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. Gary.
Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Gary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Cary. Edited by Paget
Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
Edited by R. A. Streatfeild.

Deane (A. C). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE.

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Volumes.

Ferrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited
by A. Goodrich - Freer and Lord
Iddesleigh. Two Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.
Gaskell(Mrs,). CRANFORD. Edited by

E. V. Lucas. Second Edition.
Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER. Edited by Percy Dearmer.

Henderson (T, F,). A LITTLE BOOK
OF SCOTTISH VERSE.

Keats (John). POEMS. With an Intro-
duction by L. Binyon, and Notes by J.
Masefield.

Kinglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. With an
Introduction and Notes. Second Edition.

^Continued.
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The Litti.k Library—continued.

Lamb (Charles). ELIA, AND THE
LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA. Edited by
E. V. Lucas.

Locker (F.). LONDON LYRICS Edited
by A. D. GoDi.EY, M.A. A reprint of the
First Edition.

Longrfellow (H. W.). SELECTIONS
FROM LONGFELLO\V. Edited by
L. M. Faithfull.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL. Edited by E.
Wright.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS
OF JOHN MILTON. Edited by H. C.
Beeching, M.A., Canon of Westminster.

Molr(D. M.). MANSIEWAUCH. Edited
by T. F. Henderson.

Nichols (J. B. B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Rochefoucauld (La). THE MAXIMS OF
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated
by Dean Stanhope. Edited by G. H.
Powell.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D.' Godley,
M.A.

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. Paul.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON. Edited by J. CiiURToN Collins, M.A.

IN ME MORI AM. Edited by Canon
H. C. Beeching, M.A.

THE PRINCESS. Edited by Elizabeth
Wordsworth.

1\L\UD. P^dited by Elizabeth Wordsworth.
Thackeray (W. M.). VANITY FAIR.

Edited by S. Gwynn. I hree Volumes.
PENDENNIS. Edited by S. Gwynn.

Three Volumes.
ESMOND. Edited by S. Gwynn.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. EditedbvS. Gwynn.
Vaugrhan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Edward
HUTTON.

Walton (Izaak). THE COMPLEAT
ANGLER. Edited by J. Buchan.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited
by. Tivclftli Kdition.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
WORDSWORTH. Edited by Nowell
C. .Smith.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by Geokge
Sampson.

The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott l6mo. In 40 Voht?fies. Leatker, price \s. itet each volume.

Mahogany Revolving Book Case. 10s. net.

Miniature Library
Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of

humanity, devotion, or literary genius.

Euphranor : .\ Di.-ilogue on Youth. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the edition pub-
lished by W. Pickering in 1851. Demy
•^imo. Leather, is. net.

PoLONius : or Wise Saws and Modern In-

stances. By Edward FitzCierald. From
the edition published by W. Pickering in

1852. J)emy ^2»io. Leather, is. net.

The RubaiyAt of Omar KhayvAm. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the ist edition

oi I'is'i) J'ourth £dit!on. L^eather, is.net.

The Life of Edward, Lord Herbert of
Cherbuky. Written by himself. From the

edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the

year 1764. Dotty ^itiio. Leather, is. net.

The Visions of Dom Francisco Quevkdc
Villegas, Knight of the Order of .St.

James. Made English by R. L. From thf

edition printed for H. Herringman, 166E.

Leather, is. net.

PoKMS. r>y Dora Greenwell. From Lb"" edi

tionofiSjS. Leather, vs mt

Oxford Biographies
Fcap. Zvo. Each volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, y. 6d. net.

Dante Alighieri. By Paget Toynbee, M.A.

,

D. Litt. With 12 Illustrations. ThirdEdition.
Gikolamo Savonakoi.a. By E. L. S. Hors-

burgh, M.A. With 12 Illustrations. Second
Edition.

John Howard. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
Bishop of Gloucester. With 12 Illustrations.

Alfred Tennyson. By A. C. Benson, M.A.
With 9 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Sir Walter Ralekjh. By I. A. Taylor.
With 12 Illustrations.

Erasmus. By E. F. H. Capey. With 12

Illustrations.

Thr Young Pretender. By C. S. Terry.
With n Illustrations.

Robert Burns. By T. F. Henderson
With 12 Illustrations.

Chatham.^ By A. S. M'Dowall. With i-.

Illustrations.

Francis of Assist. By Anna M. Stod
dart. With 16 Illustrations.

Canning. By W. Alison Phillips. With i:

Illustrations.

Beaconsfield. By Walter Sichel. With i-.

Illustrations.

Johann Wolfgang Goethe. By H. G
Atkins. With 16 Illustrations.

Francois Fenei.on. 1^ Viscount St Cyres
With 12 Illustrations.
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School Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr. Zvo.

French Examination Papers. By
6d.

A. M.
M. Stedman, M.A. Fifteenth Ear, ion.

Key. Sixth Edition. 6j. net.

Latin Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Fourteettth Edition.

Key. Sixth Edition. 6s. net.

Greek Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Ninth Edition.

Key. Fourth Edition. 6s. net.

German Examination Papers. By R. J.

Morich. Seventh Edition.

Key. Third Edition. 6s. net.

Geography Examination
C. H. Spence, M.A. Third

By R. E.

History and
Papers. By
Edition.

Physics Examination Papers
Steel, M.A., F.C.S.

General Knowledge Examination
Papeks. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
Sixth Edition.
Key. Fourth Edition, -js. net.

Examination Papers in English Histort.
By J. Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A.

School Histories

Illustrated. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

A School History of Warwickshire. By
B. C. A. Windle, D..Sc., F.R.S.

A School History of .Somerset. By
Walter Raymond. Second Edition.

A School History ok Lancashire. By
W. E. Rhodes.

A School History of Surrey. it3y H. E.
Maiden, M.A.

A School History of Middlesex. By V.
Plarr and F. W. Walton.

Methuen's Simplified French Texts
Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

One Shilling each.

L'Histoire d'uneTulipe. Adapted by T. R.
N. Crofts, M.A. Second Edition.

Abdallah. Adapted by J. A. Wilson.
Le Docteur Math6us. Adapted by W. P.

Fuller.

La Bouillie au Miel. Adapted by P. B.

Ingham.
Jean Valjean. Adapted by F. W. M. Draper.

La Chanson de Roland. Adapted by H.
Rieu, M.A. Second Edition.

Memoires de Cadichon. Adapted by J. F.
Rhoades.

L'Equipage de la Belle-Nivernaise,
Adapted by T. R. N. Crofts. Second Ed.

L'Histoire de Pierre et Camille.
Adapted by J. B. Patterson.

Methuen's Standard Library

Cloth, IS. net; double volumes, \s. 6d.net. Paper, 6d. net; dozible volume, \s. net.

The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius.
Translated by R. Graves.

Sense and Sensibility. Jane Austen.
Essays and Counsels and The New

Atlantis. Francis Bacon, Lord
Verulam.

Religio Medici and Urn Burial. Sir

Thomas Browne. The text collated by
A. R. Waller.

The Pilgrim's Progress. John Bunyan.
Reflections on the French Revolution,

Edmund Burke.
The Poems and Songs of Robert Burns.

Double Volume.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and

Revealed. Joseph Butler.

Miscellaneous Poems. T. Chatterton.
Tom Jones. Henry Fielding. Treble Vol.

Cranford. Mrs. Gaskell.
The History of the Decline and Fa.ll of

THE Roman Empire. E. Gibbon.
Text and Notes revised by J. B. Bury.
Seven double volumes.

The Case is Altered. Every Man in

His Humour. Every Man Out of His
Humour. Ben Jonson,

The PoEMSAND Plays OF Oliver Goldsmith.
Cynthia's Revels. Poetaster. Ben

Jonson.
The Poems of John Keats. Double volume.

The Text has been collated by E. de
S^lincourt.

On the Imitation of Christ. By Thomas
a Kempis. Translation byC. Bigg.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. W. Law.

Paradise Lost. John Milton.
ElKONOKLASTES AND THE TenURE OF KiNGS

AND Magistrates. John Milton.
Utopia and Poems. Sir Thomas More.
The Republic of Plato. Translated by

Sydenham and Taylor. Double Volume.
Translation revised by W. H. D. Rouse.

The Little Flowers of St. Francis.
Translated by W. Heywood.

The Works of William Shakespeare. In
10 volumes.

Principal Poems, 1S15-1S18. Percy Bysshe
Shelley. With an Introduction by C. D.
Locock.

The Life of Nelson. Robert Southey.
The Natural Historyand Antiquities or

Selborne. Gilbert White.
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Textbooks of Science

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc. and G. R. MILLS, M.A

Fully Illustrated.

Wells,Practical Mechanics. S. H.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Ziio. -^s. td.

Practical Chemistry. Part i. W. French,
M.A. 0-. 8rv Fifth Edition. is. 6d.

Practical Chemistry. Part ii. W. French
and T. H. Boardman. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Examples in Physics. By C. E. Jackson,
B.A. Cr. Sw. 2s. 6d.

Technical Arithmetic and Geometry.
By C. T. Millis, M.I.M.E. Cr. Svo.

2s. 6d.

Plant Life, Studies in Garden and School.

By Horace F. Jones, F.C.S. With 320
Diagrams. Cr. Hz'o. y. 6d.

The Complete School Chemistry. By F.

M. Oldham, B.A. With 126 Illustrations.

.Second Edition. Cr. Se'o. 4^. td.

Elementary Science for Pupil Teachers.
Physics Section. By W. T. Clough,

A.R.C.S. (Lond.), F.CS. Chemistry
Section. By A. E. Dunstan, B. Sc. (Lond.),

F.C.S. With 2 Plates and 10 Diagrams.
Cr. %vo. I.S.

Examples in Elementary Mechanics,
Practical, (Graphical, and Theoretical. B>
W. J. Dobbs, M.A. With 51 Diagrams.
Cr. Svo. 5s.

Outlines of Physical Chemistry. B>
George Senter, B.Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D. Witt
many Diagrams. Cr. &va. 3s. 6d.

An Organic Chemistry for Schools ani
Technical Lmstitutes. By A. E. Dunstan
B.Sc (Lond.), F.C.S. With man>
Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

First Year Physics. ByC. E.Jackson.M.A
With 51 diagrams. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Textbooks of Technology

Edited byG. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc, and G. R. MILLS, M.A.
Fully Illustrated.

How to Make a Dress. By J. A. E. Wood.
Fourth Edition. Cr. ^vo. is. 6d.

Carpentry and Joinery. By F. C. Webber.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zz'O. -^s. dd.

Millinery, Theoretical and Practical.
By Clare Hill. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. zs.

Instruction in Cookery. A. P. Thomson.
2s. 6d.

An Introduction to the Study of Tex-
tile Design. By Aldred F. Barker. Demy
Svo, js. 6d.

By H. C. Grubb

By A. C. Horth

Builders' Quantities.
Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Rtpovsst Metal Work.
Cr. &710. 2s. td.

Electric Light and Power: An Intro

duction to the Study of Electrical Engineer
ing. By E. E. Brooks, B.Sc. (Lond.)

and W. H. N- James, A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E
Cr. &V0. 4J. 6d.

Engineering Workshop Practice. B'

C. C. Allen. Cr Svo. 3s. td.

Handbooks of Theology

The XXXIX. Articles of the Church of
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Sixth Edition. Demy ivo. 12s. 6d.

An Introduction to the History of
Religion. By F. B. Jevons. M.A.,
Litt.D. Fourth Edition. Demy%vo. jos.td.

The Doctrine of the Incarnation. By R.

L. Ottley, D.D. Fourth Edition revised.

Demy Zvo. lis. td.

An Introduction to the History of thi
Creeds. By A. E. Burn, D.D, Dem_
&V0. 10s. td.

The Philosophy of Religion in Englani
and America. By Alfred Caldecott, D.D
Demy Zto. 103. td.

A History of Early Christian Doctrine
By J. F, Bethune-Baker, M.A. Demy Zve

los. td.

The Westminster Commentaries

General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,

Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

to the Corinthians. Edited by H. L
Goudge, M.A. Second Ed. DemySno. ts

The Epistle of St. James. Edited with In

troduction and Notes by R. J. Knowiing
D.D. Demy ?,vo. 6s.

The Book of Ezekiel. Edited H. A. Red
path, M.A., D. Litt. Demy %vo. 10s. td.

A Commentary on Exodus. By A. H
M'Neile, B.D. With a Map and 3 Plans
Demy %vo. 10s. f>d.

The Book of Genesis. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D.
Seventh Edition. Demy Zvo. 10s. td.

The Book of Jop.. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition. DemyZvo. ts.

The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by R.
B. Rackham, M.A. Demy °vo. I'ounli
Edition, los. td.

The First Epistle of Paul the Apostik
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Part II.

—

Fiction

Mbanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.

FHe' BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
Second Edition. Cr. Sc'C. 6^.

CAPRICIOUS CAROLINE. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. ivo. 6s.

LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.

Cr. Zxio. 6s. Also Jl/edium 3vo. 6d.

PETER, A PARASITE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE. BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

[ KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium 8vo. 6d.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Mcdium%vo. 6d.

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium
Zvo. 6d.

THE PASSPORT. Fcurth Edition. Cr.

&V0. 6s.

TEMPTATION. Ei/th Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

LOVE'S PROXY. A Neil' Edition. Cr.Svo.

6s.

DONNA DIANA. Second Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD. Medium Svo. 6d.

Baring-Qould (S.). ARMINELL. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

URITH. Fijth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Mediu7n Svo. 6d.

MARGERY OF QUETHER. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Mediu7n Svo. 6d.

JACQUETTA. Tliird Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. Srw. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.

Second Edition- Cr. Svo. 6s.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IN DEWISLAND. Second Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE FROBISHERS. CrownSvo. 6s.

Also Afedium Svo. 6d.

DOMITIA. lUus. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6.?.

MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
Crown Svo. 6s.

LITTLE TU'PENNY. A New Edition.

Medium Sz'O. 6d.

FURZE BLOOM. Medium Svo. 6d.

Barnett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS
WINNER. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Barr (James). LAUGHING THROUGH
A WILDERNESS. Cr. S7>o. 6s.

Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo, 6s.

Aho Medium Svo. 6d.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE STRONG ARM. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

JENNIE BAXTER JOURNALIST.
Medium Svo. 6d.

Begbie (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW ; or, The Progress
OF AN Open Mind. With a Frontispiece.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Belloc(Hilaire), M.P. EMMANUEL BUR-
DEN, MERCHANT. With 36 Illustra-

tions by G. K. Chesterton. Second Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Benson (E. F.) DODO : A Detail of the
Day. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE VINTAGE. Medium Svo. 6d.

Benson (Margaret). SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

Birmingham (George A.). THE BAD
TIMES. Second Edition. C70wn Svo.

6s.

Bowles (G. Stewart). A GUN-ROOM
DITTY BOX. SecondEd. Cr.Svo. is.6d.

Bretherton (Ralph Harold). THE
MILL. Cr.ST'o. 6s.

Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Burke (Barbara). BARBARA GOES TO
OXFORD. With 16 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Burton (J, Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS. Medium Svo. 6d.

Caffyn (Mrs.) ('Iota'). ANNE MAULE-
VERER. Medium Svo. 6d.

Campbell (Mrs. Vere). F E R R I B Y.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
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Capes (Bernard). THE EXTRAOR-
DINARY CONFESSIONS OF DIANA
PLEASE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. i,s.

A JAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zvo. Ss.

LOAVES AND FISHES. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A ROGUE'S TRAGEDY. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE LAKE OF WINE. Medium Svo. 6d.

Carey (Wyraond). LOVE THE JUDGE.
Second Edition. O. Sz'o. 6s.

Castle (Agnes and Egerton). FLOWER
O' THE ORANGE, and Other Tales.
With a Frontispiece in Colour by A. H.
Bucldand. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Charlton (Randal). M AVE. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE VIRGIN WIDOW. Cr. 8w. 6s.

Chesney (Weatherby). THE TRAGEDY
OFTHEGREAT EMERALD Cr.Svo.6s.

THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Second Edition. Cr. Szio. 6s.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). THE GETTING
WELL OF DOROTHY. Illustrated by
Gordon Browne. SecondEdition. Cr. Svo.
r^S. 6d.

A FLASH OF SUMMER. Medium Zvo. 6d.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME. MediumSvo. i,d.

Conrad (Joseph). THE SECRET AGENT:
A Simple Tale. Fourth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Corelli (Marie). A ROM.^NCE OF TWO
WORLDS. T-iventv-NintliEd. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

VENDETTA. Tzuen'ty-Sixth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THELMA. Thirty-Ninth Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ARDATH: THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Eighteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Fifteenth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WORMWOOD. Sixteenth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

BARABBAS : A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Forty-Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. Twelfth
Edition, 'i.'nth Thousand. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
SUPRExMACY. 150/^ Thousand. Cr.Svo. 6s

GOD'S GOOD MAN : A SIMPLE LoVE
STORY. Thirteenth Edition. 150th Thou-
sand. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BOY : a Sketch. Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CAMEOS. Thirteenth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Cotes (Mrs. Everard). See Sara Jeannette
Duncan.

Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Crockett (S. R.), Author of 'The Raiders,'
etc. LOCHINV.A.R. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. 87'o. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Croker(B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Cr. Svo. 6s.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Svo. 6d.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Fourth Edition.

A NINE D.\YS' WONDER. Thira
Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Seventl.

Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

ANGEL. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A STATE SECRET. Third Edition. Cr.

Svo. 2s. 6d. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Crosbie (Mary). DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Cuthell (Edith E.). ONLY A GUARD
ROOM DOG. Illustrated by W. Parkin
SOM. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

Dawson (Warrington). THE SCAR
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SCOURGE Cr. Svo. 6s.

Deakin (Dorothea). THE YOUNG
COLUMBINE. With a Frontispiece bj

Lewis Baumhr. Cr. St'o. 6s.

Deane (Mary). THE OTHER PAWN
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE REI
LAMP. E/eventh Edition. Cr. 8™. 6s

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Dumas (Alexandre). See page 39.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everan
Cotes). THOSE DELIGHTFUI
AMERICANS. Medium Svo. 6d.

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illus

trated. ThirdEdition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Svo. 6d.

Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THI
FLOSS. Medium Svo. 6d.

Erskine (Mrs. Steuart). THE MAGIC
PLUMES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fenn (G. Manville). SYD BELTON ; or

The Boy who would not go to Sea. Illus

trated by Gordon Browne. Second Ed
Cr. Svo. js. 6d.

Findlater(J. H.). THE GREEN GR.A.VE;
OF BALGOWRIE. Fijth Edition
Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Secom
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Findlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY
Third Edition. Cr. Svo.. 6s.

OVER THE HILLS. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition
Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST. With 8 Illus

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fitzpatrick (K.) THE WEANS A1
ROWALLAN. Illustrated. Second Edi
Hon. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

Francis (M. E.). (Mrs. Francis Blun-
dell). STEPPING WESTWARD
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MARGERY O' THE MILL. Thin
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fraser (Mrs. Hugh). THE SLAKINC
OF THE SWORD. Second Edition
Cr. Svo. 6s.
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IN THE SHADOW OF THE LORD.
Third Edition. CrotLn Zvo. 6s.

Fry (B. andC.B.). A MOTHER'S SON.
Ji'i/iA Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fuller=Maitland (Ella). BLANCHE
ESMEAD. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Qallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
Medium &va. 6d.

Oaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD. Medium
&V0. 6d.

MARY BARTON. Medium Zvo. 6d.
NORTH AND SOUTH. Medium %7>o. 6d.

Gates (Eleanor). THE PLOW-WOMAN.
Cr. 8z'<7. 6s.

Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY. Medium Svo 6d.

MADE OF MONEY. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE IMPROBABLE IDYL. T/tird
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Oissing: (George). THE TOWN TRA-
VELLER. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.
THE CROWN OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Glanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S TREA-
SURE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 31. 6d.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE KLOOF BRIDE. Illustrated. Cr. Svo.

2S. 6d. Also Afediuin S7'o. 6d.

Gleig (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.
Illustrated. Cr. 87/0. 35. 6d.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Qrimm (The Brothers). GRIMM'S FAIRY
TALES. Illustrated. Medium Svo. 6d.

Hamilton (M.). THE FIRST CLAIM.
Second Edition. Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

Harraden (Beatrice). IN VARYING
MOODS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE SCHOLAR'S DAUGHTER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. S710. 6s.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Ed. Cr. Svo.

6s.

Harrod (F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson).
THE TAMING OF THE BRUTE. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Herbertson (Agnes G.). PATIENCE
DEAN. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hichens (Robert), THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

FELIX. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE \VOMAN WITH THE FAN. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BYEWAYS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Seventeenth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hope (Anthony). THE GOD IN THE
CAR. Eleventh Edition. Cr, Svo. 6s.

A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Svo. 6d.

A MAN OF MARK. Fifth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. Millar.
Sevetith Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Stjo. 6d.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Eighth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

QUIS.\NTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. With a Fron-

tispiece by A. H. BucKLAND. Third Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hope (Graham). THE LADY OF LYTE.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hornung (E. W.). DE.AD MEN TELL
NO TALES. Medium Svo. 6d.

Housman (Clemence). THE LIFE OF
SIRAGLOVALEDEGALIS. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Hueffer (Ford Madox). AN ENGLISH
GIRL : A Romance. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hutten (Baroness von). THE HALO.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe). MR. HOR-
ROCKS, PURSER. Fourth Edition.

PRINCe'ru'pERT, THE BUCCANEER.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DAVID. Medium Svo. 6d.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirty -firstEdition. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

SEA URCHINS. Fifteenth Edition.. Cr.

Svo. 3J. 6d.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated byWill
Owen. Eightli Edition. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated by Will
Owen and Others. Seventh Edition. Cr.

Svo. 3i. 6d.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated by
Will Owen. Ninth Edition. Cr.Svo. ^s.6d.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated by Will
Owen. Seventh Edition. Cr. S2'0. 3^. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated by Will Owen.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 3.5-. 6d.

James (Henry). THE SOFT SIDE. Second
Edition. Cr. Sz<o. 6s.

THE AMBASSADORS. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Keays (H. A. Mitchell). HE THAT
EATETH BREAD WITH ME. Cr.Svo.6s.
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Kester(Vaughan). THE FORTUNKS OF
THE LANDRAVS. iilustrated. Cr.Zvo. 6.t.

Lawless (Hon. Emily). WITH ESSEX
IN IRELAND. C>. ivo. bs.

Le Queux (William), THE HUNCH-
BACK OF WESTMINSTER. Third Ed.
Cr. ?,vo. ts.

Also ISIedhnn 'ivo. (>d.

THE CROOKED WAY. Second Ediiion.
Cr. &V0. 6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK. Third Ed. Cr.S,vo. (,.•!.

THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Illustrated. Thitd Edition. Cr.Zvo. its.

BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Levett-Yeats (S. K.). ORRAIN. Second
Edition. Cr. 87W. 6s.

THE TRAITOR'S WAY. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Lintoii(E. Lynn). THE TRUE HISTORY
OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON. Medium
Zito. 6d.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. With a
Frontispiece by Chaki.es Rivingston
Bull. Sixth Edition. Cr. ?,7io. 6s.

Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST, ^znd Thousand. Cr. Zvo.

3J. 6d. Also Medium %vo. 6d.

Maartens (Maarten). THE NEW RELI-
GION : A Modern Novel. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

M'Carthy (Justin H.). THE LADY OF
LOYALTY HOUSE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE DRYAD. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE DUKE'S MOTTO. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Macdonald (Ronald). A HUMAN
TRINITY. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Macnaughtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'NAB. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Malet (Lucas). COLONEL ENDERBY'S
WIFE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. Neiu
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THECARISSIMA. Fifth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6.r.

Also Medium &z>o. 6d.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi-
Hon. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMAD Y. Seventh Edition. Cr.Zvo. G,v.

Mann (Mrs. M. E.). OLIVIA'S SUMMER.
Second Edition. Cr. Z7>o. 6s.

A LOST ESTATE. A New Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE PARISH OF HILBY. A New Edition.

Cr. Z7'0. 6s.

THE PARISH NURSE. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

GRAN'MA'S JANE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MRS. PETER HOWARD. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

A WINTER'S TALE. A New Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS. A New
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.
ROSE AT HONEYPOT. Third Ed. C>:

Zvo. 6s.

THERE WAS ONCE A PRINCE. Illus-

trated by M. B. Mann. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.
WHEN ARNOLD COMES HOME. Illus-

trated by M. li. Mann. Cr.Zvo. 3^.6^.
THE EGLAMORE PORTRAITS. Third

Edition. Cr. Sz)o. 6s.

THE MEMORIES OF RONALD LOVi;.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS. Third
Edition. Cr. Z7>o. 6s.

A SHEAF OF CORN. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CEDAR STAR. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Marchmont (A. 'W.). MISER HOAD-
LEY'S SECRET. Medium Zvo. 6d.

A MOMENT'S ERROR. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Marriott (Charles). GENEVRA. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE
Jiledium Zvo. 6d.

JACOB FAITHFUL. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM
PEERAGE. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also A/edium Zzio. 6d.

THE MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Second
Edition. Cr. Z710. 6s.

IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE. Third.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GIRL AND THE MIRACLE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE COWARD BEHIND THE CUR-
TAIN. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A METAMORPHOSIS. Medium Zvo. 6d.
THE GODDESS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE JOSS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Marshall (Archibald). MANY JUNES.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6j.

Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo, 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Mathers (Helen). HONEY. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. Cr. Zvo.

6s. Also Medium Ziw. 6d.

THE FERRYMAN Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

TALLY-HO ! Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

SAM'S SWEETHEART. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Maxwell (W. B.). VIVIEN. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Z7<o. 6.f.

THE RAGGED MESSENGER. Third
Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Z7'0. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. SecondEd. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY : Be-
tween You AND I. Being the Intimate
Conversations of the Right Hon. the

Countess of Maybury. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Z7'0. 6s.
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Meade (L. T.). DRIFT. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. ds. Also Medium %vo. 6d
RESURGAM. Cf. Zvo. 6s.

VICTORY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE. Illustrated

byR. Barnet. Fourth Ed. Cr. Sr'o. -^s.dd.

HEPSY GIPSY. Illustrated by E. Hopkins.
Crown Zvo. 2S. 6d.

THE HONOURABLE MISS: A Story of
AN Old-fashioned Town. Illustrated by
E. Hopkins. Second Edition. Crown
%vo. 3^'. 6d.

Melton (R.). CAESAR'S WIFE. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Meredith (Ellis). HEART OF MY
HEART. Cr. ^vo. 6s.

Miller (Esther). LIVING LIES J-hird

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER. Illustrated. Si.rt/t Edition.

Cr. Zvo. -xs. 6d. Also Medium 8z'o. 6d.

IN THE WHIRL OF THE RISING.
T/ti'd Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE RED DERELICT. Second Edztio?t.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

MPl(;sworth(Mrs.). THE RED GRANGE.
Illustrated by Gordon Browne. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

Montgomery (K. L.). COLONEL KATE.
Tliird Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Montresor (F. F.)- THE ALIEN. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Ei/th Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium S^io. 6d.

TO LONDON TOWN. Second Ed. Cr.
Br,'.-.. 6s.

Dn 7.RS VANITIES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

l\esbit(E.). (Mrs. H. Bland). THE RED
HOUSE. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. ts. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Norris(W. E.). HARRY AND URSULA:
A Story with two Sides to it. Second
Edition, Cr. Svo. 6s.

HIS GRACE. Medium Svo. 6d.

GILES INGILBY. Medium Svo. 6d.

THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
Medium Svo. 6d.

LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
Medium Svo. 6d.

MATTHEW AUSTIN. Medium Svo. 6d.

CLARISSA FURIOSA. Medium Svo. 6d.

Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
Medium Svo. 6d.

SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE. Mediutn
Svo. 6d.

THE PRODIGALS. Medium Sr^o. 6d.

THE TWO MARYS. Medium Svo. 6d.

Ollivant (Alfred). OWD BOB, THE
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR. With a
Frontispiece. Eleventh Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medittm Svo. 6d.

Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OF WEBS.
With 8 Illustrations by Maurice Greif-
fenhagen. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. With
a Frontispiece in Photogravure by Harold
Copping. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece
in photogravure by Harold Copping.
Fourilt Edition. Cr. Srw. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece
in Photogravure by Harold Copping.
Fourth Fldition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Pain (Barryj. LINDLEY KAYS. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.Svo.
6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo.' 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC :

The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Swo. 6d.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last Adventures of 'Pretty Pierre."

Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 2^- ^^•

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Mcdiiun Svo. 6d.

I CROWN THEE KING. 'With Illustra-

tions by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Phillpotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece

Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Aledium Svo. 6d.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SECRET WOMAN. Fourth Edition.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. With a Frontis-

piece. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s,

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.
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THE STRIKING HOURS. Second Edition.
Cro7un &VO. ts.

THE FOLK AFIELD. Crown ivo. 6s.

Pickthall (Marmaduke). SAID THE
FISHERMAN. Seventh Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Z'>o. 6s.

'0' (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE WHITE
WOLF. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Also Medium Sz>o. 6d.
THE MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Edition.

Cr. &z)o. 6s.

MERRY -GARDEN AND OTHER
STORIES. Cr. 9t'o. 6s.

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Rawson (Maud Stepney). THE EN-
CHANTED GARDEN. Eourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOING OF
SHEILA. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Ridge (W. Rett). LOST PROPERTY.
Medium ivo. 6d.

ERB. Second Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Second Edition.
Cr. %-jo. 3^. 6d. Also Medium 8zio. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition.
Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE WICKHAMSES. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

NAME OF GARLAND. Third Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

GEORGE and THE GENERAL. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Ritchie (Mrs. David G.). MAN AND
THE CASSOCK. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Roberts (C. G. D.). THE HEART OF
THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr. Zvo.
3.-. 6d.

Robins (Elizabeth). THE CONVERT.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Rosenkrantz (Baron Palle). THE
MAGISTRATE'S OWN CASE. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

Russell (W. Clark). MY DANISHSWEETHEART. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Also Medium 8vo. 6d.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition, Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium 8vo. 6d.
ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium 8vo. 6d.
MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGE.

Illustrated by Gordon Browne. Third
Edition. Cr. %vo. j,s. 6d.

A MARRIAGE AT SEA. MediumZvo. 6d.

Ryan (Marah Ellis). FOR THE SOUL
OF RAFAEL. Cr. 8z>o. 6s.

Sergeant (Adeline). THE MYSTERY
OF THE MOAT. Second Edition. Cr.
ivo. 6s,

THE PASSION OF PAUL MARIL
LIER. Crown Bvo. 6s.THE QUEST OF GEOFFRE-!
D A R R E L L. Cr. S7>o. 6s.

THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS
Cr, 87)0. 6,9.

THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Cr
87JO. 6s.

BARBARA'S MONEY. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Also Medium 8vo. 6d.
THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD

1\tedium. Zi'o. 6d.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND. Second Ed

Cr. 8vo. 6s. Also Medium 8-uo. 6d.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME. Mediw,

87'0. 6d.

Shannon (W. F.). THE MESS DECK
Cr. Svo. 3i. 6d,

Shelley(Bertha). ENDERBY. Third Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS
MAN. With 8 Illustrations by C. E.
Brock. Third Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Smith (Dorothy V. Horace). MISS
MONA. Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

Sonnichsen (Albert). DEEP-SEA VAGA.
BONDS. Cr. Svo, 6s.

Sunbury (George).
MILLIONAIRE.

Surtees (R. S.).

THE HAPENNY
Cr. Svo. 3.f. 6d.

HANDLEY CROSS.
Illustrated. Mediutn Svo. 6d.

MR. SPONGES SPORTING TOUR.
Illustrated. Medium Svo. 6d.

ASK MAMMA, lllus. Medium Svo. 6d.

Urquhart (M.), A TRAGEDY IN COM-
MONPLACE. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Vorst (Marie Van). THE SENTIMEN-
TAL ADVENTURES OF JIMMY BUL-
STRODE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Waineman (Paul). THE BAY OF
L I L A C .S : A Romance from Finland.
.'second Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

THE SONG OF THE FOREST. Cr. Svo,
6s.

Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR, SMITH.
Medium S7'j. 6d.

THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
Medium Svo. 6d,

COUSINS. Medium Svo. 6d.

Wallace (General Lew). B E N-H U R.
Medium Svo. 6d.

THE FAIR GOD. Mediutn Svo. 6d.

Watson (H. B. Marriott). CAPTAIN
FORTUNE. Third Edition. Cr Svo. 6s.

TWISTED EGLANTINE. With 8 lllus-
trations by Frank Craig. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HIGH TOBY: Being further Chapters
in the Life and Fortunes of Dick Ryder,
otherwise Galloping Dick, sometime Gentle-
man of the Road. With a Frontispiece by
Claude Shkiperson. Third Edition.
Cr, S710. 6.V.

A MIDSUMMER DAY'S DREAM.
Third Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.
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FHE PRIVATEERS, With 8 Illustrations

by Cyrus Cuneo. Second Edition. Cr.

Zvo. ds.

K POPPY SHOW: Being Divers and
Diverse Tales. Cr. %vo. (>s.

rHE ADVENTURERS. Medium Svo. 6d.

SVeekes (A. B.)- THE PRISONERS OF
WAR. Medium Zvo. 6d.

JVells (H. G.). THE SEA LADY. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. Also Medium 8vo. 6d.

(Veyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. With Illnstrations by R. C. Wood-
VILLE. Twenty-Second -Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

tVhite (Percy). THE SYSTEM. TAird
Edition. Cr. Svo, 6s.

\ PASSIONATE PILGRIM. Medium
Svo. 6d.

kVilliams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr.
8vo. 6s.

iVilliamson (Mrs. C. N.). THE AD-
VENTURE OF PRINCESS SYLVIA.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHE WOMAN WHO DARED, Cr. Svo.

6s.

rHE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edition.
Cr, Svo. 6s.

rHE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PAPA. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car. With
i6 Illustrations. Seventeenth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

THE PRINCESS PASSES: A Romance
of a Motor. With i6 Illustrations. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With
i6 Illustrations. Tenth Edit. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
ERRAND IN SPAIN. With 17 Illus-

trations. Fourth Edition. Cr. Szio. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. With a Fron-
tispiece in Colour by A. H. Buckland, 16

other Illustrations, and a Map. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SCARLET RUNNER. With a Frontispiece

in Colour by A. H. Buckland, and 8 other

Illustrations. Third Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Wyllarde (Dolf). THE PATHWAY OF
THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Yeldham (C. C). DURHAM'S FARM.
Cr, Svo, 6s.

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

Fhe Getting Well of Dorothy. By Mrs<
W. K. Cliflford. Second Edition.

Dnly a Guard-Room Dog.
Cuthell.

By Edith E.

By W.Master Rockafellar's Voyage
Clark Russell. Third Edition.

3yd Belton : Or, the Boy who would not go
to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn. Second Ed.

The Red Grange. By Mrs. Molesworth.
,

A Girl of the People. By L. T. Meade.
Fourth Edition,

Hepsy Gipsy. By L. T. Meade, -zs, 6d.

The Honourable Miss. By L. T. Meade.
Second Edition.

There was once a Prince. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

When Arnold comes Home. By Mrs. M. E,

Mann.

The Novels of Alexandre Dumas
Medium Svo. Price 6d. Double Volumes, is.

COMPLETE LIST ON APPLICATION.

Albanesl (E. Maria).
LOUISA.

I KNOW A MAIDEN.
Austen (J.). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.
Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
"ASTING OF NETS.
Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD.

Baring=Gould (S.). FURZE BLOOM.
"HEAP JACK ZITA.
KITTY ALONE,
URITH.
THE BROOM SQUIRE.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
NOEML
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

Methuen's Sixpenny Books
Medium Svo.

LOVE AND LITTLE TU'PENNY.
WINEFRED.
THE FROBISHERS.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE.
Barr (Robert). TENNIE BAXTER.
IN THE MIDST 'OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
THE MUTABLE MANY,
Benson (E. F.). DODO.
THE VINTAGE.
Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS.

Caffyn (Mrs.). ANNE MAULEVERER.
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Capes (Bernard). THE LAKE OF
WINE.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.
Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.). ANGEL.
A STATE SECRET.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS.
JOHANNA.
Dante (Alighieri). THE DIVINE
COMEDY (Gary).

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette). A VOYAGE
OF CONSOLATION.

THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.

Findlater (Jane H.). THE GREEN
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
Gaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD.
MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.
Gerard (Dorothea), HOLY MATRI-
MONY.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
MADE OF MONEY.
Olssing(a). THE TOWN TRAVELLER.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.
Glanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S
TREASURE.

THE KLOOF BRIDE.
Gleig (Charles). HUNTER'S CRUISE.
Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMM'S
FAIRY TALES.

Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO.

PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
Hornung: (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DAVID.

Le Queux (W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF
WESTMINSTER. •

Levett-Yeats (S. K.). THE TRAITOR'S
WAY.

Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HIS-
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.

Lyall(Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN.
Malet (Lucas). THE CARISSIMA.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Mann (Mrs.). MRS. PETER HOWARD.
A LOST ESTATE.
THE CEDAR STAR.
ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.
Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-

LEY'S SECRET.
A MOMENT'S ERROR.
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FAITHFUL.

Marsh (Richard). A METAMORPHOSIS
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE.
THE GODDESS.
THE JOSS.
Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Mathers (Helen). HONEY.
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT
SAM'S SWEETHEART.
Meade (Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT.
Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THl
SPIDER.

Montresor(F. P.), THE ALIEN.
Morrison (Arthur). THE HOLE U
THE WALL.

Nesbit (E.) J HE RED HOUSE.
Norris(VV. E.). HIS GRACE.
GILES INGILBY.
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
MATTHEW AUSTIN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
SIR ROBERTS FORTUNE.
THE PRODIGALS.
THE TWO MARYS.
Oppenheini (E. P.). MASTER OF MEN
Parker (Gilbert). THE POMP OF THl
L.WILETTES.

WHEN VALMONDCAMETOPONTIAC
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEP;
OF A THRONE.

I CROVv'N THEE KING.
Phillpotts (Eden). THE HUMAN BOY
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
THE POACHER'S WIFE.
THE RIVER.
' Q ' (A. T. Quiller Couch). T H I

WHITE WOLF.
Ridge (W. Rett). A SON OF THE STATE
LOST PROPERTY.
GEORGE and THE GENERAL.
Russell (W. Clark). ABANDONED.
A MARRIAGE AT SEA.
MY DANISH SWEETHE.ART.
HIS ISLAND PRINCFSS.
Sergeant (Adeline). THE MASTER OI
BEECHWOOD.

BARBARA'S MONEY
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR
ASK MAMMA.
Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR. SMITH.
(OUSINS.
THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
Wallace (General Lew). BEN-HUR.
THE FAIR G' >D.

Watson (H. B. Marriott). THE ADVEN
TURERS.

Weekes (A. B.). PRISONERS OF WAR,
Wells (H. G.). THE SEA LADY.
White (Percy). A PASSIONATE
PILGRIM.
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